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1.1 THE VALUE OF THIS GUIDE

This document provides an understanding of how the 
architecture of Verrado should be derived from Styles and Values 
consistent with the regional history and traditions of Arizona 
and the Desert Southwest, and how to organize and design site 
elements to complement the architecture and resident’s lifestyle. 
In the sections that follow, you will fi nd specifi c defi nitions 
with sketch images that exemplify the overall architectural 
character of this Community, the unique Style of Verrado, and 
the signature of the Homes within Verrado. The goal of this 
collection of information is to achieve great design and ensure a 
lasting value in the Community through guidance of individual 
design expression. The intent is to convey the rich array of 
possibilities that express the established Styles for Verrado.

It is the Homeowner’s responsibility to obtain the most current 
Design Guidelines and carefully review all applicable sections 
of the Community Charter for Verrado (the “Charter”) prior 
to commencement of design. If any provisions of these Design 
Guidelines are inconsistent with the terms of the Charter, the 
terms of the Charter shall control.

1.2 A VISION FOR VERRADO 
CUSTOM HOMES

1.2.1 Unifi ed Town Concept

Unlike many large master planned communities, Verrado is not 
a collection of individual projects or villages. Although there 
are Golf Courses, Custom Lots, shopping opportunities, and a 
variety of housing types, at Verrado these will be linked and 
blended together in a manner that results in a unifi ed, singular 
form. Typical of a town that has evolved over time, it will 
have a downtown (Town Center) and several smaller hubs of 
neighborhood services (District Cores), each surrounded by 
higher and mid−density neighborhoods that gradually transition 
to lower density neighborhoods at the edge of the town.
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Each Home Site in Verrado has opportunities to excel in architectural design
character, landscape integration, and site planning
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1.2.2 Refl ecting Regional Heritage

Historically, “town building” in the Valley has been rich in 
planning, architectural, and landscape forms. From the hard 
grid of central Phoenix and the more relaxed grid forms of the 
Encanto and Palmcroft Districts to the curvilinear suburban 
forms of Scottsdale, each has applications at Verrado. As in any 
town that evolved over an extended period of time, different 
parts of the town refl ect the desires, values, and landforms of 
each sector as it developed, driven by both the strong climatic 
infl uences and the culture of the people that have settled there 
over time.

1.2.3 Location and Se� ing

Verrado is located approximately 26 miles west of Downtown 
Phoenix at the foothills of the White Tank Mountains, along the 
Interstate 10 corridor. The 8,800−acre site is strategically located 
in the middle of the West Valley growth patterns within the 
town of Buckeye. The 4,000−foot−high White Tank Mountains 
provide a spectacular backdrop for the new Custom Home 
neighborhoods of Verrado.

1.2.4 Guiding Principles for Design

Diversity in Form and Character
Diversity is encouraged and can be accomplished using a 
variety of architectural Styles of Spanish and Western origins—
all within a framework of quality, design integrity, and 
appropriateness; however, blending two or more individually 
identifi ed Styles within the same Home is not allowed, as such 
Style meshing diminishes the fabric of the Community’s overall 
architectural integrity.

Authentic Architecture
Authentic architectural Style will be rediscovered at Verrado. 
Massing, roof forms, materials, and details will refl ect historic, 
regional styles, recognizable by the average resident. Authentic 
architecture is a key element of great neighborhoods. 

The intent of the design criteria is to avoid “stage−front” 
architecture. The massing of the buildings as well as the 
application of details and overall character of the architectural 
Styles should be as authentic as possible. For concept and 
inspiration, we have turned to the Desert Southwest’s own 
architectural past. The Southwestern architectural lineage 
includes Western Regional, Territorial, and Spanish−infl uenced 
Styles found throughout Arizona and the surrounding region. 
Designers and Architects should rely on historical references 
and conceptual illustrations in these Design Guidelines for 
inspiration. The application of Styles is further defi ned in the 
Architectural Styles section of this document (Section Three).

Craftsmanship
As a Community goal, each Custom Home in Verrado is 
expected to be designed in an artful manner for the specifi c 
site opportunities each Lot has to offer, and be built with 
superior craftsmanship. Rather than focusing on size, Verrado 
architecture focuses on authenticity, detail, and setting on 
the land in a naturalistic manner. In the spirit of the great 
residential properties around the world, our highest aspiration is 
to offer more thoughtful fl oor plans, simplicity in massing, fi ner 
detailing, richer fi nishes, and enduring quality.

Architectural Style Selection by Site Opportunities, 
Constraints, and Lifestyle
Each architectural Style offers uniquely distinct characteristics 
that respond differently to specifi c site opportunities and 
constraints. Some Styles are best suited to longer street 
exposures, and may not be compatible with narrower Lot 
shapes. Additionally, some Styles present a more formal axial 
emphasis at the front of the Home, whereas others are purposely 
less formal and offer a casual quality. Styles indicative of less 
formal character and form are well suited for sloping Lots with 
steeper, sometimes complex, grades. Home Styles with formal 
emphasis should be considered only for fl atter Lots of minimum 
slope. Every Home Site within Verrado possesses unique 
conditions and opportunities to contribute to the enhancement of 
Community quality in many ways.
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Regent Hills Custom Home Site Plan
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1.2.5 Design Integrity

Each residential design may comply with all technical 
requirements, and yet not be visually pleasing in terms of 
architectural composition or Design Integrity. The Design 
Review Committee will evaluate each Home design using these 
Elements of Composition, and if, in the opinion of the Design 
Review Committee, the spirit of these guidelines have been met 
while some technical aspects may not have been, a “variance for 
excellence” can be granted at the sole discretion of the Design 
Review Committee. 

Design Integrity will be reviewed for each design submission 
according to the following twelve (12) Elements of 
Composition.

Elements of Composition
 1.  Site Integration—Each Home at Verrado shall be properly 

integrated into the natural setting. This includes proper 
site planning within the Building Envelope or setbacks, 
topographic integration in establishing fl oor elevations that 
respond to the grade, adequate integration of drainage to 
respond to the existing natural and proposed future fl ows, 
integration of retaining and site walls that function for 
privacy without diminishing the quality of the Home and 
neighborhood character, and sensitive exterior material 
fi nish selection. Flat pad grading on sloping Lots will not 
be allowed. On Lots with natural vegetation, continuity 
of the existing landscape and the relative subordination of 
buildings are paramount in maintaining the distinctive 
natural character of Verrado.  

 2.  Scale—All Homes within Verrado must be appropriately 
scaled relative to the Building Envelope and the vertical 
massing relative to the site context.

 3.  Proportion—Each design element of the Home has an 
inherent proportional relationship to the other, and to 
the entire structure. This includes, but is not limited to 
windows, doors, f ascia details, columns or posts, entry 
areas, exterior walls, and site walls. The goal is for every 

Home to be well composed and designed with all design 
elements appearing in proportion to each other and to the 
whole composition.

 4.  Rhythm—Rhythm refers to the regular or harmonious 
recurrence of overall forms, window or door openings, 
roof or f ascia lines, structural support elements, or other 
shapes, colors, or materials.  Architecture should exhibit a 
semblance of rhythm, including sequence by size, shape, 
or pattern, or even random by proximity or similarity of 
forms.

 5.  Balance—Balance in architectural design is measured by the 
overall composition of visual forms, the exterior material 
placement and integration, the proportion of window area to 
wall mass, and the composition of the building masses.

 6.  Color Value—The use of color as a complement to the 
design and the overall context is extremely important. Homes 
designed with consideration for color application from 
the start are able to use more interesting and sophisticated 
compositions than designs that apply color at the end of the 
design process.  Verrado seeks to support the use of color 
beyond the simplifi ed applications, to create a diversity of 
color use that adds character to individual Homes and to the 
entire Community.  This can be achieved by creating rich, 
sophisticated color palettes for all the elements of the Home, 
including but not limited to walls, roofs, eave and fascia 
trim, ornamental accents, window frames, window trim, and 
shutters.

 7.  Texture—The harsh natural sun refl ects a greater amount 
of light off smooth surfaces, so a rich and varied palette of 
textures is desired to minimize the refl ectivity of walls and 
roofs. Dramatic or bold texturing must be controlled, as 
it can be equally disruptive to the visual environment. A 
random subtle texturing is preferred to a visually distracting 
repetitive pattern created by unintended texture.
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Spanish Mission Home Style on a Lot with existing natural landscape
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 8.  Shade/Shadow—A vital component of design is the use of 
depth in architectural design and detailing to compensate 
for the harsh natural sun. Without attention to this element 
of design, a Home may be incompatible with the natural 
context. A series of transitional spaces or architectural 
features, such as an arcade, a trellis, or arbors from the 
outside to the inside is a necessary component augmenting 
the visual appeal and livability of the Home. Also, depth in 
each window or door opening adds value to the perceived 
quality of the Home.

 9.  Integrity/Visual Strength—The overall integrity of a 
design is measured in its visual strength or in how well all 
the components look and feel when assembled together. A 
well−composed Home that has excelled in all design elements 
listed here will have great visual strength.

10.  Material Integration—The Design Guidelines stipulate 
specifi c criteria regarding the allowable type and placement 
of exterior materials. The purpose of this element as part of 
Design Integrity is to ensure that in addition to providing the 
correct type and amount, artfulness in overall composition 
is also achieved. The combination of textures shall be 
complementary rather than competing. Colors shall be 
compatible and their placement must enhance the other 
elements of Design Integrity such as balance, appropriateness, 
and visual strength.

11.  Appropriateness—The degree of diversity of individual 
design expression will be measured against the stated goals 
for the overall character of Verrado. Some individual designs 
may be deemed inappropriate or incompatible with the goals 
for Verrado, and are not necessarily a refl ection of the quality 
of the design.  All Home designs shall be responsive to the 
climate and the existing natural setting.  Appropriateness 
also applies to all other elements listed here with regard to 
the components being compatible in scale, material, color 
selection, and so on.

12.  Artistic Endeavor—This element recognizes that the criteria 
presented in these Design Guidelines are not intended to 
inhibit the overall artistic quality of a design submission. 
A design submission may be considered exempt from 
particular criteria if the design successfully incorporates 
all other elements contained herein. The exception must 
not cause an undue negative impact to another individual 
property or the Community as a whole. 
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Western Home Style derived from historical forms and details
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2.1 THE HOME SITE

The creation of a memorable Home with high quality interior 
and exterior spaces requires great architecture, a well−crafted 
landscape set comfortably in a desert environment, and a skilled 
approach to site planning that accentuates the Home in an artful 
manner. The architecture of Verrado will create a statement 
appropriate in scale and with simplicity of form. The landscaped 
Yard outside the Home will accent the presence of the house by 
framing it in a combination of well−defi ned outdoor rooms and 
naturalized landscape spaces. Design of the Home Site should 
receive the same level of consideration as the design of structures. 

2.2 GENERAL SITE DESIGN 
CONSIDERATIONS

Each Home Site has unique landform and vegetation 
characteristics that serve as opportunities to create well−designed 
exterior spaces that complement the house design and contribute 
to the ambiance of the living experience. 

2.2.1 Understanding Base Documents for 
Each Lot

Each Homeowner will receive, or have access to, a set of 
documents pertaining to site conditions for the Lot purchased. 
These documents are provided by the Master Developer to 
describe general and specifi c Lot conditions and guidelines to 
be used by their design team for site planning and architectural 
design. The base documents to be provided will include, but 
may not be limited to, the following:
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Signature Home on a Town Lot on a corner
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Criteria Maps for Individual Lots
Criteria Maps defi ne unique conditions and requirements for each 
Lot, and shows the general conditions of the Lot and it’s context. 
Criteria such as Building Envelopes, setbacks, utility locations, 
topography, easements, and/or special landscape considerations 
may exist on a Lot. For this reason it is necessary to consult the 
Lot’s specifi c Criteria Map prior to the start of design. General 
conditions shown on the Criteria Maps must be verifi ed in the 
fi eld and are provided for reference only.

Regent Hills Design Guidelines
These Design Guidelines will be provided at the time of Lot 
purchase. The contents of this document will help guide the 
design team through the planning and design process, and 
through each step of the process for approval. 

2.2.2 Lot Types and Relationship to Landform and 
Lot Size

Within the Custom Home neighborhoods, there are two (2) 
distinctly different Lot types: 

   Natural Foothill Lots

   Town Lots

Refer to the Lot Type Chart − Table 1 located in this section to 
verify Lot types.  

Natural Foothill Lots
Natural Foothill Lots will have native vegetation to remain in 
their natural condition, except in some cases, where the native 
desert has been disturbed due to street and infrastructure work 
by the Developer. The building envelope, present on every 
Natural Foothill Lot, defi nes the area that can be constructed 
within, and protects the native desert beyond. 

Town Lots
Most Town Lots have been graded, or partially graded. Other 
Town Lots will have little to no grading disturbance and remain 
natural in character. A Town Lot is designed to be a part of a 
tight nit neighborhood, generally with tree lined streets, raised 
front yards and porches, curb separated sidewalks, formal 
landscape and architecture.  These Lots are similar to the Lots in 
historic turn of the century neighborhoods through the country.

Town Lots adjacent to Natural Foothill Lots
In the event that a Town Lot is located adjacent to a Natural 
Foothill Lots which is surrounded by native desert, the rear 
portion of the Town Lot will be required to be improved in 
a character much like a Natural Foothill Lot. In the back half 
of the Lot, privacy walls and landscape Improvements are not 
allowed to extend beyond the limits of the Building Envelope, 
and must respond to the architectural form of the Home design. 
Native landscape zones will apply outside of the walls in the 
back portion of the Lot. 

2.2.3 Signature Lots

A number of select Lots have been designated as Signature Lots. 
Signature Lots have particular signifi cance in the Community 
due to their prominence as either a Lot on an axial focus with 
a street alignment, or have a signifi cant corner Lot presence. 
The design response for a Signature Lot may utilize one of the 
following strategies:

    Provide vertical emphasis in the building massing.

    Formal alignment of the building massing to the street(s) is 
required. Random, skewed, or angular massing will not be 
allowed.

    Front yard landscape design must be formal in character 
relative to layout and plant arrangement. The landscape 
within the front yard setback(s) should be an extension 
of the streetscene landscape and should include similar or 
complementary plants.

    Provide special design consideration for prominence of 
signifi cant landform.

    Turf is generally encouraged to be placed, and to be visible 
in the front yards of Signature Lots unless otherwise noted 
on the Criteria Map.  

    Front yards of Signature Lots should generally be elevated 
above the adjacent street grade.  

    Garage doors should not be visible from the signature 
street and driveway access from the signature street are 
discouraged.  

Refer to the Lot Type Chart − Table 1 located at the end of this 
section to verify location of Designated Signature Lots.
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2.2.4 Focal Architectural Opportunity

Lots with a focal architectural opportunity noted on the Criteria 
Map have focal importance in the overall neighborhood.  These 
Lots are on focus at the end of streets or are the focus of visual 
attention from the larger Community. The architecture and 
landscape design of these Homes should provide an accent in the 
overall look of the street. 

    Garage doors are not permitted at these focal locations on 
Lots.

    Focal architectural opportunities on Lots are locations 
where vertical massing accents and facades with 
architectural features are encouraged.

    Large blank stucco walls will not be permitted at these 
locations.

2.2.5 Selecting a Home Site on Sloping or Level 
Landforms

In Verrado, each prospective resident has the opportunity to 
select a Home Site that provides the potential for a Home 
design, that meets the Homeowner’s expectations for Style 
and exterior experience. Some Lots offer sloping terrain and 
naturally undulating landforms punctuated with stands of 
native vegetation. Other Lots occur on gently sloping or level 
landforms. There are distinct challenges among the two differing 
landforms contained in Verrado that infl uence individual site 
planning, Style selections, and architectural design strategies.

Prospective Buyers are strongly encouraged to consider their 
expectations for living environment, desired level of privacy, 
and construction budgets when making a decision to purchase a 
Lot on either a sloping landform or a level grade.  

2.2.6 Multiple Lot Joining 

Throughout Verrado there are opportunities to purchase two (2) 
or a maximum of three (3) individual and adjoining Lots, and 
combine them into one (1) larger Lot. Signature Lots are not 
allowed to be joined to form larger Lots.  

When applicable, two (2) or a maximum of three (3) 
adjoining Lots may be considered for combining into a Multiple 
Lot Join. In the event that a Prospective Buyer, or Lot Owner, 
wants to purchase two (2) or three (3) contiguous Lots and 
combine those Lots into one Home Site, he or she must receive 
approval from the Design Review Committee to confi rm that 
those Lots are possible to assemble. Prior to Design Review 
Committee submission, the Prospective Buyer or Lot Owner 
shall submit a proposed reconfi guration of the Building 
Envelope to the Design Review Committee, which will review 
and approve, or disapprove, the reconfi guration at its sole and 
absolute discretion. 

Approval of the reconfi gured Building Envelope must be 
obtained prior to preparing the Concept Design Submittal. A 
reconfi gured Building Envelope may span the common Lot line, 
or have a connection between the two prior Building Envelopes, 
as long as the combined total area of the new Building Envelope 
does not exceed seventy−fi ve (75) percent of the sum of the two 
(2) or three (3) individual original Building Envelopes. 

On Lots located on hillsides, it is more likely that reconfi guration 
of the Building Envelope on more than one Lot may cause an 
adverse effect on Adjacent Lots. The Design Review Committee 
will give consideration at its sole discretion to the Adjacent 
Lots with any proposed reconfi guration. Any consideration of 
Building Envelope reconfi guration, including determination 
of driveway access, will be based on, but not limited to, the 
following guidelines: 

    Location of existing natural drainage washes and proposed 
drainage patterns.

   Location, density, and quality of vegetation. 

   Topography, slope, and viewshed constraints.

   Existing natural features.

   Existing or planned driveways on Adjacent Lots.
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Custom Home with distinctive street presence on Town Lot
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2.3 GENERAL SITE PLAN 
CONSIDERATIONS

Some Lots will have Building Envelopes predetermined  and 
identifi ed on the Criteria Map. Each structure that forms the 
complete composition must be contained within the Building 
Envelope and contribute meaningfully to the overall composition 
for the site upon which it is situated. 

2.3.1 Designing within the Building Envelopes

The Design Guidelines for Verrado place a high value on 
the character of undisturbed natural vegetation in each 
neighborhood, affording each Home the opportunity to achieve 
privacy from Lot to Lot. Determining where each house can be 
located on the property to maintain the overall character of the 
open space is achieved by establishing Building Envelopes. It is 
the intent of these Design Guidelines to provide the Architect 
with fl exible options in site planning and Home design without 
diminishing the quality of on−site natural features or off−site 
view potential. Any request to modify the established Building 
Envelopes is discouraged. In cases of special circumstances, the 
Design Review Committee, at its sole discretion, may consider 
a request for modifi cation to a Building Envelope. Written 
approval from the Design Review Committee is required before 
fi nal design begins.

2.3.2 Building Envelopes

Each Home Site has a specifi c Building Envelope defi ning the 
buildable area of the Lot in which all Improvements are required 
to be placed. All construction, including the Home, Guest 
House, pools and pool houses, Accessory Buildings, garages, 
patios, site and retaining walls, vehicular access, auto courts, 
grading and landscape Improvements, must be built within 
the limits of the Building Envelope. All construction activities, 
including equipment maneuvering and material storage, are 
limited to this area. The Design Review Committee must approve 
removal of any trees or protected plants, where removal is 
required for the reasonable development of the Lot. The Building 
Envelope for each specifi c Lot is depicted on the Criteria Map for 
each subdivision.

The Building Envelope acts as a limit beyond which no 
construction activity, including grading, material storage, and 
access, may take place. All construction Improvements must 
be held to a minimum of five (5) feet within the Building 
Envelope to allow for construction activity to be contained 
within the Building Envelope.

2.3.3 Modifi cations to the Building Envelope

Requests to modify the shape and position of the Building 
Envelope may be considered by the Design Review Committee 
at its sole discretion. Any request to expand the total size of the 
Building Envelope is strongly discouraged, and approval will 
be granted only in the event of special circumstances, in the 
opinion of the Design Review Committee. No modifi cation of 
the Building Envelope is allowed unless specifi cally approved 
in writing by the Design Review Committee. All considerations 
of Building Envelope reconfi gurations, including approval of 
driveway access, will be reviewed based on impact to the street 
scene; the location of existing natural and proposed drainage 
washes; location, density, and quality of vegetation; and existing 
or planned driveways on Adjacent Lots.
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Home and landscape Improvements with added formality contained within the Building Envelope creates an enhanced living environment
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Minor Modifi cations to the Building Envelope
Some Minor Modifi cations to the Building Envelope may be 
allowed by the Design Review Committee upon a Homeowner’s 
application for this specifi c variance. Minor Modifi cations to 
the Building Envelope may be approved when justifi ed in the 
Design Review Committee’s opinion, based on consideration of 
views, privacy, location of existing Improvements, topography, 
natural features, existing vegetation, drainage corridors, and the 
overall character of the Community. Minor Modifi cations will 
be considered with a Preliminary Design Submittal and will not 
require separate submission. Although Minor Modifi cations will 
be considered, the Design Review Committee has no obligation 
to approve such proposed modifi cations for any reason. 

Minor Modifi cations shall be defi ned as changes to the 
established Building Envelope of less than ten (10) feet in any 
outward direction beyond the original Building Envelope, as 
shown on the Criteria Map. Relocation of the Building Envelope 
to accommodate a driveway will be considered minor unless, in 
the opinion of the Design Review Committee, the modifi cation 
in driveway location materially impacts the views, privacy, 
and/or character of an Adjacent Lot, streets, or other Common 
Areas. Under no circumstances can the Minor Modifi cation of a 
Building Envelope result in the increase of total area of Building 
Envelope when compared to the numeric amount represented on 
a Criteria Map, unless otherwise approved by the Design Review 
Committee.

Major Modifi cations to the Building Envelope
A Major Modifi cation to a Building Envelope shall be defi ned 
as any proposed modifi cation that exceeds ten (10) feet in any 
outward direction beyond the original Building Envelope, as 
shown on the Criteria Map. Major Modifi cation to a Building 
Envelope may require written approval of all Owners of 
Adjacent Lots on a form provided by the Design Review 
Committee. In the case where the Adjacent Lots are owned 
by the Developer, written approval from the Developer will 
be required. It is the sole responsibility of the Homeowner to 
obtain written approval from all Owners of Adjacent Lots prior 
to submission of the request for Major Modifi cation. Under no 
circumstances can the Major Modifi cation of a Building Envelope 
result in the increase of total area of the Building Envelope when 
compared to the numeric amount represented on a Criteria Map, 
unless otherwise approved by the Design Review Committee.
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Lot Type diagram—Natural Foothill Lot
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2.4 SPECIFIC SITE PLAN 
CONSIDERATIONS 

In addition to Building Envelopes, some Lots have Building 
Setbacks established for the front, sides, and rear yards. Each 
building structure that forms the complete composition must 
be contained within the Building Setbacks and contribute 
meaningfully to the overall composition for the site upon 
which it is situated. Areas outside of the designated Building 
Setbacks, are not intended for building structures, but may 
be used for patios, pools, walls, fences, landscape, and low 
retaining walls. All structures located within the Lot will 
require geotechnical analysis and earthwork construction at the 
Owner’s responsibility to accommodate them on the Lot. Any 
request to modify the established Building Setbacks will not be 
considered.

2.4.1 Site Plan Summary for Natural Foothill Lots

All Natural Foothill Lots will have a designated Building 
Envelope and Building Setbacks as depicted on the Criteria Map. 
In cases where there are both, the more restrictive limit shall 
apply.

    Building Envelope: Building Envelopes apply, and are 
designated on the Criteria Map. 

    Building Setbacks: All Building Setbacks, in addition to 
Building Envelopes, are designated on the Criteria Map, and 
are more restrictive than the setbacks enforced by the Town 
of Buckeye. The Building Setbacks designated in the Design 
Guidelines and as shown on the Criteria Map shall govern. 
If a confl ict occurs between setbacks designated by Verrado, 
the Building Envelope identifi ed on the Criteria Map, and 
those imposed by the Town of Buckeye, the more restrictive 
shall apply.

     Landscape, Grading, or other Improvements outside of the 
Building Envelope: Not allowed.

     Streetscape Zone: This zone is not found on Natural 
Foothill Lots, unless disturbance from street and utility 
Improvements exists. 
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Lot Type diagram—Town Lot adjacent to Natural Foothill Lot
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2.4.2 Site Plan Summary for Town Lots
     Building Envelope: Most Town Lots do not have a 

designated Building Envelope. On certain Lots with 
designated Building Envelopes, the guidelines noted 
in Section 2.3 will apply. Grading and landscape 
Improvements can be made to the entire Lot, except for 
undisturbed native areas as shown on the Criteria Map, but 
all buildings and structures must be contained within the 
Building Setbacks.

     Building Setbacks: Each Home Site has specifi c minimum 
Building Setbacks. In general, all Building Setbacks are 
designated on the Criteria Map, and are more restrictive 
than the setbacks enforced by the Town of Buckeye. The 
Building Setbacks designated in the Design Guidelines and 
as shown on the Criteria Map shall govern. If a confl ict 
occurs between setbacks designated by Verrado and those 
imposed by the Town of Buckeye, the more restrictive shall 
apply.

     Landscape and Grading Improvements Outside of Building 
Setbacks: Site walls are allowed to extend to the property 
boundary on side yards only, except when abutting a 
Natural Foothill Lot, a street, an alley, and/or open space. 
Site walls are not allowed to extend to property boundary 
on rear yards, except when abutting a Production Home 
Lot. Landscape and grading Improvements can occur on all 
non−native areas.

     Streetscape Landscape Zone (along Sunrise Lane and 
Regent Street): All street trees and groundcover plantings 
are provided and installed by Developer. The Lot Owner 
is responsible for installing groundcover plantings and 
irrigation as part of the Lot Improvement requirements.

     Streetscape Landscape Zone (not along Sunrise Lane and 
Regent Street): All street trees are provided and installed 
by Developer. All other shrub and groundcover planting 
and irrigation are the responsibility of the Lot Owner.

Home on a Town Lot with a strong street presence
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Lot Type diagram—Town Lot adjacent to an Alley
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2.4.3 Town Lots with a Street Presence

Homes designed on Town Lots will take on a more formal 
appearance, and face the street and landscaped medians in a 
proud manner. In the tradition of classic neighborhood building, 
Homes on Town Lots will be designed with an attention to site 
planning, grading, architectural, and landscape design details. 

Front−of−Home Orientation to Streets 

The face forward line on Lots denotes the direction the 
main mass of the Home and front door must f ace as noted on 
the Criteria Map. Walls of the Home should generally be 
perpendicular or parallel with the face forward line when it is 
present on a Lot.  Some Lots do not have face forward lines, 
and the alignment of the Home may be decided by the design 
team and approved by the Design Review Committee during the 
conceptual Design Review.

    All Homes are required to have front entry doors that face 
the primary street.

     On corner Lots, Homes with two−story massing should be 
placed on the street side of the Lot.

Lots Raised to the Street
Some Town Lots will have raised Lots above the sidewalk and/
or curb elevation. For those raised Lots, the front yard landscape 
will have special features that add character and quality to the 
neighborhood. The special landscape features required include:

     A walkway leading from the Home’s entry to the street in 
as straight a path as possible. The walkway should connect 
the street/sidewalk to the porch steps.

    For grade transition, well−crafted stairs with low−scale 
cheek walls are required. Stairs can have rectilinear walls 
or curved/splayed walls depending on the character of the 
Home.

    For Homes with more than two (2) feet of grade difference 
from the public sidewalk to the pad, a low front yard 
retaining wall may be required. The low wall must not 
exceed a height that will require a guardrail and be a 
minimum of one (1) foot high. The wall must be placed 
outside of the P.U.E. and be either a minimum of two (2) 
feet off the edge of the back of the sidewalk, or thirteen 
(13) from back of curb when a sidewalk is not present.
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Front Porches on Town Lots
Most Homes on Town Lots will have front porches. In some 
cases, Lots will be required to have front porches as designated 
on the Criteria Map. Porches should be designed to create 
usable outdoor living areas that add to the quality of the street 
environment. 

    Front porches must be raised a minimum of eighteen (18) 
inches above the fi nish grade.

    Front porches must be sized a minimum of ten (10) feet 
deep by twenty−fi ve (25) feet wide.

   The porch may not be enclosed by a privacy wall.

    Architectural Styles which easily accommodate front 
porches are encouraged.

    The porch should be part of the arrival experience / path to 
the front door of the Home

    Porch railings and their details should be designed as 
extensions of the Home’s architectural character. Porch 
railings with some transparency are recommended.

    On corner Lots, porches that wrap a front and side elevation 
can add to the quality of both streets. 

View from porch overlooking planted median in Town Lots
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2.5 RESIDENT AND GUEST 
ARRIVAL AND PARKING 

In Verrado, guest arrival will be an important feature of every 
Home. Each Home makes a statement about the Community 
to the arriving guest. The following are requirements related to 
guest parking areas:

2.5.1 Garage Placement

The goal is to locate garage doors and service areas of the 
Home away from the primary guest arrival entrance and out 
of prominent view from the street. This involves utilizing the 
following strategies for the isolation of this component: 

    Garages shall not be the dominant visual element at the 
front of Home or along streets.

    Locate garage doors deep enough into the Lot to not create a 
strong presence on the front entry of the Home or street.

    In cases where a garage faces a street, the front face of garage 
must be no closer than fi fteen (15) feet to adjacent building 
mass of the Home.

     Design for planting areas of mature plants and trees to be 
incorporated into what otherwise would be a large area of 
hardscape in front of the garage doors.

    The Criteria Map generally designated the location of 
allowed and preferred zones for garage placement. These 
garage zones are fl exible, but require Design Review 
Committee approval for proposed locations outside of what 
is designated on the Criteria Map.

    Garages are allowed to face alleys, but must be setback a 
minimum of twenty−fi ve (25) feet from the back of curb of 
the alley.

Recessed garage located beyond the main arrival area enhances the resident and guest entry experience 
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2.5.2 Driveways

The driveway entry design is the critical fi rst impression of the 
Home, and often the only impression for the Community when 
the Home is remote from the street. Driveways should be located 
so as to minimize their visual impact on important natural 
features of a Lot such as large or signifi cant plant materials, 
boulders, washes, or drainage fl owlines. Care shall be given to 
the design of all elements at the entry drive location, which may 
include all or some of the following elements:

   Address marker on simple post or pilasters

   Exterior lighting fi xtures 

   Landscape features

All driveways shall comply with the following:
    Some Lots will have designated locations where driveways 

access is not allowed. Refer to the Criteria Map for those 
locations.

    Driveway paving materials shall complement the 
architectural Style of the Home, and in general can include 
integral color concrete, stone, brick and concrete pavers, 
and grasscrete pavers. Uncolored smooth concrete may not 
be used for driveway surfaces. Stamped concrete patterns 
simulating real paving materials may be approved by the 
Design Review Committee upon review of a fi eld mock−up. 
Feature strips of different material and special aggregates in 
exposed concrete will be reviewed on a case−by−case basis. 
Driveways with slopes in excess of fi ve (5) percent may 
not be surfaced with decomposed granite due to erosion and 
siltation problems. Driveways surfaced with decomposed 
granite are required to be contained by integral colored 
concrete ribbons, curbs, edging, or some other containment 
treatment to ensure that the driveway area does not expand 
and creep outward due to lack of visual containment of the 
driving surface. Decomposed granite used as a driveway 
surface shall be a maximum size of one−half (1/2) inch or 
less and shall match the color of the existing native granite 
specifi c to the Lot. Rounded pea gravel and crushed rock 
may not be used as a driveway surface material. 

Driveways on Natural Foothill Lots Only:
    Driveways shall be a maximum of twelve (12) feet wide 

at the street curb and can taper to a maximum of sixteen 
(16) feet wide beyond the fi rst twenty (20) feet from the 
street, unless otherwise restricted by applicable codes.

    Driveways shall intersect the street preferably at a right 
angle, but at a minimum angle of seventy (70) degrees. 
Driveways should also be located in such a way as to 
accommodate drainage in the right−of−way of the street if 
present.

    Only one (1) driveway entrance off of the street will be 
permitted for each Lot, except when three (3) or more 
Lots are tied together through a Lot join; then the Design 
Review Committee may, at its sole discretion, approve up 
to, but not exceeding, two (2) driveway entrances off of 
the street(s).

Driveways on Town Lots on an Alley:
    Driveways connecting garages to an alley shall be eighteen 

(18) feet preferred, or a maximum of twenty−two (22) 
feet wide.

    All garages on Lots adjacent to alleys shall have vehicular 
access only from the alley.

Fire Department Requirements for Driveways

The Town of Buckeye Fire Department may require operational 
platforms and turnaround areas for driveways longer than 
one hundred fi fty (150) feet from the street or alley. Verify 
all requirements with local Fire Department pertaining to 
their standards for driveway widths, operating clearances and 
platforms, surface materials, additional shoulder width, and 
turnarounds.
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2.5.3 Guest Parking Spaces

A minimum of two (2) off−street guest parking spaces not 
located in front of the primary garage doors, or otherwise 
obstructing the use of the driveway, must be provided unless 
otherwise noted on the Criteria Map.

2.5.4 Driveway Gates

Private security and/or decorative gates for driveways are not 
allowed and are considered undesirable from a Community 
perspective. The Design Review Committee may consider, at its 
sole discretion, approval of proposed driveway gates only under 
special circumstances.

2.5.5 Cluster Mailbox Locations

Mail delivery is provided to cluster mailboxes in predetermined 
locations within side yards along streets. A standard mailbox 
design has been adopted to fi t the neighborhood character and 
will serve each Home in Regent Hills neighborhood. 

2.6 HOUSE TO LANDFORM 
ADAPTATION

For Lots on generally level grades, establishing a fi nish fl oor 
elevation set above the street elevation is important. Finish fl oor 
elevations should be twelve (12) to eighteen (18) inches above 
the adjacent primary street top of curb elevation. Careful Cut 
and Fill strategies must be executed to achieve the desired fl oor 
elevation while minimizing the need for excessive retaining 
walls and stem walls.

For Lots in sloping topography, the integration of 
well−proportioned masses and simpler forms, characteristic of a 
well−crafted residential character, must be executed with great 
care. A major part of good site integration strategies is designing 
the Home to take advantage of topographic changes and slope. 
Single−level Homes and Homes designed for fl at pads will not be 
allowed on sloping Lots when opportunities for terraced fl oors 
and reduced retaining walls exist. For instance, a predominantly 
single−level Home may integrate in moderate slopes, but not as 
well in steeper slopes unless it is a very narrow house footprint 
set parallel to the contours. In addition to the differences in the 
landform, whether the site is an Uphill Lot or a Downhill Lot 
brings into play signifi cantly different design issues that need to 
be considered.

2.6.1 Design Considerations for Uphill and 
Downhill Lots

In addition to the landform features characteristic to each site, 
there are different design issues to consider based on whether the 
site is an Uphill Lot or a Downhill Lot.
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Front-facing Garage with enhanced detailing set back from the main building
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Uphill Lots
Homes designed on Uphill Lots, where the driveway entry 
and the street are at a lower elevation than the Home, are 
more visually prominent due to the relationship to the street, 
and therefore require sensitive integration into the hillside 
topography. In general, the Home must be designed with steps 
in the fi nish fl oors or exterior terraces to follow the sloping site. 

    Floor levels of the Home and terraces must transition with 
grade to minimize exposed retaining wall heights.

    Garage areas should be benched into the hillside and 
screened as much as possible.

    Rear courtyards and terrace areas should be considered for 
uphill views.

    Consider placement of the terrace at the front of the house 
for a downhill view.

Raised and terraced living levels for a Home on a slightly sloping site adds to the formality of orientation to exterior spaces
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Downhill Lots
Downhill Lots, where the driveway entry and the street are at 
a higher elevation than the Home, often have a predominant 
view of the roof profi le of the Home. Homes on Downhill Lots 
can contribute to the street character by orientating the entry 
and front yard to the street, and by concealing the garage area 
elsewhere in the building mass and minimizing its visibility 
from the street. 

    The fi nish fl oors of the Home must transition with the grade 
and create multiple stories where grade is signifi cant enough 
to do so.

    Upper windows can provide additional daylight and views 
of higher slopes.

    Front yard retaining walls help transition grade from street 
to house.

A series of small, intimate spaces wrap the Home with minimal disruption to the hillside character.
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House elevation at five (5) percent slope with single floor level

House elevation at a slope greater than five (5) percent with multiple floor levels
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2.6.2 Grading Strategies and Finish Floor 
Elevations

In order to have a successfully integrated Home, the grading 
must appear as a natural condition. The Home must be properly 
positioned within the Building Envelope, and selection of 
the fi nish fl oor elevations is critical. The following shall be 
considered when designing the grading solutions:

    Use multiple fl oor or terrace levels to resolve the grade 
differential.

    Avoid abrupt grade transitions or fi nish grades greater than 
4:1 except when tieing into existing slopes.

    Properly locate and integrate retaining walls into the whole 
design composition when required.

    Exposed fi ll slopes, or “pads,” are not allowed. 

    Do not impede major site drainage fl ows, or, if rerouting is 
unavoidable, reconstruct in a natural appearance. 

    Create a natural appearance between the relationship of the 
Home and the landform.

    Home placement shall avoid major washes and minimize 
disturbance to natural drainage patterns. 

    Steps in the fl oor levels of the Home in conjunction 
with retaining walls and extended building stem walls 
dramatically reduce the need for artifi cial earth berming 
against the house.

    A Home placed with its major axis parallel to contour lines 
reduces the amount of stepping required.

2.6.3 Cut and Fill Allowances

In general, the larger the Home the more dramatic the required 
changes in the fi nish fl oor elevation within the Home. Each 
Home should nestle into the natural landform. Wherever 
possible, signifi cant Cut and Fill conditions should be contained 
within retaining walls or within the Improvements to avoid 
the exposure of Cut and Fill slopes. Cut and Fill conditions are 
evaluated based on conditions directly under the footprint of the 
Home, as well as on the overall site Improvements, patios, and 
driveways.  Evaluation of a proposed Home will be based on 
conformance with the following Cut and Fill guidelines: 

    Maximum Cut on any Lot is fi fteen (15) feet vertically, 
unless specifi cally approved in writing by the Design 
Review Committee.

    The Design Review Committee may request that the 
proposed fi nished fl oor elevations be adjusted due to Cut 
and Fill conditions, regardless of compliance with building 
height guidelines.
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Graded Lots—Single Floor Level and Terraced Floor Level
In cases where the Building Envelope or fl at pad has been 
graded level, the Home and Improvements should generally 
take advantage of the graded pad and minimize the amount of 
Cut and Fill. The Cut and Fill conditions shall generally be as 
shown below.

Steeply Sloping Lot—Terraced Floor Level
In cases where the Building Envelope slopes generally in one 
(1) direction and the Home and other Improvements are on 
multiple fl oor levels that step down with the terrain, the Cut 
and Fill conditions shall generally be as shown below.

Steeply Sloping Lots—Single Floor Level 
In cases where the Building Envelope slopes generally in one 
(1) direction and the Home and other Improvements are 
primarily on a single fl oor level, the Cut and Fill conditions 
shall generally be as shown here:

Ridge or Knoll Lot—Terraced Floor Level
In cases where the Building Envelope is generally located 
on a ridge, knoll, or other high point and the Home and other 
Improvements are on multiple fl oor levels that step down with 
the terrain, the Cut and Fill conditions shall generally be as 
shown here:

Steeply sloping Lot with single floor level

Overall Fill 
+/- 35%

Natural grade

Overall Cut 
+/- 65%

Ridge or knoll Lot with terraced floor level

Overall Fill 
+/- 35%

Overall Cut 
+/- 65%

Natural grade

Graded Lot

General slope 
= 2–3% within 
building pad

General 
slope = 3–
8% outside of 
building pad

Minimal Cut 
slope

Steeply sloping Lot with terraced floor level

Overall Cut +/- 50%

Overall Fill +/- 50%
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Ridge or Knoll Lot—Single Floor Level
In cases where the Building Envelope is generally located 
on a ridge, knoll, or other high point and the Home and other 
Improvements are primarily on a single fl oor level, the Cut and 
Fill conditions shall generally be as shown here:

Acceptable Cut and Fill Techniques 
Cut and Fill slopes may not remain exposed following the 
completion of construction. “Flat pads” will not be allowed 
to extend beyond the perimeter of the building or site walls. 
Cut slopes may be regraded and naturally contoured to match 
existing terrain if all grading is contained within the Building 
Envelope. Acceptable Cut and Fill shall generally be as shown 
below.

Unacceptable Cut and Fill Techniques
Unacceptable Cut and Fill shall generally be as shown below.

Ridge or knoll Lot with single floor level

Overall Cut 
+/- 80%

Natural 
grade

Overall Fill 
+/- 20%

Acceptable Cut and Fill techniques

Fill to be 
contained 
within wall

Natural grade

Cut area

Unacceptable Cut and Fill techniques

Large exposed 
Cut slopes are 
not allowed

Exposed Fill 
slopes are not 
allowed

Natural grade 

Cut
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2.6.4 Exposed Cut and Fill Slopes

Exposed slopes Visible from off−site vantage points must 
be graded and shaped to appear similar to the surrounding 
hillside. Finish grades on exposed slopes must transition into 
Natural Grade in a manner that appears natural and seamless. 
Above−grade rock outcroppings exposed after construction and 
lacking a weathered appearance that blends into the natural 
ground plane must be treated to match the color of similar 
natural features. In areas of exposed slopes near natural areas, 
vegetation from the appropriate landscape palette must be 
reintroduced to match the appearance of landscape on adjacent 
slopes (both species and densities). 

2.6.5 Unexposed Cut and Fill Slopes

Cut and Fill slopes that are not Visible from any adjacent 
vantage point, such as an Adjacent Lot or street, are considered 
“unexposed.” 

    Unexposed Cut and Fill slopes are not required to be 
contained with retaining walls, and can be allowed up to a 
two−to−one (2:1) slope when an engineer has certifi ed that 
there is proper stabilization. 

    All above−grade rock faces or outcroppings exposed after 
construction and lacking a weathered appearance must be 
treated to match the color of similar natural features. 

    In general, unexposed Cut and Fill slopes are hidden by 
building masses, but in the event there are unexposed 
slopes near natural areas, vegetation from the appropriate 
landscape palette must be reintroduced to match the 
appearance of the landscape on adjacent slopes (both 
species and densities).

2.6.6 Site Drainage

The Natural Drainageways for each Lot are defi ned by the 
pattern of storm water runoff that occurred on the Lot prior 
to development of the Lot by the Homeowner. These Natural 
Drainageways occur frequently throughout Verrado and should 

not be obstructed. Structures and other Improvements should be 
sited to avoid these washes, although they can be sited near the 
edge of a wash. Improvements considered necessary within, or 
traversing, a drainageway should be designed and constructed to 
bridge the drainageway and reduce the impact. The following is 
the preferred approach to handling drainage on each site:

    Avoid interruption of major drainage systems passing 
through the site. 

    Direct disturbed drainage corridors back to the historic fl ow 
location in an effi cient and natural manner.

    Roof leaders and other rainwater devices releasing 
concentrated fl ows onto the Lot shall be equipped with 
energy dissipating devices, such as solid objects that briefl y 
interrupt the fl ow of water onto the site and reduce water 
fl ow velocities, to eliminate erosion. 

    Seepage pits or other subsurface disposal of surface runoff 
shall not be permitted on any Lot unless approved by a 
geotechnical engineer registered in the State of Arizona.

    Direct intermittent water (irrigation, condensation) and 
storm water (roof, hardscape, terraces) into planter beds to 
enhance plant material growth.

    Direct storm water runoff into natural washes where 
possible.

    Consider providing adequate measures for drainage from 
any upslope Lot in the event that the established drainage 
pattern is altered.

Site drainage should utilize one or a combination of the following 
systems:

    Direct and retain water into planters utilizing swales and 
berms that have a naturalistic appearance.

    Direct drainage fl ows to natural drainage washes.

2.6.7 Bridges and Culverts

In conditions where major drainage washes and important 
native plant groupings exist between the street and Building 
Envelope, bridges or culverts are needed to provide access to 
the site and avoid impeding the conveyance of drainage fl ow. 
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Culvert treatments can be subtle elements that relate to the Home’s architectural Style
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Bridges or culverts can be an important element in the arrival 
experience. Bridges or culverts shall be designed in scale with 
the site features and utilize elements from the architectural form 
and materials for contextual fi t. 

    A qualifi ed civil engineer licensed in the State of Arizona 
should be retained to prepare the necessary drainage design 
for these conditions. 

    If culverts are used, concrete culverts are preferred. 
Corrugated metal and plastic culverts should be used only 
when not Visible. The termination of culverts, including 
the use of head walls, must result in a well−designed 
termination with fi nished edges. Rough, bent, or chipped 
ends of culverts must not be exposed. The design of culverts 
and drainage structures, when needed, should complement 
or match the color and materials of the buildings on the 
Lot.

    Bridge abutments walls and vertical elements should not 
exceed forty−two (42) inches in height, unless approved 
by the Design Review Committee.

2.6.8 Rip Rap and Erosion Protection

If rip rap or other rock−type methods of erosion control are 
proposed for signifi cant drainageways, the drainageway 
must be naturally contoured and the rip rap or rock must be 
covered with a minimum of eight (8) inches of native soil 
and revegetation. This method can still provide the necessary 
engineered erosion control, but creates a more natural−looking 
drainage way that blends with the desert environment and 
topographic conditions. 

2.6.9 Soil Stabilization at Drainage Outfalls

In areas where surface drainage will cause erosion, soil 
stabilization materials will be necessary. Utilization of plantings 
or materials such as native rock can be designed to blend into the 
landscape environment and hide their functional attributes.

2.6.10 Federally Protected Non−disturbance Area 
(FPNA)

All areas designated as Federally Protected Non−Disturbance 
Areas (FPNA) areas on the fi nal plat are required by federal 
law to remain in their natural state. No Homeowner shall be 
permitted to alter or disturb such areas from their natural state, 
nor to install any Improvements within such areas. All areas 
designated as FPNA shall allow for storm water drainage and 
retention in such areas. Each Homeowner is required to identify 
FPNAs on their Lot, if applicable, and abide by the following:

    If an FPNA is present on a Lot, no disturbance, including 
but not limited to construction fencing, grading, trash 
dump, run off, Improvements, and the like is allowed 
within fi ve (5) feet of the FPNA limit. 
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2.7 SITE WALLS AND FENCES

For Custom Home Lots in Verrado, design strategies for 
determination of placement, materials, and scale of walls and 
fences is crucial to the success of a well−conceived Home design. 
Long runs of walls without turns and offsets, and unrelated to 
the massing and layout of the Home, will be unacceptable. Walls 
should generally be as low as possible and transparent when the 
opportunity arises. 

For the purpose of these guidelines, the Homeowner and his 
or her design team must be aware of the Lot type prior to wall 
and fence design. Homes built on Natural Foothill Lots have 
Building Envelopes with specifi c wall design guidelines. Homes 
built on Town Lots, with established setbacks and Adjacent 
Lots in closer proximity, will have different specifi c wall design 
guidelines. Refer to Table 1 in Appendix C to identify the 
applicable Lot type.

2.7.1 General Considerations for Site Walls and 
Fences

There are seven (7) wall types that can be used on Lots:

    Privacy walls (non−common walls)

    Fences (open and transparent)

    View fences (fence above solid wall)

    Courtyard walls

    Front yard retaining walls (up to 30” high)

    Common Yard walls (on property line)

    Mechanical, utility, and trash enclosures

Walls and fences may be built to heights as specifi ed below. 
Fences, which are more transparent, can provide animal 
containment barriers without fully screening views in and out of 
the property. Other site walls, such as courtyard walls, low front 
yard retaining walls, and retaining walls, provide opportunities 
to create spaces for outdoor living. 

Maximum Heights based on Wall Types:

    Privacy Walls: Privacy walls, when allowed and when not 
supporting a building or retaining earth, shall not exceed 
a height of eight (8) feet when measured from the fi nish 
grade along the exterior side of the enclosure, except for 
walls located on front yards facing secondary streets. For 
walls located on front yards  facing secondary  streets the 
height shall not exceed a height of six (6) feet.

    Fences: maximum height of fences is six (6) feet, as 
measured from the fi nish grade on the outside of the wall.

    View Fences: maximum total height of view fences, with a 
combination of solid walls and fences, is eleven (11) feet, 
including a maximum of eight (8) feet of solid wall, as 
measured from the fi nish grade on the outside of the wall.

    Courtyard Walls: maximum height of courtyard walls is 
not prescribed, but must relate in scale with the adjacent 
massing of the Home.

    Front Yard Retaining Wall: maximum height of front yard 
retaining walls is thirty (30) inches or lower, and cannot 
exceed a height that requires a guardrail.

    Common Yard Walls: maximum height of common yard 
walls is six (6) feet, as measured from the lowest fi nish 
grade on the Lot of the Owner installing the wall.  

    Equipment Enclosures: walls that screen mechanical, 
utility, and trash equipment cannot exceed six (6) feet 
in height when measured from the fi nish grade along the 
exterior side of the enclosure.

Site Wall and Fence General Considerations

General considerations for site walls and fences include:    

    Wall and fences on Natural Foothill Lots with Building 
Envelopes cannot be located beyond the limits of the 
Building Envelope.

    Wall and fences on Town Lots with designated Building 
Setbacks can be located beyond the limits of the Building 
Setbacks as determined in these Design Guidelines.

    All walls providing swimming pool enclosures shall meet 
local ordinances.
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    Wall and fence material must match, accent, or complement 
the materials, character, Style, and color of architecture of 
the Home.

    On Lots with walls and fences abutting open space, or other 
natural landscape areas, and exposed to the public on one 
side, the wall must be fi nished to the same level of detail 
and quality on all exposed sides.

    On Lots with designated open space, the placement of walls 
and fencing in the open space zone is not allowed.

    Wall and fence design and materials must have Design 
Review Committee approval prior to construction.

    Ornamental iron fences and gates add to the quality of 
building elevation and visual openness.

    Premanufactured wall and fence systems are generally not 
acceptable, but will be reviewed by the Design Review 
Committee on a case−by−case basis.

    Columns, thickened ends, and/or wall turns on exposed 
wall ends are required.

    Generally, walls and fences should avoid excessive stepping 
in the top profi le. It is preferred that the top remain constant 
in height for each component, and vertical transition be 
made at massing changes. Curved transitions are allowed 
for Spanish Style designs.

    Individual wall components with differing heights shall 
interlock and overlap each other. 

    Walls shall not block or alter natural and proposed 
drainage.

    Walls built by Master Developer are considered existing, 
and not to be modifi ed by the Owner. An Owner may 
propose alterations to the Master Developer wall, and submit 
request for approval to the Design Review Committee.

    All walls, except stone walls, are required to have a 
decorative cap

    In the event that a wall ties into an existing Developer wall, 
a one (1) inch structural gap must be maintained.

    Front yard privacy walls that span the entire length of the 
street frontage are not allowed.

Site Wall and Fence Materials

Wall and fence material shall either match or complement the 
character, Style, and color of the Home’s architectural Style. 
Acceptable wall and fence designs include:

    Brick, stone, and adobe walls.

    Concrete block walls when plastered and painted on all 
exposed surfaces.

    Concrete block walls with unfi nished exposed surfaces are 
not allowed; however, the use of concrete block walls with 
special surface treatments is allowed. These treatments can 
include, but are not limited to, honed, sandblasted, acid 
etched, and stained.

    Pour in place concrete walls with surface color and/or 
texture added at a minimum is required. Uncolored and 
untextured concrete walls are not allowed.

Fence designs that are not acceptable include, but are not limited 
to:

    Chain link fencing

    Dooley block walls

    Pre−engineered fence systems, and manufactured fence 
panels

Courtyard Walls
Courtyard walls should be scaled appropriately in relation to the  
exterior building walls to create the enclosure and privacy of the 
courtyard. The detailing of these walls shall be consistent with 
the quality and detail of the exterior f acades. Courtyard walls 
must be designed as integral architectural forms and massing 
with the Home. 
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Aerial view of site wall and fence diagram on Natural Foothill Lots

Wall layout relates to 
building

Walls and fences are not 
encouraged in front yards

Fencing on open space 
edge

Native landscape in 
front and side Lots 
provide landscape 
continuity throughout the 
neighborhood
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Courtyard walls designed in scale with the massing of the Home

Retaining Walls General Considerations
With the nature of existing topography in Verrado, it is 
inevitable that some Homes will require retaining walls that do 
not support any portion of a building. The intent of these Design 
Guidelines is to promote the creation of artful wall design 
solutions within acceptable maximum height. In the event that 
retaining walls are required, they must meet the intent of the 
following requirements:

    In severe cases, where retaining walls are required and 
the need for high retaining walls is expected, the Design 
Review Committee will consider allowing retaining walls 
higher than eight (8) feet if the design is of a high quality 
layout, material, and color. Additional height may be 
achieved by the use of more than one (1) retaining wall 
to a maximum of twelve (12) feet in height, provided a 
signifi cant setback, minimum four (4) feet, is provided 
between the two (2) walls. Terraced retaining walls that 
run parallel to other retaining walls for more than twenty 
(20) feet in length are not allowed. 

    All retaining walls shall be constructed to complement 
the color and materials of the Home, unless specifi cally 
approved as an accent base. The top of the wall should be 
level, and shift in plan location when a height change is 
required.

    Maintain consistent top of wall elevations. When necessary 
to step wall height, the wall must jog a maximum of ninety 
(90) degrees.

    Low front yard retaining walls must have weep holes using 
a maximum two (2) inch diameter pipe set at four (4) 
inches above fi nish grade as measured to the top of pipe, 
and spaced horizontally as needed.

    Retaining walls must include waterproofi ng, weep holes, 
and foundation drainage.

    Storm water and nuisance water from irrigation, for 
instance, that are contained behind retaining wall systems 
shall be piped through the wall in a manner that protects 
the outward appearance and structural integrity of the wall. 
Weep holes and drain pipes that daylight on the low side of 
the wall are to be a maximum of four (4) inches above 
the fi nish grade. Drainpipes are to be concealed at points of 
daylighting and fl ows are to be directed to natural drainage 
corridors. If heavy runoff is anticipated, splash pads made 
of materials that match the architectural character or the 
natural environments, as well as the design integral to the 
wall, must be used to prevent erosion. Precast concrete 
splash pads are not acceptable.
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Wall and Fence diagram—Natural Foothill Lot

All walls and other 
Improvements held 
back fi ve (5) feet from 
Building Envelope

Courtyard walls 
are located outside 
front yard building 
setback

Walls step 
horizontally 
in response to 
architectural forms

Limit of 
Building 
Envelope

Adjacent Lot

Street

Home

Open Space
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Front Yard Retaining Walls
Within the Front Yard Setback, low retaining walls are allowed 
on all Lots, and encouraged on Town Lots on signature streets. 
They must meet the intent of the following requirements:

    Walls must be no closer to sidewalks than two (2) feet.

    Decorative caps are required

    Walls ends not at stairs must return at ninety (90) degrees 
for a minimum of two (2) feet.

    On Lots with front yard sidewalks, an entry walk and stairs 
that connects to the Home entry to the front yard sidewalk 
is encouraged.  

Mechanical, Utility, and Trash Enclosures
All mechanical equipment including A/C condenser units and 
pool equipment must be screened from off−site and on−site views.

    A solid wall matching the character of other walls and 
architectural features is required.

    The top of the wall should be a minimum of twelve (12) 
inches above the height of the equipment.

    Where gates are required, decorative designs in all steel 
or all wood are encouraged. Inexpensive and low quality 
off−the−shelf products, such as metal tube steel gate frames 
with wood slats, are not allowed.

2.7.2  Walls and Fences—Natural Foothill Lots 

Natural Foothill Lots have been designed for the Home to take 
advantage of the natural landforms and existing vegetation. On 
each Lot, the area between streets and Building Envelopes, and 
between Building Envelopes and other Building Envelopes, 
have been designated as open space and will be preserved or 
landscaped to form a high level of natural landscape continuity 
from Lot to Lot. In most cases, use of native planting to form a 
natural barrier between Lots is encouraged. This natural barrier 
is intended to relieve each Lot from needing high perimeter 
walls and fences that prevent the resident from experiencing the 
natural environment.  

Front Yard Walls and Fences
Generally, walls located in the front yard, or in side yards 
along streets, are not encouraged. If proposed, walls should 
be integrated into the architectural composition or detached 
structures, instead of being seen as isolated elements. For the 
purpose of additional privacy, Lots may be allowed front 
yard walls as long as they meet the intent of the following 
requirements: 

    Walls shall generally be the dividing line between the 
natural transition landscape and the enhanced landscapes. In 
general, site walls shall not be placed within areas dividing 
the natural landscape.

Rear and Side Yard Walls and Fences
Walls located in the rear and side yards, or in front yards along 
secondary streets, are anticipated. When proposed, walls should 
be integrated into the architectural composition or detached 
structures, instead of being seen as isolated elements. In the 
event that a Homeowner proposes a rear or side yard wall, they 
must meet the intent of the following requirements:
     All walls and fences cannot extend beyond the limits of the 

Building Envelope. 

     Walls and fences are intended to enclose usable Yard areas, 
and must respond in form, layout, and appearance to the 
architectural character of the Home. Walls and fences 
ringing the Home by being placed on the Building Envelope 
line are not allowed.

    Side yard walls that enclose rear yard spaces must return 
to the building at a point before the midpoint of the Home 
depth as measured from the front and rear elevation of the 
adjacent mass. 
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Wall and Fence diagram—Town Lot adjacent to Natural Foothill Lot

Five (5) feet 
minimum 
horizontal 
offset

Walls along edges 
adjacent to Natural 
Foothill Lots cannot 
extend beyond 
Building Setbacks

Adjacent 
Natural Foothill 
Lot

Common yard walls 
allowed on sides adjacent 
to Town Lots

Walls along open 
spaces cannot extend 
beyond Building 
Setback limits
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Wall and Fence diagram—Town Lot adjacent to a Town Lot

Privacy walls on 
front yards facing a 
secondary street can be 
no closer than twenty-
fi ve (25) feet from back 
of curb.

Common yard walls 
are allowed on 
sides adjacent to a 
Town Lot

Adjacent Lot

Adjacent Lot
Five (5) feet minimum 
horizontal offset
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Street
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Wall and Fence diagram—Town Lot adjacent to an Alley

Common yard walls 
allowed on sides 
adjacent to Town Lot

Jog in walls among 
alley are preferred

Wall set at minimum of 
eight (8) feet from back 
of alley curb

Adjacent Lot

Alley

Home Home

Street

Al
le

y
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2.7.3 Walls and Fences—Town Lots 

Town Lots have been site planned to promote a strong street 
scene character. Town Lots have the opportunity to contribute 
to the neighborhood character by having a strong presence on 
the street and positively infl uencing the relationship to Homes 
on Adjacent Lots. 

Front Yard Walls and Fences
Generally, walls located in the front yard, or in secondary 
front yards along streets, are not encouraged. If proposed, 
walls should be integrated into the architectural composition or 
detached structures, instead of being seen as isolated elements.  

Front Yard Walls facing a Secondary Street on a Corner 
Lot
Front yard walls f acing a secondary street on a corner Lot 
may be allowed on Lots as long as they meet the intent of the 
following requirements:

     Front yard walls that span the entire length of the secondary 
street frontage, except for low retaining walls, are not 
allowed.

    Front yard walls that are between six (6) feet and three 
(3) feet high,  shall be placed no closer than twenty fi ve 
(25) feet from the back of curb.

     Front yard walls that are three (3) feet high or less can be 
placed no closer than eight (8) feet from the back of curb.

    On some designated Lots, a screen wall may be required on 
the front elevation of a secondary street. Refer to the Criteria 
Map for specifi c requirements.

Rear and Side Yard Walls and Fences along Natural 
Edges
For Town Lots along natural edges, walls located in the rear and 
side yards are allowed, and must meet the intent of the following 
requirements: 
    Long, straight runs of rear yard walls along natural edges, 

when placed either on the property line or off the property 
line, are not allowed. Rear yard walls along natural edges 
cannot span more than one−half (1/2) of the distance of the 
rear yard width when the wall is placed on, or within ten 
(10) feet of, the rear property line.

Rear and Side Yard Walls and Fences adjacent to Natural 
Foothill Lots
For Town Lots with edges adjacent to Natural Foothill Lots, 
walls located in the rear and side yards are allowed, and must 
meet the intent of the following requirements: 
     All walls and fences cannot extend beyond the limits of the 

Building Envelope. 

     Walls and fences are intended to enclose usable Yard areas, 
and must respond in form, layout, and appearance to the 
architectural character of the Home. Walls and fences 
ringing the Home by being placed on the Building Envelope 
line are not allowed.

    On non−corner Lots, side yard walls that enclose rear yard 
spaces must return to the building at a point no closer to the 
street than one−third (1/3) the distance of the Lot depth, as 
measured from the adjacent side yard property line.

Rear Yard Walls and Fences along an Alley Edge
     Walls and fences adjacent to an alley cannot be closer to the 

back of curb than eight (8) feet.

     Walls along the alley edge are allowed. Jogs in the 
horizontal layout of the wall used to break up straight runs 
of long walls is preferred.
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Lowering side and rear walls exposes Homes to the street and Open Space
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2.7.4 Common Yard Walls
On Lots with a neighboring side or rear Adjacent Lot that 
is higher, or lower, in elevation, common yard walls with 
retaining walls are allowed. For the purposes of common wall 
design and responsibilities, the following defi nitions shall apply:

    First−In Owner – the Owner of the Lot whose construction 
precedes an Adjacent Lot, in reference to the relationship 
between the Owners of two (2) Adjacent Lots.  Multiple 
such relationships may exist with each Lot Owner

    Second−In Owner– the Owner of the Lot whose 
construction follows that of an Adjacent Lot, in reference to 
the relationship between the Owners of two (2) Adjacent 
Lots.  Multiple such relationships may exist with each Lot 
Owner. (It is possible for a Lot Owner to be both First−In 
Owner and Second−In Owner regarding differing Lot 
adjacencies.)

Side and rear yard retaining walls are allowed and must meet the 
intent of the following requirements: 

    All common yard walls must be built on the centerline of 
the property boundary. 

    The First−In Owner must build the retaining wall with a 
top elevation no lower than the existing grade elevation at 
the property line where the wall intersects.

    The First−In Owner must build the footing for the retaining 
wall with a top of footing elevation no higher than one (1) 
foot above the elevation at the midpoint of the downhill 
Lot, as measure from the rear property line to the back of 
curb in the center of the Lot.

    Top of wall elevations are established by the First−In Owner 
based on the needs of the First−In Owner Lot Improvements. 
The Second−In Owner is allowed to raise the First−In 
Owner wall to meet the needs of the Second−In Owner Lot 
Improvements. The Second−In Owner cannot lower the top 
of wall elevation, without written consent from all adjacent 
Lot Owners.

    First−in Owners must recognize that Second−In Owner 
of Lots on the uphill side may raise top of wall elevations 
to their maximum allowable heights for privacy and/or 
pool enclosures. The First−In Owner must consider what 
is allowed for the Second−In Owner to build, and design 
appropriately for footing sizes, overall wall height, and 
terraced retaining walls on the low side if applicable. 

    The foundation of the existing wall must not be altered or 
damaged by the construction of the tie−in wall.  If the new 
wall is taller than the First−in Owner wall it is connecting 
to, a transition in the wall height must be made to match 
the height of the existing wall.  The transition must be done 
at least ten (10) feet away from the existing wall and with 
a detail approved by the Design Review Committee. If the 
tie−in wall is shorter than the existing wall no transitions to 
the wall height are necessary.
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    The First−In Owner wall must be fi nished with stucco, 
paint, and cap on all sides not constructed by the Second−In 
Owner with colors and materials approved by the Design 
Review Committee. The Second−In Owner can refi nish the 
side of a First−In Owner’s wall facing the Second−In Owner 
Lot, but not change the cap.

    Common walls on side yards must match the character of 
the Home’s architectural Style. It is expected that two (2) 
adjoining walls, when connected to a common yard wall 
and offset a minimum of fi ve (5) feet, will not match in 
color and materials.

    All swimming pool enclosures shall meet local ordinances.

    On non−corner Lots, side yard walls that enclose rear yard 
spaces must return to the building at a point no closer to the 
street than one−third (1/3) the distance of the Lot depth, as 
measured from the adjacent side yard property line. 

    Side yard walls must return to the building at a point no 
closer than twenty (20) feet from the front face of the 
adjacent mass of the Home.

    In the event that an Adjacent Lot has built an adjacent 
side yard wall, the Second−In Homeowner must locate the 
connecting side yard wall a minimum of fi ve (5) feet offset 
from the existing wall in either direction.

    The maximum width of a gate into an enclosed yard is four 
(4) feet. Double gates and vehicular gates are not allowed.

A. Top Elevation of Retaining Wall=

 Minimum: No lower than existing grade elevation at the  
 property line where the wall intersects

 Maximum: No more than two (2) feet above   
 existing grade elevation at the property line where the  
 wall intersects

B.  Maximum Height of Wall (as measured from adjacent grade on  
 Lot of installing Owner)=

 Six (6) feet

A. Top Elevation of Retaining Wall=

 No change, existing as installed by First-In  
 Owner

B.  Maximum Height of Wall (as measured from adjacent  
 grade on Lot of installing Owner)=

 Common yard wall to remain as built by First-In  
 Owner

A. Top Elevation of Retaining Wall=

 No change, existing as installed by first-in Owner

B.  Maximum Height of Wall (as measured from adjacent grade on Lot  
 of installing Owner)=

 No more than two (2) feet of wall can be added to the  
 top of the existing common wall built by the first-in Owner.  
 If this does not achieve the required pool ordinance  
 height, then adjust height of grade on second-in Owner’s  
 Lot. 
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A. Top Elevation of Retaining Wall=

 Minimum: No lower than existing grade   
 elevation at the property line where the wall  
 intersects

 Maximum: No more than two (2) feet above  
 existing grade elevation at the property   
 line where the wall intersects

B.  Maximum Height of Wall (as measured from adjacent  
 grade on Lot of installing Owner)=

 Six (6) feet

Common Yard Wall Responsibility Matrix
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    The entire cost to design and build common yard retaining 
walls is the responsibility of the Lot Owners. In all cases, 
the cost is shared on a pro−rata basis based on the following:

 a.  The cost for all retaining wall segments and footings 
(Area A as depicted on the Common Wall Exhibit on 
page 2.41) is the sole responsibility of the Lot Owner 
on the downhill side. If the First−In Owner is on the 
uphill side of the slope, then the First−In Owner may 
build a retaining wall. The Second−In Owner on the 
downhill side that benefi ts from the existing retaining 
wall shall reimburse the First−In Owner on the uphill 
side the entire cost of the retaining wall. 

 b.  The cost for the portion of privacy wall on top of the 
retaining wall (Area B as depicted on the Common 
Wall Exhibit on page 2.41), to an elevation 
satisfying the requirements of the Lot on the low side,  
is divided equally by each Adjacent Lot Owner. If 
the First−In Owner is on the downhill side of the 
slope, then the First−In Owner may build a retaining 
wall. The Second−In Owner that benefi ts from the 
existing privacy wall shall reimburse the First−In 
Owner for a portion of the cost, not including the 
retaining wall.

 c.  The cost for any portion of privacy wall or fence 
above the privacy wall required by the Lot on the 
downhill side (Area C as depicted on the Common 
Wall Exhibit on page 2.41) is the sole responsibility 
of the Lot Owner on the uphill side. 

    Second−In Owners must recognize the design constraints 
of all existing walls installed by First−In Owners. No 
Improvements made by the Second−In Owner can result 
in the negative impact, or failure, of any existing First−In 
Owner walls.

    Lot Owners are responsible all cost sharing transactions and 
reimbursement activities. The Association and/or Design 
Review Committee will take no part in the process of 
assessing cost and reimbursement of costs.

    All rules and regulations regarding a common walls may 
be altered or waived if agreed upon in writing by both 
neighbors adjoining the common wall and approved by the 
Design Review Committee.
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2.8 EXTERIOR FEATURES AND 
EQUIPMENT

The following features are particularly important to integrate 
into the design of the overall composition. All features shall 
be designed in conformance with the Style of the primary 
structure. This section lists some of the more common features 
or equipment that a Homeowner may wish to install, and the 
criteria that govern their appropriateness. Contact the Design 
Review Committee to inquire about exterior landscape or 
architectural modifi cations not listed. It is necessary to seek 
Design Review Committee approval for all modifi cations and 
additions. The Design Review Committee reserves the right to 
disapprove or to mandate remedial action when the governing 
standards are compromised. Other related provisions are 
addressed in the Verrado Community Charter.

2.8.1 Pools and Spas

Swimming pools and spas must be constructed according 
to Maricopa County and Town of Buckeye ordinances, 
Verrado CMP, and other applicable regulations, including, 
but not limited to, required pool fence enclosure heights and 
self−closing/self−latching gates. Building permits issued by the 
Town of Buckeye are required for all swimming pools and spas.  
All swimming pools and spas shall comply with all applicable 
codes and ordinances, including all such requirements for 
placement adjacent to property lines, minimum fence heights, 
self−closing gates, self−closing doors and/or windows, and the 
like. Chain−link fencing is prohibited. In addition, the following 
shall apply:

Pool environments are enriched when joined to outdoor rooms
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    All swimming pools, pools, spas, hot tubs, and similar 
water elements are only allowed within enclosed yards 
Doors and gates leading to swimming pools and spas must 
meet local governing rules for safety and closure regulations, 
including doors that open directly from the Home to any 
pool or spa area.

    All swimming pools and spas shall be of the in−ground 
type.

    All pool equipment must be screened from view from 
streets, sidewalks, Golf Course, Adjacent Lots and Common 
Areas by walls, a gate, or other suitable screening method 
to a minimum height of twelve (12) inches above the 
equipment. Pool and spa equipment must be a minimum 
of ten (10) feet from a view fence, and should be located 
within subterranean vaults.

    Pool features, such as slides, rocks, or waterfalls, that are 
six (6) feet in height or less (as measured from the main 
fi nished fl oor level of the residence, or adjacent fi nish grade, 
whichever is lowest) shall be located a minimum of ten 
(10) feet from any property line. Pool features greater 
than six (6) feet in height (as measured from the primary 
fi nished fl oor level of the residence, or adjacent fi nish 
grade, whichever is lowest) must be located a minimum of 
twenty (20) feet from any property line and are limited to 
a maximum of nine (9) feet in height.  

    No pools can be drained or backwashed onto the street, 
open space, or any other property.  A backwash pit may 
be required. All applicable regulations governing disposal 
of pool water must be followed.

    The waterline of a swimming pool or spa shall be set back 
a minimum of fi ve (5) feet from any property line. All 
applicable regulations governing disposal of pool water 
must be followed.

    Decks or patios associated with a pool or spa must be set 
back a minimum of fi ve (5) feet from any property line to 
allow for landscaping between the patio and the wall.

    Access for pool construction will not be allowed over any 
Common Area, natural area, or area outside of a Building 
Envelope.  

    Pools and spas, if provided, should be designed as being 
visually connected to the Home through walls, courtyards, 
or landscape elements.

    Operable, nonrefl ective pool covers are allowed.

    Negative edge pool designs are allowed, but will not 
be approved if it requires a signifi cant amount of grading 
to achieve the negative edge effect, or a trench adjacent 
to the pool as a method of meeting pool safety barrier 
requirements. If proposed, a negative edge pool must 
have colors selected that blend into the architecture and/
or existing landscape. Light or bright colors will not be 
allowed. The overfl ow trough shall not drop more than two 
(2) feet vertically from the water surface, and the trough 
shall not be wider than one (1) foot. Only one (1) drop 
with a negative edge is allowed per pool.

    The color of exposed tile on a negative edge pool must 
be dark or match the building color. No light or brightly 
colored tile will be permitted on negative edge pools, if  
Visible from neighboring Lots, streets, and/or Golf Course.
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Natural-looking grades can transition outside of pool fence 
to meet height requirements
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2.8.2 Water Features and Fountains  
    Materials and color should complement the architectural 

Style of the Home in form and scale.

    Water features and fountains are allowed in Private Zones 
only, as described in Section Four − Landscape Design, and 
shall generally not be placed in isolation but should be used 
to enhance outdoor living areas.

    All water features and fountains shall generally remain 
discreet and not overwhelm the landscape or adjacent 
structures in scale or composition. Water features should 
not be greater than fi ve (5) feet high from adjacent grade. 
The Design Review Committee will review and approve 
all water feature proposals, and will generally not accept 
features that exceed this height.

    Water feature equipment and fountain equipment should be 
located in subterranean vaults, or, at a minimum, enclosed 
behind a screen wall. 

    Each fountain shall be equipped with a recycling water 
system.

2.8.3 Exterior Fireplaces and Firepits
    Exterior fi replace design should complement the 

architectural Style, materials, and colors of the Home.

    Internally mounted spark arrestors should be considered a 
part of the fi nished design.

    Gas fueled fi replace and fi re pit features are required. Wood 
burning fi replaces or fi repits are prohibited.

Fountains can improve the quality of the exterior spaces 
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    A fi repit or fi replace shall be located a minimum of fi ve (5) 
feet from any property line.  A fi repit or fi replace taller than 
six (6) feet shall be located a minimum of ten (10) feet 
from any view fence or property line.

    Any freestanding exterior fi replace, including the chimney, 
shall not exceed a height of ten (10) feet as measured from 
the lowest adjacent fi nish grade.

2.8.4 Barbecue Grills and Outdoor Cooktops

Fire safety measures shall be taken in locating and supervising 
barbecues on Lots. No barbecue shall cause a threat of fi re or 
expose Adjacent Lots to unnecessary smoke.

    Built−in barbecue units, fi repits, and/or exterior fi replaces 
must be contained within the enclosed yard or Private Zone 
and must be designed to integrate with the design of the 
Home.  

    A barbecue shall be located a minimum of fi ve (5) feet 
from any property line.  A barbecue taller than six (6) feet 
shall be located a minimum of ten (10) feet from any view 
fence or property line.  

    Any freestanding exterior barbecue, including the chimney, 
shall not exceed a height of ten (10) feet as measured from 
the lowest adjacent fi nish grade.

2.8.5 Dog Runs and Pet Enclosures

Dog runs, pet enclosures, and similar structures shall be 
designed as integral elements to the Home. Fencing or wire−type 
mesh must be framed or encased in architectural elements that 
tie into the architectural character of the Home. Dog runs and pet 
enclosures may not appear as freestanding elements or arbitrarily 
tacked−on structures. Such structures must be located within the 
Building Setbacks for the Lot.

2.8.6 Sport Courts and Equipment

The Design Review Committee will approve a multi−use 
sport court on a case−by−case basis if the feature meets strict 
standards for site planning, lighting, materials, color, noise, and 
landscaping. Criteria for designing sport courts are as follows:

Basketball Courts, Goals, and Posts
The intent of site planning for basketball courts is to locate 
the court and goals in the least Visible areas away from view 
of streets, Golf Course, Adjacent Lots, and Common Areas. 
Criteria for designing basketball courts are as follows:

    Basketball goals and posts are not allowed in Yards facing 
the street.

    Permanently mounted basketball goals are allowed within 
the driveway zone in the alley zone of a rear yard, if 
applicable. This equipment may be freestanding or mounted 
to the garage, and must not be Visible from neighboring 
streets

    Basketball backboards and posts must not be Visible to the 
street, but can be located in rear and side yards, and within 
enclosed auto courts behind a porte cochere. 

    The backboard must be constructed of a transparent 
material. The color of the basketball post must be black 
or dark brown and blend in with the surrounding area. 
Basketball hoops should be located as far as possible from 
neighboring properties to minimize noise disturbance. 

    Backboards may not be mounted on sloping roofs or attached 
to the Home. 

    Surface material for the court fi nishes must be selected to 
reduce sound and minimize light refl ectivity. 

    For lighting requirements, please refer to the Exterior 
Lighting section in these Design Guidelines (Section 
Four).

Tennis Courts
Tennis courts are not permitted on any Lot.
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2.8.7 Play Equipment

All exterior recreational or play equipment such as swing sets, 
slides, play structures, jungle gyms, and similar equipment 
must be submitted for review and approval of the Design 
Review Committee. Every attempt shall be made, including 
the installation of mature landscape, to screen views from 
Adjacent Lots of the equipment or structures. Tree houses may 
be permitted, when not attached to native plants, upon review 
and approval from the Design Review Committee. In all Lots, 
play equipment may be allowed within courtyards or walled 
rear yard areas subject to the following criteria. If approved, 
equipment such as trampolines, swing sets, slides, or other such 
devices must meet the following requirements:

    Location: The equipment or structures shall be located in  
portions of the Lot least Visible from the street or Adjacent 
Lots. All portions of the equipment that are Visible from 
Adjacent Lots must be located no closer than ten (10) feet 
from a property line and a minimum of twenty (20) feet 
from any view fence.

    Height: The height of such equipment, including any roof 
or shade structures, shall be limited to a maximum height of 
nine (9) feet as measured above the lowest adjacent fi nish 
grade.

    Portable Play Equipment: Equipment such as portable 
basketball hoops do not need Design Review Committee 
approval but must be removed from public view when not 
in use. Ease of mobility should be taken into consideration 
when choosing portable basketball equipment. Avoid 
excessively heavy and large portable equipment. 

    Lighting of play or recreational equipment is prohibited.  

2.8.8 Yard Signs

Posting of signs of any kind, either permanently or temporarily 
(including, but not limited to “For Rent,” “For Lease,” “For 
Sale,” “Open House,” and other similar real estate signs) is 
strictly prohibited, except for those required by law or approved 
by the Design Review Committee. Only one (1) “Open House” 
sign, limited to 24”x36” and not to exceed forty−eight (48) 
inches in height from adjacent grade, may be displayed in front 
of the Home on the Lot on Saturday and/or Sunday from 10:00 
am to 5:00 pm, provided that the Homeowner/listing agent/
representative is present at all times during the open house. The 
sign must be removed each day immediately after the open house 
is completed. Directional signs are not permitted. 

Only one (1) security/surveillance sign, limited to one (1) 
square foot in size and not to exceed eighteen (18) inches 
in height from ground level, may be displayed at the Home 
foundation. Or, one (1) small sign, limited to six (6) inches 
by six (6) inches, may be placed in a window of the Home 
close to the front entry door. The Design Review Committee, or 
Association, reserves the rights to create additional or modifi ed 
signage criteria and signage design criteria in the future.
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Comfortable outdoor rooms relate to interior spaces and Yards
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2.8.9 Outdoor Art

Exterior artwork or sculpture that is Visible to adjacent property 
is subject to review and approval by the Design Review 
Committee. Approval is not required if the artwork is proposed 
within private courtyards and is not Visible from Adjacent Lots. 
The Design Review Committee reserves the right to not approve 
any exterior artwork that it deems inappropriate for any reasons 
of subject matter, height, color, size, refl ectivity, or proposed 
location. Exterior sculpture will be permitted only if submitted 
for review and approved in terms of color and material, size, 
lighting, and placement as follows:

    Size: In general, sculpture and artwork must be modest in 
size, generally not exceeding twelve (12) feet in height, 
and must not overpower the architecture.

    Color and Material: Artwork must not have materials that 
can cause nuisances to neighboring Lots and properties.

    Placement: Artwork, if approved, is not allowed outside 
of the Building Envelope or beyond the Private Zone of the 
Lot.

    Artwork Lighting: Exterior artwork lighting shall be 
indicated on the lighting plans for specifi c review and 
approval. The Design Review Committee reserves the right 
to not approve lighting that in its sole opinion it deems 
inappropriate.

2.8.10 Above−Ground Transformers and Utility 
Equipment

Each Lot will need to have above−ground utility equipment 
located at the front portion of the Lot. It is the responsibility of 
the Homeowner’s Architect to contact the appropriate utility 
providers and determine which equipment is needed and where 
it should be generally located. The following shall apply:

    In some cases, utility equipment has been located by the 
Developer and installed by the utility provider on some 
Lots. 

    Arizona Public Service (APS) is the electrical utility 
provider.

    All above−ground utility equipment shall be located no 
closer than fi ve (5) feet from the back of the curb. 

    If the location of utility equipment is proposed beyond the 
limits of the existing public utility easement, then additional 
access easements may be required. Providing the legal 
requirements for additional easements is the responsibility 
of the Homeowner.

    Where possible, plants shall be placed in such a way as to 
screen the utility equipment.

    All above−ground utility equipment must be graphically 
depicted on the site plan and submitted to the Design 
Review Committee for review and approval.
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2.8.11 Utility and Mechanical Equipment

Utility equipment and devices such as fl ues, vents, louvers, 
fl ashing, chimney caps, railings, utility boxes, sprinkler 
controls, metering devices, mechanical equipment, storage tanks, 
and metal work of any kind must conform to the following 
guidelines:

    Necessary Enclosure—Electrical service meters and 
television or telephone communication equipment should 
be contained in an unlocked closet that is acceptable to the 
utility company, or enclosed behind a solid screen wall of 
suffi cient height to completely hide the equipment.

    Color—The equipment should match the color of the 
adjacent surface to which it is attached or situated near.

    Size—The installed materials should be subtle and not 
impose upon the Home or landscape.

    Integration—Utility equipment should be integrated into 
the architecture. For example, rooftop equipment such 
as vents can be purchased in the shape of roof tiles and 
installed to blend with the rest of the roof. 

    Visibility—All utility equipment, such as gas meters and 
water valves, shall be screened by landscaping and low 
walls. Trellis elements may be considered to cover the 
screen walls and further conceal views from higher adjacent 
property. Openings in the walls shall be designed per site 
wall details that match the Style of the Home.

    No roof−mounted mechanical equipment is allowed. 

    Gas vents must be concealed from view or concealed in a 
false chimney designed consistent with the material and 
detail of other chimneys on the Home. 

2.8.12 Refuse Container Areas
    Each Home shall provide a walled or fenced area sized to 

accommodate a minimum of two (2) trash containers, fully 
screened from view from the street or adjacent properties.

    Walls and screening structure must be logical extensions of 
the Home.

    Trellises or trees shall be utilized to help conceal these areas 
from view.

2.8.13 Flags and Flagpoles

Freestanding fl agpoles will not be permitted on any residential 
Lot. No more than one (1) fl ag per Home is allowed. The 
fl ag may be mounted on a Home when meeting the following 
criteria:

    Placement—Flagpole must be attached to the Home. Soffi t 
or wall−mounted fl agpoles are permitted.

    Size—Flag must be of modest size, generally not exceeding 
fi ve (5) feet by eight (8) feet.  

    Material—The fl agpole must be made of a material that 
complements the design of the Home.

    Color—The color of the fl agpole must match or complement 
the color of the surface to which it is mounted.
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2.8.14 Antennae and Satellite Dishes

In order to control the visual clutter on rooftops, the following 
are required when installing antennae and satellite dishes:

    Location—Antennae and satellite dishes shall be 
ground−mounted or installed on a fl at roof with a parapet 
wall high enough to conceal from view from Adjacent Lots 
or street.

    Screening—Proper screening must be installed to conceal 
antennae or satellite dishes from view. Shrubs and trees in 
addition to screen walls may be required.

    Color—All equipment must be painted to blend into the 
structure upon which they are mounted.

    Size—No satellite dish over twenty−six (26) inches 
is allowed, and no aerial antenna over eight (8) feet high is 
allowed, unless otherwise approved by the Design Review 
Committee.

2.8.15 Solar Design and Wind Turns

To control visual clutter on rooftops and reduce refl ective glare, 
no rooftop solar or ventilation equipment will be approved 
unless the following criteria are met:

    View—Equipment must be screened from view either by 
the use of parapet walls or by placing in an inconspicuous 
location.

    Design Integration—Equipment should be seamlessly 
integrated into the structure’s design. 

2.8.16 Windscreens

If proposed, windscreens must be integrally designed into 
the Home and the site Improvements as to appear visually 
connected. If clear windscreens are proposed, glass is preferred 
over plexiglass or plastic. Fabric windscreens and stained−glass 
windscreens will not be allowed. Large amounts of windscreens 
may be deemed inappropriate at the sole discretion of the Design 
Review Committee, and therefore the amount of windscreen may 
be limited or they may not allowed. Prevailing wind conditions 
should be carefully considered prior to design of the Home to 
avoid the need for windscreens.

2.8.17 Existing Boulders

Portions of Verrado may have signifi cant boulder and rock 
outcroppings. These natural boulder formations should be 
considered in the initial design process and should remain 
natural and untouched or be incorporated into the design in 
their natural condition. The Design Review Committee strongly 
discourages the moving of natural boulder formations. Although 
preservation of the existing boulders outside of the Building 
Envelope in their untouched natural formations is preferred, the 
Design Review Committee may, at its sole discretion, allow a 
Minor Modifi cation to a Building Envelope to include portions 
of the immediately adjacent natural boulder outcroppings for 
designs that demonstrate appropriate integration of the natural 
boulder formations into the design of the Home. Existing 
boulder formations that are located outside of the Building 
Envelope may not be moved, even if a modifi cation to a Building 
Envelope is approved by the Design Review Committee. 
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SITE DESIGN APPENDIX

Specifi c Lot
Characteristics
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PARCEL 5.505

Lot 501  X   X   X

Lot 502  X   X  X

Lot 503  X   X  X X

Lot 504  X   X  X X

Lot 505  X   X  X X

Lot 506  X   X  X X

Lot 507  X   X  X

Lot 508  X   X  X

Lot 509  X  X X  X

Lot 510  X  X  X X

Lot 511 X   X  

Lot 512 X   X  

Lot 513 X   X  X

Lot 514 X   X  X

Lot 515  X  X  X X

Lot 516  X  X  X X

Lot 517  X  X   X

Lot 518  X  X   X

Lot 519 X   X  

Lot 520 X   X  

Lot 521 X   X  

Lot 522 X   X  

Lot 523 X   X  

Lot 524 X   X  

Lot 525 X   X  

Lot 526 X   X   

Lot 527 X   X  

Lot 528 X   X  

Lot 529 X   X  

Lot 530 X   X  

Lot 531 X   X  

Lot 532 X   X  

Lot 533 X   X  

Lot 534 X   X  

Lot 535 X   X  

Lot 536 X   X  

Lot 537 X   X  

Lot 538 X   X  

Lot 539 X   X  

Lot 540 X   X   

Lot 541  X  X   X

Lot 542  X  X   X

Lot 543  X  X  

Lot 544  X  X  X 

Lot 545  X  X  X 

Lot 546  X  X  X 

Lot 547  X  X  X 

Lot 548  X  X  X 

Lot 549  X   X  X X

Lot 550  X   X   X

Lot 551  X   X   X

Lot 552  X   X   X

Lot 553  X   X   X

Lot 554  X   X  X X

Lot 555  X   X  X X

Lot 556  X   X  X X

Lot 557  X   X  X X

Lot 558  X   X  X X

Lot 559  X   X  X X

Lot 560  X   X  X X

Lot 561 X   X   

Lot 562 X   X   

Lot 563 X   X   

Lot 564 X   X     

* All Lots may have grading disturbances as the result of street and infrastructure 

Improvements. Minor grading on a Lot is not designated on this table.  

Regent Hills Lot Type Chart - Table 1

Natural
Foothill

Lot

Building
Envelopes

Apply
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Lot

Apply
Town

Lot

Partially
Graded Lot

Apply *

X - denotes that 
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designation may apply

Signature
Lot

Alley
Lot

Natural
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Lot

Building
Envelopes

Apply
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Lot

Apply
Town

Lot
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X - denotes that 
condition and/or 
designation may apply

Signature
Lot

Alley
Lot
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3.1 GENERAL ARCHITECTURAL 
DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

3.1.1 Architectural Style Selection

The selection of the architectural design Style is the fi rst and 
most important step in creating a well−crafted Home. All 
design decisions, including but not limited to massing, detail 
articulation, color and material palette, and roof form, stem from 
the authentic character of the selected Style. 

The Owner and Architect must select an architectural Style 
from the designated Styles outlined within these Design 
Guidelines prior to any development of concept design. The 
Design Review Committee will not review a concept design 
submission that does not identify the selected Style, and does 
not design within the character representative of the  selected 
Style. 

One of the guiding principles of design for Custom Homes in 
Verrado is to rediscover and express authentic architectural 
Styles in each Home. At build out, the Custom Home 
neighborhoods will gain distinction and value with Homes 
designed and constructed to refl ect a diversity of recognizable 
Styles and quality of massing, detailing, and material selections. 
The Homeowner shall decide upon the exterior and interior 
character of the Home, and then allow an Architect to place 
functional relationships appropriately within the framework 
of a disciplined design character. This approach results in an 
aesthetically pleasing exterior form with structural simplicity 
that may allow for lower overall construction costs.

3.1.2 Architect Selection

The next most important decision in designing a Custom Home 
is the selection of the design and building team. The Architect 
plays a very important role in that team, and often is the 
coordinator of the entire design and building process. As such, 
careful evaluation and selection of this person or fi rm must be 
made to ensure the quality of the design and construction. A 
registered Architect, or a custom residential designer with 

proven experience in designing the architectural Styles proposed 
for Verrado and in working in similar desert terrain, must design 
all Homes. Each Homeowner should be as thorough as possible 
in researching an Architect’s references and the experiences of 
previous clients, and carefully interview and evaluate potential 
design professionals to ensure that the design professionals have 
suffi cient knowledge and experience to perform the design 
services in a manner that will result in a well−crafted Home 
that meets both the technical aspects and the intent of these 
Guidelines. The Design Review Committee will not allow the 
use of what is known in the industry as “standard plans” that 
are not designed for site−specifi c conditions, “drafting services” 
without the guidance of an experienced Architect, or individual 
Homeowners wanting to design their own Home if they do not 
possess the required design credentials. The Design Review 
Committee may make available a list of Architects and design 
professionals who have consistently performed at an acceptable 
level within their industry, but the provision of such a list does 
not represent a guarantee of the work accomplished.

3.1.3 Builder Selection

The Custom Home Builder plays an important role in 
determining the ultimate craftsmanship and quality of the 
construction. The Builder’s relationship with the individual 
craftsmen who actually perform the work is critical to the 
quality of the fi nished product. Although the construction 
drawings and specifi cations should establish the materials and 
methods of work to be performed, the Builder is responsible for 
the standard of quality, which depends on the Builder’s ability 
to direct and supervise the construction work. The Builder must 
be a licensed general Contractor, and have relevant and recent 
experience in the construction of similar sized Homes in similar 
terrain.

As with Architect selection, the Homeowner is encouraged to 
research a Builder’s references and consult with prior clients. 
The Design Review Committee may also provide a list of 
reputable, quality Builders, but the provision of such a list does 
not represent a guarantee of the work accomplished.
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3.1.4 Home Size Relationship to Lot Type

For the purpose of determining the minimum and maximum 
Home size, an understanding of Lot type is required. 
Natural Foothill Lots are generally larger in acreage, and will 
accommodate a larger footprint. Homes built on Town Lots will 
have equal expectations for quality, and will generally have 
smaller footprints on smaller Lot sizes. 

3.1.5 Home Size − Natural Foothill Lots

Minimum Home Size
The size of the Home is not considered as important as the 
quality of the construction and selection of fi nishes. There is a 
thirty−fi ve hundred (3,500) square feet (livable area) minimum 
standard for the Natural Foothill Lot in Verrado. A Home of that 
size will be fi nished with the same level of construction quality 
as a Home with more livable area. 

Maximum Home Size
The specifi ed maximum allowable size for Homes constructed 
on Natural Foothill Lot in Verrado is eight thousand (8,000) s.f. 
(livable area). The Design Review Committee may, at it’s sole 
and absolute discretion, consider and approve Homes designed 
over eight thousand (8,000) s.f. (livable area). The Design 
Review Committee can help ensure that the proposed Home is 
placed on a Lot with adequate area to accommodate the Home 
and all of the potential Accessory Buildings and garage area. The 
Design Review Committee reserves the right at its sole discretion 
to deny approval of any Home deemed too large for a specifi ed 
Lot or within Verrado in general.

3.1.6 Home Size − Town Lots 

Minimum Home Size
Just as in the Natural Foothill Lots, the size of the Home is not 
considered as important as the quality of the construction and 
selection of fi nishes. There is a twenty−fi ve hundred (2,500) s.f. 
(livable area) minimum standard for the Town Lots in Verrado. 
A Home of that size will be fi nished with the same level of 
construction quality as a Home with more livable area. 

Maximum Home Size
The specifi ed maximum allowable size for Homes constructed 
on Town Lots in Verrado is six thousand (6,000) s.f. (livable 
area). The Design Review Committee may, at it’s sole and 
absolute discretion, consider and approve Homes designed over 
six thousand (6,000) s.f. (livable area). The Design Review 
Committee can help ensure that the proposed Home is placed 
on a Lot with adequate area to accommodate the Home and all 
of the potential Accessory Buildings and garage area. The Design 
Review Committee reserves the right at its sole discretion to 
deny approval of any Home deemed too large for a specifi ed Lot 
or within Verrado in general.

3.1.7 Building Height

Building height (exclusive of chimneys) shall be limited to 
thirty (30) feet above the Natural Grade on Lots without 
disturbance within the Building Envelope, and thirty (30) 
feet above the Existing Grade on Graded Lots. The Home may 
not exceed thirty (30) feet in height as measured as a fl oating 
plane above the existing topography. The terrain of Verrado is 
varied, with ridges, knolls, and other changes in elevation, 
making absolutely uniform applicability of height restrictions 
for Homes inadvisable. These Design Guidelines are intended 
to discourage and/or prevent any Home or other structure that, 
in the opinion of the Design Review Committee, would appear 
excessive in height when viewed from a street, Golf Course, or 
other Lot, and/or that would appear out of character with other 
Homes because of height. Consequently, despite the maximum 
height permitted, the Design Review Committee, even though a 
proposed Home or other structure may comply with this height, 
nevertheless may disapprove a proposed Home or other structure 
if, in the sole opinion of the Design Review Committee, it would 
appear excessive in height when viewed from a street, Common 
Space, or other Lot, and/or would appear out of character with 
other Homes or be undesirably prominent because of its height. 
These considerations are particularly important with Homes 
constructed along ridges or knolls.
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Building height diagram
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In addition:

    Homes may not Cut into the existing topography more 
than fi fteen (15) feet vertically. 

    At this Cut location, the combined height in a Cut 
condition measured from the bottom of the new Cut 
elevation to the highest point of the Home shall not exceed 
forty (40) feet, unless the thirty (30) feet above Existing 
Grade height restriction is more restrictive.

    The overall exposed building height as measured from the 
lowest adjacent grade where the building is exposed to 
the highest ridgeline is not to exceed forty−fi ve (45) feet. 
This measurement includes measurement to site walls or 
detached structures unless, in the review and judgment of 
the Design Review Committee, those walls or structures are 
not perceived as a singular composition with the primary 
building mass.

3.1.8 Exterior Building Elevations 

The care and quality in design detail for Verrado is paramount 
in maintaining a high quality Community standard. Minimum 
standards set for Verrado Homes are applicable to all exterior 
surfaces.

    The Homes within Verrado shall be designed to 
complement the natural setting rather than detract from 
it. The goal is to create an artful composition of the built 
environment and the natural setting.

     It is expected that all building elevations not only will 
take advantage of the view from within the Homes, but 
also will provide aesthetically pleasing Homes to view 
from all surrounding areas. All elevations are required to 
be articulated to compose the facade into smaller visual 
elements, as well as adding the richness of shade and 
shadow. Large blank walls will not be allowed. Each 
Home within Verrado shall assume that all sides of the 
Home may be Visible to adjacent properties. Therefore, 
equal emphasis shall be placed on the design, detail, and 

quality of materials used for all sides of the Home. Failure 
to provide adequate articulation and richness will be 
grounds for rejection of the design by the Design Review 
Committee. 

     Environmentally responsive exterior elevations that include 
proper daylighting techniques and overhang protection are 
encouraged. 

     Consideration shall be given to sensitively transitioning 
from one Lot to another when there are existing Homes 
on Adjacent Lots. The transition issues range from having 
related fl oor levels of one house to the other not being 
too disparate to having completely dissimilar massing or 
material compositions. 

     Although potentially not seen from adjacent properties, 
any interior courtyard elevations shall have the same level 
of detail and articulation and shall have consistent use of 
quality materials. This will maintain the desired quality 
level for the Homes, and in some cases, interior courts may 
be viewed from higher elevation Lots. 

     Stem walls exposed to view shall be fi nished in color and 
material that complement the architectural Style of the 
Home.

    All color and material selections for exterior elevations 
must be reviewed and approved by the Design Review 
Committee. Refer to the Design Review and Construction 
Procedures section for more information related to this 
topic.
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Asymmetrical composition emphasizes the sculpted Mission gable ends at the entry
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3.1.9 Building Massing 

In general, the massing of Homes should refl ect the quality and 
genuine simplicity of form that characterize the fi nest Custom 
Homes and refl ect massing characteristics representative of 
authentic Style expressions. 

3.1.10 Massing Criteria

Unless otherwise specifi cally approved by the Design Review 
Committee, each Home shall abide by the following:

    Each Home shall be composed of at least three (3) visual 
building masses. 

     Homes larger than fi ve thousand (5,000) square feet, 
excluding garages, shall be composed of at least four (4) 
visual masses. 

     To be classifi ed as a visual building mass, the mass shall 
have a minimum depth and width of twenty (20) feet, be 
a minimum of fi ve hundred (500) square feet in area, and 
be offset by at least two (2) feet horizontally and three 
(3) feet vertically from the adjacent mass.

     Depth and width dimensions shall be measured 
perpendicular to each other.

     Very large or dominating individual building masses are 
discouraged. No individual building mass shall have an 
area larger than two thousand fi ve hundred (2,500) square 
feet or a single dimension larger than eighty (80) square 
feet unless, in the opinion of the Design Review Committee, 
a larger mass does not appear to be excessive in size given 
the overall composition.

One and one-and-a-half story

One and two story

One-and-one-half story

Acceptable building massing diagrams
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3.1.11 Primary Massing Goals

     Identifi able character shall be exhibited in the overall form 
for all Styles.

     Proper massing shall be used to reduce the scale and 
perception of the structure.

     Generally, rectilinear massing is required, with angularly 
positioned massing possible on Spanish Colonial, Ranch 
Hacienda, and Rural Mediterranean Styles. Curvilinear 
massing, other than for turret confi gurations featured 
on Spanish Colonial and Spanish Monterey Styles, can 
be considered for use as a sweeping form, as opposed to 
smaller, interconnected curved forms.

     In some cases, long, continuous walls or ridgelines are often 
enhanced by adding vertical or horizontal offsets. Long, 
continuous walls or ridgelines may be acceptable and even 
encouraged, depending on the Style selected, if designed 
with the sophistication of good balance of wall mass to 
window openings.

     Generally, a desirable composition consists of a primary 
mass with complementary secondary masses. Masses may 
or may not have material differentiation, depending on the 
Style selected.

     Site walls and other site elements shall be designed as 
minor mass elements that appear integral to the design 
composition, unless signifi cantly distanced from the 
primary structures.

     Both symmetrical and asymmetrical massing compositions 
can be considered.

     One−story Homes shall include components of 
one−and−one−half−story massing to offer the level of 
compositional interest often required for a successful design 
solution. One−story Homes with simplistic roof forms with 
one consistent plate line are not acceptable.
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3.1.12 Vertical Massing Accents

    Vertical accents do not always have to occur at the center 
of the building mass, and may in some cases be more 
complementary at the outer edges of the composition. 

     Tower forms may be used in proper proportional scale to 
provide vertical accent on appropriate Styles.

     Proper chimney size, placement, and proportion can also 
create a special vertical emphasis.

3.1.13 Front Entries

    Well−proportioned front door entries, often elevated above 
the guest auto arrival area, offer a welcoming gesture and 
create an important visual cue to the guest. The front 
entry is one of the most defi ning characteristics of the 
Custom Home. In most cases, it is an understated yet well 
designed composition that is complementary to the design. 
Sometimes a transitional open space is achieved in the form 
of a courtyard, which may provide gated access that leads 
the guest to the front door arrival point. 

    Steps and walls extending to greet the guest, beautiful pots 
with accent planting, and well designed lighting all add to 
the intrigue of the front entry. 

    Covered entries shall be well proportioned, have roof 
forms consistent with the architecture of the Home, and be 
sensitively integrated. 

     Porte−cocheres used as extensions of the front entry are 
rarely incorporated into most of the architectural Styles 
allowed within Verrado, but can be reviewed on a 
case−by−case basis. In general, the porte−cochere shall not 
be over−scaled or awkwardly integrated into the design, but 
shall appear as a well−designed component with compatible 
materials and design details. Porte−cocheres are most 
appropriate when placed in front of recessed garages.

3.1.14 Building for Sustainability 

There are numerous opportunities to incorporate sustainable 
building practices in each Home design. Although some 
techniques may be hidden from view, others may be external to 
view and will be judged based on their aesthetic impact as well 
as their functional value. 

Sustainable design principles are those that instruct on how 
buildings interact with the environment in a positive manner. 
Preserving the site’s integrity and natural characteristics and 
selecting materials and building systems that are low in energy 
consumption are all parts of sustainable design. Buildings that 
follow these principles are those that preserve resources. Good 
quality design execution that capitalizes on the opportunity 
to incorporate sustainable building practices is encouraged. 
However, if use of sustainable systems and equipment leads to 
the creation of negative impacts upon neighboring Homeowners, 
or negatively affects the aesthetic quality of the Home and 
landscape design, the Design Review Committee may deny 
approval.

Sustainable building techniques are those that utilize alternative 
building practices to reduce resource consumption and negative 
environmental impacts. For the purposes of Home design in 
Verrado, six principle areas of sustainable building techniques 
should be considered: energy effi ciency, air quality, waste 
recycling, water conservation, resource conservation, and 
utilizing local resources for materials: 

     Energy Effi ciency—Reducing energy consumption in order 
to conserve natural resources. Utilizing energy−effi cient 
systems such as high SEER value heat pumps and air 
conditioning systems, insulated windows, and high 
r−value insulation can enhance the energy performance 
of the Home without negatively impacting the quality of 
the aesthetic composition. Passive solar heating techniques 
can be extremely successful and save in energy costs by 
using site orientation, building shape, roof form, window 
placement, and building materials to control the amount of 
the sun’s radiant heat allowed into a building. 
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    Air Quality—Maintaining a cleaner environment by 
lessening toxic emissions caused by many building 
materials. To reduce negative impacts to air quality, new 
products and construction techniques are becoming 
more responsive to improving air quality; for example, 
borate−treated lumber is a harmless alternative to 
pressure−treated lumber that will give off gas over time.

    Waste Recycling—Recycling or diverting waste. 
Introducing alternative building materials, such as 
composites and recycled materials, into a Home is one way 
to support this principle. Alternative materials can be used 
throughout building, from fi ber cements that can emulate 
wood siding to recycled cotton clothing that can be used as 
insulation. 

    Water Conservation—Decreasing the use of water by 
collecting used water and reusing it for alternative 
uses. Integrating techniques such as grey water and 
water harvesting into Homes is a way to use water more 
effi ciently for irrigation or other everyday uses. These 
methods usually incorporate a water cistern to store water 
for later use.

    Resource Conservation—Building materials that have 
been developed to minimize the amount of non−renewable 
ingredients should be considered. Selecting lumber 
products from a certifi ed forestry program as sanctioned 
by the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) is encouraged. 
Maximizing fl y ash content in concrete mixes, without 
weakening strength, can also be considered. 

    Utilizing Local Resources for Materials—Using building 
materials that are available near the site. This means 
that materials do not have to be shipped long distances, 
thereby lessening transportation pollutants. Using stone 
that has been quarried on site as a building material rather 
than stone from other areas is one way to accomplish this 
principle. 

3.2 DETAILED ARCHITECTURAL 
DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

3.2.1 Exterior Building Wall Construction

Homes may be constructed using the following materials and 
methods, subject to the Style selected:

    Natural stone (Manufactured stone is allowed only if 
specifi cally approved by the Design Review Committee.)

    Masonry (concrete block, brick, etc.) in warm colors

    Adobe

    Steel framing

    Wood frame with minimum of two (2) by six (6) 
framing members for exterior walls 

     Cast−in−place concrete with integral colors and specialty 
fi nishes

    Concrete wall construction techniques utilizing foam and 
concrete that have been time tested a minimum of ten (10) 
years and proven in quality construction techniques

Other materials may be used on a case−by−case basis but require 
specifi c approval by the Design Review Committee.

3.2.2 Exterior Wall Finish Materials

Exterior materials appropriate for each Style are defi ned in each 
Style subsection within Section Three. The number of exterior 
materials used on an elevation must complement the architectural 
Style. For most of the design Styles defi ned herein, one or two 
primary exterior materials are strongly encouraged for a unifi ed 
design expression. Use of stone or masonry will be limited to 
incorporation on the entire exterior composition, major distinct 
individual masses, or an accented base. Minor areas of the 
exterior f acade accented in secondary wall materials that are 
insignifi cant to the Design Integrity will not be permitted. Those 
Styles that allow individual, distinct masses in accent materials 
must conform to the following criteria for proper integration.
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3.2.3 Material Types and Quantity

    The use of more than two primary exterior wall materials is 
discouraged and may not be allowed by the Design Review 
Committee. 

    Materials not on the approved list may be considered and 
approved by the Design Review Committee at its sole 
discretion.

    No highly refl ective fi nishes except glass, which may not be 
mirrored or opaque, shall be used on any exterior surfaces.

    Materials shall be chosen to blend into the existing desert 
setting and not detract from the scenic beauty of the 
natural landscape.

    All stucco systems are allowed. Proper curing time is 
required. All crack repairs must be made in a timely 
manner, and done properly and without any Visible 
evidence of such repair.

     Composite cementious siding is preferred for lap or board 
and batten siding appearance and must be submitted for 
specifi c approval. Vinyl siding is not allowed.

    Brick and concrete masonry may be considered as indicated 
for specifi c architectural Styles. In general, weathered or 
handmade masonry profi les in natural earth tones may be 
considered. Deep red colored brick is not acceptable.

    The use of concrete will be limited on a case−by−case basis 
and, if proposed, shall incorporate unique textures and 
fi nishes, including board forming, raked, sandblasted, or 
acid etched.

3.2.4 Material Application

     Horizontal material changes must occur along a horizontal 
line only. No “eroded” transitions from stone or masonry 
to stucco materials will be allowed. 

    Vertical material changes must occur at logical articulations 
of the building wall, typically at inside corners only. No 
changes in building materials shall be allowed at exterior 
corners. 

    Veneer materials, including unit masonry, shall be used 
only where there is no exposed edge of the veneer. The 
end of masonry veneers must terminate at inside building 
corners. 

     Stem walls shall be fi nished to the adjacent fi nished 
grade in compatible materials with the exterior walls, 
unless specifi cally approved as an accent material, thereby 
eliminating unfi nished foundation walls.

3.2.5 Roof Forms 

General Criteria
    Simple roof massing consistent with the Style is required. 

Roofs shall be confi gured in separate individual basic roof 
shapes based on the plan confi guration forms. A variety of 
roof breaks (roofs that turn a corner or change elevation) 
shall be provided when appropriate. Overly complicated 
roofs that detract from the elegance or simplicity of the 
Style shall be avoided. 

     Because roof forms will be an important part of the 
visual environment, they must be carefully designed. Too 
often roofs are an afterthought to the design character. 
All roofs must be designed with the architectural Style 
and three−dimensional character in mind from the start of 
conceptual fl oor planning.

    Oddly confi gured roofs that are trying to resolve poorly 
composed fl oor plan confi gurations will not be approved.
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    Roof forms that are composed of a continuous series of 
interconnected hip roof transitions with a common plate 
line shall be avoided, especially if not in a rectilinear 
alignment to one another.

    Roofs shall not be designed to slope into a vertical mass or 
an opposing slope. Roofs with M−shaped profi les are not 
permitted. These profi les are created when parallel ridges 
share a common valley.

    Exterior walls shall offset vertically or horizontally so the 
eave of one roof does not intersect the rake of another.

    Roof pitches and overhangs should be appropriate for the 
selected Style of the Home. Guidelines are provided for 
each Style in Section Five.

    The size and quantity of roof crickets, used to resolve 
poor roof forms, that may be deemed by the Committee as 
oversized and/or excessive are not allowed.

Flat Roofs
    Flat roofs are generally discouraged for Lots at lower 

elevations. They are not visually acceptable in a setting 
where the roof surface is Visible from higher elevations. 
Incorporation of fl at roofs will be considered only on 
specifi c Styles.

    Flat roofs should be surrounded by parapets a minimum of 
ten (10) inches above the adjacent roof surface, but in no 
case higher than thirty−six (36) inches above the adjacent 
roof surface. Parapets must be designed as three−dimensional 
mass forms. Parapets must wrap the entire building mass, 
or they must return and end in an intersection with another 
building mass. 

    Flashing between the roof surface and the parapet must 
be horizontal, and not sloped to follow the roof or cricket 
slope.
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     All lap joints, seams, and patches must be coated with an 
aggregate or ballast matching the color and texture of the 
roof aggregate or ballast. The fi nished roof shall have an 
even color and texture across the entire surface.

     Flat roofs must be surfaced with a material compatible 
with the colors of the natural terrain, but not contrasting to 
the building color.

    Flat roofs will be accepted if the roof is an integral part 
of the overall design concept. These fl at areas can often 
allow for solar panel placement that is concealed from 
neighboring views.

     Flat roofs that are incorporated as a solution to poorly 
designed roof forms are not allowed.

Specifi c Dimensional Criteria 

    Pitched roofs should be three (3) in twelve (12) slope or 
greater, and generally confi gured as a gable, hip, or shed 
roof form. 

     Individual roof sizes shall generally not exceed a span 
of twenty−six (26) feet wide when the gable or hip roof 
end is exposed to view. Exposed roof spans greater than 
twenty−six (26) feet wide will appear excessively large 
and out of scale.

     The minimum clear distance between a roof and a 
windowsill shall be six (6) inches.

    The composition of roof forms should be carefully 
considered. In general, ridgelines should not appear overly 
long. Changing ridge direction, adding vertical offsets, or 
incorporating roof projections are techniques to alter the 
appearance of otherwise long ridgelines.

     In general, utilize only one roof slope for all pitched roofs 
per Home. Mixing roof slopes from one mass to the next is 
strongly discouraged.

3.2.6 Roof Details

Eaves and Fascias

    Fascia boards shall be two (2) inch minimum nominal 
dimension in thickness. Nominal two (2) inch roof rafters 
shall not be exposed; a f ascia board must be used to 
conceal the rafter tail ends completely. Exposed rafter tails 
shall be a minimum of three (3) inches thick, with four 
(4) inches thick preferred depending on the Style and size 
of the Home. 

    Enclosed eaves shall be fi nished with a molding at the 
wall. 

Plumbing Vents and Flashing

    All fl ashing, sheet metal, vent stacks, and pipes shall be 
copper or painted to match the adjacent roofi ng material.

    The placement of the various pipes and vents that penetrate 
the roof should be considered. Combine them in the attic 
space and project them through the roof in a common 
enclosed stack when possible. Place vent stacks on the roof 
away from the side of greatest visibility where practical. 

    Gas vents or fl ues that need to project signifi cantly above 
the adjacent roof profi le shall be placed in a f alse chimney 
for visual concealment.

Roof Ventilation

     Dormer roof vents are not allowed. Ridge vents, gable 
end vents, and soffi t vents are the preferred methods of 
providing required roof ventilation.

3.2.7 Garages

    Garage locations must be placed per the site design 
(Section Two) requirements, and shall not be a visually 
dominant feature of the street view of the Home.

    Each Home shall contain parking within the Lot for at least 
two (2) automobiles in an enclosed garage either attached 
to or detached from the main residential structure.
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    The maximum number of enclosed garage spaces is four 
(4), unless approved by the Design Review Committee. 

    No more than three (3) enclosed stalls shall be stacked in 
a row. This includes no more than three (3) single garage 
doors, or one (1) double and one (1) single door in a 
row. 

    Two (2) double garage doors may be placed adjacent to 
each other if they are offset by a minimum of six (6) feet 
horizontally and do not f ace the street.

    No unenclosed storage of campers, trailers, recreational 
vehicles, ATVs, boats, jet skis, or any other type of 
recreational vehicle will be permitted, including those 
within rear yards or open−air screened areas. Refer to the 
rules of the Association for more details. 

     All Visible garage entrances, when located in the front 
portion of the Lot, must have architectural features placed 
in front of them. These features can be in the form of deep 
overhangs or trellis elements, as long as they appear as 
integral elements of the Style selected. 

     All Visible garage entrances, when located in the front 
portion of the Lot, shall be segmented into single garage 
doors and be a maximum of ten (10) feet wide. 

    Double garage doors a maximum of eighteen (18) feet in 
width are allowed when recessed off the street and fully or 
partially screened behind architectural walls.

    No garage doors over eight (8) feet high will be allowed, 
unless specifi cally approved and concealed from view from 
the street and from adjacent properties. 

    The face of garage doors must be recessed a minimum of 
eighteen (18) inches from the adjacent wall plane.

    Garage doors must have custom pattern appropriate for the 
Home architectural Style. No fl ush metal panel doors will 
be allowed, unless proven as not Visible to the street or 
adjacent Lots.

    Garage door window patterns shall be designed to be 
consistent with the Style of the Home. If windows are 
utilized, frosted glass is recommended for security, and 
incandescent or warm fl uorescent lighting is required inside 
the garage in case the lights are inadvertently left on.

    The minimum dimension between adjacent garage door 
openings is eighteen (18) inches. 

    Guest parking bays may occur beneath trellises or other 
covered structures if well integrated into the overall design, 
and if specifi cally approved on a case−by−case basis.

    A minimum of one (1) coach light per garage entry is 
required in the alley zone. Refer to Exterior Lighting 
(Section Four) for guidelines pertaining to Wall Sconces 
and Lanterns.

    Enhanced garage door fi nishes and architectural features 
such as trellises or arches to visually recede the doors are 
required.

    Double−wide garage doors are permitted when garages are 
recessed off the street and fully or partially screened behind 
architectural walls.

    Single−wide garage doors are required when a garage is 
front−facing and located near the front portion of the Lot. 
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3.2.8 Accessory Buildings

All Accessory Buildings must match the Style, detailing, color, 
and materials of the primary structure, and must be located 
within the Building Envelope (when applicable). Accessory 
Buildings must be located a minimum of ten (10) feet from any 
other building on the same Lot, and must comply with all other 
applicable Building Setback criteria. All Accessory Buildings 
must be designed as a single visual element with the Home and 
should be related to the Home using walls, courtyards, and 
major landscape elements. These structures may include: 

     A free−standing guest house that may not exceed twelve 
hundred (1,200) square feet, and must comply with 
applicable zoning regulations

     Detached garages

     Cabanas and pool houses

     Equipment or automobile storage

     Covered patios, gazebos, and ramadas

     Covered walkways

3.2.9 Roof Terraces, Balconies, and Decks

Any desired upper−level outdoor viewing or sitting areas shall 
be designed as well−integrated terraces or balconies, and must be 
extensions off upper−level livable areas of the Home. 

    Uncovered roof terraces that are the uppermost area of the 
structure are prohibited.

     All furnishings shall generally be concealed from view and 
selected appropriately for the Style and character of the 
Home.

    Second−story balconies and covered terraces are encouraged 
and shall be designed to be appropriate to the Style of 
the Home, sized to be meaningful and useful spaces, 
adequately shaded, and positioned to minimize disruption 
to the privacy of neighbors. 

     Balconies shall be well integrated into the architecture 
rather than appearing to be placed on the surface of a 
f acade, except as may be appropriate in an architectural 
Style such as a Juliet balcony. Balconies must be anchored 
on at least two (2) sides by building masses. Decks and 
balconies “attached” to one side of the building are not 
allowed. 
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     Balconies shall be designed to provide functional space and 
allow for adequate furnishing, and shall not be so large that 
they become overly dominant on the exterior elevations. 

    Balconies can be cantilevered or supported from below and 
must appear solid and well supported by properly sized 
structural members. 

    Balconies generally shall not be located at outside edges 
of the Home or Building Envelope if they allow for visual 
intrusion on the private spaces of Adjacent Lots.

    Roof terraces utilizing low parapet walls as a guardrail 
cannot have transparent railings.

3.2.10 Towers and Daylight Monitors

Tower forms can add a necessary vertical emphasis to the 
exterior character of many Home Styles. Proper proportioning 
and design integration are critical to the success of the overall 
composition. Proposed towers that exceed the maximum 
allowable height may be considered for approval by the Design 
Review Committee at its sole discretion. Approval, based on 
the sole discretion of the Design Review Committee, may be 
granted if the tower is integral to the overall composition and 
appropriately scaled. 

3.2.11 Decorative Railings

    Railings may be wrought metal, wood or wood composite 
material, precast concrete, or carved stone, appropriate to 
the architectural Style of the Home. As with all exterior 
materials, but specifi cally with composite materials, 
samples are required to be submitted for approval. 
Approval will be based on the quality of the product in 
terms of fi nish and detail.

    Balustrades should be used only in limited applications 
and are generally discouraged for the architectural Styles 
promoted in Verrado. Although there is precedent in some 
Spanish and Mediterranean architecture for the use of 
balustrades, they can be visually heavy in appearance. 

3.2.12 Window Materials and Design 

Window Materials and Quality

    For all Lots, wood, aluminum−clad wood, aluminum or 
vinyl windows are acceptable if they contain divided lites 
inside and outside of glass and are appropriately confi gured 
and proportioned for the Style. Fiberglass windows may 
be considered on a case−by−case basis.

    Steel windows that possess characteristics of historic 
Spanish architecture are acceptable.

Window Design and Detail

    Primary feature windows, larger than twenty−four (24) 
square feet in size, must be recessed a minimum of six 
(6) inches as measured from the exterior wall plane. 
All projections around the window, such as sills, lintels, 
pop−outs, and trim, are not considered the exterior wall 
plane.

     Secondary windows, smaller than twenty−four (24) 
square feet in size, must be recessed at least two (2) inches 
as measured from the exterior wall plane. All projections 
around the window, such as sills, lintels, pop−outs, and 
trim, are not considered the exterior wall plane. Windows 
that are fl ush with the surrounding wall plane will not be 
allowed. 

     Headers over windows, where present, shall be properly 
proportioned for the opening, and be genuine in material 
composition and detail. 

     Circular, elliptical, or other special window shapes may be 
used as accent windows on a limited, case−by−case basis, 
appropriate to each Home Style. 

    Divided lites in windows must be true divided lites or 
must have simulated divisions on the outside, inside, and 
between the panes of glass. Individual lites shall be square 
or rectangular, generally with vertical proportions, unless 
in a custom arch application or custom patterning for 
specifi c Styles.
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    Energy−effi cient and ultraviolet protective glazings are 
allowed; however, no highly refl ective glazing may be 
used. Colored glazing must be bronze or gray. Blue or 
green tints are not allowed without specifi c review and 
approval. 

    Stained glass windows and door inserts require specifi c 
approval from the Design Review Committee. Permission 
may be granted for an accent window; however, large 
windows and bright colors may not be deemed appropriate 
if in public view. 

    Window insect screens may be used. Screen material colors 
may be bronze, brown, or black. 

    All window frames shall be of a nonrefl ective surface in 
a bronzed, painted, or powder−coated fi nish. Mill−fi nish 
aluminum window frames are prohibited.

    Glass block shall be used in moderation and specifi cally 
approved on a case−by−case basis. If proposed, glass block 
shall not occur in large areas on a primary elevation Visible 
to public view. Decorative patterns formed with glass 
block are prohibited. Preferably, it shall be utilized in a 
very limited quantity of individually placed, recessed glass 
block units. 

    Glass block is not allowed on elevations that f ace a street.

    Glass block used above the fi rst fl oor that does not f ace a 
street is limited to fi ve (5) square feet per opening. 

    No more than forty (40) square feet of glass block is 
allowed per opening for fi rst fl oor applications.

    Glass block must be recessed at least two (2) inches as 
measured from the exterior wall plane.

    Glass block with integral color or iridescent colors is not 
allowed.

3.2.13 Solar Screens

Solar screens and shading devices, when utilized, must be 
thoughtfully integrated into the architecture. Sun control and 
shade demands should be analyzed during the concept phase of 
design to allow for proper integration of shading devices. The 
following must be considered when selecting solar screens:

     Retractable solar screens must be integrated with the 
architecture of the Home in such a manner that the 
retracting mechanism and rolled−up screen are either hidden 
under a f ascia or designed into the header of a window. 
The intention is that the mechanism not be Visible as a 
boxed−out appendage on the side of the Home.

     Screen material color must be dark in color so as to blend 
in with the hue of the windows. Screen material that is 
the color of a wall is generally not acceptable because it 
increases the perception of wall mass on a Home. Brown, 
bronze, gray, and black are acceptable colors. 

    Fixed or permanent solar screens that are dark black 
with low visual transparency are prohibited because 
they conceal the design detail and color of the window. 
Proper placement of windows, trees, overhangs, and, for 
some Styles, awnings shall be used for adequate shading 
provisions.
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3.2.14 Awnings

    Fixed awnings that are small ornamental accents are 
allowed if consistent with the Style of the Home. If 
awnings are made of f abric, they must be maintained free 
of accumulated dust, dirt, f ading, or other discoloration. 
Metal or roof tile awnings may be used only on specifi c 
Styles such as Ranch Hacienda, Ranch Territorial, or 
Western Farmhouse.

    Retractable f abric awnings are not allowed as they may 
overwhelm the architecture of a Home. Other shading 
devices will be considered on the basis of architectural 
compatibility as determined by the Design Review 
Committee.

3.2.15 Interior Window Treatments

Blinds and curtain installation do not require Design Review 
Committee approval but must conform to the following 
standards: 

    Blinds and curtains must be subtle in color (no harsh or 
bright colors) and should complement the architecture 
of the Home. Bright colors Visible from the outside of the 
Home can be distracting. Higher quality products, such as 
wood blinds or shutters, are encouraged. 

    Glass tinting may be considered in very low refl ectivity 
and either bronze or dark gray in color. A sample must be 
provided for Design Review Committee approval. Window 
tints must be approved prior to installation.

3.2.16 Skylights

Skylights must be installed in a manner that avoids refl ecting 
light in the day or emitting undesirable light at night. Please 
consider the following when installing skylights:

     Skylights can be approved on a fl at roof with a parapet wall 
high enough to conceal the fi xture. Parapet height must be 
at least eight (8) inches above the top of the skylight. The 

Architect must place a note on the construction drawings, 
or other applicable drawings, that indicates parapets 
must be a minimum of eight (8) inches above the top of 
skylight. 

     Skylights shall not be installed on sloping roofs.

    A maximum of eight (8) skylights, or a maximum of forty 
(40) square feet of total area of skylights, whichever is 
more restrictive, may be permitted on a Home.

     Skylights must use a minimally refl ective lens to avoid 
refl ectivity and glare during the day. Tinted bronze or gray 
is allowed. White or clear skylights will not be allowed.

     Frame colors must blend well with the adjacent surface.

     Interior lighting inside skylights must be oriented in a 
downward direction to prevent emitting excessive light 
upward into the night sky.

3.2.17 Door Materials and Design

Door Materials
    Front entry doors should be constructed of wood, or wood 

and glass combinations, and designed to be consistent with 
the Style. Custom metal doors (such as those constructed 
of bronze, copper, or steel) may be considered on a 
case−by−case basis.

     French doors should be constructed of wood or wood with 
aluminum cladding and divided lites. Steel French doors 
may be considered to match steel windows for specifi c 
Styles.

Door Design
     All primary doorways should be recessed into walls a 

minimum of twelve (12) inches to demonstrate wall 
thickness and solidity of construction. 

    Doors proposed on elevations facing a street or Golf 
Course, other than the main entry door, should be 
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multi−lite, operable French doors. Other appropriately 
scaled doors, including bi−folds, may be approved for a 
Home depending on the specifi c Style.

     Over−scaled sliding glass doors are not allowed on exterior 
elevations facing a street or Golf Course, and will be 
generally discouraged for other parts of the Home.

     For most traditional Styles, sliding glass doors are allowed 
only where reasonably recessed under a covered terrace or 
otherwise not easily Visible, and must be designed with 
divided lites Styled to match a French door appearance. 

     Solid metal doors may be used for mechanical room 
enclosures if screened from view. Custom patterned 
veneered mechanical room doors are preferred, if exposed 
to view. 

     Security or screen doors may be used for openings 
concealed within a private courtyard or similar space 
recessed under a covered roof. Screen doors are not 
permitted on primary street−f acing entry doors. 

     In general, entry doors shall complement the Style of the 
Home. If the entry door is located on a Home where the 
appearance of the doors is not Visible from the street, a 
more diverse design spectrum will be considered for review 
by the Design Review Committee on a case−by−case basis.

3.2.18 Structural Supports

     Supporting wood posts shall be a minimum of eight (8) 
inches by eight (8) inches.

     Exposed rafter tails shall be a minimum of three (3) inch 
thickness by six (6) inch and eight (8) inch depth, with 
four (4) inch thickness preferred depending on Style and 
size of Home.

     Supporting concrete or cut stone columns shall be designed 
in proper proportion to the height, and generally shall be 
not less than twelve (12) inches in diameter at the narrow 
end of a taper.

     Supporting columns should be accented with trim materials 
complementing the materials on the Home. Supporting 
columns fi nished with stucco only, or having additional 
stucco pop−outs, are not allowed.

3.2.19 Decorative Trim

All trim should be genuine in the material composition, with 
the exception of wood products, where composite wood trim 
may be utilized. Faux materials may be proposed for Design 
Review Committee approval.

    No veneer tile will be allowed on external vertical surfaces 
unless it is an ornamental wall tile feature.

     Decorative tile may be used for step treads and risers.

3.2.20 Ornamental Details

All ornamental details will be reviewed based on quality and 
appearance of the products. In all cases, the goal is for genuine 
and authentic materials to be used in lieu of manufactured 
products. If manufactured products are proposed, they will be 
subject to specifi c review and approval. 

    Creativity consistent with the architectural Style of 
the Home should be used in designing posts, brackets, 
railing pickets, trim, moldings, entry doors, transoms and 
sidelights, or front door surrounds.

     Decorative elements such as balconies, chimneys, gable 
vents, exterior lighting, and shutters should appear as 
functional elements, and match the Style per the criteria 
specifi ed in each Style section. 

     Shutters may be made of materials other than wood, 
for less maintenance. Aluminum, fi berglass, and wood 
composite shutters are allowed. Shutters do not need to be 
operable, but should be sized so that the shutters match the 
window width, and have authentic hardware. 
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3.2.21 Chimneys and Other Building Projections

All building projections including chimneys, fl ues, and vents 
shall be compatible in height and material with the structure 
from which they project. All projections shall be contained 
entirely within the Building Envelope. Adequate design 
measures must be taken to minimize nuisance smoke to adjacent 
buildings. All chimneys and related safety features shall comply 
with applicable ordinances. Specifi c criteria are as follows:

    The maximum height for chimney termination is six (6) 
feet above a point on the closest roof within ten (10) feet 
horizontal from the chimney termination, unless otherwise 
required by current fi re codes. Chimneys shall generally be 
proportioned to not exceed fi fteen (15) square feet in area.

     Exterior chimneys shall generally be constructed of 
masonry or stone, and fi nished in stone, brick masonry, or 
stucco matching the Style, detailing, color, and materials 
of the Home. Custom metal hoods must be detailed and 
submitted for approval.

     Chimney terminations shall not expose screened spark 
arrestors. 

     False chimneys are encouraged for concealing gas vents, 
and shall appear as consistent with other chimneys on the 
Home. 

    Chimneys shall be designed as an additive visual element to 
the overall composition, rather than an unnecessary visual 
detraction. There shall be a maximum of fi ve (5) chimneys 
per Home, unless specifi cally approved otherwise. Each 
chimney may have a maximum of two (2) fl ues. 

3.2.22 Gu� ers

    Gutters and downspouts, if desired, shall be integrated 
into the design of Homes and appear as a continuous 
architectural element.

    Drainage solutions shall be unobtrusive to the overall 
building. 

     Downspouts shall be located on vertical members in 
inconspicuous locations, preferably in interior corners of 
the structure. 

     Gutters shall be composed of galvanized steel, copper, 
cor−ten, or aluminum, and generally shall be in a half−round 
or square cross−section shape, versus the standard scroll 
shape. 

     All gutters and downspouts except copper shall be 
painted. Colors of exposed gutters and downspouts 
shall complement those of the surfaces to which they are 
attached. 

    Decorative mounting brackets may be used depending on 
the Style. 
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3.2.23 Outdoor Stairs

    All outdoor stairs shall be integrated into the design of 
the Home. In many cases, the stairs can be an attractive 
sculptural element as part of the composition.

    In no case shall there be an exposed steel stair used 
without a solid enclosing wall. In most cases, solid risers 
and treads are the most appropriate stair type, especially for 
stairs present in Spanish Styles, where decorative tiles are 
used for the risers. 

     Exposed spiral stairs are not allowed.

3.2.24 Exterior Driveway, Terrace, or Walkway 
Paving

Refer to the Color and Material portions of the individual Style 
sections in Section Five.

3.2.25 Fire Sprinklers

All Homes that are fi ve thousand (5,000) square feet or greater 
in size under roof are required to have an automatic residential 
fi re sprinkler system that conforms to all applicable criteria 
established by the Town of Buckeye and the Town of Buckeye 
Fire Department.

3.2.26 Structured Wiring Requirements

Each Home in Verrado will be equipped for the residents’ 
connected Community (voice, data, and  video) lifestyle 
expectations.  A key element of this connected Community 
lifestyle is the in−Home Structured Wiring System (SWS) 
required as a minimum specifi cation in every Verrado 
single−f amily residence. 

The purpose of the SWS is to guide the Owner and Builder 
through the process of providing the residents with a technically 
excellent, architecturally well−reasoned, and fully enabled, 
connected Community lifestyle through telecommunications 
capabilities in their Homes.

    The most current Structured Wiring System Specifi cations 
for Verrado must be obtained prior to design of the Home’s 
infrastructure. This Structured Wiring System is required 
for each Home.

    The SWS requires specifi c architectural design elements, 
plan submittals, and Design Review Committee approval.

    The physical hardware components of the SWS include 
the central distribution enclosure, wire, cable, conduit, 
connectors, terminated wall outlets, distribution 
equipment, electronic components, and all related aspects 
to provision the in−Home SWS functionality.  The SWS 
includes the portions of the security system (if installed) 
that provisions telephony and line−sizing capabilities.  The 
SWS specifi es the minimum low voltage and line voltage 
provisioning.

    The SWS requires more than just the specifi cation of the 
physical hardware components. Equally important, and 
therefore required, are the overall design topology of the 
cabling the methods and practices of installation, labeling, 
and testing; and the correct placement of the distribution 
equipment involved.

    Owners and Builders, with their Architects, their low 
voltage systems Contractor, and the entire team involved 
in creating the Home and living environment, are required 
to carefully consider the in−Home technology infrastructure 
they select, and place, in their fl oor plan.  The 
functionality, livability, and lifestyle of their Home will 
be signifi cantly enhanced through their implementation 
of a carefully reasoned, designed, and executed in−Home 
technology infrastructure. 
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3.3 INTRODUCTION TO COLOR AND 
MATERIAL SCHEMES

The character of Custom Homes and Custom Home 
neighborhoods is created, defi ned, and affected by the colors 
and textures of the exterior materials. The color and material 
palette can add the element of richness to the overall design 
form; however, a poorly conceived color and material palette 
can undermine well−conceived aspects of the very same Home 
design. The intent of the information in this section is to provide 
an understanding of the sound principles involved in selecting 
and determining a successful color and material scheme for an 
architectural Style.

3.3.1 Verrado Master Color Pale� e 

A master color palette has been created for Homes in Verrado, 
and is on fi le with the Design Review Committee. The master 
palette is divided into designated color selections by architectural 
Styles for body, trim, accent, stone and brick materials, and roof 
materials. 

The Architect is encouraged to contact the Design Review 
Representative and request information specifi c to the 
architectural Style involved in the design. 

3.3.2 Philosophy of Color, Material, and Texture 

Color and texture signifi cantly affect the appearance and 
ambiance of a Home. The architectural character of each Home, 
as well as the neighborhood, can be enriched by the thoughtful 
and appropriate application of color. Distinct architectural Styles 
inherently lend themselves to the use of unique combinations of 
colors, materials, and textures. This section describes selection 
strategies for individual architectural Styles.

3.3.3 Defi nition of Color and Material Terms

Accents Colors
Used to designate features such as shutters; may be applicable 
to windows, entry doors, Garden gates, and other features as 
noted.

Bird Stop
Mud infi ll used on clay tile roofs to close openings that could 
become bird nesting areas.

Booster Tile
A small piece of clay tile that has been cut down or snapped off 
a full tile and used to boost tile.

Burn/Burning

The burnished effect created by over−troweling an SBF fi nish 
with extra water and a steel trowel.

Chroma

The intensity of the color (saturation); freedom from dilution 
with white and hence vividness of hue.

Clay Tile Boost
Placing additional tile or tiles under a top piece of roof tile.

Clay Tile Layup
Horizontal and vertical placement of clay tiles on roofs in 
variations of formal to irregular arrangements. 

Clear
Colors that are more pure in chroma; not muted.

Color Blocking
Larger masses of body color broken into primary and secondary 
colors.

Color Scheme
A specifi c combination of colors assigned to all exterior 
architectural items including walls, accent stucco, f ascia, trim, 
and doors for one specifi c Home or building.
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Hue
The property of colors by which they can be perceived as 
ranging from red through yellow, green, and blue, as determined 
by the dominant wavelength of the light; a particular gradation 
of color; a shade or tint.

Light Refl ectance Value (LRV)
LRV is the measurement of light when refl ecting off a surface. 
The higher the number, the brighter the color.

Master Color Palette
The full selection of all the hues designated applicable for all the 
Styles, which forms the framework from which color schemes 
are developed.

Mud
Concrete mortar.

Mud Boost
Placing a scoop of mud under a top piece of roof tile.

Palette
The full selection of all the hues designated for each Style, 
which forms the framework from which schemes are developed.

Precast
Designated features such as columns, wall caps, and surrounds 
that are cast in concrete or created from foam to emulate 
concrete.

Raked Joint
A masonry joint where the mortar has been raked out at a 
reasonable depth from the face of the wall.

SBF
The smooth steel−troweled Santa Barbara Finish in stucco.

Sponged Joint
A fl ush masonry joint where the excess mortar is rubbed off 
with a sponge.

Trim
Wooden architectural features such as eaves, f ascia, tails, 
overhangs, porches, balconies, posts, railings, trellises, lintels, 

corbels, brackets, and so on. Within the context of this palette, 
trim colors may also apply to garage doors, windows, shutters, 
and gates.

Undertone
A subdued color seen through or modifying another color. 
For example, pink undertones in beige modify the color to a 
rosy−beige. Complex hues have several undertones, and tend to 
vary in appearance depending on light, shadow, and adjacent 
color.

Value
The lightness or darkness of a color. 

3.3.4 Perception of Color on Exterior Surfaces

Colors appear different from one setting to another based on 
architectural details, location within a neighborhood, and 
landscaped surroundings, and are directly affected by light 
conditions. Adjacent color also has a tremendous effect on the 
perception of color. Relevant incorporation of surface textures 
such as stucco, brick, or stone will be of utmost importance. 
Lighter values of wall masses that have a more signifi cant surface 
texture will refract light rather than refl ect it, thereby enabling 
lighter wall tones to complement the site instead of creating a 
strong contrast. The following are other color perception 
considerations:

    Color schemes should initially be selected and developed 
from loose paint chips and subsequently reviewed and 
refi ned on site under natural lighting conditions rather than 
indoors under artifi cial light.

    Color is affected by texture. A stucco wall with heavier 
texture will appear darker than a smooth−surfaced wall.

    Color is affected by architectural design. Less complex 
surfaces will appear lighter than those that involve a 
signifi cant amount of articulated shapes that create shade 
and shadow.
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    Color is affected by relationships. The fi rst structures to be 
built in an area may be judged differently than subsequent 
buildings; the later structures will have to relate to 
earlier−constructed Homes as well as the existing natural 
landscape.

3.3.5 The Color Scheme 

The color scheme is the combination of exterior materials, colors, 
and textures. Effectively planned and applied color schemes will 
create and enhance the diversity of color and materials within 
Verrado neighborhoods. A color scheme for a specifi c Home 
must differ meaningfully from its adjacent neighbors on both 
sides of the street. In general, colors can be derived from the 
natural environment for the following:

    Walls: Hues inspired by the soil, sand, rocks, and 
mountains will translate well when replicated as stucco 
and other wall surface colors.

    Trims: Hues derived from the bark and foliage of native 
plants will translate well as wood trim colors, while hues 
derived from lighter−colored stone can be good precast trim 
colors.

    Accents: Bolder colors that capture a variety of intense 
natural phenomena (e.g., fl ower blossoms, the changing 
sky refl ected at all times of day and in different weather, 
and the mountains in shadow, sunset, and sunrise) work 
well as accent colors for architectural items of a smaller 
scale. These items can include, but are not limited to: entry 
doors, windows, ceramic tile, gates, shutters, awnings, 
ornamental metal, and other forms of ornamentation.

3.3.6 Color Scheme Implementation

Achieving the desired and optimal architectural character 
for Verrado is dependent upon the relationship of each Home 
to one another. Deviation from or misinterpretation of the 
architectural Style characteristics information in this document 
will negatively impact the value of a single Home, as well as 

the neighboring Community. The Design Review Committee 
retains the right to modify this document as necessary to ensure 
preservation of the highest standards.

3.3.7 Color Scheme Approval

The Design Review Committee will provide conditional 
approval of a color scheme during the Design Review Process. 
The following partial criteria will be considered when 
reviewing a color scheme for approval: 

    A color scheme must be appropriate for the architectural 
Style to which it will be applied, and follow the prescribed 
color and material palettes established in these guidelines.

    A color scheme shall differ as appropriate from neighboring 
schemes.  The same color scheme shall not be repeated on 
two Homes immediately adjacent to or across the street 
from one another.

    On−site color and materials inspection is required, in 
addition to preliminary color approval.

    Final color and materials approval will occur when on−site 
samples are provided for inspection. 
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3.4 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 
FOR BODY COLOR

Every Home in Verrado will have an exterior color palette that 
includes major body color, trim colors, and accent colors. Accent 
colors will include the purest chromas and should appear at the 
smallest scale (e.g., ceramic tile on steps and walls) against the 
backdrop of the Home. The next level of color is reserved for 
trim colors and is generally applied to painted wood on shutters 
and roof overhangs, and occasionally on doors, gates, and 
windows. The largest fi eld of color is the main body color and 
it should always be selected from a palette of colors earthen in 
character. Site and retaining walls fi nished with stucco should 
match the color and fi nish of the Home.

3.4.1 Color Blocking

    For Homes with all−stucco fi nishes, two major body 
colors on one Home is not typical for most Styles, but is 
acceptable for the Craftsman Style, with the second body 
color applied to larger massing elements (rather than 
window and door surrounds).

    Homes with a combination of stucco and stone or brick 
should consider using only one body color for the stucco 
surfaces.

    Ideally, a color and/or material break should be backed 
up by a change in texture, and must always occur at inside 
corners. 

3.4.2 Body Mass and Color

The concept of having Homes blend into the desert to reduce 
the amount of visual clutter is a sensitive issue due to scale of 
horizontal and vertical massing. Large masses, without the 
benefi t of well−composed material breaks, tend to unfavorably 
stand out against the desert background. 

    Homes built within close proximity to existing 
Homes using similar tone, chroma, and hue within a 
neighborhood setting result in an undesirable large block 
of monochromatic color.

    Wall color must complement, but not match or blend into, 
the roof color to form smaller “units” of color. Darker roof 
colors with greater texture variation often look better over a 
lighter colored body.

    Diverse color applied to even smaller elements such as 
f ascia, garage doors, secondary stucco, awnings, railings, 
and gates can enhance the appearance of architecture.

    Avoid large, unbroken, single−colored and textured masses 
and surfaces.

    Interruption of surfaces through the use of windows, doors, 
overhangs, protrusions, and even foliage will create shadow 
and textural variety to break down the scale.

3.4.3 Diversity of LRV and Hue

It is crucial that careful consideration be given to all aspects of 
color, especially as they apply to the larger masses including 
walls and roofs. Varying colors and values (e.g., wall−to−neigh
boring−wall, roof−to−roof, and wall−to−adjacent−roof) is critical 
when creating the color scheme. The benefi t of texture on wall 
surfaces cannot be overstated; texture is key to reducing glare 
and subsequently allows for colors of a slightly higher range of 
LRVs to be acceptable within Verrado. Brick, stone, adobe, and 
special plaster fi nishes can create wall textures that relate to their 
setting without relying heavily upon darker colors or low LRVs.

The approved color palette selected for each architectural 
Style has a corresponding LRV that f alls within the following 
acceptable range: 

    All Natural Foothill Lots primary exterior building wall 
colors shall have a Light Refl ectance Value (LRV) of less 
than thirty−six (36), with texture requirements at the 
higher LRV ranges. 
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    All Town Lots primary exterior building wall colors shall 
have an LRV of less than forty−fi ve (45), with texture 
requirements at the higher LRV ranges.

     Trim and accent colors are allowed to reach an LRV of 
sixty (60), but only when used for a minor percentage 
of the exterior appearance and only for certain Styles. An 
approved palette of colors is available from the Design 
Review Committee. The Design Review Committee on a 
case−by−case basis may approve other colors that meet the 
criteria of this section.

     Color restrictions shall apply to any interior window 
treatment visible from the exterior. Use of natural 
wood−colored interior shutters and blinds can be very 
complementary to the interior and exterior appearance. The 
backing on fabric window treatments must be considered 
with respect to this requirement.

The Design Review Committee reserves the right to restrict the 
LRV as well as the selection of hues within each palette when 
specifi c Home sites, elevations, and site wall conditions create 
highly Visible wall surfaces.

The Design Review Committee will take the following factors 
into consideration when determining the acceptability of the 
LRV for a specifi c Lot:

    The fi nish and texture of the wall surface.

    The position of the Lot within the site with regard to 
landform designation.

    The overall exposure or visibility of the wall surfaces with 
regard to the architectural Style of the Home.

    The hue of the color selected, and whether it is a color 
that corresponds directly to the natural desert colors 
(e.g., khaki−tan) and therefore may be appropriate in the 
lighter range of the LRVs, or a hue that contrasts with the 
immediate surroundings (e.g., pinkish−beige) and may 
require a deeper LRV.

Smoother wall fi nishes refl ect more light while heavier textures 
can appear up to two (2) shades deeper than the LRV indicated 
for the paint. Other LRV and hue considerations are:

    Although the spectrum of appropriate LRVs may seem 
narrow, there is a diverse range of possible colors and 
values within the defi ned criteria available to create a 
visually engaging and attractive street scene.

    LRVs that are too close to one another may appear to blend 
together.

    Colors that are too similar in hue may also appear to blend 
together and are diffi cult to differentiate from one another.

    Within one scheme, the major elements (such as trim or 
stucco) require a noticeable range of different values and 
colors. 

    Color schemes used to assemble a street scene should 
consist of a varied range of colors, values, and intensities 
at all levels, including roof tile, f ascia, stucco, garage 
doors, and architectural accent details such as railings and 
shutters. 

    Diversity should also occur from Lot to Lot, and the 
range of hues and values designated among Styles will 
contribute to the ideal diversifi cation within the Verrado 
neighborhood.

3.4.4 Approved Color Pale� e

A palette of approved color selections is provided later in this 
section. The color selections for body, trim, accents, and metals 
are organized by architectural Style. 

3.4.5 Accent Body Colors

The lightest accents have LRVs that may exceed the maximum 
of thirty−six (36) for the Lower Desert Zone where Verrado 
is located, and are intended to be used in conjunction with 
appropriately contrasting major body colors.
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    The lightest accents should complement deeper wall colors 
rather than  harshly contrast with them.

    Pure light accent colors have not been included so as to 
avoid pastels, which are inappropriate for the earthen 
palette of Verrado.

Light and Dark Stucco Accents
    In general, there should be a minimum spread of twelve 

(12) LRV points between major body color and accents 
to create enough contrast for either a light or dark stucco 
accent, and a maximum spread of twenty (20) points to 
avoid a stark contrast.

    When two undertones are different, the spread of LRV 
points can be tighter because the contrast of hue visually 
separates them.

    It is often more interesting to have a slightly different 
undertone in the light or dark accent (rather than an 
obvious step lighter or darker), as long as they are 
compatible colors.

Neutral and Dark Accents
There are colors in the approved palettes that include varied 
undertones such as plum, olive, and slate, which are attractive 
for use on fascia, garage doors, gates, and lintels.

    Semi−transparent and semi−solid stains on natural wood are 
ideal for use within Verrado. Brands such as Okon, Behr, 
Cabot, and Olympic have colors that closely match those 
found within the approved palettes.

    Garage doors that are well designed or detailed will be 
attractive when fi nished two (2) shades lighter or darker 
than the wall mass using a neutral color, rather then the 
typical match to the stucco.

    Landscape features such as driveways, walkways, patios, 
planters, wooden gates, fences, and trellises should be in 
colors selected from the neutral hues in the palette.

    Precast details can be left natural or selected from the 
neutral hues as indicated in the approved list of colors.

3.4.6 Stucco Finishes and Refl ectivity

Colors recommended for stucco body surfaces can be further 
enhanced through the use of appropriate fi nish techniques. 
Stucco fi nishes such as smooth, SBF (burned) sanded, or ground 
stucco are acceptable. Finish techniques such as lime−wash or 
“wash−off” that etch the surface can add expressive depth and 
authenticity to each Style and are strongly encouraged. Stucco 
fi nish considerations are as follows:

    Subtly mottled colors are achieved with integrally colored 
stucco in an SBF, or burned fi nish. 

    Integral color or painted sand fl oat fi nishes in a 20/30 sand 
base are acceptable, but are less authentic looking than 
smooth stucco.

    Textured stucco fi nishes such as Spanish lace and heavy 
knockdown dash textures are not acceptable. 

    Integrally colored Exterior Insulation and Finish Systems 
(EIFS) or acrylic top−coat is acceptable if the fi nish is 
smooth with a fi ne sand fi nish and, ideally, burned. 
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3.5 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 
FOR STONE, BRICK, AND ADOBE

As an architectural accent or landscape feature, stone (real or 
artifi cial) and brick should replicate the historical context and 
attributes of the architectural Style such as appropriate cut, size, 
lay−up, and application.

3.5.1 Stone and Brick

The profi le, texture, and color of natural stone should 
be considered so as to create and maintain a harmonious 
relationship with the site. The stone from Verrado (referred to 
as site stone) is ideal; if a stone is quarried a great distance from 
Verrado it should read as a local or regional material.

Artifi cial stone is to be carefully selected from quality and 
reputable resources such as Cultured Stone and El Dorado Stone, 
and is to appear as close to actual site stone as possible. Due to 
potential manufacturing inconsistencies, all artifi cial stone 
lay−ups are subject to approval per application. 

The character and coloration of brick should also maintain a 
harmonious appearance to its surroundings. The range of values 
needs to be carefully considered; if the natural hues of the 
stone, brick, or adobe selection are true to the site, but appear 
signifi cantly lighter or darker than the surrounding area, they 
will appear out of character when viewed against the natural 
environment. The selection of brick or stone must refl ect an 
authentic look per the architectural Style it is being applied to. 
The lay−up of stone or brick as well as the installation and grout 
techniques must be specifi ed in a manner coherent with the 
design Style.

General considerations include:  

    Brick and masonry block: This should be earthen and 
preferably muted. A mortar−wash can help “age” or soften 
brick colors. Painted brick or adobe may also be used if 
indicated as appropriate for a specifi c architectural Style.

    Stone: The coloration, shape, and sizes of natural stones 
should refl ect the local sources or complement the Home 
and setting in a way that will not appear foreign or out of 
place. Stone veneer must appear as close as possible to the 
character of the actual stone from which it is cut.

    Artifi cial stone: Artifi cial stone veneer must appear as 
close as possible to the color and character of local stone; it 
cannot appear trendy or out of context, or the Home would 
be better off without it.

    When the budget dictates, the preference at Verrado would 
be for real stone in smaller amounts versus larger quantities 
of artifi cial stone.

    Moderate use of artifi cial stone works best. Too little, and 
it appears as a token decorative element. Too much, and 
its characteristic fl aws become more evident and lessen its 
believability. 

    Due to inconsistencies in the manufacturing quality of 
artifi cial stone materials, the Design Review Committee 
will require on−site inspections of artifi cial stone installation 
to check against design submission approvals. The Design 
Review Committee can reject the use of any materials being 
installed that are deemed inappropriate for the Community.

For the Spanish Styles, brick used as a primary or accent exterior 
material may be painted to match the stucco, mortar−washed, 
or left natural in earth−toned hues. Brick that has bright red or 
orange coloration should not be used. Joints should be sponged 
or washed off, never heel or raked. Coursing and projection 
should be slightly irregular to avoid the appearance of traditional 
or colonial architecture.

For the Ranch Territorial Style, brick used as a primary or 
accent exterior material may appear more rustic than the Spanish 
Styles by using tumbled or “antiqued” brick, mortar−washing, 
or natural earth−toned hues. Again, brick that is bright red or 
orange should not be used; however, mortar joints may be 
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treated with less “tidy” techniques such as heel, raked, or 
weeping. Coursing and projection should also be slightly 
irregular to avoid the appearance of traditional architecture.

Use of brick or stone on a Craftsman Style Home should be 
limited to accents and landscape/hardscape details, but never as 
a major body material. The use of adobe is not recommended, 
as it was not historically inherent to the Style.

3.5.2 Adobe

Natural adobe as a building material (either mortar−washed or 
painted to match a body color) may be used when specifi cally 
designated for an architectural Style. Genuine adobe (from a 
source such as Clay Mine Adobe in Tucson) has an attractive 
pinkish beige color, which is too light in its natural coloration, 
but can be pigmented to relate to the range of color found in 
the soil at Verrado. Stabilized adobe from Mexico has a deeper, 
more uniform brown color, which is also appropriate for use in 
Verrado.

3.5.3 Grout and Mortar Joints

The joint detailing for brick or stone is an important 
consideration. The technique used to express the grout can lend 
a formal, rural, or aged character to the masonry, which is to be 
dictated on architectural Style selection. Sponging the joint to 
bring the sand to the surface can create an authentic quality.

The coloration of grout for stone or brick should refl ect an 
authentic infl uence. Warm gray grout with tan, gold, or khaki 
undertones should be specifi ed. Integral colorants such as 
Davis 5447, Cohill’s CC54, or similar pigments can be added 
to natural gray cement varying color−to−mix ratios depending 
on the coloration of brick, stone, or adobe. Grout containing 
too much color—very deep or very light in value, and grays 
that appear too cool—is unacceptable. White cement can also 
be combined with gray cement and integral color to achieve a 
historic appearance. The sand size and coloration and natural 
cement color should also be considered. On−site mock−ups are 
required for approval of all brick, stone, or adobe lay−ups.

    Appropriate application of grout, mortar−tooling, and color 
specifi cally applicable to the architectural Style will help 
achieve a more historic quality to masonry.

    Brick can be laid with round joiners.

    Grouted stone can have the mortar fl ushed out to shallow 
stones and slightly over−grouted.

    Premixed mortar that is blue−gray in color is unacceptable 
for stone use.

    Hand−mixed standard gray cement using Arizona Mortar 
(cement and lime mixture) with a slight amount of 
additional lime (to lighten) achieves a warmer gray 
appearance.
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3.6 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 
FOR ROOFS 

3.6.1 Roof Materials

Every roof material intended for each Style as defi ned herein 
must conform to the guidelines provided within the Color and 
Material criteria outlined in Section Five or be consistent with 
other references of this document. In general the following shall 
be considered:

    Roof materials can include the following: 
 Clay Tile
 Concrete Tile
 Metal Roofs
 Natural Stone Tile

3.6.2 Other Roof Materials

The Design Review Committee may, in its sole discretion, 
consider or approve roof materials other than those listed here.

      Sloped roof materials should be textural with dark or deep 
color tones. Roof surfaces must be nonrefl ective and, in 
the opinion of the Design Review Committee, not visually 
objectionable from neighboring properties and streets. 

    Roof materials shall generally be darker than the primary 
wall colors.

    For architectural Styles requiring mission−Style roof tiles 
(Spanish Colonial, Spanish Mission, Spanish Monterey, 
Spanish Hacienda, and Ranch Hacienda), the use of clay 
roof tile is strongly encouraged due to its historical and 
visual authenticity, quality of color range, depth of texture, 
and durability over time

    For architectural Styles in which fl at clay roof tiles are 
allowed (Spanish Colonial, Spanish Mission, Spanish 
Hacienda, Ranch Hacienda, and Ranch Territorial), the use 
of fl at clay roof tile is appropriate as an alternative to clay 
mission or barrel tiles.

    For architectural Styles requiring shake Style roof tiles 
(Ranch Territorial, Craftsman, and Desert Prairie), 
the use of fl at clay tiles, fl at concrete tiles, or slate tiles is 
appropriate.

    For architectural Styles in which metal roofs are allowed 
(Ranch Territorial and Craftsman), the use of standing 
seam or corrugated metal is appropriate.

    Ranch Territorial Style Homes are encouraged to consider 
the use of raised seam or corrugated metal in combination 
with fl at clay or concrete tile roof materials.

3.6.3 Clay Mission−Style and Flat Roof Tile

Ideally, a clay roof within Verrado should capture the essence 
and richness of aged or older clay tile roofs. By their very 
nature, clay colors should be earthen in color. Additional mud 
and/or tile boosts may be added to a roof lay−up to enhance 
the appearance of a more uniformly colored, textured, and/or 
shaped clay roof tile product.

    Clay roof tile that is too brick red, too terra cotta−orange 
(clay pot−like), too light in value, or is a high contrast 
blend is not allowed within Verrado, nor is Mexican pinto.

    It is possible to enhance visual interest and texture by 
blending different tile colors, as long as they are compatible 
in hue and value.

    Smaller profi le two−piece mission, standard two−piece 
mission, and two−piece barrel profi les are strongly 
encouraged.

    S−tile is permitted if installed using a f aux two−piece lay−up 
method.

    A mud wash or scratched texture is optimal for reducing 
glare and creating a more rustic quality particularly 
appropriate for the Ranch Territorial Style.

    Roof tile confi gurations must be combinations of a blend of 
harmonious colors or fl ashed to produce natural−looking tile 
variations.
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    Clay and concrete roof tile colors should be earthen and not 
glazed, or provide sheen or glare.

    Rustic (scratched, pebble, or other texture), sandcast, or 
mud−washed roof tile surfaces are encouraged in order to 
reduce glare.

    Mud set and boost should be used to add texture and 
reduce glare.

    Shiny glazes are not permitted.

    High contrast blends that result in a snakeskin or Indian 
corn pattern are not permitted.

    Mexican Pinto is not allowed.

    Tile that is light in value or heavily streaked is not allowed.

    Surface texture of clay and concrete roof tile such as 
smooth, rustic (scratched, raked, or pebbled), sandcast, or 
mud−washed is encouraged.

3.6.4 Concrete Flat and Shingle Tile

Flat concrete tile is an acceptable material depending on the Style 
of the Home. Concrete tiles in profi les simulating two−piece clay 
tile are not acceptable. In general, fl at concrete tiles with texture 
are more visually pleasing, because they reduce the sheen. In 
addition, the following shall be considered:

    Flat concrete roof tile emulating wood should be in 
wood−like colors.

    Flat concrete tile emulating slate should be in slate−like 
colors.

    Mission, barrel, or “S” shape profi les are not permitted in 
Verrado.

    It is possible to enhance visual interest and texture by 
blending different tile colors, as long as they are compatible 
in hue and value.

    Concrete fl at tiles should be color−through (one color 
throughout the body), fl ashed with one or more accent 
colors, or a f actory blend with an acceptable range of body 
color and fl ashed accents.

    A mud wash or scratched texture is optimal for reducing 
glare and creating a more rustic quality.

3.6.5 Mud Boosts and Mud Sets

A mud set roof (a method in which each top receives a scoop of 
mud), also referred to as full mud boost, is strongly encouraged 
for the Spanish Styles and the Ranch Hacienda Style. 

3.6.6 Mud

All roof mud should be a warm, natural gray cement and refl ect 
an authentic infl uence. Warm gray cement with tan, gold, or 
khaki undertones should be specifi ed. A base such as Colton 
Type II, with anywhere from one−half (1/2) to one (1) 
pound of integral colorant (Davis 5447 or Cohill’s CC54 are 
recommended) added to each ninety−four (94) pound sack of 
gray cement should be used to emulate the color of aged mortar. 
All mud mixtures shall be mocked up and approved on site prior 
to fi nal installation.

3.6.7 Bird Stops

Bird stops, if used, should be mud, never clay.

3.6.8 Clay Tile Boost

Tile boost can create a richly textured appearance and will 
signifi cantly reduce glare. Tile boosts can be achieved with 
either small cut pieces referred to as booster tile or larger, full  
pieces referred to as full tile boost. (This term can also indicate 
that the full roof is boosted.) Tile boosts are encouraged for 
each architectural Style. All proposed roof lay−ups shall be 
mocked up and approved on site prior to fi nal installation.
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3.6.9 Clay Tile Installation

Tremendous roof−to−roof diversity can be achieved by creating 
successful and tasteful variations in the lay−up of two (2)−piece clay 
tile:

    Imperfect alignment and overlap of the butt of the tile will 
help break up a rigid, horizontal patterning.  

    Staggered butts are a more extreme and more expensive 
version of this technique.

    Irregular vertical rows, mud boost, random fi eld tile boost, 
and mud bird stops all affect the visual character of clay tile 
and may enhance the overall character and appearance of a 
roof.

    Straight S tile (concrete or clay) has an unacceptable 
appearance due to its consistent patterning; however, a faux 
two (2)−piece clay roof may be used.

3.6.10 Faux Two−Piece Clay Tile Installation

Straight “S” clay or concrete tile results in an unacceptable roof 
texture due to its consistent shape and patterning, and is not 
permitted; however, a f aux two (2)−piece clay roof may be 
used. A faux two (2)−piece clay roof has “S” tile in the fi eld 
area with a two (2)−piece starter course. Thirty (30) percent 
of the fi eld tile must be boosted with additional tops in the 
same blend and percentages as the “S” tile. Faux two (2)−piece 
clay roofs can give the appearance of a more−expensive full two 
(2)−piece roof if the additional boost is random and meets the 
minimum requirement, which states that three (3) out of ten 
(10) “S” tiles must receive a boost top. To add visual interest 
and texture, mud boosts may also be used with a f aux two 
(2)−piece roof. The mud should not only occur at the tile boost, 
but also be tucked under the “S” crowns.

Please note that a f aux two (2)−piece lay−up cannot be created 
with all clay products as each manufacturer may not offer both 
tops and “S” tiles that fi t or match crowns.

3.6.11 Natural Stone Roof Tiles

Natural stone roof tiles may be considered for some Styles; 
generally a darker, monolithic coloration is preferred.  The tiles 
must not be highly refl ective or too light in value. 

    Natural slate is available in many rich colors, which will 
enhance the diversity of materials and hues in Verrado. 
Colors that are too light in contrast to the setting or the 
wall colors will not be allowed.

    Color selections that are multi−color are subject to greater 
scrutiny in review due to a potentially “busy” appearance, 
and therefore may be unacceptable.

    Faux/imitation slate is not allowed.

3.6.12 Metal Roofi ng

Metal roofs are historically valid and can be very complementary 
for some of the Western Styles. All applications of metal 
roofs must have a low gloss or glare (LG) fi nish to control 
the refl ectivity. Selection of the fi nish and profi le is critical to 
successful applications. Metal roofi ng offers great fl exibility for 
color options; durability and longevity; energy−effi ciency; and 
when detailed properly, weather−tight construction. Standing 
seam and corrugated metal, the approved profi les for Verrado, 
offer a unique appearance consistent with the “Ranch” look, and 
are widely available from several reputable resources including 
Custom−Bilt, Bunger Steel, Atas, Englert, and Roll−Fab, to name 
just a few. 

Additional metal roofi ng criteria include:
    Metal roofs should be in darker, earthen colors such as 

weathered, aged, or patina copper (not bright); dark zinc; 
dark to medium bronze; dark to medium brown; rusted 
brown; and olive or bronzed greens, but not blue−green.

    Painted metal roofs should not be too colorful, but 
should appear muted, grayed, or aged to best relate to this 
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environment. Painted metal can be undesirably glossy and 
refl ective; any fi nish technique that can be used to reduce 
this problem should be performed to avoid glare.

    Weathered zinc: Warm gray, nonrefl ective fi nish.

    Corten or other steel: Accelerated or naturally rusted metal 
fi nish.

    Galvalume: Matte fi nish, medium gray color.

    Deep, dark red, and rust−colored (painted or powder 
coated) fi nishes may be used as an accent metal roof color 
on overhead or secondary structures.

    Galvanized roofs are generally too refl ective and therefore 
not acceptable.

    For some Styles, portions of the roof can be metal, used in 
combination with another complementary roof material for 
the other portions of the roof.

3.6.13 Additional Roof Options

Additional roof selections may be considered per architectural 
Style as new products and colors are introduced to the market.

    Products not previously specifi cally eliminated will be 
considered when accompanied by an appropriate sample 
submittal.

    Additional colors in clay tile from smaller manufacturers 
will be considered as long as they meet the criteria (e.g., 
hues, colors, texture, shininess).

3.6.14 Unacceptable Roof Tile

The following characteristics have been determined unacceptable 
and are therefore not permitted:

    Any concrete or clay “S” tile that has an unacceptable 
texture due to its consistent patterning and monochromatic 
coloration.

    High−contrast blends that appear spotty or similar to the 
look of snakeskin or Indian corn are not a desired roof 

patterns for Verrado. Strong diversity should occur on a 
larger scale, from house to house, rather than on a single 
roof.

    Very smooth fl at concrete tile is not acceptable. 

    Due to glare, shiny glazes are not acceptable for clay or 
concrete.

    Tile too light in value or heavily streaked is not allowed.
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3.7 ARCHITECTURAL 
ORNAMENTATION

3.7.1 Concrete Hardscape

Concrete for hardscape surfaces must incorporate integral color 
relating to the hues of the soil and rock, and must be deep in 
value and textured to reduce glare.

3.7.2 Precast 

Precast can be integrally colored or washed (antiqued), and has 
an ideal appearance when the undertones of gold, khaki, olive, 
or warm gray produce an aged characteristic. The surface fi nish 
of precast should also appear historic in smooth, acid etched, or 
light sandblast fi nishes. Precast should be used in subtle contrast 
to the wall color, either slightly lighter than a deep wall tone or 
slightly deeper than a light one.

3.7.3 Cut Stone

Cut stone embellishments should be in a stone type and color 
characteristic of the Style, such as Santa Barbara sandstone for a 
courtyard fountain in any of the Spanish Styles.

3.7.4 Utilitarian Metal

Copper in its natural self−weathering state is ideal for appearance 
and authenticity; therefore, metal with a utilitarian function 
such as roof jacks, spark arrestors, gutters, and downspouts 
should be natural copper or painted to emulate the look of an old 
copper penny or aged bronze. Factory paint such as Custom−Bilt 
Weathered Bronze also achieves this effect. The appearance of 
painted patina simulating verdigris is not permitted in Verrado.

3.7.5 Decorative Metal

The architectural Styles of Verrado encourage the use of wrought 
iron and metal fi xtures. Iron should be natural in coloration. 
If painted, hues such as deep warm blacks, brown−black, and 
olive−black are appropriate for this setting. The use of naturally 
rusted metal or painted rusted browns may also be considered. 
The look of painted patina simulating verdigris is not allowed.
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3.8 EXTERIOR PAVING PALETTE

Paving options are to be selected to complement the color and 
material palette and relate to the Style of the Home. Options 
may include decomposed granite with concrete borders, brick or 
brick−edged colored concrete, or colored concrete with custom 
textures or divisions. Stamped or stained concrete simulating 
individual paver patterns are not allowed. 

The following materials may be appropriate paving material 
selections depending on the specifi c Style:

    Stone tile may be used for the guest arrival area, but in 
general not for the entire driveway.

    Flagstone or slate, random or square cut.

    Tile or stone paving in colors and patterns complementary 
to the architectural Style.

    Limestone in medium to darker shades.

    Colored concrete with a broom, acid etched, exposed 
aggregate, or salt fi nish, only if in a refi ned patterning or 
shaped steps (e.g., bullnosed).

    Brick or concrete with brick borders.

    Concrete pavers in specifi c profi les may be allowed 
depending on the Style.

    Decomposed granite.

3.9 MATERIAL PALETTE BY STYLE

The range of exterior material options for each architectural 
Style is presented in Appendix B of these Design Guidelines.
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3.10 INTRODUCTION TO 
ARCHITECTURAL STYLES

These Design Guidelines are provided to each Homeowner and 
professional design team so that they may have the written and 
graphic tools necessary to achieve a level of quality in design 
that reaches high aesthetic value and best fi ts in the natural 
landscape. At the outset of the design process, the Homeowner 
is expected to review the architectural Styles that have been 
thoughtfully selected for Verrado, carefully consider the site 
conditions and Lot type purchased, and select a Style that 
provides the best programmatic, aesthetic, and Lot character fi t. 
The desired architectural Style for your Home will be discussed 
at the required Pre−design Meeting as outlined in Section Five. 
Each conceptual architectural design depicted within these 
guidelines illustrates the relationship between Home Style and 
actual Lot conditions in Verrado.

Verrado Architectural Styles

Ten (10) distinctive Spanish, Mediterranean, and Western 
Styles are allowed within Verrado. The selected Styles include: 

     Spanish Colonial

     Spanish Mission

     Spanish Monterey

     Spanish Hacienda

     Ranch Hacienda

     Rural Mediterranean

     Ranch Territorial

     Regional Farmhouse

     Craftsman

     Desert Prairie

Spanish Design Styles

Six distinctive Spanish and Mediterranean architectural 
variations exist within Verrado: Spanish Colonial, Spanish 
Monterey, Spanish Mission, Spanish Hacienda, Ranch Hacienda, 
and Rural Mediterranean. The Spanish architectural Styles are 
derived from historically based Spanish architectural types 
reminiscent of rustic Spanish haciendas, formal missions, eclectic 
colonial outposts, and Spanish Revival architecture. Thick stucco 
walls, cool interior spaces with shady column−lined galleries, 
loggias, and covered patios provide the perfect ambiance for 
extending the Home to the out−of−doors. Arched openings, tower 
elements, and grand exterior staircases often refl ect the Old 
World charm of this Style. Decorative ornamental iron gates and 
heavy wooden doors often punctuate exterior site walls, leading 
to hidden interior gardens and courtyards. 
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THESE PHOTOGRAPHIC IMAGES MAY NOT COMPLETELY ADHERE TO 

ALL REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENTED WITHIN THIS OR OTHER RELATED 

DOCUMENTED MATERIAL. THE OVERALL INTENT OF THIS IMAGE 

COLLECTION IS TO REPRESENT THE DESIRED GENERAL CHARACTER OF 

THE COMMUNITY.
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3.11 SPANISH COLONIAL STYLE

Spanish Colonial Exterior Character 

The elegance of Spanish Colonial Style is refl ected in a typically 
asymmetrical composition, comprising informal entryways, 
balconies, and columned colonnades or arched pilaster arcades. 
The Spanish Colonial Style is further defi ned by simple, elegant, 
refi ned detailing in fascias, windows, and walls. This Style 
relies signifi cantly on the simplicity of secondary wall masses 
with intentionally limited openings and detail to create a visual 
counterpoint to the elegantly understated focal point. Sweeping 
exterior staircases and tower features often complement the 
composition. 
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One−Story L One−and−One−Half–L Two−Story L Two−Story L

The primary mass is L−shaped with a 
circular entry tower at the intersection of 
the secondary mass. Tower height must 
be proportionate to the elevation to avoid 
dominating it. The secondary mass is 
front−f acing with a gable roof. Additional 
masses typically have gable roofs that 
extend outward from the primary mass. The 
top tower height must be below the primary 
ridge line.

The primary mass is L−shaped and includes 
a wall extension that encloses the front 
to form a courtyard. The front terrace is 
an arched colonnade with a shed roof. 
Secondary masses extend from the primary 
mass as gable roof forms.

The primary mass is L−shaped with a 
circular entry tower at the intersection of 
the secondary mass and features a circular 
exterior stairway. The front terrace is an 
arched colonnade with a shed roof. The 
secondary masses are one−story shed and 
gable roof forms extending from the primary 
mass.

The primary mass is a singular roof 
form situated parallel to the street. A 
circular  entry tower is situated between 
the one−and−one−half−story gable and the 
street−f acing, second−level balcony that 
is part of the two−story primary mass. 
Secondary masses are added to the primary 
mass as gable or shed roof forms.
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SPANISH COLONIAL MASSING 
CRITERIA

The Spanish Colonial building mass is predominantly a 
rectangular mass with projecting or telescoping wings and inset 
terrace, and may enclose a courtyard. The simplicity of the 
massing form relies heavily on a good use of proportion; limited, 
well−placed use of ornament; and asymmetrical placement of 
doors and windows.

The central form may expand to create an L−, U−, or H−shaped 
asymmetrical composition, sometimes with a circular entry 
tower. The front terrace is typically featured as an arched 
colonnade with a shed roof. There is often a second−level 
balcony that is part of the two−story primary mass. Secondary 
masses are added to the primary mass as gable or shed roof 
forms.

     Generally rectilinear masses telescoping in height and plan 
form. 

    Linear and L−, U−, or H−shaped mass confi gurations.

    Some circular or square tower mass features with stairways 
or outdoor fi replaces utilized for vertical accent.

SPANISH COLONIAL 
ARCHITECTURAL 
CHARACTERISTICS

The following is a list of architectural characteristics of this 
Style, grouped by major building elements or accents and 
details. Refer to Appendix B: Architectural Materials and Color 

Palette for a detailed list of all elements applicable to each Style.

Spanish Colonial Building Elements

The following list of major building elements includes those 
features that are the primary distinguishing elements of the Style.

Roof Forms
    Predominantly gable and shed, sometimes limited use of 

hip roofs. 

    Limited use of conical roofs on circular towers or hip roofs 
over square towers.

    Roof pitch ranges from 4/12 to 5/12, with occasional 
lower slopes at shed roofs, generally over terraces.

Structural Supports
    Full round arched arcades.

    Predominantly round precast concrete or canterra columns 
with corbels, beams, and rafter tails. 

    Stucco pilasters with decorative trim with full round 
arches.

Spanish Colonial Accents and Details

The following list of accents and details includes those features 
that are the distinguishing detail elements of the Style.

Windows and Doors
    Full round arch used as the characteristic shape with 

custom divided lites. 

    Square, rectilinear, round, or oval window shapes also 
possible, with standard divided lite confi gurations. 

    Vertical wood plank or carved wood doors with 
ornamental designs. 

    French doors with divided lites.

Trim Details
    Exposed wood roof rafters.

    Stucco cove detail.

    Precast concrete or stucco cornice profi les.

    Limited use of louvered or planked shutters; composite 
material is recommended over wood. 

    Simple unornamented chimney details. 

    Limited use of canvas awnings.

    Sculpted walls and niches.

    Decorative gable end vents.
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Railings
    Wrought iron or metal railings, gates, grilles, and fences.

Site Walls
    Stucco with subtle cap detail.

    Stucco with a brick masonry cap.

    Brick masonry site walls with specifi c approval of color, 
size, and texture.

    Stone with specifi c approval of color, shape, and grout 
installation.

SPANISH COLONIAL EXTERIOR 
COLOR AND MATERIALS 

The specifi c palette for the Spanish Colonial Style includes the 
following items. 

Walls

MATERIAL:

    Often, only one predominant exterior material is used. If a 
secondary material is used, it is limited to accents as part of 
window headers and sill designs. 

    Stucco exterior walls.

    Stucco eave details.

    Brick or adobe painted to match the stucco and 
mortar−washed. Brick used as the primary exterior material 
or as accent detail with specifi c approval of color, size, and 
texture.

TEXTURE:

    Smooth to lightly textured stucco is most authentic.

COLOR:

    A broad range of colors that includes creamy tans, muted 
gold, and rosy beiges.

Roof

CLAY:

Barrel tile roofs are required for the Spanish Colonial Style. The 
tiles must be in the red−brown and brown−red range of colors 
that authentically capture the appearance of traditional, historic 
clay hues. The following types of clay tile may be considered:
    Two−piece clay tile.

    Faux two−piece.   

    Straight S tile in clay may be acceptable depending on 
color and profi le.

Trim and Accents

RAILINGS:

    Wrought iron, metal, or painted to match a natural metal 
fi nish.

WINDOWS AND DOORS:

    Painted or semi−transparent stain to match an accent color.

TRIM DETAILS:

    Wood: The colors appropriate for wood trim include 
many shades of brown, gray/blue, and green traditionally 
associated with this Style.

    Stucco: The stucco trim accents shall match the body color 
of the Home unless they are detailed to appear as precast 
concrete elements.

    Precast or carved stone sills and trim.
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Arched doorway with 
corresponding arched door

Wing wall defi nes private 
open space

Decorative iron lanterns, 
sconces, door knockers, 
hinges, and hardware

Precast concrete, carved 
stone, or stucco−covered 
window surround

Exposed rafter tails three (3) 
inch minimum

Dramatic custom divided 
lite window opens front 
of house to street

Steps create formality at 
guest entry

Full round arched arcade 
over precast concrete 
column or stucco pilaster

Low site walls with brick or
precast concrete cap detail

Two−piece clay tile roof; 
low−pitch gable and shed 
roof forms
French doors opening to porch 
or balcony

Wood door functions as 
courtyard gate; arched Garden 
wall gate provides access
to private courtyard

Elevated front yard 

Front porch and/or terrace raised
above front yard

Decorative chimney tops, 
often with small tiled roofs 
or precast cap

Side yard walls can be lower if 
pool enclosure is not required 
at this location
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Spanish Colonial Home with vertical emphasis at entry and 
asymmetrical building massing

Vertical emphasis in the 
form of a subtle tower 
at entry

Chimney forms anchor 
the building mass

Entry walls conceal
guest parking

Arched opening at 
driveway leading to 
recessed garage

Select windows are 
accented with shutters 
and sill details

Entry pilaster and low 
walls with wall caps add 
a level of refi nement
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Turret form in proportion to overall 
composition

Spanish Colonial Elevation B

Spanish Colonial Elevation A

One−and−one−half−story, 
front−facing facade

Dramatic custom divided lite window

Stone, precast concrete, or 
stucco recessed cove

Sculpted wall forms

Stucco pilasters

Sculpted stucco sills

Precast concrete or stone caps

Sculpted stucco and 
fi replace forms

Exposed rafter tails
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Full−arch, custom divided 
lite windows

Exposed rafter tails

Special shape accent 
window

Full−arch divided 
lite window

Spanish Colonial Elevation C

Spanish Colonial Elevation D

Front−facing roof tile and 
front−facing gables
at either side of central mass

Wood beams and corbels

Precast or stone 
columns

One− and two−story massing

One−and−one−half−story 
entry

Stucco pilaster used with full 
arched arcades
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Clerestory windows
Juliet balcony with ornamental railing

Full−arched arcade with stucco 
pilasters or precast concrete columns

Small balconies accent 
two−story facades

Spanish Colonial Elevation F

Spanish Colonial Elevation E

Exterior stair adds sculptural form

Two−story turret form with fl anking 
masses

Tapered fi replace chimney

Round columns

Full−arch paned windows 
with precast column
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 Roof Types - Spanish Colonial
*  Allowed only in conjunction with primary building mass           ** Limited use

Arch Types - Spanish Colonial

Posts, Columns, Piers - Spanish Colonial

* Side−facing shed Square hip ** Flat roof with parapet Clipped corner Conical Front−facing gable

Full arch, one radius point Elliptical, two radius points Palladian Arch detail in courtyard

Round Bulging Precast or sculpted stone Straight

Side−facing gable Rectilinear hip * Front−facing shed
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Towers, Exterior Stairs - Spanish Colonial

Chimneys - Spanish Colonial

Joist Ends - Spanish Colonial

Stair and courtyard/patioStair detailEntry detail

Stucco double flue in different 
vertical plane

Stucco large single flueStucco and tile arch opening at 
gable with side opening

StuccoStucco

Stucco and low−fire Mexican 
brick

Stucco, opening two ends

Square or blunt−cut roofHalf−round radiusChamfer cut end

Courtyard with fireplace and stair

Stucco with Mexican brick cap 
or stucco

Stucco and clay cap double flue

Square or blunt−cut to roof joistShaped or corbel joist endsShaped or corbel joist ends, 
fascia above joist
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Door Shapes - Spanish Colonial

Doors, Rectilinear - Spanish Colonial

Doors, Full or Elliptical Arch - Spanish Colonial

Full arch Elliptical arch Rectilinear

Small square Single with divided lite Triple french or sliding Decorative french swing Without glass Full glass in style and rail door

Large square glass over panel

Full glass arch transom over pair 
of french doors

Elliptical glass transom over pair 
of french doors

Small glass in full−arch plank 
door

Arch window Full−arch plank door Full−arch, three−quarter glass 
over plank

Full glass in full−arch style and 
rail door

Full−arch pair of french doors Unique framed panel
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Door Frame Surround - Spanish Colonial

Rectilinear Full arch Full arch Frame shape in stucco Pattern shape in stucco flat arch 
plank door

Decorative iron door bracket Decorative iron door bracket Decorative iron door bracket Decorative iron door bracket

Circle

Oval

Door Hardware - Spanish Colonial

Window Shapes - Spanish Colonial

Arabesque, quatrefoil, or rosetteRectangular verticalSquareElliptical arch

Decorative iron door bracket

SlidingAwning or hopper

Window Types - Spanish Colonial

Casement or fixedDouble−hung

Full arch
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Window Configurations - Spanish Colonial

Single full arch Full arch over single panel Full arch over double panel Single, large full−arch fixed 
panel

Double panel with two 
quarter−columns and one 
half−column

Double−panel full arch with 
single half−column

Single, large elliptical fixed panel Elliptical arch over double panel Elliptical arch over single panel Elliptical arch over triple panel Two casements or fixed Single rectangular vertical

Two singles Two casements or sliding with 
fixed above

Three units, casement or fixed Three panels Large, pointed arch, single panel Three individual units spaced 
apart

Two casements or sliding Three single clerestories Full arch over triple panel
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Windows, Unique - Spanish Colonial
* This is the only confi guration where glass block is allowed

Window Headers - Spanish Colonial

Window Hardware - Spanish Colonial

Twisted iron cross over accent 
window or vent

Double iron cross over accent 
window or vent

Iron detail over window

Precast concrete

Accent or character windows Accent or character windows

Ten separate units combined

* Individual or single glass block 
set in and evenly spaced

Large muntins and mullions 
contrast with metal sash

Fixed or single−hung
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Window Surrounds - Spanish Colonial
* Limited use

Window Sills - Spanish Colonial

Sculpted stucco Sculpted stucco Sloping stucco sill Projecting precast concrete sill Sculpted stucco sill Tapered and sculpted, or precast 
stone sill

Radius stucco recess Coved recess * Precast concrete or shaped 
stone

* Carved and shaped stone * Precast concreteTapered stucco surround, all 
sides

Garage Doors - Spanish Colonial

Stretchers over planking

Glass over framed panel Glass over framed panel Vertical plank Framed or raised panelFramed panel Arch top planking

Entry detail Balcony with iron railingIron balcony above entry

Balconies - Spanish Colonial
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Railing and Fence Details - Spanish Colonial

Double−roll or bullnose stucco 
fascia

Notched and radius stucco

Rolled stucco fasciaStepped and stacked clay 
Mission tile

Rolled stucco fasciaCoved stucco eave

Eave and Fascia Details - Spanish Colonial

Sculpted corbel Sculpted corbelFace−carved and shaped−profile 
wood corbels

Face−carved and shaped− profile 
wood corbels

Shaped wood corbel on masonrySecond−level cantilever over wood or precast concrete corbels

Sculpted corbel

Hammered and shaped iron 
picket

Iron solid bar stock, straight and 
twisted with metal wrap at joint

Iron fence picket detail, ball and 
hammered joint

Decorative iron railDecorative iron rail with 
hammered pickets

Decorative iron rail with 
hammered ends

Decorative iron rail

Radius or splayed stucco

Trellis detail for motor court or 
patio filtered shade
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Shutters - Spanish Colonial

Louvered with mid−stretcherCross−braced panelMultiple plank and stretcherFramed plankFramed louverDouble−plank and stretcher

Awnings - Spanish Colonial

Canvas over iron

Precast concrete or carved stone Brick stretcher on header coursePrecast concrete or carved stone Precast concrete in stucco

Parapet Cap Details - Spanish Colonial

Arched – Arch of shutters must be flush to the arch curve of the 
window; full, flattened, or elliptical
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Vents - Spanish Colonial

Screened opening in wall with 
full stucco wrap

Screened opening in wall with 
full stucco wrap

Precast or sculpted stone with 
recessed grill and screen

Standard clay pipeMission clay tile stacked in 
opening

Round with recessed iron grill 
and screen

Oval with recessed wood cross 
and screen

Oval with recessed wood louver

Ornamental Light Fixtures - Spanish Colonial
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Precast cap stucco wallBrick and stuccoOpenings in brick soldier courseStucco with brick or slumpStucco with precast capPrecast concrete cap with fired 
adobe or brick

Site Walls - Spanish Colonial

Stucco profile over CMUBrick cap on stucco over CMU

Fired adobe or brick−framed 
opening on stucco over CMU

Mexican brick or Saltillo tile 
basket weave pattern 

Brick cap with brick surround to 
opening and stucco wall

Brick with turned soldier course

Brick or slump block with clay 
brick

Cap and riser, fired adobe, or brick 
stucco base on CMU

Brick cap clay pipe insert with 
stucco over CMU

Fired adobe or brick−framed 
opening on stucco over CMU

Mission clay tile insert, 
precast cap, CMU base, and 
stucco−thickened plaster

Mission clay tile insert, 
precast cap, CMU base, and 
stucco−thickened plaster
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Masonry columns framing iron 
gate

Simple iron gate with subtle 
detail 

Iron gate with hammered details

Pedestrian Gates - Spanish Colonial

Decorative iron gate and pilaster 
to screen wall or fence

Decorative iron with hammered 
pickets

Decorative iron gate

Decorative iron rail

Decorative iron Iron with geometric gridDecorative iron

View Fence Details - Spanish Colonial

Stucco with precast cap metal 
insert

Stucco with precast cap metal 
insert

Metal pickets with flat barsMetal pickets and ring Hammered metal pickets

S−shaped iron rails in masonry
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Decorative iron gate and pilaster 
to screen wall or fence

Wave top icon gate with ring 
detail

Decorative iron gate and pilaster 
to screen wall or fence

Decorative iron gate and pilaster 
to screen wall or fence

Decorative iron gate and pilaster 
to screen wall or fence

Decorative iron gate and pilaster 
to screen wall or fence

Decorative iron gate and pilaster 
to screen wall or fence

Vehicular Gates - Spanish Colonial

Decorative iron with hammered 
pickets

Vertical iron gridDecorative iron rail Square iron grid
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These photographic images may not completely adhere to all requirements documented 
within this or other related documented material. The overall intent of this image 

collection is to represent the desired general character of the Community.
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3.12 SPANISH MISSION STYLE

Spanish Mission Exterior Character

The Spanish Mission Style is derived from the variety of 
Spanish missions that are prevalent throughout the Southwest. 
An artfully sculpted parapet is the elegant focal emphasis of this 
Style. This is often the end cap to the gable roofs of primary and 
secondary masses. This Spanish Mission Style relies signifi cantly 
on the simplicity of secondary wall masses with intentionally 
limited openings and detail, to create a visual counterpoint to 
the elegantly understated focal point. The formal character 
of the Spanish Mission Style is evident by the common use of 
arched colonnades that extend the entire length of the facade, 
defi ning a raised exterior terrace. Tower or chimney elements are 
used for vertical emphasis, emulating the bell towers of Spanish 
missions. 
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One-and-One-Half–  or
Two-Story Primary Mass

One- to One and-One-Half–
Story Primary Mass

One- to  One-and-One-Half–
Story L

Two-Story Primary 
Mass

The primary mass is a gable roof with the 
ridge parallel to the street. The sculpted 
parapet over the entry f aces the street. 
Secondary masses continue from the end 
of the primary mass and the porch is an 
arcaded extension of the primary mass.

The primary mass is an L shape with a 
sculpted wall extension connecting it to an 
enclosing front courtyard space. Secondary 
masses extend off the primary mass with hip 
roof configurations.

The primary mass is parallel to the street 
with both a hip central roof form and gable 
roof extending outward in both flanking 
directions. The full−width front porch adds 
to the character as a secondary mass with 
a sculpted parapet and with a flat roof 
behind. The primary form has gable ends 
with sculpted parapet walls as end caps. 
Other secondary masses extend outward 
with other gable or hip roof forms.

The primary mass is a U−−shaped form that 
encloses outdoor space to form an entryway 
courtyard. An arcaded colonnade encloses 
the fourth side of the courtyard. The 
secondary masses extend from the primary 
mass and usually are hip roof forms or gable 
roofs with a sculpted parapet end cap wall.
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SPANISH MISSION MASSING 
CRITERIA

The Spanish Mission building mass is predominantly a 
rectangular mass with a projecting sculpted parapet. The 
central form may expand to create an L−, U−, or H−shaped 
confi guration. The simplicity of the massing form relies heavily 
on an appropriate use of proportion and the limited, well−placed 
use of parapet and wall cap details. Roofs are typically hip roofs 
when not fl anked by parapet end walls, and may sometimes be 
a pyramidal roof over a square mass. An arched colonnade is 
a common mass feature often used to enclose a courtyard. The 
secondary masses extend outward from the primary and are 
usually hip roof forms, or gable roofs with a sculpted parapet 
end cap wall.

    The single−level mass extensions are usually hip or gable 
roofs with sculpted parapets forming the ends of the 
primary mass, and can have extensions at right angles to 
enclose outdoor space at the rear of the Home.

    Linear and L−, U−, or H−shaped mass confi gurations are 
used.

    Square tower mass features can be utilized for vertical 
accent.

    Arched colonnades are components of the major masses, or 
are used to link individual masses.

    Often, this is a symmetrical composition in its entirety, or 
within an overall asymmetrical composition.

SPANISH MISSION 
ARCHITECTURAL 
CHARACTERISTICS

The following is a list of architectural characteristics of this 
Style, grouped by major building elements or accents and 
details. Refer to Appendix B: Architectural Materials and Color 

Palette for a detailed list of all elements applicable to each Style.

Spanish Mission Building Elements 

The following list of major building elements includes those 
features that are the primary distinguishing elements of the Style.

Roof Forms
    Predominantly hip roofs rectilinear in plan form or gable 

roofs typically terminated by characteristic sculpted 
mission parapet.

    Roof pitch ranges from 4/12 to 6/12, with occasional 
lower slopes at shed roofs, generally over terraces.

    Limited fl at roofs hidden by sculpted parapets or adjacent 
masses.

Structural Supports
    Predominantly segmented, elliptical, or sometimes full 

arched arcades. 

     Predominantly stucco pilasters with decorative cornice 
trim.

Spanish Mission Accents and Details

The following list of accents and details includes those features 
that are the distinguishing detail elements of the Style.

Windows and Doors
    Segmented or elliptical arch used as the characteristic shape 

with custom divided lites. 

     Square, rectilinear, or full round arch window shapes 
possible, with standard divided lite confi gurations.

     Vertical proportioned wood and full glass doors, wood 
raised or framed panel, or carved wood doors with 
ornamental designs. 

    French doors with divided lites. 
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Trim Details
    An elaborate, intricate level of detailed ornamentation 

is possible, typically featured at the front entry door 
surround. 

   Limited use of stucco cove detail.

   Simple unornamented chimney details. 

   Clay tile and other simple gable end vents.

    Wood fascias, rafters, and soffi t brackets often paired 
fl anking an axial focal window.

   Brick, precast concrete, or stucco profi les.

Railings
    Wrought iron or metal railings, gates, grilles, fences, and 

so on.

Site Walls
    Sculpted stucco walls at transitions with brick, precast 

concrete, or cut stone cap detail.

    Brick masonary site wall with specifi c approval of color, 
size, and texture.

    Stone with specifi c approval of color, shape, and grout 
installation.

SPANISH MISSION EXTERIOR 
COLOR AND MATERIALS

The specifi c palette for the Spanish Mission Style includes the 
following items.

Walls

MATERIAL:

    Only one predominant exterior material is used. If a 
secondary material is used, it is limited to accents as part of 
window headers and sill designs. 

    Stucco exterior walls.

    Brick in natural earth colors, mortar−washed or painted to 
match the stucco. Brick may be used as the primary exterior 
material or as accent details with specifi c approval of color, 
size, and texture.
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Wood eave brackets

Signature Mission parapet is the 
predominant element with precast 
concrete or carved stone cap

Segmented or elliptical 
arch with pilaster 
supports

Front steps to elevated 
yard and house

Site walls with decorative 
cap detail

Flower pot base 
extension

Terrace paving edge 
detail

Masonry or 
precast concrete 
sills

Expanded rafter tails

Wall-extended dormer with hip roof
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Asymmetrical composition emphasizes the sculpted Mission gable ends at the entry

Masonry lintels add detail over 
window openings

Layered massing adds depth to 
the entry facade

Staggered hip roof forms

Decorative garage doors 
Visible from street
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Composite wood fascia

Wall-extended dormer

Precast concrete caps

Sculpted wall transitions

Gable roof with sculpted parapet 
termination

Flat roof with sculpted parapet

Two-piece clay tile

Combination elliptical or segmented arch
and rectangular windows

Two-piece clay tile

Gable roof behind sculpted parapet

Symmetrical entry within overall 
asymmetrical form

Spanish Mission Elevation B

Spanish Mission Elevation A

Exposed rafter tails, precast concrete
or stone caps
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One-story mass offsets 
two-story mass

Hip roof forms with two-
piece clay tile

Exposed rafter tails

Sculpted wall designed 
to transition height

Precast concrete cap

Simple, elegant hip roof form 
with two-piece clay tile

Gable behind 
sculpted parapet

Stucco pilaster with 
arched arcadePaired arch windows

Low-profi le eyebrow vents

Spanish Mission Elevation D

Spanish Mission Elevation C
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Porte cochere drive-through 
to garage

Sculpted wall forms

Two-piece clay tile

Arched arcade with stucco 
pilasters

Hip roof forms with barrel 
clay tile

Precast or stone cap

Trellis connects main 
house to Guest House

Arched arcade with 
stucco pilaster

Wood eave brackets

Sculpted wall profi le to transition
two-story height

Spanish Mission Elevation F

Spanish Mission Elevation E
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Roof Types - Spanish Mission

Arch Types - Spanish Mission

Chimneys - Spanish Mission

Rectilinear hip Square hip Flat roof with parapet Clipped corner Combination flat roof and gable 
roof with sculpted parapet

Full arch, one radius point Elliptical, two radius points Flattened, one radius point Palladian

Stucco and low-fire Mexican 
brick

Stucco and Mission clay tile Stucco with Mexican brick cap 
or stucco

Stucco and tile arch opening at 
gable and side openings

Stucco and clay cap, double flue

Stucco Stucco

Stucco
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Joist Ends - Spanish Mission

Square or blunt-cut roof Half-round radius Chamfer cut end Seat cut in joist over beam Shaped or corbel joist ends Shaped or corbel joist ends, 
fascia above joist for insulated 
applications

Door Shapes - Spanish Mission

Doors, Rectilinear - Spanish Mission

Full archElliptical archFlattened archRectilinear

Small square

Single with divided liteTriple french or slidingDecorative french swingWithout glassFull glass in style and rail doorLarge square glass over panel
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Door Configurations - Spanish Mission

Doors, Full or Elliptical Arch - Spanish Mission

Single door with or without 
transom

Single door with side lite and 
optional transom

Single door with two side lites 
and optional transom

Full-glass arch transom over 
french doors

Full-arched pair of french doors

Elliptical glass transition over a 
pair of french doors

Small glass in full-arch plank 
door

Half-glass over panelFull-arch plank doorFull arch, three-quarter glass 
over plank

Full glass in full-arch style and 
rail door

Unique framed panel Unique glass division in style and 
rail door

Planked door with vision lite Multiple framed panel Two small glass over panelUnique glass division

Doors, Unique - Spanish Mission
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Window Shapes - Spanish Mission

Window Types

Full arch Flattened or segmented arch Elliptical arch Square Rectangular vertical Rectangular horizontal

Oval Custom curvilinear Sliding Awning or hopper Casement or fixed Double-hung

Window Configurations - Spanish Mission

Single full arch Full arch over single panel Full arch over double panel Single, large full-arch fixed panel Full arch over triple panel Double panel with two quarter-
columns and one half-column

Double panel full arch with 
single half-column

Elliptical arch over double panel Elliptical arch over triple panel Elliptical arch over single panel Flattened arch over double panel
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Window Configurations - Spanish Mission (continued)

Single large elliptical arch  fixed 
panel

Flattened arch over triple panel Flattened arch over single panel Two singles Two casements or sliding with 
fixed above

Three single clerestories

Two casements or sliding with one fixed

Three units, casement or fixedThree panel

Three individual units spaced 
apart

Two casements or sliding 

Three individual units spaced 
apart

Three units, clerestory combinedTwo casements or fixedTwo casements or sliding

Single rectangular verticalTwo units

Three singles
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Window Hardware - Spanish Mission

Window Sills - Spanish Mission

Twisted iron cross over accent 
window or vent

Double iron cross over accent 
window or vent

Iron detail over window

Projecting wood, stone or 
concrete sill

Tapered and sculpted or precast 
stone sill

Sculpted stucco sill Projecting brick step-sill Projecting precast concrete sill Sloping stucco sill

Sculpted stucco

Windows, Unique - Spanish Mission

* Individual or single glass block 
set in and evenly spaced

Metal sash Large muntins and mullions 
contrast with metal sash
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Window Surrounds - Spanish Mission

Radius stucco recess Coved recess Tapered stucco surround, all 
sides

Garage Doors - Spanish Mission

Balconies - Spanish Mission

Stretchers over planking

Framed or raised panel Pair of louver doors

Raised panelGlass over framed panelFramed panelVertical plank

Flat arch with z-bracing on 
planking

Arched-top planking

Sculpted opening in masonry  
wall or reverse precast concrete 
pilaster
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Mission Parapet Sculpting - Spanish Mission

Parapet Cap Details - Spanish Mission

All Mission caps are sculpted stone, stucco, or precast concrete

Precast concrete or carved stonePrecast concrete or carved stone

Eave and Fascia Details - Spanish Mission

Outrigger with kicker Wood eave Wood fascia Corbel to fascia Bracket to fascia
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Vents - Spanish Mission

Screened opening in wall with 
full stucco wrap

Screened opening in wall with 
full stucco wrap

Screened opening in wall with 
full stucco wrap

Standard clay pipeMission clay tile stacked in 
opening

Round with recessed iron grillOval with recessed wood cross 
and screen

Oval with recessed wood louver

Ornamental Light Fixtures - Spanish Mission
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Precast or stone cap

Radius stucco on CMU

Sculpted opening in masonry 
wall or reverse precast concrete 
pilaster

Stucco with brick or slump blockStucco with precast capPrecast concrete cap with fired 
adobe or brick

Brick or slump block with clay 
brick

Site Walls - Spanish Mission

Brick cap with brick surround to 
opening

Mexican brick or Saltillo tile 
basket weave pattern

Stucco and brick

Soldier course with openingsPrecast or stucco over CMUFired adobe- or brick-framed 
opening on stucco over CMU

Brick cap

Stucco with brick cap

Brick cap, Mission clay tile, 
stucco base over CMU

Mission clay tile insert, precast 
cap, CMU base, and stucco 
thickened plaster

Decorative iron

Stucco with precast cap metal 
insert

Iron with geometric gridSculpted wood or iron Fired adobe- or brick-framed 
opening on stucco over CMU

Cap and riser, fired-adobe or 
brick stucco base on CMU

Brick clay pipe insert with stucco 
over CMU

Stucco with precast cap metal 
insert
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View Fence Details - Spanish Mission

Metal picketsMetal pickets with flat barsMetal tube or rebar

Vehicular Gates - Spanish Mission

Decorative iron gate and pilaster 
to screen wall or fence

Square iron grid

Decorative iron gate and pilaster 
to screen wall or fence

Decorative iron gate and pilaster 
to screen wall or fence

Decorative iron with hammered 
pickets

Decorative iron railWave top icon gate with ring 
detail

Hammered metal pickets

Vertical iron grid
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Z-brace planked wood gate Masonry columns framing iron 
gate

Simple iron gate with subtle 
detail

Solid bar stock iron gate, simple 
grid

Iron gate with hammered details

Pedestrian Gates - Spanish Mission
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THESE PHOTOGRAPHIC IMAGES MAY NOT COMPLETELY ADHERE TO ALL REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENTED WITHIN THIS 

OR OTHER RELATED DOCUMENTED MATERIAL. THE OVERALL INTENT OF THIS IMAGE COLLECTION IS TO REPRESENT 

THE DESIRED GENERAL CHARACTER OF THE COMMUNITY.
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3.13 SPANISH MONTEREY STYLE

Spanish Monterey Exterior Character

The Spanish Monterey Style of architecture is defi ned by a large 
dominant second−level balcony, often two−thirds to three−quarters 
the width of the central mass, cantilevered and supported 
by large wood corbels. Commonly covered by the principle 
roof structure that forms a continuous shaded gallery, these 
balconies are accessed from the interior by french doors that 
are oftentimes fl anked by shutters. The Spanish Monterey Style 
relies signifi cantly on the simplicity of secondary wall masses 
with intentionally limited openings and detail to create a visual 
counterpoint to the elegantly understated focal point. The simple 
use of stucco walls, commonly punctuated by unornamented 
rectangular or limited use of full−arched windows, recalls a 
Spanish infl uence. There is a predominant use of gable roofs, 
with limited application of a hip or conical roof over a tower or 
turret element.
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Two-Story Primary Mass with
Cross-Axial Secondary Mass Two-Story Primary Mass

Two-Story Primary Mass with a 
Secondary Front-Facing Gable 

Mass Two-Story L Primary Mass

The primary mass is a rectilinear volume 
with a full−width capacity, second−level 
cantilevered balcony f acing the street. The 
secondary mass is perpendicular to the 
street, often with a full two−story gable end 
or an of fset, stepped gable f acing the street. 
The preference is for the full two−story mass 
to transition down to a one−story profile at 
the sides.

The primary mass is a two−story mass with a 
second−level cantilevered balcony f acing the 
street. The single−level mass extensions are 
usually gable roof forms at the ends of the 
primary mass, which can have extensions at 
right angles to enclose outdoor space at the 
rear of the home.

The primary mass is a two−story mass with 
a cantilevered second−level balcony parallel 
to the street, with the secondary mass with 
gable end f acing the street. Cross−gable f ace 
is usually  from one−third to two−fifths the 
width of the primary mass.

The primary mass is a two−story mass with 
a gable−end perpendicular to the street, with 
a second−level balcony also perpendicular 
to the street. The secondary mass is 
perpendicular to the primary mass and is 
stepped back from the front setback line to 
create an outdoor space in front of it.
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SPANISH MONTEREY MASSING 
CRITERIA

The Spanish Monterey building massing is predominantly a 
two−story rectangular block with a second−level cantilevered 
porch, supported with corbels. The central form may expand to 
create an L−, U−, or H−shaped confi guration. The two−story mass 
often transitions to single−story massing on adjoining sides. 

    The two−story primary mass with a second−level 
cantilevered balcony is the dominant feature of this Style.

    The single−level mass extensions are usually gable roof 
forms at the ends of the primary mass, and can have 
extensions at right angles to enclose outdoor space at the 
rear of the home.

     The upper balcony is usually terminated by a front−f acing 
projecting mass that creates vertical emphasis on the front 
f acade.

     The front−f acing gable f acade is usually from one−third to 
two−fi fths the width of the primary mass. 

     Linear and L−, U−, or H−shaped mass confi gurations are 
used.

     Some circular or square tower mass features with stairways 
or outdoor−fi replaces are utilized for vertical accent.

SPANISH MONTEREY 
ARCHITECTURAL 
CHARACTERISTICS

The following is a list of architectural characteristics of this 
Style, grouped by major building elements or accents and 
details. Refer to Appendix B: Architectural Materials and Color 
Palette for a detailed list of all elements applicable to each Style.

Spanish Monterey Building Elements 

The following listing of major building elements includes those 
features that are the primary distinguishing elements of the Style.

Roof Forms
     Predominantly gable, sometimes limited use of hip roofs. 

    Limited use of conical roofs on circular towers, or hip roofs 
over square towers.

     Roof pitch ranges from 4/12 to 5/12, with occasional 
lower slopes (3/12 allowed) at shed roofs, generally over 
terraces.

Structural Supports
    Square 8 x 8  wood posts, corbels, beams, and rafter tails.

     Stucco pilasters with decorative trim and full round arches.

Spanish Monterey Accents and Details

The following list of accents and details includes those features 
that are the distinguishing detail elements of the Style.

Windows and Doors
     Square or rectilinear window shapes with standard divided 

lite confi gurations. 

     Occasionally, selected windows in arched confi gurations.

     Vertical wood plank, carved wood doors with ornamental 
designs, or wood and full glass doors. 

     French doors with divided lites. 
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The two-story prominence of Spanish Monterey adds character to the street scene

Arched arcade below 
balcony is an iconic 
element

Upper balcony is the 
predominant feature of 
the Spanish Monterey 
Style

Shutters often 
complement windows

Wood posts and railings 
are appropriate accents
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Trim Details
     Exposed wood roof rafters.

     Limited use of stucco cove detail.

    Louvered or plank shutters. 

     Simple unornamented chimney details. 

     Clay tile gable end vents.

Railings
     Wood with wrought iron or metal railings, gates, grilles, 

fences, and so on.

Site Walls
     Stucco with subtle cap detail.

     Stucco with a brick masonry cap.

     Brick masonry site walls with specifi c approval of color, 
size, and texture.

    Stone with specifi c approval of color, shape, and grout 
installation.
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SPANISH MONTEREY EXTERIOR 
COLOR AND MATERIALS 

The specifi c palette for the Spanish Monterey Style includes the 
following items.

Walls

MATERIAL:

     Only one predominant exterior material is used. If a 
secondary material is used, it is limited to accents as part of 
window headers and sill designs. 

     Stucco exterior walls.

     Brick in natural earth colors, mortar−washed or painted to 
match the stucco. Brick may be used as the primary exterior 
material or as accent details with specifi c approval of color, 
size, and texture.

TEXTURE:

     Smooth to lightly textured stucco is most authentic.

COLOR:

    A broad range of colors that includes off−white, creamy 
tans, muted gold, and rosy beiges.

Roof

CLAY:

Barrel tile roofs are required for the Spanish Monterey Style. The 
tiles must be in the red−brown and brown−red range of colors 
that authentically captures the appearance of traditional, historic 
clay hues. The following types of clay tile may be considered:

     Two−piece clay tile.

     Faux two−piece.

     Straight S tile in clay may be acceptable depending on 
color and profi le.

     Flat clay tile.

Trim and Accents

RAILINGS:

     For metal railings, use natural wrought metal, or aluminum 
or steel painted to match a natural metal fi nish.

     For wood railings, use colors appropriate for trim.

WINDOWS AND DOORS:

     Use painted or semi−transparent stain to match an accent 
color.

TRIM DETAILS:

     The colors appropriate for wood trim include many shades 
of brown traditionally associated with this Style.

     Predominantly exposed wood rafter tails on the primary 
building mass, and limited use of stucco eave details 
elsewhere.

     Limited use of precast or carved stone sills and trim on 
feature elements.
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Steps to elevate the yard and
home above the walkway

Stucco site wall with masonry 
or precast concrete cap

Ornamental shutters

Exposed rafter tails

Precast sills

Projecting second-fl oor 
balcony is a defi ning element 
of the Style

Primary rectilinear window

Two-story facade to offset 
longer horizontal balcony 
facade

Projecting Juliet balcony 
with french doors and 
decorative rail

Dominant gable roof

Secondary masses step back 
from primary front facade

Decorative wall details
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Wood posts, beams, and rafters

Juliet balcony on two-story front 
facade

Spanish Monterey Elevation B

Spanish Monterey Elevation A

Two-piece clay tile

Wood posts, beams, and rafters

Two-bay balcony at minimum length

Stucco exterior

Formal elegant two-story facade at entry

One-and-one-half–story front facade

Two-piece clay tile roof

Wood composite shutters/
ornamental shutters

Ornamental metal railings

Selected window in arched confi guration

Single-story mass 
used to transition 
two-story

Shed roof form used to 
transition from 
two story to one story

Balcony cantilevered to shade 
fi rst story
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Primary mass

Drive-through porte 
cochere and
guest arrival area

Spanish Monterey Elevation D

Spanish Monterey Elevation C

Flat concrete tile

Story-and-a-half 
secondary mass

Metal railings

Shaded front porch below 
upper balcony

Two-story front-facing 
facade

Metal railings

Ornamental shutters

Wood posts and corbel 
connections to beams

Wood header

Two-piece clay tile
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Gable ends used to 
contrast front-facing
tile roof

Sculpted stucco protecting 
support transition

Spanish Monterey Elevation F

Spanish Monterey Elevation E

Two-piece clay tile

Single-level roof profi le 
to offset two-story 
mass

Two-piece clay tile

Understated entrywayPorte cochere drive-through 
and guest arrival

Offset gable roof

Stucco eaves

One-story accessory structure 
attached to main two-story 
forms
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Roof Types - Spanish Monterey
* Allowed only in conjunction with primary building mass

Posts, Columns, Piers - Spanish Monterey

Chimneys - Spanish Monterey

Side-facing gable* Front-facing shed * Side-facing shed Front-facing gable

Half-lap beam above corbel 
and post

Single wood post Single wood post

Stucco and low-fire Mexican 
brick

Stucco with Mexican brick cap 
or stucco

Stucco Stucco Stucco
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Joist Ends - Spanish Monterey

Half round radius Seat cut in joist over beamSquare or blunt-cut to roof joist Shaped or corbel joist ends Shaped or corbel joist endsSquare or blunt-cut roof

Shaped or corbel joist ends, 
fascia above joist for insulated 
applications

Door Shapes - Spanish Monterey

Doors, Rectilinear - Spanish Monterey

Full archElliptical archRectilinear

Small squareSingle with divided lite

Triple french or slidingDecorative french swingWithout glassFull glass in style and rail doorLarge square glass over panelTall rectilinear

Flattened arch
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Door Configurations - Spanish Monterey

Doors, Full or Elliptical Arch - Spanish Monterey

Single door with or without 
transom

Single door with side lite and 
optional transom

Single door with two side lites 
and optional transom

Unique framed panelSmall glass in full-arch plank 
door

Half-glass over panelFull-arch plank doorFull arch, three-quarter glass 
over plank

Full glass in full-arch style and 
rail door

Window Shapes - Spanish Monterey Window Types - Spanish Monterey

* Full arch * Elliptical arch Sliding Awning or hopper Casement or fixed Double-hung

Windows, Unique - Spanish Monterey

Large muntins and mullions 
contrast with metal sash

* Individual or single glass block 
inset and evenly spaced
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Vehicular Gates - Spanish Monterey

Wave top iron gate with ring 
detail

Decorative iron railDecorative iron with hammered 
pickets

Square iron gridVertical iron grid

Window Configurations - Spanish Monterey

Single rectangular vertical Two units Two casements or sliding Single large full arch Two casements or sliding with 
fixed above

Double panel full arch with 
single half-column

Full arch over triple panel Three single clerestoryThree units, clerestory combined Two singles Three panels

Window Headers - Spanish Monterey

Protruding brick Recessed wood
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Window Sills - Spanish Monterey

Projecting brick step-sill Projecting wood, stone, or 
concrete sill

Recess and projecting sill Sloping stucco sill Sloping stucco sill section

Garage Doors - Spanish Monterey

Window Surrounds - Spanish Monterey

Radius stucco recess Recessed wood

Glass and vertical panel

Glass and vertical panel Vertical plank

Glass over framed panel Glass over panel Framed panelGlass over framed panelRaised panel
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Balconies - Spanish Monterey

Continued roof at cantilever 
balcony with hammered iron 
pickets

Balcony with iron rackTile roof extends over wood 
balcony resting on wood posts

Bracket-supported balconyCorbel-supported balcony

Decorative iron with hammered 
pickets

Solid bar stock iron gate, simple 
grid

Decorative iron railMasonry columns frame iron 
gate

Z-bracing planked woodSimple iron gate with subtle 
detail

Pedestrian Gates - Spanish Monterey

Iron gate with hammered details

Railings - Spanish Monterey

Hammered and shaped iron 
picket

Decorative iron railDecorative iron over accent 
window

Hammered iron picketsStraight wood picket railing
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Eave and Fascia Details - Spanish Monterey

Notched and radius stucco eaveRadius or splayed stucco eave

Double-roll or bullnose stucco 
fascia

Rolled stucco fasciaRolled stucco fasciaCoved stucco eaveWood eaveWood fascia

Corbel Details - Spanish Monterey

Sculpted corbel Half-lap beam above corbel 
and post

Shaped wood corbel on masonry Wood trellis Shaped wood corbel on wood 
post

Face-carved and shaped- profile 
wood corbels

Second-level cantilever over wood or precast concrete corbels

Shaped or corbel joist ends
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Shutters - Spanish Monterey

Framed plankedLouvered with mid stretchers Framed louver Double-plank and stretcher

Vents

Ornamental Light Fixtures - Spanish Monterey

Screened opening in wall with 
full stucco wrap

Standard clay pipeMission clay tile stacked in 
opening

Round with recessed iron grill
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Precast or stone capStucco with brick or slump blockStucco with precast capBrick cap clay pipe insert with 
stucco over CMU

Site Walls - Spanish Monterey

Mission clay tile inserts, stucco 
base over CMU

Stucco and brick

Mission clay tile insert, precast 
cap, CMU base, and stucco-
thickened plaster

Course on masonry

View Fence Details - Spanish Monterey

Stucco with precast cap metal 
insert

Stucco with precast cap metal 
insert

Stucco with decorative ironSculpted wood or ironStucco with sculpted wood 
or iron

Metal pickets and rings

Metal pickets with flat barsHammered metal pickets
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3.14 SPANISH HACIENDA STYLE

Spanish Hacienda Exterior Character

The Spanish Hacienda architectural style is based on the 
courtyard haciendas of the early American Southwest. Spanish 
Hacienda courtyards, commonly entered through an arched 
masonry portico fl anked by rustic wooden or ornamental iron 
doors, include a shaded arcade. Masonry or precast columns are 
a dominant feature of this style. Other standard characteristics 
inherent to this style are the use of all fl at roofs or fl at roofs in 
combination with sloped clay tile roofs, wood trellises and 
exposed rafters. The use of masonry creates a surface texture that 
is visibly accentuated by the desert sun. Exposed wood beams, 
rafter tails and divided lite windows adorn and add richness to 
the Spanish Hacienda exterior presence. Artful craftsmanship 
and patterned placement of masonry at wall terminations, tops 
of parapets, window headers and sills, and door openings are 
further elements of Spanish Hacienda style. Windows are either 
rectilinear, or fl attened or segmented arch forms.
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One-and-One-Half–Story  
Central Mass Parallel to Street

One-and-One-Half–Story
Primary Mass with Full-Width 

Porch

One- to One-and-One-Half–
Story Linear Mass with All Flat 

Roofs One-and-One-Half–Story L

The primary mass is rectangular and 
situated parallel to the street with a 
side−f acing gable and a porch extension mass 
in the front. Typically, gable or flat roof 
extension masses are added to the side of the 
primary mass.

The primary mass is a one−and−one−half–
story, rectangular−shaped form situated 
parallel to the street with the secondary 
masses extending from the primary mass. 
The secondary masses can be gable, shed, 
or flat roof forms. The primary mass has 
a full−length front porch in a shed roof 
extension.

This massing form typically excludes a 
courtyard configuration, and the porch 
becomes the transitional space from 
outdoors to indoors. The primary porch is 
front−f acing and is most often recessed into 
the secondary mass forms.

The primary mass is situated both parallel 
and perpendicular to the street with a shed 
roof porch arcade extending the full length 
of the mass. Typically, shed or gable roof 
extension masses are added to the side of the 
primary or secondary mass.
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SPANISH HACIENDA MASSING 
CRITERIA 

The Spanish Hacienda building mass typically surrounds 
a central courtyard with an arched arcade or colonnade to 
provide shade for the interior space. The courtyard can face 
either the front or the back of the home. Courtyard walls are 
often extensions of the secondary mass serving to enclose the 
courtyard areas. Preferably the walls are low in height to allow 
visual continuity to the street. The primary mass is typically 
one story to one−and−one−half story and parallel to the street 
with telescoping wings extending from the primary mass. There 
is often a one−story wrap−around hip or shed roof porch over 
the outdoor terrace areas. Any primary mass larger than one 
story will generally require transition elements of single−story 
masses or fl at roof with parapets, particularly at the front 
corner and sides. The one−story mass may be a porte cochere 
to a rear−oriented garage/carriage house or to other individual 
masses which provide increased living space. The central form 
may expand to form an L, U or H−shaped confi guration. The 
long gabled roof forms are commonly parallel to the street with 
secondary masses perpendicular to those forms.

SPANISH HACIENDA 
ARCHITECTURAL 
CHARACTERISTICS

The following is a list of architectural characteristics of this 
Style, grouped by major building elements or accents and 
details. Refer to Appendix B: Architectural Materials and Color 
Palette for a detailed list of all elements applicable to each Style.

Spanish Hacienda Building Elements 
The following list of major building elements includes those 
features that are the primary distinguishing elements of the 
Spanish Hacienda Style.

Roof Forms
     Predominantly fl at or fl at with primary gable form.

     Shed roofs covering terraces.  

     Roof pitch ranges from 4/12 to 6/12, with occasional 
lower slopes at shed roofs generally over terraces

Structural supports
     Square wood posts, corbels, beams and rafter tails.

    Masonry or stucco pilasters with arched arcades.

Spanish Hacienda Accents and Details
The following list of accents and details includes those features 
that are the distinguishing detail elements of the Spanish 
Hacienda Style.

Windows and Doors
    Square or rectilinear window shapes with standard divided 

lite confi gurations.

    Arched confi guration for select windows or arcade 
possible.

Trim Details
    Precast or stone windows and door surrounds

Ornamentation
    Wrought iron or metal railings, gates, grilles, fences and so on.

    Unique masonry detailing.
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Gabled and flat roof building masses in “L” shape frame auto court

Enhanced entry surround is 
appropriate trim detail

Combinations of gabled and fl at roof 
forms in asymmetrical massing

Low screen wall with masonry 
cap at garage entry
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Exposed masonry detailing at 
parapet caps

Exposed masonry headersUse of precast or Canterra stone 
surround

Masonry pilasters

Steps to elevate front yard and
Home above walkway

Horizontal wall extensions 
for potted plants

Arched masonry arcades

Masonry chimney

Exposed rafter tails

Unique screen wall treatments

Decorative metal railings

Two-piece clay tile
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SPANISH HACIENDA EXTERIOR 
COLOR AND MATERIALS

The specifi c palette for the Spanish Hacienda Style includes the 
following items.

Wall 

MATERIAL:

     Stucco only with masonry accents at parapets, sills, and 
exterior wainscot.

     Brick or concrete block in natural earth tones used as accent 
detail or as the primary exterior material, with specifi c 
approval of color, size, and texture. A rough, crusty, or 
hand−molded appearance with slightly irregular coursing to 
avoid a traditional brick appearance is preferred.

     Adobe that has been mortar−washed or left in natural earth 
tones

TEXTURE:

    Subtle movement in the stucco surface, with medium 
texture

COLOR:

     Medium to deep hues of natural tans and beige, warm 
grays, and terra−cotta tones

Roof 

CLAY:

Barrel tile roofs are required for the Ranch Hacienda Style be in 
either an aged sand or in the rose−brown range of clay colors that 
authentically capture the appearance of traditional, historic clay 
hues. The following types of clay tile may be considered:
    Two−piece clay tile, generally in the standard or smaller 

profi les

     Faux two (2) piece.  

     Flat shingle clay tile may be used to emulate wood 
shingles, installed with one−half (1/2) to three−quarter 
(3/4) inch offset at the butt edges.

Trim and Accents

RAILINGS:

    Natural wrought or rusted metal, or painted to match a 
natural metal fi nish

WINDOWS AND DOORS:

    Painted or semi−transparent stain to match an accent color.

TRIM DETAILS:

     Deep chocolate browns, bronzes, or blackish browns, 
occasionally sage greens or lighter crème/grays to accent 
with terra cotta walls
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Combination of fl at and sloping roof 
forms

Simple chimney forms

Combination of fl at and 
sloping roof forms

Spanish Hacienda Elevation B

Spanish Hacienda Elevation A

Decorative ornamental metal railings

Exposed masonry parapet details 
with stucco walls

Precast concrete or carved 
stone door surround

Exposed masonry walls

Ornamental metal lights

Exposed wood rafter tails

Two-piece clay tile

Two-piece clay tile

Exposed rafter tails

Stucco pilasters
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Precast concrete or stone headers Shutters for accent and color

Spanish Hacienda Elevation D

Spanish Hacienda Elevation C

Stucco exterior walls

Unique wall opening details

Stucco with stone, precast 
concrete, or masonry parapet 
caps

Masonry or precast concrete 
parapet caps

Wood posts, corbels, beams, 
and rafters

Exposed masonry walls

Precast concrete or 
stone headers

Primary pitched-roof structure; fl anked
massing with fl at roof forms

Combination of fl at and 
sloping roof forms
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All fl at roof composition 
with simple
cubist forms

Two-piece clay tile

Spanish Hacienda Elevation F

Spanish Hacienda Elevation E

Precast concrete or 
stone headers

Exposed masonry

Wood posts, corbels, 
beams, and rafters

Combination of fl at and 
sloping roof forms

Precast concrete or stone 
window surround

Precast concrete or stone 
door surround

Masonry parapet 
cap details
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Roof Types - Spanish Hacienda
* Allowed only in conjunction with primary building mass

Arch Types

Side-facing gable* Front-facing shed * Side-facing shedFlat roof with parapet Clipped corner Front-facing gable

Full arch, one radius point Elliptical, two radius points Flattened, one radius point

Posts, Columns, Piers - Spanish Hacienda

Half-lap beam above corbel 
and post

Precast or sculpted stone column Straight Round Spiral Bulging
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Chimneys - Spanish Hacienda

Stucco Stucco Stucco Stucco with Mexican brick cap 
or stucco

Stucco and low-fire Mexican 
brick

Stucco and Mission clay tile

Stucco and tile arch opening at 
gable and side openings

Joist Ends - Spanish Hacienda

Door Shapes - Spanish Hacienda

Square or blunt-cut roof Half-round radius Chamfer cut end Seat cut in joist over beam Shaped or corbel joist ends Shaped or corbel joist ends, 
fascia above joist for insulated 
applications

Full archElliptical archFlattened archRectilinear
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Doors, Rectilinear - Spanish Hacienda

Door Configurations - Spanish Hacienda

Small squareSingle with divided lite

Triple french or slidingDecorative french swingWithout glassFull glass in style and rail doorLarge square glass over panel

Single door with or without 
transom

Single door with side lite and 
optional transom

Single door with two side lites 
and optional transom

Tall rectilinear

Doors, Full, Flattened, or Elliptical Arch - Spanish Hacienda
Full arch is not recommended for the Spanish Hacienda
architectural Style; the arched door types depicted here
can be fl attened or elliptical.

Full-arch, three-quarter glass 
over plank

Elliptical glass transom over pair 
of french doors

Full-arch plank doorHalf-glass over panelSmall glass in full-arch planked 
door

Full glass in full-arch style and 
rail door
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Doors, Unique - Spanish Hacienda

Window Shapes - Spanish Hacienda

Window Types - Spanish Hacienda

Rectilinear, precast or carved 
stone surround framed panel

Planked door with vision lite Rectilinear, precast or carved 
stone surround frame panel door

Flattened or segmented arch Elliptical arch Square Rectangular vertical Rectangular horizontal

Sliding Awning or hopper Casement or fixed Double-hung

Framed panel Multiple framed panel
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Window Configurations - Spanish Hacienda

Two singles Flattened arch over triple panel Elliptical arch over single panel Large elliptical single fixed panel Arch over single panel

Elliptical arch over double panel Two casements or sliding Two casements or sliding with 
fixed above

Three panel

Three singles Two units Two units, casements or fixed Three units, casement or fixed

Three unit clerestory, combined

Three single clerestorySingle rectangular vertical

Elliptical arch over triple panel

Flattened arch over double panel

Two casements or sliding

Windows, Unique - Spanish Hacienda
* This is the only confi guration where glass block is allowed

* Individual or single glass block 
inset and evenly spaced

Metal sash Large muntins and mullions 
contrast with metal sash
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Window Hardware - Spanish Hacienda

Window Headers - Spanish Hacienda

Twisted iron cross over accent 
window or vent

Double iron cross over accent 
window or vent

Iron detail over window

Precast concrete Protruding brick Recessed stone or concrete Recessed wood

Window Sills - Spanish Hacienda

Sloping stucco sill Sculpted stucco Sculpted stucco Tapered and sculpted or precast 
stone sill

Projecting wood, stone, or 
precast concrete sill

Projecting brick step sill

Projecting precast concrete sill
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Window Surrounds - Spanish Hacienda

Tapered stucco, surround all 
sides

Precast concrete Carved and shaped stone Precast concrete or shaped stone Coved recess Radius stucco recess

Garage Doors - Spanish Hacienda

Framed panel

Glass over framed panel Vertical plank

Glass over framed panelRaised panelStretchers over plankingFramed or raised panelGlass over framed panel door

Framed or raised panel Flat arch with z-bracing on 
planking
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Balconies - Spanish Hacienda

Mission clay tile insert, precast 
cap, CMU base, and stucco-
thickened plaster

S-shaped iron rails in masonryFired adobe- or brick-framed 
opening on stucco over CMU

Cap and riser fired adobe or brick 
stucco base on CMU

Railings and Fence Details - Spanish Hacienda

Decorative iron over accent 
window

Decorative iron rail

Decorative iron rail with 
hammered pickets

Decorative iron railIron fence picket detail, ball and 
hammered joint

Hammered and shaped iron 
picket

Iron solid bar stock, straight and 
twisted with metal wrap at joint

Decorative iron rail with 
hammered ends

Eave and Fascia Details - Spanish Hacienda

Rolled stucco fascia Stepped and stacked clay 
Mission tile

Rolled stucco fascia Notched and radius stucco eave Wood eave Wood fascia
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Corbel Details - Spanish Hacienda

Parapet Cap Details - Spanish Hacienda

Shaped wood on masonry

Brick stretcher on turned soldier 
course

Precast concrete or carved stone

Shaped wood corbel on single 
wood post

Half-lap beam above corbel 
and post

Sculpted corbel Face-carved and shaped- profile 
wood corbel

Face-carved and shaped-profile 
wood corbel

Face-carved and shaped- profile 
wood corbel

Face-carved and shaped- profile 
wood corbel

Shaped wood corbel on single 
wood post

Shaped corbel Wood trellis

Brick header on angled header on 
header course

Precast concrete or carved stone Brick stretcher on header course Brick header on angled header on 
header course

Z-braced planked wood gate Masonry columns framing iron 
gate

Simple iron gate with subtle 
detail

Solid bar stock iron gate, simple 
grid

Iron gate with hammered details

Pedestrian Gates - Spanish Hacienda
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Shutters - Spanish Hacienda

Framed plank Z-braced planked woodDouble-plank and stretchersArched—arch of shutters must be flush to the arch curve of the 
window; full, flattened, or elliptical

Framed plank and hardware

Vents - Spanish Hacienda

Ornamental Light Fixtures - Spanish Hacienda

Screened opening in wall with 
full stucco wrap

Screened opening in wall with 
full stucco wrap

Standard clay pipeMission clay tile stacked in 
opening
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Stucco with brick cap Brick capStucco with brick cap

Brick cap with brick surround to 
opening balance stucco wall

Openings in brick soldier course

Adobe or slump blockPrecast concrete cap with fired 
adobe or brick

Brick or slump block with clay 
brick

Stucco with precast cap

Mexican brick or Saltillo tile 
basket weave pattern

Precast or stucco over CMUFired adobe- or brick-framed 
opening on stucco over CMU

Site Walls - Spanish Hacienda

Adobe or slump block Precast or stone cap Precast or stone cap

Ashlar or flagstone cap on adobe 
or slump block

Stucco and brick

Brick cap clay pipe insert with 
stucco over CMU

Brick cap, Mission clay tile, and 
stucco base over CMU

Mission clay tile insert, precast 
cap, CMU base, and stucco-
thickened plaster

Fired adobe or brick-framed 
opening on stucco over CMU

Cap and riser fired adobe or brick 
stucco base on CMU

Z-braced planked wood gate Masonry columns framing iron 
gate

Simple iron gate with subtle 
detail

Solid bar stock iron gate, simple 
grid

Iron gate with hammered details

Pedestrian Gates - Spanish Hacienda
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Stucco with precast cap metal 
insert

Metal pickets with flat bars

Stucco with precast cap metal 
insert

View Fence Details - Spanish Hacienda

Decorative iron Iron with geometric gridSculpted wood or iron Rusted rebar in adobe or slump 
block

Metal pickets and rings Metal pickets with flat bars Hammered metal pickets

Metal tube or rebar with rings Vertical iron gridDecorative iron rail

Vehicular Gates - Ranch Hacienda

Square iron grid

Vertical iron grid

Decorative iron gate and pilaster 
to screen wall or fence

Decorative iron gate and pilaster 
to screen wall or fence

Decorative iron gate and pilaster 
to screen wall or fence

Decorative iron gate and pilaster 
to screen wall or fence

Decorative iron rail
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THESE PHOTOGRAPHIC IMAGES MAY NOT COMPLETELY ADHERE TO ALL REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENTED WITHIN THIS 

OR OTHER RELATED DOCUMENTED MATERIAL. THE OVERALL INTENT OF THIS IMAGE COLLECTION IS TO REPRESENT 

THE DESIRED GENERAL CHARACTER OF THE COMMUNITY.
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3.15 RANCH HACIENDA STYLE

Ranch Hacienda Exterior Character

The Ranch Hacienda Style is heavily infl uenced by traditional 
Spanish Hacienda homes, characterized by the building forms 
encompassing a courtyard. This Style has a long legacy in the 
ranching heritage of rural Arizona due to the climatic forces 
of the intense Southwestern sun. A relaxed and congenial 
atmosphere is created through the genuine expression of 
structural simplicity and detail in the covered terraces framing 
the courtyard. Large canopy trees and traditional water 
features further enhance the courtyard. The Ranch Hacienda is 
distinguished by the use of two prominent building materials 
— stone and exterior plaster — which produce a rustic but 
authentic ranch architecture. This Style projects a casual 
informality, characterized by traditional clay−tiled roofs, 
rugged timber elements, and exposed rafter tails. Massive stone 
chimneys provide vertical accents to a predominantly low, 
ground−hugging horizontal building profi le.
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Two-Story  L-Shaped Primary 
Mass

One-and-One-Half–  to Two-
Story Primary Mass with Cross-

Axial Mass

One-and-One-Half–  to Two-
Story Primary Mass with Cross-

Axial Mass Two-Story L-Shaped Mass

The primary mass is an L−shaped rectangular 
volume situated parallel and perpendicular 
to the street with a front−f acing gable at one 
end and a wraparound porch at the other 
end. Typically, shed or gable roof extension 
masses are added to the sides of the primary 
mass.

The primary mass is a two−story rectangular 
volume parallel to the street with a 
one−and−one−half−story secondary mass 
situated perpendicular to the street. The 
primary porch is a single front−f acing 
shed the entire width of the primary mass. 
Typically, shed or gable roof extension 
masses are added to the ends or sides of the 
primary or secondary mass.

This mass is similar to the one described 
to the left, but with a wraparound porch 
encompassing the primary and secondary 
masses.

The primary mass is situated parallel to 
the street with a shed roof porch the full 
length of the mass and a secondary mass 
perpendicular to it. Typically, shed or gable 
roof extension masses are added to the sides 
of the primary or secondary mass.
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RANCH HACIENDA MASSING 
CRITERIA

The Ranch Hacienda Style building mass is a courtyard, 
wrapped predominantly by rectilinear L−, U−, or H−shaped 
masses that enclose the courtyard. A covered terrace is often 
used as a transition from one−story to two−story building forms. 
A linear covered passageway is used as a linking element to join 
separate masses. 

The primary building mass is axially “linked” to secondary 
masses, or detached in some cases.

       Linear L−, U−, or H−shaped mass confi gurations.

      Low−profi le linking masses constructed of post and timbers 
with exposed rafters, with roof tile exposed as viewed 
from beneath.

       Deliberate interlocking of the primary masses, or in 
conjunction with linkage masses.

RANCH HACIENDA 
ARCHITECTURAL 
CHARACTERISTICS

The following is a list of architectural characteristics of this 
Style, grouped by major building elements or accents and 
details. Refer to Appendix B: Architectural Materials and Color 
Palette for a detailed list of all elements applicable to each Style.

Ranch Hacienda Building Elements 

The following list of major building elements includes those 
features that are the primary distinguishing elements of the Style.

Roof Forms
      Predominantly gable and shed, sometimes limited use of 

hip roofs

      No conical roofs

      Roof pitch ranges from 4/12 to 6/12, with occasional 
lower slopes at shed roofs generally over terraces

Structural Supports
      Predominantly square wood posts, corbels, beams, or rafter 

tails.

     Square masonry or stucco pilasters.

Ranch Hacienda Accents and Details

The following list of accents and details includes those features 
that are the distinguishing detail elements of the Style.

Windows and Doors
      Square or rectilinear windows used as the characteristic 

shape, with divided lites. 

      Sometimes, selected windows in arched confi gurations.

      Vertical wood plank, or limited use of carved wood doors 
with ornamental designs. 

      French doors with divided lites may be used on exterior 
walls, other than the primary entry door. 
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Trim Details
      Exposed wood roof rafters.

      Limited use of planked shutters; composite material is 
recommended over wood. 

      Simple unornamented chimney details.

Railings
      Wrought iron or rusted metal railings, gates, grilles, fences, 

and so on.

Site Walls
      Stucco with subtle cap detail.

      Stone walls. 

      Stone wall with a brick masonry cap.

      Brick masonry site wall with specifi c approval of color, 
size, and texture.

RANCH HACIENDA EXTERIOR 
COLOR AND MATERIALS

The specifi c palette for the Ranch Hacienda Style includes the 
following items. 

Walls

MATERIAL:

      The characteristic appearance is a either a monolithic or 
multiple exterior material expression. If portions of the total 
composition are of differing materials it often dilutes the 
visual strength by creating a visual distraction. It is strongly 
recommended that if multiple materials are selected, then 
specifi c major masses must be considered for the secondary 
material. Options for secondary material are:

      Stucco only

       Stone only, or used on distinct major accent masses or as 
a contrasting base material. Stone in rubble or ledgestone 
profi les, drystacked or grouted.

      Brick in natural earth tones used as accent detail or as 
the primary exterior material, with specifi c approval of 
color, size, and texture. A rough, crusty, or hand−molded 
appearance with slightly irregular coursing to avoid a 
traditional brick appearance is preferred.

     Adobe that has been mortar−washed or left in natural earth 
tones

TEXTURE:

      Subtle movement in the stucco surface, with medium 
texture

COLOR:

      Medium to deep hues of natural tans and beige
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Spanish- and Western-Style detailing and materials on 
simple traditional building forms

Multiple garage doors placed on 
opposing building forms

Forward-facing, simple building 
massing generates street presence

Spanish-infl uenced front-facing gable 
and juliet balcony face the street

Native stone used to transition 
the building to the site
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Roof

CLAY:

Barrel tile roofs are required for the Ranch Hacienda Style be in 
either an aged sand or in the rose−brown range of clay colors that 
authentically capture the appearance of traditional, historic clay 
hues. The following types of clay tile may be considered:
     Two−piece clay tile, generally in the standard or smaller 

profi les

      Faux Two−piece. 

      Flat shingle clay tile may be used to emulate wood 
shingles, installed with one−half (1/2) to three−quarter 
(3/4) inch offset at the butt edges.

CONCRETE:

      Flat concrete tile with a textured surface may be considered 
to emulate wood shingles, but careful consideration needs 
to be placed on the richness of color, which is often too 
light in concrete products.

Trim and Accents

RAILINGS:

      Natural wrought or rusted metal, or painted to match a 
natural metal fi nish

WINDOWS AND DOORS:

      Painted or semi−transparent stain to match an accent color.

TRIM DETAILS:

      Deep chocolate browns, bronzes, or blackish browns
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Two-piece clay tile or fl at clay tile

Exposed rafter tails

Pebble or cut 
stone

Wood posts, corbels, beams, and 
rafters

Site walls with stone caps

Steps to elevated yard and house 
above walkway

Stone wainscot

Site features are architecturally 
integrated

Story-and-a-half appearance with
clerestory windows

Rustic wood or composite shutters

Tile roof awnings with wood 
bracket supports
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One-and-one-half–story profi le Stone used on primary mass

Exposed rafter tails and 
beams

Ranch Hacienda Elevation B

Ranch Hacienda Elevation A

Stone pilaster arched arcade

Two-piece clay tile

Stucco walls

Tile roof and wood bracket 
awning

Stone primary mass

Stucco secondary mass

Rustic shutters for color 
and accent

Wood posts, corbels, beams, and rafters

Two-piece clay tile
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Two-piece clay tile

Hip roof at porch roofs only

Ranch Hacienda Elevation D

Ranch Hacienda Elevation C

All stone exterior walls

All stucco exterior 
walls

Wood headers

Wood posts, corbels, beams, and rafters

Two-piece clay tile
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Shed roof form

Two-piece clay tile

Combination of stone 
masses with
stucco masses

Hip roof over covered porch

Ranch Hacienda Elevation F

Ranch Hacienda Elevation E

Stone arched arcade

All stone exterior with 
stone or concrete lintels

Precast concrete or stone 
header

Rubble stone base

Rustic metal balcony rail

Shed roof form to 
transition two-story
to one-story

Wood posts, corbels, beams, and rafters
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Roof Types - Ranch Hacienda

Arch Types - Ranch Hacienda

Posts, Columns, Piers - Ranch Hacienda

Front-facing gable Square hip Rectilinear hip Side-facing gable

Full arch, one radius point Elliptical, two radius points Flattened, one radius point

Half-lap beam above corbel 
and post

Side-facing shed Front-facing shed
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Chimneys - Ranch Hacienda

Stone and concrete cap Stucco and Mission clay tile Stucco with Mexican brick cap 
or stucco

Stucco and tile arch opening at 
gable and side openings

Stucco and low-fire Mexican 
brick

Stucco Stucco

Stone with metal or concrete 
caps

Door Shapes - Ranch Hacienda

Square or blunt-cut roof Half-round radius Chamfer cut end Seat cut in joist over beam Shaped or corbel joist ends Shaped or corbel joist ends, 
fascia above joist for insulated 
applications

Full archElliptical archFlattened archRectilinear
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Doors, Rectilinear - Ranch Hacienda

Small squareSingle door with divided lite

Triple french or slidingWithout glassFull glass in style and railLarge square glass over panelTall rectilinearDecorative french swing

Doors, Full, Flattened, or Elliptical Arch - Ranch Hacienda
Full arch is not recommended for the Ranch Hacienda
architectural Style; the arched door types depicted here
can be fl attened or elliptical.

Full arch, three-quarter glass 
over plank

Full-arch pair of french doorsUnique framed panelFull-arch plankedHalf-glass over panelSmall glass in full-arch planked 
door

Elliptical glass transom over a 
pair of french doors

Full glass in full-arch style and 
rail door
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Doors, Unique

Window Shapes - Ranch Hacienda

Window Types - Ranch Hacienda

Planked door with vision lite Tall rectilinear glass over X-panel Square glass over X-panel Two small glass over panel Multiple framed panel

Rectangular horizontal Rectangular vertical Square Elliptical arch Flattened or segmented arch

Sliding Awning or hopper Casement or fixed Double-hung

Door Configurations - Ranch Hacienda

Single door with or without 
transom

Single door with side lite and 
optional transom

Single door with two side lites 
and optional transom
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Window Configurations - Ranch Hacienda

Three singles Three panel Two casements or sliding with 
fixed above

Two casements or sliding Two singles Flattened arch over triple panel

Flattened arch over single panel Single rectangular vertical Three single clerestory Three units clerestory Two casements or sliding Two casements or fixed

Two units Three units, casement or fixed

Windows, Unique - Ranch Hacienda
* This is the only confi guration where glass block is allowed

* Individual or single glass block 
inset and evenly spaced

Metal sash Iron detail over window
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Window Headers - Ranch Hacienda

Recessed stone Protruding brick Recessed wood

Window Sills - Ranch Hacienda

Window Surrounds - Ranch Hacienda

Radius stucco recess Sloping stucco sill Projecting wood, stone, or 
concrete sill

Tapered and sculpted or precast 
stone sill

Projecting brick step sill

Radius stucco recess Coved recess Tapered stucco surround all sides
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Garage Doors - Ranch Hacienda

Glass above vertical panel

Glass over diagonal frame

Raised panelRaised panelVertical plank

Stretchers over planking

Glass above Z- or X-bracing Glass above framed panel

Flat arch with Z-bracing on 
planking

Railings and Fence Details - Ranch Hacienda

Iron grid

Decorative iron railDecorative iron over accent 
window

Hammered iron picketsIron fence picket detailHammered and shaped iron 
picket

Iron solid bar stock, straight and 
twisted with metal wrap at joint
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Eave and Fascia Details - Ranch Hacienda

Notched and radius stucco eaveRadius or splayed stucco eave

Double-roll or bullnose stucco 
fascia

Rolled stucco fasciaRolled stucco fasciaStepped and stacked clay 
Mission tile

Cornice molding or sculpted 
stucco

Wood fascia

Coved eave stucco

Corbels - Ranch Hacienda

Shaped wood corbel on masonryHalf-lap beam above corbel 
and post

Shaped wood corbel on wood 
post

Sculpted corbel

Wood trellis

Sculpted corbel

Wood fascia

Shaped wood corbel on single 
wood post
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Shutters - Ranch Hacienda

Vents - Ranch Hacienda

Z-braced planked wood

Mission clay tile stacked in 
opening

Horizontal louvers tight to ridge at gable endVent frame follows rake of fascia on gable end

Brackets - Ranch Hacienda

Outrigger with kicker Corbel to fascia Bracket to fascia

Framed planked Framed planked plus hardware Double planked and stretchers Arched–arch of shutters must be flush to the arch curve of the 
window; full, flattened, or elliptical

Ornamental Light Fixtures - Ranch Hacienda
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Ashlar or concrete cap

Rubble stone with precast or 
stone cap

Stone cap on stone riprap, uncutPrecast on uncut stonePrecast on ledge or cut stoneStone cap on stone rubbleStone or ledge stone or rough cut

Site Walls - Ranch Hacienda

Precast on uncut stoneRubble stone with random cap Mission clay tile insert, precast 
cap, CMU base, and stucco-
thickened plaster

Brick cap, Mission clay tile, 
stucco base over CMU

Brick cap, clay pipe insert with 
stucco over CMU

View Fence Details - Ranch Hacienda

Hammered metal picketsMetal pickets with flat bars

Decorative iron Metal tube or rebar Metal pickets and rings Sculpted wood or iron
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Vehicular Gates - Ranch Hacienda

Square iron grid Vertical iron gridDecorative iron gate and pilaster 
to screen wall or fence

Decorative iron gate and pilaster 
to screen wall or fence

Decorative iron gate and pilaster 
to screen wall or fence

Z-brace planked wood gate Masonry columns framing iron 
gate

Simple iron gate with subtle 
detail

Solid bar stock iron gate, simple 
grid

Iron gate with hammered details

Pedestrian Gates - Ranch Hacienda

Wave top iron gate with ring 
detail

Decorative iron rail

Decorative iron gate and pilaster 
to screen wall or fence

Decorative iron rail
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THESE PHOTOGRAPHIC IMAGES MAY NOT 

COMPLETELY ADHERE TO ALL REQUIREMENTS 

DOCUMENTED WITHIN THIS OR OTHER RELATED 

DOCUMENTED MATERIAL. THE OVERALL INTENT 

OF THIS IMAGE COLLECTION IS TO REPRESENT THE 

DESIRED GENERAL CHARACTER OF THE COMMUNITY.
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3.16 RURAL MEDITERRANEAN 
STYLE

Rural Mediterranean Exterior Character 

The Rural Mediterranean Style is distinguished by an informal 
character. The Rural Mediterranean Style is primarily composed 
of simple rectilinear forms, asymmetrical in composition.
Gable or shed roofs create a charming country appearance. 
Similar to vineyard regions throughout the world with climatic 
characteristics similar to that found in Verrado. The primary 
façade and entry to this Home are inviting and friendly, and 
are appealing in an understated manner. Often the window 
composition is of regular, vertically proportioned divided lite 
windows, often with louvered shutters as accents.

     Design Elements — The form is a simple one and two−story 
plan in an asymmetrical composition of rectangular 
masses. Front entries often will have proud stated doors 
and surrounds.

     Architectural Distinctions — Gable and shed roofs are 
predominant forms.

Exterior walls covered in stucco are common, and can be 
complemented with stone when used only on distinctive 
masses.

      Key Features — Full rounded arched openings and stucco 
or masonry pilasters are typical. Towers are used to accent 
entries and courtyard walls. Square and rectangular 
window shapes in random patterns accentuate the informal 
nature of this Style.
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RURAL MEDITERRANEAN 
ARCHITECTURAL 
CHARACTERISTICS

Rural Mediterranean Building Elements 

The following listing of major building elements includes those 
features that are the primary distinguishing elements of the Style.

Roof Forms

     Predominantly gable and shed, sometimes limited use of 
offset gables.

      No fl at roofs.

     No conical roofs.

     Roof pitch ranges from 3/12 to 5/12, with occasional 
lower slopes at shed roofs, generally over terraces.

Structural Supports

      Full, round, arched, recessed openings.

     Predominantly stucco or masonry pilasters.

      Limited use of precast or stone round columns.

Roof Materials

Barrel tile roofs are required for the Rural Mediterranean Style. 
Tiles must be either an aged sand hue or in the rose−brown 
range of clay colors that authentically capture the appearance of 
traditional, historic clay hues. The following types of clay tile 
may be considered:

     Two−piece clay tile, generally in the smaller profi les.

      Faux two−piece.

     Two−piece clay tile with roman pans is strongly 
recommended.

Windows and Doors

      Generally, rectilinear windows with divided lights are the 
characteristic shape, with the occasional arch window for 
accent.

      Window shapes are placed in an organized pattern and 
rhythm and symmetrically organized.

      Doors are vertical wood plank or (more limited) carved 
wood with ornamental designs. French doors with divided 
lites may be used on exterior walls, except for the primary 
entry door.

Trim Details

      Stucco or masonry covered trim at the roof eave.

      Exposed wood roof rafters.

      Shutters proportionate to window size on either one side 
only or paired.

Shutters can be louvered or plank; composite material is 
recommended over wood.

      Simple unornamented chimney details.

      Precast concrete is highly recommended. Non−concrete trim 
details that can be made to appear as precast are allowed.
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Ornamental raiilings

Gable roof masses not 
facing the front or street

No overhangs on rakes

Shutters either paired or 
one side only

Brick or stone accent 
walls

Brick, precast or stone 
door surrounds

Small shed roof elements

Offset gable roof
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RURAL MEDITERRANEAN 
MASSING CRITERIA

The Rural Mediterranean Style building mass is generally 
rectilinear and axial, similar to other Spanish Styles, but usually 
results in smaller scaled building forms, including the primary 
mass. An informal composition of building masses is one of this 
Style’s distinguishing features, which can provide the impression 
that the Home may have evolved over time.

The one−story mass elements can often be a sloping shed roof, 
with the rake side as the primary elevation, rising up to a 
one−and−a−half story or to a two−story mass element.

The central mass can have either a vertical element such as tower 
form, or a simple gable with small repetitive windows and 
shutters.
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Two-story, stucco exterior on conventional lot with front stoop

Two-story stone and stucco exterior with an small porch

Two-story stone and stucco exterior with a full porch and juliet balcony

Two-story stucco exterior with an intimate porch
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Roof Types - Rural Mediterranean

Front facing gable

Arch Types - Rural Mediterranean

Full arch, one radius point

Shed

Posts, Columns, Piers, Pilasters - Rural Mediterranean

Half-lap beam above corbel and post

Offset gable

Wood post at wood beam Stucco post at wood beam Stucco post at arch
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Chimneys - Rural Mediterranean

Brick cap on stucco chimney Stucco and concrete cap Stucco and tile arch opening at gable 
and side opening

Stone with metal or concrete cap

Door Shapes - Rural Mediterranean

Full arch Elliptical arch Flattened arch Rectilinear

Doors  - Rectilinear - Rural Mediterranean

Small square No glass Lamp square glass over panel
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Arched Doors - Flattened or Elliptical Arch - Rural Mediterranean

Doors Surrounds - Rural Mediterranean

Window Shapes - Rural Mediterranean

Window Headers - Rural Mediterranean

Full arch pair of French doors Small glass in full arch plank door Full arch plank door Full glass in full arch style end rail door

Precast or stone full surround Brick header over arched opening

Rectangular vertical Square Ellpitical arch Flattened or segmented arch

Recessed wood Protruding brick Recessed stone
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Window Surrounds - Rural Mediterranean

Window Sills - Rural Mediterranean

Garage Doors - Rural Mediterranean

Railings and Fence Details - Rural Mediterranean

Radius stucoo recess Covered recess Tapered stucco surround all sides

Tapered and sculpted or precast 
stone sill

Sloping stucco sill Projecting wood, stone or concrete sill

Vertical plank Flat arch with z-bracing on planking Glass and vertical panel Glass over diagonal frame

Hammered iron pickets Decorative iron over accent window Decorative iron rail

Projecting brick step sill
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Eave and Fascia Details - Rural Mediterranean

Corbels - Rural Mediterranean

Shutters - Rural Mediterranean

Vents - Rural Mediterranean

Exposed radius tails Wood fascia Covered stucco eave

Shaped wood corbel on wood postShaped wood corbel on masonry Sculpted Corbel

Framed planked Double plank and stretcher Note of shutter must follow arch curve of window whether 
full, flattened or ellpitical

Faux clay vent screen Clay or faux clay vent Mission clay tile with 1” projection

Shaped wood corbel on single wood 
post

Covered eave with no rake on side Roof tile genois
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Ornamental Light Fixtures - Rural Mediterranean

Stucco with precast cap metal insert

Metal pickets with flat bars

Stucco with precast cap metal insert

View Fence Details - Rural Mediterranean

Decorative iron Iron with geometric gridSculpted wood or iron 

Metal pickets and rings Metal pickets with flat bars Hammered metal pickets

Metal tube or rebar with rings

Vertical iron grid

Decorative iron rail
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THESE PHOTOGRAPHIC IMAGES MAY NOT COMPLETELY ADHERE TO ALL REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENTED WITHIN THIS 

OR OTHER RELATED DOCUMENTED MATERIAL. THE OVERALL INTENT OF THIS IMAGE COLLECTION IS TO REPRESENT 

THE DESIRED GENERAL CHARACTER OF THE COMMUNITY.
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3.17 WESTERN REGIONAL DESIGN 
STYLES

Four different variations make up the Western Regional 
architectural Style for Verrado: Ranch Territorial, Western 
Farmhouse, Craftsman, and Desert Prairie.   Western Regional 
architecture—from the rustic territorial ranch compound to 
the more agrarian farmhouse—is reminiscent of the distinct 
dwellings of the Western landscape. These dwellings are 
distinguished by either generous roof overhangs, wide covered 
porches and patios, and shaded galleries, or massive walls with 
deep recessed windows each intended to create a cooler interior 
environment so that windows may remain open to promote 
natural cross−ventilation. Just as the roof overhangs provide 
cooling shade in the warmer months, the lower angle of the 
sun during the winter months helps warm the interior spaces. 
Other traditional characteristics include the incorporation of 
indigenous building materials. These unique features inherent 
to the Western Styles build an ideal platform for embracing 
the outdoors and creating a wonderful environment perfect for 
entertaining and socializing.

3.18 RANCH TERRITORIAL STYLE

Ranch Territorial Exterior Character

The Ranch Territorial Style is directly linked to the romantic 
charm of the American West and the ranching legacy of Arizona. 
This rugged, rustic look is best achieved by using indigenous 
materials that have a strong association and compatibility with 
the landscape. Originally, stone was used in two (2) ways: 
as a foundation material that acted as a natural extension of the 
earth, and as an accent on primary features such as chimney 
stacks or other distinct exterior forms. Timber elements were 
characteristically used for porch railings, rafters, beams, posts, 
and fascia trim details. Today, composite materials fulfi ll these 
same purposes, while adding greater durability. Roof materials 
were traditionally infl uenced by their availability and consisted 
of simple and functional coverings such as corrugated metal. 
Covered porches and wrap−around verandas provide ample space 
for outdoor entertaining and socializing.
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One-and-One-Half –Story 
Central Mass Perpendicular to 

Street

One-and One-Half– to Two-
Story

Mass with Cross-Axial Mass

Two-Story “L” with One-and 
One-Half–Story Secondary 

Mass

The primary form is a rectangular volume 
perpendicular to the street, with a 
front−f acing gable and a wrap−around porch.  
Typically shed or gable roof extension 
masses are added to the sides of the primary 
mass.

The primary form is a two−story rectangular 
mass perpendicular to the street, with a 
one−and one−half−story secondary mass 
parallel to the street.  The primary porch is 
a single front−f acing shed the entire width 
of the secondary mass.  Typically shed or 
gable roof extension masses are added to the 
sides of the primary or secondary mass.

Similar to the form at left, but with a 
wrap−around porch on the primary mass that 
is perpendicular to the street.

The primary mass is parallel to the street 
with a shed roof porch the full length of the 
mass and a secondary mass perpendicular to 
it. Typically shed or gable roof extension 
masses are added to the sides of the primary 
or secondary mass. 

One-and One-Half– to Two-
Story

Mass with Cross-Axial Mass
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RANCH TERRITORIAL MASSING 
CRITERIA

The Ranch Territorial building mass is predominantly a 
rectangular mass with multiple additive masses attached to it, 
giving the overall composition an appearance of being built over 
time. There is often a one (1) story wrap−around hip or shed 
roof porch. Any primary two (2) story masses will generally 
require a transition to single story masses, especially at the front 
corner and sides. The central form may expand to create an 
L−, U−, or H−shaped confi guration. Shed dormers are typically 
utilized as minor mass elements. 

RANCH TERRITORIAL 
ARCHITECTURAL 
CHARACTERISTICS

The following is a list of architectural characteristics of this 
Style, grouped by major building elements or accents and 
details. Refer to Appendix B: Architectural Materials and Color 
Palette for a detailed list of all elements applicable to each Style.

Ranch Territorial Building Elements

The following list of major building elements includes those 
features that are the primary distinguishing elements of the Style.

Roof Forms
      Predominantly gable or shed, with shed or hip roofs used 

over terraces.

      Hip roof possible, but rare historically.

      Shed dormers are used to bring daylight into spaces 
sheltered by a wrap−around porch.

      Roof pitch ranges from 4/12 to 6/12, with occasional 
lower slopes at shed roofs generally over terraces.

Structural Supports
     Predominantly square wood posts, kicker brackets, beams, 

and rafter tails.

      Square masonry or stucco pilasters.

      Round wood post possible, generally related to the New 
Mexico ranch infl uence.
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Ranch Territorial Accents and Details

The following list of accents and details includes those features 
that are the distinguishing detail elements of the Style.

Windows and Doors
      Square or rectilinear shapes with standard divided lite 

confi gurations on windows.

Trim Details
      Wood posts, post to beam brackets, beams, and rafter tails

     Wood or concrete headers.

Ornamentation 
      Black wrought iron or metal railings, gates, grilles, fences, 

and the like.

      Sometimes roof awnings over windows.

      Shutters.

      Porch railings.

RANCH TERRITORIAL EXTERIOR 
COLOR AND MATERIAL

The specifi c palette for the Ranch Territorial Style includes the 
following items.

Walls

MATERIALS:

      Stucco only, or in combination with a stone base. 

      Stone only, or used as accent masses or exterior wainscot 
only. 

      Traditional Western brick (rather than Eastern) with a less 
rustic looking texture than the Ranch Hacienda Style, with 
used brick discouraged. 

TEXTURE:

      Smooth to medium stucco fi nishes, with mottled fi nishes 
possible.

COLOR:

       Stucco in tans, terra cottas, and other earth tones.

      Brick colors ranging from warm brown shades into cooler 
reds.

Roof

FLAT CONCRETE OR CLAY SHINGLE:

       Coloration should not be perfectly monochromatic or have 
high contrast from tile to tile, and shall be in the color 
range of natural wood shake.

      Textured shake tile is preferred over slate to reduce 
potential sheen or glare.

      Horizontal alignment can be slightly irregular.

METAL:

      A painted corrugated or standing seam metal roof may be 
considered, but a low glare/gloss (LG) fi nish is required. 
This roof Style still may be denied depending on the 
specifi c Lot location. This type of roof must be used with 
caution due to the glare potential.

      Finishes in rusted metal or zinc are encouraged because 
they have a very rich color with a dull fi nish.

      Natural galvanized metals are discouraged unless they are 
treated upon installation to a natural dull fi nish.

Trim and Accents

RAILINGS:

     Wood railing appearance, constructed of wood or 
composite materials. 

WINDOWS AND DOORS:

      May be painted or stained, and can include colors lighter 
than a medium or deep body color, or the deeper browns.

Trim Details:
May be painted or stained, and can include colors lighter than a 
medium or deep body color.
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Simple gabled roofs and broad porch overhangs are 
representative of the Ranch Territorial Style

Small secondary windows 
often with deep recesses

Shed dormers animate the 
front facade

Shed awnings 
provide solar 
protection in a 
simple manner

Metal roofs with dark 
colors and low gloss 
increase textural quality 
of streetscape

Long front porch with broad 
roof overhang
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Decorative railings

Shed roof over porches

Simple gable forms

Steps to elevated front yard 
and Home above walkway

Stucco site walls

Flat concrete or metal 
roof

Exposed wood rafters

Wood headers

Metal roof awnings

Full stone masses or stone 
wainscot

Wood post, kicker, beam, 
and rafters
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Ranch Territorial Elevation B

Composite wood trim

Ranch Territorial Elevation A

Flat concrete roof tile

Corrugated metal on roof of shed dormer

Corrugated metal awnings

Hip roof forms often 
over terrace areas

Flat concrete roof tile

Stucco exterior walls

Metal or wood look 
railings

Corrugated metal porch 
roofs

All-stucco exterior wall

Stone exterior walls
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Ranch Territorial Elevation D

Ranch Territorial Elevation C         

Exposed wood rafter 
tails

Shed dormers

Exposed masonry or 
adobe creates rich 
texture

Corrugated metal roof on dormers

Flat clay or 
concrete tile

Precast concrete 
wall caps

Flat clay or concrete tile

Wood fascia and 
outriggers

Drive-through porte 
cochere and guest 
arrival area

Concrete, wood, or 
stone headers

Wood fascia

Outriggers
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Ranch Territorial Elevation F

Precast concrete or 
stone headers

Stucco and stone 
exterior materials

Corrugated metal on 
secondary roof areas

Ranch Territorial Elevation E

Corrugated metal on roof 
of shed dormer

Flat clay or concrete tile 
on primary roof

All-stucco exterior

Standing seam metal 
roof

Shutters as accents

Clerestory windows

Wood kickers, corbels, and beams

Decorative railing
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Roof Types - Ranch Territorial

Front-facing gable Flat roof with parapet Square hip Rectilinear hip Side-facing gable

Side-facing shed Front-facing shed

Modified square hip

Dormers, Gable - Ranch Territorial

Ridge end vent Roof-mounted horizontal 
rectilinear

Roof-mounted square Roof-mounted vertical Unique wall exterior eave run 
through

Wall exterior horizontal rectangle Wall exterior square

Eave vent
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Posts, Columns, Piers - Ranch Territorial

Double wood post with blocking 
beam

Single wood post Single wood post 4x4, 6x6

Unique roof mount

Roof-mounted vertical Roof-mounted square Roof-mounted horizontal 
rectilinear

Wall extended vertical Wall-extended square

Wall-extended horizontal

Unique roof-mounted horizontal 
rectilinear

Dormers Shed - Ranch Territorial
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Ornamental Light Fixtures - Ranch Territorial

Door Shapes - Ranch Territorial

Door Configurations - Ranch Territorial

Flattened archRectilinear

Single door with or without 
transom

Single door with side lite and 
optional transom

Single door with two side lites 
and optional transom

Joist Ends - Ranch Territorial

Square or blunt-cut roof Half-round radius Chamfer cut end Seat cut in joist over beam Shaped or corbel joist ends Shaped or corbel joist ends, 
fascia above joist for insulated 
applications
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Doors, Unique - Ranch Territorial

Window Shapes - Ranch Territorial

Planked door with vision lite Tall rectilinear glass over X-panel Square glass over X-panel Two small glass over panel Multiple framed panel

Rectangular horizontal Rectangular vertical Square

Doors, Rectilinear - Ranch Territorial

Small squareSingle door with divided lite

Triple french or slidingWithout glassFull glass in style and railLarge square glass over panelTall rectilinearDecorative french swing
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Window Types - Ranch Territorial

Sliding Awning or hopper Casement or fixed Double-hung

Window Configurations - Ranch Territorial

Three singles Three panel Two casements or sliding with 
fixed above

Two casements or sliding Two singles Flattened arch over single panel

Single rectangular vertical Three single clerestory Three units, clerestory Two casements or sliding Two casements or fixed Two units

Three units, casement or fixed

Windows, Unique - Ranch Territorial
* This is the only confi guration where glass block is allowed

* Individual or single glass block 
inset and evenly spaced

Iron detail over window
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Recessed stone Protruding brick Recessed wood

Window Sills - Ranch Territorial

Window Surrounds - Ranch Territorial

Radius stucco recess Sloping stucco sill Projecting wood, stone, or 
concrete sill

Tapered and sculpted or precast 
stone sill

Projecting brick step sill

Radius stucco recess Tapered stucco surround all sides
Raised panel

Vertical plankStretchers over planking

Garage Doors - Ranch Territorial

Glass over vertical panel Glass over diagonal frame

Raised panel Glass above Z- or X-bracing

Glass above framed panel Flat arch with Z-bracing on 
planking

Window Headers - Ranch Territorial

Projected wood

Awnings - Ranch Territorial

Tile wood structure Metal wood structure
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Railings and Fence Details - Ranch Territorial
* Use auto gates to railings

* Iron grid

Decorative iron railDecorative iron over accent 
window

Hammered iron picketsIron fence picket detailHammered and shaped iron 
picket

Iron solid bar stock, straight and 
twisted with metal wrap at joint

Ashlar or concrete cap

Rubble stone with precast or 
stone cap

Precast on uncut stonePrecast on uncut stonePrecast on ledge or cut stoneStone cap on stone rubbleStone on ledge stone or rough 
cut

Site Walls - Ranch Territorial

Stone cap on stone riprap, uncutRubble stone with random cap
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Eave and Fascia Details - Ranch Territorial

Wood fasciaWood fascia

Brackets - Ranch Territorial

Outrigger with kicker Corbel to fascia Bracket to fascia

Corbels - Ranch Territorial

Shaped wood corbel on masonryHalf-lap beam above corbel 
and post

Shaped wood corbel on wood 
post

Sculpted corbel

Wood trellis

Sculpted corbel Shaped wood corbel on single 
wood post
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Vents - Ranch Territorial

Horizontal louvers tight to ridge at gable endVent frame following rake of fascia on gable end

View Fence Details - Ranch Territorial

Hammered metal picketsMetal pickets with flat bars

Decorative iron Metal tube or rebar 

Metal pickets and rings

Sculpted wood or iron

Shutters - Ranch Territorial

Z-braced planked wood Framed planked Framed planked plus hardware Double planked and stretchers Arched–arch of shutters must be flush to the arch curve of the 
window; full, flattened, or elliptical
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Vehicular Gates - Ranch Territorial

Square iron grid Vertical iron grid Wave top iron gate with ring 
detail

Decorative iron gate and pilaster 
to screen wall or fence

Z-brace planked wood gate Masonry columns framing iron 
gate

Simple iron gate with subtle 
detail

Solid bar stock iron gate, simple 
grid

Pedestrian Gates - Ranch Territorial

Chimneys - Ranch Territorial

Stucco and concrete capStucco with Mexican brick cap 
or stucco

Stucco and low-fire Mexican 
brick

Stucco StuccoStone with metal or concrete 
caps
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THESE PHOTOGRAPHIC IMAGES MAY NOT COMPLETELY ADHERE TO ALL REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENTED WITHIN THIS 

OR OTHER RELATED DOCUMENTED MATERIAL. THE OVERALL INTENT OF THIS IMAGE COLLECTION IS TO REPRESENT 

THE DESIRED GENERAL CHARACTER OF THE COMMUNITY.
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3.19 WESTERN FARMHOUSE STYLE

Western Farmhouse Exterior Character

Farmhouse architecture stems from agrarian infl uences that are 
a direct response to the warm western sun, unique agrarian or 
ranch landscape, and refi ned craftsmanship of a bygone era. The 
Western Farmhouse Style has a less rustic character than other 
contemporary architecture because it often features wood siding, 
shutters, and trim materials reminiscent of the fi ne carpentry 
detailing often lost in today’s housing market. If stucco is used 
as the exterior material, windows and doors often have trim, 
and are fl anked by shutters. Today’s building materials offer the 
appearance of wood without the negative effects of deterioration 
and provide for fi re protection from potential wildfi res. The 
primary feature of the Western Farmhouse architecture is the 
covered entry or wide veranda designed to provide protection 
from the elements while providing a semi−public outdoor living 
space. 
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One-and One-Half– to Two-
Story Central Mass with
Linear Mass Extensions

One-and-One-Half–  or Two-
Story “L” with Front-Facing 

Gable
One-and-One-Half–  or Two-

Story  with Front-Facing Gable
One-and-One-Half–  or Two-

Story Square Mass

The primary form is a rectangular volume 
with full−width one−and−one−half– or 
two−story gable roof f acing the street. 
Typically shed or gable dormers are placed 
in a symmetrical pattern as minor mass 
elements.  The primary porch is often a 
wrap−around or single front−f acing shed the 
entire width of the primary volume.

The primary form is a rectangular volume 
with a full−width front porch with 
full−width one−and−one−half− or two−story 
gable roof f acing the street. Typically 
shed or gable dormers are placed in a 
symmetrical pattern as minor mass elements. 
The primary porch is often a wrap−around 
or single front−f acing shed the entire width 
of the primary volume.

The L−shaped mass typically has a 
wrap−around porch element, or at a 
minimum a shed roof porch located on the 
inside of the L shape. Typically shed or 
gable dormers are placed in a symmetrical 
pattern as minor mass elements.

The singular square form is only appropriate 
for smaller homes; for larger homes 
extensions need to extend from the primary 
square block. A full wrap−around porch 
on the primary mass and symmetrically 
placed roof dormers are required with this 
distinctive massing form. 
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WESTERN FARMHOUSE MASSING 
CRITERIA

The Western Farmhouse building mass is predominantly a 
rectangular block with a one (1) story porch with a hip or shed 
roof. The mass of the two (2) story House requires a transition 
to single−story mass at the front corner and side. The additive 
building masses can provide the unique appearance of a Home 
that was built over time. The central form may expand to create 
an L−, U−, or H−shaped confi guration. Dormers are typically 
utilized at the roof as minor mass elements.

WESTERN FARMHOUSE 
ARCHITECTURAL 
CHARACTERISTICS

The following is a list of architectural characteristics of this 
Style, grouped by major building elements or accents and 
details. Refer to Appendix B: Architectural Materials and Color 
Palette for a detailed list of all elements applicable to each Style.

Western Farmhouse Building Elements

The following list of major building elements includes those 
features that are the primary distinguishing elements of the Style.

Roof Forms

      Predominantly gable roofs, with the use of shed or hip 
roofs over porches

      Hip roof possible, but less common

      Pitched dormers; shed dormers are possible, but less 
common

      Roof pitch ranges from 5/12 to 8/12, with occasional 
lower slopes at shed roofs generally over terraces

Structural Supports

      Predominantly square wood posts, post to beam brackets, 
beams, and rafter tails

      Exposed trusses
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Western Farmhouse Accents and Details

The following list of accents and details includes those features 
that are the distinguishing detail elements of the Style.

Windows and Doors

      Square or rectilinear window shapes with standard divided 
lite confi gurations 

      Rectilinear single or French door shapes with standard 
divided lite confi gurations

Trim Details

      Wood posts, post to beam brackets, beams, and rafter tails 

      Wood window and door trim, or composite products for 
fi re protection

Ornamentation 

      Shutters

      Porch railings 

      Sometimes tile or metal roof awnings over windows

WESTERN FARMHOUSE EXTERIOR 
COLOR AND MATERIAL

The specifi c palette for the Western Farmhouse Style includes 
the following items.

Walls

MATERIALS:

      Stucco only, or in combination with a stone base 

      Stone used as accents, such as chimneys or as an exterior 
wainscot 

      Stained lap or board and batten siding in wood or 
composite products for fi re protection 

      Traditional Western brick (rather than Eastern) with a less 
rustic looking texture than the Ranch Hacienda Style, with 
used brick discouraged 

TEXTURE:

      Smooth to medium stucco fi nishes 

      Natural wood siding, or composite siding textured to 
simulate natural wood

COLOR:

      Stained lap or board and batten siding in colors extending 
into slate grays, blue/greens, and barn red hues

     Stucco in tans, terra cottas, and other earth tones

      Brick colors ranging from warm brown shades into cooler 
reds
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Gabled roof ends 
telescope out to 
secondary masses

Traditional agrarian forms with basic repetitive details
define the Western Farmhouse character

Parallel site walls at 
culvert crossing create 
bridge-like element

Large gable roofs often have smaller 
dormers in the upper levels

Windows are often accented with shutters

Porches are iconic elements
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Roof

FLAT CONCRETE OR CLAY SHINGLE:

      Coloration should not be perfectly monochromatic or have 
high contrast from tile to tile, and shall be in the color 
range of natural wood shake.

      Textured shake tile is preferred over slate to reduce 
potential sheen or glare.

     Horizontal alignment can be slightly irregular.

METAL:

     Painted corrugated or standing seam metal roof may be 
considered, but a low glare/gloss (LG) fi nish is required. 
This roof may still be denied depending on the specifi c Lot 
location. This type of roof must be used with caution due 
to the glare potential.

     Finishes in rusted metal or zinc are encouraged because 
they have a very rich color with a dull fi nish.

      Natural galvanized metals are discouraged unless they are 
treated upon installation to a natural dull fi nish.

COMPOSITION SHINGLE:

     Colors shall be gray/green, charcoal, or warm gray.

      Shingles must be Class A and in the thirty (30) to forty 
(40) year profi les.

Trim and Accents

RAILINGS:

      Wood railing appearance, constructed of wood or 
composite materials 

WINDOWS AND DOORS:

      May be painted or stained, and can include colors lighter 
than a medium or deep body color

TRIM DETAILS:

      May be painted or stained, and can include colors lighter 
than a medium or deep body color
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Standing seam metal 
roof

Stone chimney

Wood or wood 
composite gate

Stone base

Board and batten composite 
siding for secondary mass

Decorative porch railings

Shed roof over porch 
areas

Gable roof dormers

Stucco exterior walls

Steps to elevate front yard

Wood posts, kickers, beams, and rafters
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Hip roof forms dormers

Stucco exterior walls

Singular roof mass with dormers

Flat concrete roof tile

Wood posts

House elevated above grade

Standing seam metal roof
Extended gable roof dormers

All stucco facade Decorative porch rails

Western Farmhouse Elevation A

Western Farmhouse Elevation B

Shutters for color and accent
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Flat concrete roof tile

Extended gable roof dormers

Board and batten 
composite siding on 
secondary mass

Wood posts (8” x 8” min.) 
with wood kickers and 
beams

Gable roof dormers

Flat concrete roof tile

Wood headers

Wood posts, kickers, 
and beams

Stucco exterior walls

Shutters for color and accent

Western Farmhouse Elevation C

Western Farmhouse Elevation D
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Western Farmhouse Elevation F

Western Farmhouse Elevation E

Composite lap siding

Standing seam metal roof
Stucco exterior walls

Combination of fl at 
concrete tile and 
metal porch roofs

Third garage or 
Guest House studio 
tied to main house 
with connecting roof 
form

Shed dormers

Wood posts

Single and paired 
window dormers

Wood posts
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Roof Types - Western Farmhouse

Posts, Columns, Piers - Western Farmhouse

Front-facing gable Modified square hip Square hip Rectilinear hip Side-facing gable Side-facing shed

Front-facing shed

Single wood postSingle wood post 4x4 or 6x6

Dormer, Hip - Western Farmhouse

Wall-mounted exterior vertical Wall-mounted exterior square Wall-mounted exterior horizontal 
rectilinear

Roof-mounted horizontal 
rectilinear

Roof-mounted square Roof-mounted vertical
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Dormer, Gable - Western Farmhouse

Eave vent Ridge end vent Roof-mounted horizontal 
rectilinear

Roof-mounted square Roof-mounted vertical

Unique wall exterior eave run 
through

Wall exterior horizontal 
rectilinear

Wall exterior square

Door Shapes - Western Farmhouse

Door Configurations - Western Farmhouse

Rectilinear

Single door with or without 
transom

Single door with side lite and 
optional transom

Single door with two side lites 
and optional transom
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Door, Rectilinear - Western Farmhouse

Without glassFull glass in style and railLarge square glass over panelTall rectilinear

Doors, Unique - Western Farmhouse

Three vertical windows over 
plank

Tall rectilinear glass over X-panel

Square glass over X-panel Two small glass over panel

Glass division Glass division Multi-glass over panel Vertical lite flush
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Window Shapes - Western Farmhouse

Rectangular horizontal Rectangular vertical Square

Window Configurations - Western Farmhouse

Two casements or fixedTwo casements or sliding

Two casements or sliding with 
fixed above

Three units, casement or fixed

Two singles Two units Three panels Three singles Three single clerestory Three units, clerestory

Three units, spaced Fixed single hung Fixed single hung Fixed single hung 
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Window Types - Western Farmhouse

Sliding Awning or hopper Casement or fixed Double-hung

Windows, Unique - Western Farmhouse
* This is the only confi guration where glass block is allowed

Window Headers - Western Farmhouse

Recessed stone Protruding brick Recessed wood

Individual or single glass block 
inset and evenly spaced 

Z-braced planked wood Framed planked Double planked and stretchers Cross-braced panel Framed plank plus hardware

Shutters - Western Farmhouse

Projected wood
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Railings and Fence Details - Western Farmhouse

Metal or sculpted wood, vertical 
rail

Metal tube or rebar Hammered metal pickets Sculpted wood or ironDecorative iron 

Window Sills

Window Surrounds - Western Farmhouse

Recessed projecting sill Projecting wood, stone, or 
concrete sill

Projecting brick step sill

Radius stucco recess Wood composite

Glass above vertical panel Glass above vertical panel 

Glass over X-bracingStretchers over plankingVertical plank

Glass above framed panel 

Glass over diagonal frame

Glass above Z- or X-bracing Glass above framed panel Glass above framed panel 
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Railings - Western Farmhouse

Straight wood picketSkipped spacing vertical woodSculpted wood vertical rail

Corbels - Western Farmhouse

Sculpted corbelShaped wood corbel on wood 
post 

Face carved Face carved 

Outrigger with kicker

Wood post, sculpted kick insert

Wood trellis

Single wood, post with scuplted 
wood kicker

Single wood postWood post, kick face anchored
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Wood kicker shaped Kicker set wood posts Wood kicker shaped Wood post kicker face anchorWood kicker shaped 

Brackets - Western Farmhouse

Stone cap on stone rip rap, uncut Stone or ledge stone on rough 
cut

Precast on ledge or cut stone

Wood horizontal lap capStone cap on rubble stone 

Precast on cut stoneStucco brick slump with adobe 
cap

Wood vertical plank cap Wood vertical plank double cap

Site Walls - Western Farmhouse

Vehicular Gates - Western Farmhouse

Vertical iron grid Square iron grid Iron grid
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Iron gate, simple grid Simple iron gate with stubel 
detail

Iron gridZ-brace planked wood gate

Pedestrian Gates - Western Farmhouse

Chimneys - Western Farmhouse

Stucco

Brick Stucco with Mexican brick cap 
on stucco

Brick offset Brick stepped Stucco Stucco
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THESE PHOTOGRAPHIC IMAGES MAY NOT COMPLETELY ADHERE TO ALL REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENTED WITHIN THIS 

OR OTHER RELATED DOCUMENTED MATERIAL. THE OVERALL INTENT OF THIS IMAGE COLLECTION IS TO REPRESENT 

THE DESIRED GENERAL CHARACTER OF THE COMMUNITY.
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3.20 CRAFTSMAN STYLE 

Cra� sman Exterior Character

Craftsman style philosophy expounds the virtues of fresh 
air, sunshine, socializing, and an architectural style in close 
harmony with nature. The major concepts underlying 
Craftsman architecture are simplicity of design and an honest 
use of materials. This style embraces nature through its low 
ground−hugging profi le, which is characterized by gabled roof 
forms, with large unenclosed overhanging rakes and eaves 
that amply shade windows from the hot Arizona sun. Such 
structural elements as beams, brackets, and rafters are commonly 
left exposed. Detailed craftsmanship is expressed in the joinery 
of structural members and in the window and door divided lite 
patterns.  Large masonry piers, oftentimes composed of native 
stone, act as natural extensions of the earth, supporting wide 
covered porches. These and other outdoor amenities, including 
pergolas, trellises, raised terraces, covered balconies and porte 
cocheres provide a forum for social interaction while interacting 
with the streetscene. Ideally, the symbiosis between indoor and 
outdoor spaces encourages a communion between dwellers and 
nature.
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One- to One-and-One-Half–
Story

Primary Mass
One-to One-and-One-Half–

Story “L”

One-and-One-Half– to Two-
Story

Central Mass

The primary massing form is perpendicular 
to the street, with the secondary massing 
parallel to the street. A major feature is the 
corner entry porch with gable ends on two 
sides. Trellis features are used to extend the 
massing for outdoor terrace use.

The primary massing form is a side−f acing 
gable roof parallel to the street, with a 
street−f acing gable roof used for the entry 
porch. Secondary massing is placed at the 
sides and end of the primary mass. The shed
or gable roof dormer provides a minor mass−
ing accent in the large gable−sloped roof.

The primary massing form is perpendicular 
to the street, with a large of fset street−f acing 
gable roof used for the porch. Secondary 
massing is placed at the sides and end of the 
primary mass. Trellis features are used to 
extend the massing for outdoor terrace use.

The primary mass is a full side−f acing gable, 
with a shed porch as part of the central mass 
placed parallel to the street, with gable roofs 
at the ends. Secondary massing is placed at 
the sides and end of the primary mass. The 
gable roof dormer provides a minor massing 
accent in the large gable−sloped roof.

One-to One-and-One-Half–
Story “L” with Two-Sided Gable 

Entry Porch
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CRAFTSMAN MASSING CRITERIA

The Craftsman building mass is characterized by a street f acing 
porch either as a front f acing or side facing gable roof. Dormers 
utilizing shed or gable roofs are distinctive massing elements. 
Additional massing forms are typically cross−axial wings with 
gable ends intersecting the main body. The main porch is most 
often integrated into the major roof forms, or expressed as 
individual mass extensions.  

The mass of the two−story requires a transition to single story 
mass at the front corner and side.  The one−story mass may be 
a porte−cochere to a rear−oriented garage/carriage house, or to 
provide increased living area. The central form may expand to 
create an “L”,  “U” or “H” shaped confi guration.

The diagrams to the left depict a few representative massing 
types and the variations characteristic to this style.  The smaller 
diagrams show the basic massing unit, with additional massing 
elements shown below those.

CRAFTSMAN ARCHITECTURAL 
CHARACTERISTICS

The following is a list of architectural characteristics of this 
Style, grouped by major building elements or accents and 
details. Refer to Appendix B: Architectural Materials and Color 
Palette for a detailed list of all elements applicable to each Style.

Cra� sman Building Elements

Roof Forms

      Predominantly gable roofs, with use of shed over terraces 
or secondary masses.

      Shed or pitched dormers.

     Limited use of hip roof, typically at wrap−around porch 
elements.

      Roof pitch ranges from 4/12 to 8/12 or greater, with 
occasional lower slopes at shed roofs generally over 
terraces.

Structural Supports

      Tapered square composite wood posts.

     Multiple wood posts with or without brackets.

     Wood beams, brackets, and rafter tails.

      Stone or masonry piers.
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Cra� sman Accents and Details

The following list of accents and details includes those features 
that are the distinguishing detail elements of the Style.

Windows and Doors
      Square or rectilinear window shapes with standard or 

custom divided lite confi gurations. 

      Used in paired or tripled confi gurations.

Trim Details
     Wood posts, kicker brackets, beams, and rafter tails. 

      Composite wood window and door trim.

Ornamentation
      Carpenter detailing.

      Unique lighting fi xtures.

      Porch railings.

CRAFTSMAN EXTERIOR COLOR 
AND MATERIALS

The specifi c palette for the Craftsman Style includes the 
following items.

Walls

MATERIALS

      Stucco only, or in combination with a stone base. 

      Stone used as accents such as chimneys or as an exterior 
wainscot in rubble or stacked profi les. 

      Stained lap or board and batten siding in wood, or 
composite products for fi re protection. 

      Traditional Western brick (rather than Eastern) in a 
natural or painted fi nish.

TEXTURE

      Smooth to medium stucco fi nishes. 

      Natural wood siding, or composite siding textured to 
simulate natural wood.

COLOR

      Painted lap or board and batten siding in colors extending 
into warm grays and browns.

      Stucco in the lighter tans, or deeper values of terra cottas 
and other earth tones.

      Brick colors ranging from warm brown shades into cooler 
reds.

Roof

FLAT CONCRETE OR CLAY SHINGLE

      Coloration should not be perfectly monochromatic or have 
high contrast from tile to tile, and shall be in the color 
range of natural wood shake.

      Textured shake tile is preferred over slate to reduce 
potential sheen or glare.

      Horizontal alignment can be slightly irregular.
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Wood posts

Stone or stucco site walls

Predominantly fl at 
concrete roof tile

Shed or pitched 
roof dormers

Exposed rafter tails or 
outriggers 3” min.

Shed roof over 
secondary mass

Porch railings add 
ornamental detail

Custom detailed light 
fi xtures

Masonry base and chimney

Large covered porch is a 
defi ning element
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METAL

     Painted corrugated or standing seam metal roof may be 
considered, but a low glare/gloss (LG) fi nish is required. 
This roof Style still may be denied depending on the 
specifi c Lot location. This type of roof must be used with 
caution due to the glare potential.

      Finishes in rusted metal or zinc are encouraged because 
they have a very rich color with a dull fi nish.

      Natural galvanized metals are discouraged unless they are 
treated upon installation to a natural dull fi nish.

COMPOSITION SHINGLE

      Colors shall be in the gray/green, charcoal, and warm gray 
range.

     Shingles must be Class A and in the thirty (30) to forty 
(40) year profi les.

Trim and Accents

RAILINGS:

     Wood railing appearance, constructed of wood or 
composite materials. 

WINDOWS AND DOORS:

     May be painted or stained, and can include colors lighter 
than a medium or deep body color.

TRIM DETAILS:

     May be painted or stained, and can include colors lighter 
than a medium or deep body color.
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Craftsman Elevation A

Craftsman  Elevation B

Flat concrete tile roof

Wood composite trim

Stucco exterior walls

Flat concrete tile roof

Wood composite trim

Stucco exterior walls

Stone base

Shed dormer

Primary mass

Secondary mass

Wood composite fascia 
board

Pitched roof dormer

Primary mass

Secondary mass stepped 
back from front porch 
facade

Exposed rafter tails
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Craftsman Elevation C

Craftsman Elevation D

Primary mass with offset 
gables

Secondary mass

Stucco and stone 
combination

Offset gables

Composite wood eave 
brackets

Flat concrete roof tile

Composite wood trim

Stucco exterior walls

Stone columns and base

Flat concrete roof tile

Composite wood trim 
and brackets

Stucco exterior walls

Masonry base
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Craftsman Elevation F

Craftsman Elevation E

Stucco or composite lap 
siding in eave only

Metal roof

Double posts on stucco 
and concrete base

Covered exterior terrace area

Flat concrete roof tile

Stucco base

Drive through porte 
cohere and guest 
arrival area

Wood posts (8” x 
8” min.)

Stucco exterior 
walls

Single gable form 
in proportion with 
overall length

Composite lap 
siding

Wood composite 
trim

Built-up post of 
composite wood
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Roof Types - Craftsman

Posts, Columns, Piers - Craftsman

Wood on masonry

Front-facing gable Side-facing gable

Wood tapered column Tapered Double wood post with trim and 
blocking T beam

Single wood or precast concrete Double wood or precast concrete

Stucco column wood lap gable Double wood column to masonry

Brick on masonry

Elliptical scribe under beam to 
tapered column

Trusses - Craftsman

Conventional framed truss over 
double wood posts

Conventional framed truss with 
vertical supports
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Chimneys - Craftsman

Brick offset coarsingStepped brick Stone and concrete Stucco Stone

Stone with metal or concrete cap

Brick

Joist Ends - Craftsman

Notched level cutHalf-round radiusSquare or blunt cut roof Chamfer cut end

Square or blunt cut to roof joist

Seat cut in joist over beamLevel cut

Door Shapes - Craftsman

Rectilinear

Door Configurations - Craftsman

Single door with side lite and 
optional transom

Single door with optional 
transom

Single door with two side lites 
and optional transom
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Doors, Rectilinear - Craftsman

Without glass Full glass in style and rail door Tall rectilinear Large square glass over panelTriple french or sliding

Single with divided liteSmall square glass over panel

Decorative french swing

Door Frame Surround - Craftsman

Single door with 3/4 side lite on 
each side

Doors, Unique - Craftsman

Unique glass division Multiple framed panel Three glasses over panel door Unique glass division in style and 
rail door

Vertical lights in flush door

Unique glass division Two small glasses over panel

Multiple glass over panel
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Window Shapes - Craftsman 

Window Types - Craftsman 

Sliding Awning or hopper Casement or fixed Double hung

Rectangular horizontal Rectangular vertical Square

Two casements or sliding

Windows, Unique - Craftsman
*This is the only confi guration that allows glass block.  

Fixed or single hung Fixed or single hungBay window with corbel support Individual or single glass block 
inset and evenly spaced

Window Surrounds - Craftsman

Wood or composite trim
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Three panel Three singles

Two casements or sliding with 
one fixed

Three individual units spaced 
apart

Three unit clerestory, combined

Three single clerestory

Two units

Window Configurations - Craftsman

Two units, casements or fixed

Six individual units spaced apart

Three units, casement or fixed Two singles Two casements or sliding with 
fixed above

Single rectangular verticalTwo casements or sliding 

Window Sills - Craftsman 

Projecting brick step sillProjecting wood, stone, or 
concrete sill

Recess and projecting sill
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Dormers, Shed - Craftsman

Roof-mounted vertical

Roof-mounted squareRoof-mounted horizontal 
rectilinear

Wall-mounted extended verticalWall-mounted extended squareWall-mounted extended 
horizontal

Unique roof mount

Unique roof-mounted rectilinear horizontal 

Dormers, Gable - Craftsman

Wall-extended square

Roof-mounted squareRoof-mounted verticalUnique wall extend and eave 
run-through

Eave gable verticalRidge gable end vertical Wall-extended horizontal 
rectilinear

Wall-extended verticalRoof-mounted horizontal 
rectilinear
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Glass over vertical panel

Garage Doors - Craftsman

Stretchers over planking Raised panel

Glass over framed panel

Glass over diagonal frame

Glass over vertical panel

Vertical plank

Glass over framed panel Glass over vertical panelGlass over framed panel

Framed panel

Railings - Craftsman

Scuplted wood vertical railSkipped spacing for vertical woodStraight wood picket railing

Louvers in rectangular frame at 
gable end

Horizontal louvers tight to ridge 
at gable end

Vent frame follows rake of fascia 
on gable end

Ridge vent dormer

Vents - Craftsman 
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Ornamental Light Fixtures - Craftsman

Gutter Details - Craftsman

Butt joints Revival jointsWood or composite horizontal 
siding lap

Wall Material Patterns, Board Siding - Craftsman

Alternating material size
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Precast on ledge or cut stoneStone cap on stone rubble

Site Walls:  Masonry With or without Caps - Craftsman

Adobe or slump block Running bond brick with 
horizontal struck joints

Stone cap on riprap, uncutStucco with precast capAshlar or flagstone cap on adobe 
or slump

Precast or uncut stoneBrick header cap on brick running 
bond

Cap block on brickStone or ledge stone on rough 
cut

Precast on uncut stone

Uncut riprap rubbleRubble rough cut stonePrecast concrete cap on cut 
riprap

Rubble rough cut stone

Stucco with single brick cap
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View Fence Details - Craftsman

Metal pickets with flat bars

Hammered metal pickets Metal pickets with flat barsMetal pickets and rings

Double cap on vertical  plank

Site Walls: Wood or Composite - Craftsman

Cap on vertical plank Cap on horizontal lap

Vehicular Gates - Craftsman

Iron grid Square iron grid Vertical iron grid

Metal tube or rebar 

View Fence Details - Craftsman
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Iron gate with geometric gridSimple iron gate with subtle 
detail

Z-braced planked wood gate Sculpted wood or iron gateIron gate with geometric grid Sculpted wood or iron gate

Iron grid Solid bar stock iron gate with 
simple grid

Pedestrian Gates - Craftsman

Brackets - Craftsman

Outrigger with kickerBracket to ridge or outrigger
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Paving Materials - Craftsman

Rubble rough-cut stone Flagstone

Salt finish concrete Brick or stoneBroom finish concrete Broom finish in grid turned 90 
degrees

Local stone such as riprap uncut Exposed aggregate or hand-
placed stone

Brick or stone Running bond brick or cut stone

Ashlar square cut stone on grid

Radial scored pattern in concrete 
tile or stone

Basketweave HerringboneBrick or stone
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THESE PHOTOGRAPHIC IMAGES MAY NOT COMPLETELY ADHERE TO ALL REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENTED WITHIN THIS OR OTHER RELATED 

DOCUMENTED MATERIAL. THE OVERALL INTENT OF THIS IMAGE COLLECTION IS TO REPRESENT THE DESIRED GENERAL CHARACTER OF 

THE COMMUNITY.
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3.21 DESERT PRAIRIE

Desert Prairie Exterior Character

The Desert Prairie Style is most often associated with the work 
of Frank Lloyd Wright in the Midwest, although the presence of 
Taliesin West in Arizona demonstrates how the Style has been 
adapted to other environments. The Desert Prairie Style presented 
herein utilizes the environmentally sensitive components of 
the Style and promotes the use of materials and colors that are 
compatible with the natural desert environment. This Style 
refl ects the sweeping expanses of the Western landscape, with 
long horizontal lines and strong vertical masonry elements. 
Protective overhangs—the most predominant element of this 
Style—provide deep shadows for recessed windows. These 
broad roof extensions also provide comfortable outdoor living 
areas. The overall plan is more linear and rigid in plan geometry 
than most Styles, commonly characterized by cross−axial fl oor 
plans. Consistent window sizing and patterning are indicative 
of the Desert Prairie Style, commonly distinguished by rows of 
ribbon windows that hug the shaded eave line.
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DESERT PRAIRIE MASSING 
CRITERIA

The Desert Prairie building massing emphasizes horizontal 
building lines and is composed of a predominantly cross−axial 
primary mass. The primary hip roof forms are often long and 
parallel to the street, and sometimes extend over outdoor terrace 
areas. The secondary masses are typically perpendicular to 
those primary forms. The accentuated base of the mass often 
extends out as a site or planter wall. Any primary two−story 
masses will generally require a transition to single−story masses, 
especially at the front corner and sides. The one−story mass may 
be a porte−cochere to a rear−oriented garage/carriage house, or to 
individual masses that provide increased living area. The central 
cross−axial form may expand to create an L−shaped confi guration. 
The chimney forms in Desert Prairie can be substantial in size 
and used as minor mass elements.
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DESERT PRAIRIE
ARCHITECTURAL 
CHARACTERISTICS

The following is a list of architectural characteristics of this 
Style, grouped by major building elements or accents and 
details. Refer to the Elements of Style matrix in Section Five for 
a detailed list of all elements applicable to each Style.

Desert Prairie Building Elements

The following list of major building elements includes those 
features that are the primary distinguishing elements of the Style.

Roof Forms
    Predominantly long horizontal hip roofs with extended 

overhangs (thirty−six [36] inch minimum).

    Sometimes gable roof forms.

    Roof pitch ranges from 3/12 to 4/12.

Structural Supports
    Rectilinear masonry piers.

Desert Prairie Accents and Details

The following list of accents and details includes those features 
that are the distinguishing detail elements of the Style.

Windows and Doors
    Square or rectilinear window shapes with custom divided 

lite confi gurations, with some windows often held tight to 
the eave line.

Trim Details
    Custom fascia (metal or composite wood).

    Composite wood window and door trim.

Ornamentation 
    Custom metal railings, gates, and the like.

    Carpenter detailing.

    Unique lighting fi xtures.
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Long horizontal roof lines on predominantly one and one-and-a-half story
massing with extensive windows and doors

Windows are often rhythmically 
placed with horizontal lines

Masonry columns and 
chimney forms anchor the 
primary building forms

Hip roof forms step down 
to meet the site

Driveway leading to 
concealed garage area

Broad shaded overhangs can extend 
four (4) to six (6) feet or greater
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DESERT PRAIRIE EXTERIOR COLOR 
AND MATERIALS

The specifi c palette for the Desert Prairie Style includes the 
following items.

Walls

MATERIALS:

    Stucco with stone or masonry wainscot base. 

    Stacked stone used as primary walls or accents, such as 
chimneys or piers. 

    Custom brick shape and size (Roman). 

    Concrete block may be considered in split f ace or fl uted 
patterns in a four (4) inch high module.

TEXTURE: 

    Smooth to medium stucco fi nishes. 

COLOR:

    Stucco in tans, terra cottas, and other earth tones.

    Brick colors range from warm brown shades into cooler 
reds.

Roof

FLAT CONCRETE OR CLAY SHINGLE:

    Coloration should not be perfectly monochromatic or have 
high contrast from tile to tile, and shall be in the color 
range of natural wood shake.

    Textured concrete shake tile is preferred over slate to reduce 
potential sheen or glare.

    Horizontal alignment can be slightly irregular.

    Colors shall be in the gray/green, charcoal, and warm gray 
range.

METAL:

    Painted standing seam or Bermuda profi le metal roofs 
may be considered, but a low glare/gloss (LG) fi nish is 

required, and may be denied depending on the specifi c Lot 
location. This type of roof must be used with caution due 
to the glare potential.

    Finishes in zinc are encouraged because it has a very rich 
color with a dull fi nish. 

    Natural galvanized metals are discouraged for this Style.

Trim and Accents

RAILINGS:

    Metal railing in complementary accent colors, sometimes in 
deep reds, plums, or greens.

WINDOWS AND DOORS:

    Metal clad or aluminum in darker accent colors.

TRIM DETAILS:

    Natural copper weathered to a dark brown patina, or 
painted or stained in softer grayed hues and accents.
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Covered terraces

Chimney used to anchor primary mass

Pronounced rhythm of window 
patterning

Brick or ledge stone walls masonry used to emphasize the 
horizontal lines

Extended overhangs

Low pitched roofs with fl at concrete tile or metal roof
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One and a half-story brick exterior

Two-story brick and stucco blended exterior

Two-story stone and stucco blended exterior
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Rectilinear hip Square Hip Flat roof with parapet

Roof Types - Desert Prairie

Posts, Columns, Piers - Desert Prairie

Chimneys - Desert Prairie

Door Shapes - Desert Prairie

Masonry Piers

Brick offset brick coarsingBrick stepped brickStucco & concrete capBrick 

Rectilinear
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Large square glass over panel Small square Single with divide light Triple French or sliding No glass Full glass in style & rail door

Tall rectilinear

Decorative French swing

Doors  -  Rectilinear - Desert Prairie

Rectangular horizontal Rectangular vertical Square

Window Shape - Desert Prairie

Individual or single glass 
block set in & spaced min 4” 
horizontal vertically from one 
another*

Windows Unique - Desert Prairie

*Note: This is the only configuration that allows glass block

Decorative french swing
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Window-held tight to eave

Window Header - Desert Prairie

Fascia - Desert Prairie

Projecting wood, stone or 
concrete sill

Projecting brick step sill

Window Sills - Desert Prairie

Glass over vertical panel Glass over framed panelFramed panel Glass and vertical panel

Garage Doors - Desert Prairie

Metal or Composite Wood fascia
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Ornamental Light Fixtures - Desert Prairie

View Fence - Desert Prairie

Metal pickets with flat bars Metal pickets with flat bars Metal tube or re-bar with rings

Sculpted wood or iron gate Rusted re-bar in adobe or slump 
block
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3.22 CONSIDERING THE USE OF 
CONTEMPORARY AND MODERN 
STYLES

Custom Homes designed in Contemporary and Modern 
architectural Styles are not allowed in Verrado. In most cases, 
Contemporary and Modern architectural Styles are deemed 
incompatible with the adjacent context of Homes, and 
considered diffi cult to design and build successfully and meet the 
town building principles for Verrado. 

Contemporary designs built off of authentic Spanish−rustic and 
Western Styles documented in this book may be considered by  
the Design Review Committee.  

In the event that the Lot Owner wishes to pursue the design 
of a Contemporary and Modern architectural Styled Home, 
he or she must submit a written request to the Design Review 
Committee for consideration. The Design Review Committee 
has sole authority, using its own discretion, to approve the use 
of Contemporary or Modern architectural Style and no guarantee 
of Design Review Committee approval is implied or inferred. 
The written request must provide the Design Review Committee 
with the following:

     Written narrative of the intended architectural character to 
be pursued.

    Photographs of design precedents that exhibit the intended 
character.

     Written description, or photographic representation, of 
intended color and materials being considered.

     Written description of intended roof form being 
considered.

     Meeting with the Owner, Architect, and Design Review 
Committee is required to discuss the written request.



SECTION FOUR

Landscape and
Exterior Lighting Design
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4.1 DESIGN PHILOSOPHY

There are abundant opportunities to create exceptional outdoor 
living environments within Home Sites in Verrado. With 
a f avorable climate most of the year, comfortable outdoor 
rooms can extend the living environment of the main Home. 
Transitioning landscape elements from the private Yard to 
the natural open space is required. The transition zones are to 
appear as seamless blends of native and adaptive plants, and 
composed in a more naturalistic manner. The Home and its 
associated enhanced landscape should sensitively fi t into their 
natural surroundings in a well−crafted manner and should 
never overwhelm what is the most valuable asset of Verrado 
Custom Home sites—their natural beauty. This asset is of value 
not only to those living in Verrado, but also to other adjacent 
neighborhoods and Homes from which it is Visible.

4.2 DESIGN PRINCIPLES

Landscape design of each Lot are guided by principles of 
composition that establish a framework for creating aesthetically 
inspiring outdoor living spaces. The Home landscape is an 
extension of the character set within the surrounding natural 
environment.  

4.2.1 Accenting the Architectural Style of the 
Home

Plantings and hardscape elements within the Private and 
Semi−private Zones, which are described in detail later in this 
section, should relate closely to the character of the Home. 
For example, formal landscape design is appropriate when the 
Home is designed with a formal character. Homes designed to 
be less formal and more rustic in nature can be complemented 
with a more naturalistic landscape aesthetic. Use of appropriate 
materials and fi nishes that complement the architectural Style 
of the Home is essential. The landscape design should follow 
the same disciplines of proportion, scale, textures, patterns, 
colors, and rhythm that are used to create the architectural 
Style of the Home. The ability of plants and landscape features 

to accentuate the functional and visual quality of the Home 
cannot be overstated. The Grounds are considered an integral 
component of the Home environment. To gain maximum benefi t 
from the landscape design, the Grounds and landscape must be 
considered during the concept phase of the Home. Layering is 
encouraged on Lots to provide spatial depth and variety in the 
massing forms. With layering, masses of plants are arranged 
behind one another in combinations of height, texture, and 
color, to form a hierarchy. The density and color intensity of 
planting arrangements should vary on the Grounds. Focal areas 
should be identifi ed and can be given more prominence by the 
use of accent plants, increased density of shrubs or color, or a 
greater variety of plants. Emphasis can be placed on pedestrian 
and vehicular entry locations, walkways, gate areas, portals, or 
doors.

4.2.2  Landscape Character

The landscaped Yard plays an important role in the creation of 
the Home environment by providing functional and pleasing 
outdoor living spaces as well as enhancing and completing the 
architectural character. The enhanced landscape also increases 
the quality of outdoor spaces and, together with hardscape 
elements, creates outdoor rooms that are extensions of interior 
spaces. These outdoor rooms are appealing because they blend 
with the fl oor plan of a Home. Yards will be an extension of 
individual expression, with no two looking or feeling alike. 
Plant selections, quantities, associations, and placement combine 
to maximize the effects of form, color, and texture.
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Landscape designed in concert with the Home architecture improves the overall composition
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4.3 GENERAL LANDSCAPE DESIGN 
CONSIDERATIONS

4.3.1 Landscape Architect⁄Designer Selection

The Landscape Architect plays an important role in the design 
team, and often is the coordinator of the entire exterior design of 
hardscape and softscape. Careful evaluation and selection of this 
member of the design team must be made to ensure the highest 
quality of design and construction. Landscape designs of Homes 
must be completed by a licensed Landscape Architect (or a 
custom residential landscape designer pre−qualifi ed by the Design 
Review Committee, or specifi cally approved by the Design 
Review Committee). Homeowners are encouraged to seek out 
Landscape Architects who have consistently, and successfully 
performed work on similar Custom Home environments.

4.3.2 Landscape Character by Lot Type

It is important to remember that some Lots will have native 
vegetation existing within the Lot, and a predetermined Building 
Envelope that delineates the limits of disturbance allowed. Other 
Lots have been fully graded and cleared of native vegetation. The 
primary distinction between these two (2) Lot conditions is the 
amount of landscape construction and/or revegetation required 
by the Homeowner. In general, there are two (2) types of Lots:

Natural Foothill Lots
Natural Foothill Lots are characterized by existing native 
vegetation remaining on the Lot and an established predetermined 
Building Envelope. The Homeowner is responsible for all 
landscape construction and revegetation within the Lot to the 
street curb, including any existing areas of disturbance along the 
street or utility corridor.

Town Lots 
Town Lots are generally smaller, and characterized by having 
been graded for Home development, having little to no existing 
native vegetation remaining on the Lot, and having Building 
Setbacks established on each side of the Lot. The Homeowner 
is responsible for all landscape construction within the limits of 
the Lot to the sidewalk and/or street.

Town Lots adjacent to Natural Foothill Lots
When Town Lots are located adjacent to a Natural Foothill Lot, 
which is surrounded by native desert, the rear portion of the 
Town Lot will be required to be improved in a character much 
like a Natural Foothill Lot. In the back half of the Lot, walls 
are not allowed to extend beyond the limits of the Building 
Setbacks, and must respond to the architectural form of the 
Home design. Native landscape zones will apply outside of the 
walls in the back portion of the Lot. 

4.3.3 Owner Responsibility for Landscape 
Improvements

The Owner is responsible to make all landscape improvements 
within the Building Envelope (if applicable), within all 
disturbed areas of the Lot, and within disturbed areas along the 
streetscape from the back of curb to the Lot (if applicable). 

Landscape Improvements within the Streetscape
Once street construction and utility installation are complete, the 
Master Developer will install certain landscape Improvements 
along the streets in accordance with the Infrastructure Landscape 
Plans created for the neighborhood. This streetscape will 
generally be located behind the curb to the sidewalk or to the back 
of P.U.E. Public sidewalks, if any, will be provided by the master 
Developer. For the purposes of Lot development, the streetscape 
landscape installed by the Developer is considered an existing 
condition to remain, and be protected during construction. 
The Builder is responsible for repair and/or replacement of all 
streetscape landscape damaged during construction of the Home 
to the satisfaction of the Master Developer.
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4.3.4 Planting Zones

Within the buildable area, the Grounds of a Lot can be divided 
into landscape zones that defi ne the type, quantity, and manner 
of plantings that may occur. Zones are designated by their 
proposed use, level of privacy, and visibility from streets 
and neighboring residences. Though each zone is guided by 
different but complementary design criteria, it is essential that 
a unifi ed landscape character be presented on each Home Site. 
The Owner’s Landscape Architect must determine which 
of the zones to apply to which portions of the Lot. Refer to 
the Appendix  at the back of this section for the Verrado List of 
Acceptable Plants for plant species allowed in each zone. The 
following is a list of the fi ve primary zones that apply to each 
Lot:

    Native Zone.

     Enhanced Zone.

    Semi−Private Zone.

     Private Zone.

    Streetscape Zone.

Native Zone
The Native Zone is intended to mimic the natural desert in its 
plant variety, pattern, composition, and density. For this reason, 
the Native Zone will differ from area to area in Verrado to 
account for local differences in the natural landscape. 

On Lots that have been mass graded, an enhanced revegetation 
must occur throughout the entire Lot. The Landscape Architect 
must study and determine the conditions on each site to calculate 
the requirements for this zone. The following are guidelines for 
the Native Zone:

     This zone includes all areas outside of the Building 
Envelope, those areas outside of perimeter walls and fences, 
and those areas that are not designated as Semi−private and 
Private Zones.

    Turf is not allowed in the Native Zone.

WITHIN THE NATURAL FOOTHILL LOTS: 

    Maintain a natural landscape buffer of undisturbed native, 
or native revegetation, landscape along all street frontages. 
Minimize disturbance of natural landscape in areas where 
driveways and walkway connections are made.

    Provide plants in densities and patterns found in the 
adjacent natural desert based on site−survey fi eld analysis of 
adjacent native desert areas of similar topography. Increased 
densities may be required if adjacent natural areas are 
deemed too low density.

    Salvage and relocation of existing trees located within the 
Building Envelope is allowed. In cases where relocation 
cannot be accommodated within the Building Envelope, 
salvaged trees may be relocated on the Lot, and outside of 
the Building Envelope with written permission from the 
Design Review Committee.

WITHIN THE TOWN LOTS:

    This zone only applies to Town Lots abutting Adjacent Lots 
with Building Envelopes or natural open space outside of 
the Building Envelope.

Enhanced Zone
The Enhanced Zone will have more diverse species of plants 
to create an enhanced desert character. Plant selections can 
include plants that are native, or adaptable, to the Sonoran 
Desert Region. Plant massing in this zone should be less formal 
and layered than those found in the Semi−private Zone. The 
following guidelines apply to the Enhanced Zone:

    Turf is not allowed in the Enhanced Zone.

WITHIN THE NATURAL FOOTHILL LOTS ONLY: 

    This zone is located in the front part of the Lot along 
driveways and surrounding the front portions of the Home, 
and will be Visible from the street, neighboring Lots, and 
points of view within the Community.

WITHIN THE TOWN LOTS ONLY:

    This zone is located in the front and rear edges of the Lot, 
including the streetscape area between the sidewalk (if 
provided) and street curb.
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Semi−private Zone
The Semi−private Zone will have signifi cantly more diverse 
species of plants compared to the Enhanced Zone. Plant 
selections can include plants that are native and those that are 
adapted to the Sonoran Desert from other regions. Plant massing 
in this zone can be more formal and layered than that found in 
the Enhanced Zone, and relates closely to the site architecture. 
The following guidelines apply to the Semi−private Zone:

    Turf is allowed in the Semi−private Zone.

    This zone is located in the front and rear part of the Home 
within arrival courts, front entries, and rear Yards, and will 
be partially Visible from the street, neighboring Lots, and 
points of view within the Community.

Private Zone
The Private Zone contains the most diverse and adapted desert 
plant species that may include plants from coastal/arid regions 
and non−native plants. Plant massing in this zone can be formal 
and layered as in the Semi−private Zone, and relates closely 
to the architecture. This zone will be applied in areas that are 
contained behind walls or architectural edges of signifi cant 
height to conceal the view of non−native plants from a distance. 
The following guidelines apply for the Private Zone:

    This zone may not be Visible from the street or from other 
points in the Community and may be only minimally 
Visible from neighboring Lots.

    Exotic and lush plantings within this zone must generally 
be contained within building walls or freestanding walls.

    Except for Town Lots, non−native trees that will grow 
higher than the roof ridgelines, or will become Visible 
from the street and neighboring Lots upon maturity, are not 
allowed. 

    Turf is permitted in this zone.

    Locate more ornamental plant species adjacent to the Home, 
and more native plant species at the outer edges of the zone.

Streetscape Zone
The Streetscape Zone is the area adjacent to the street edge. Prior 
to design, all utility and neighborhood service locations must 
be verifi ed. The following guidelines apply to the Streetscape 
Zone:

WITHIN THE NATURAL FOOTHILL LOTS ONLY: 

    This zone may be located along the street edge for portions 
of the Lot due to street and infrastructure improvements, and 
will vary in depth due to uneven limits of natural landscape 
disturbance.

    For plants not provided by the Developer, revegetation 
using plants from the Native Zone palettes is the 
responsibility of the Owner. 

    When street trees are not provided by the Developer, one 
(1) tree minimum per average fi fty (50) lineal feet of 
Streetscape Zone frontage is required.  

WITHIN THE TOWN LOTS ONLY:

    Trees and understory plants are preprogrammed and 
installed by the Developer.

    Each Lot has a proposed driveway location that does not 
interrupt the street tree spacing. Driveway location can 
shift, but street tree locations are considered fi xed.

    Proposed driveway locations may have sleeves below and 
a void in the Developer provided shrubs/groundcovers. If 
driveway location changes at Owner’s request, the Owner 
is responsible for replacement of landscape and sleeves, 
as well as, relocation of irrigation lines and equipment 
matching the Developer provided equipment. Replacement 
planting must match size, quality, and species of existing 
plants scheduled for removal, at the time of removal. 
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4.3.5 Plant Transition from Zone to Zone

When No Vertical Separation Is Provided
In areas where two zones abut each other and where a wall or 
architectural edge does not exist, plant material selections, 
layout arrangement, and densities shall blend seamlessly without 
abrupt changes. 

When Vertical Separation Is Provided
In areas where two zones abut each other and where vertical 
walls or architectural edges do exist, abrupt change is allowed, 
and can often enhance the dramatic effect caused by the contrast 
in landscape character.

Turf is appropriately placed in usable outdoor areas
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4.3.6 Turf Grass

The decision to use turf as a ground cover is appropriate for 
the character of outdoor rooms being created, but should be 
tempered to avoid excessive turf coverage in non−functional 
areas. Turf should generally be used as an extension of 
outdoor spaces such as porches and patios. In most cases, 
the shape of turf areas, formal and informal, should 
complement the Style of the Home. On a case−by−case basis, 
as part of the landscape design review, the Design Review 
Committee will review and approve turf area by coverage 
amount, minimum dimensions, and location on each Lot. Turf 
usage must meet the following general criteria:

Turf is allowed and must meet the following criteria:

    The appropriate amount of allowable turf is:

 Natural Foothill Lot: In a range of fi ve (5) percent to  
 ten (10) percent of the total gross Lot area. 

 Town Lot: In a range of fi ve (5) percent to    
 fi fteen (15) percent of the total gross Lot area.

    Turf area coverage less than fi ve (5) percent of the total 
gross Lot area is allowed.  

    Turf is not allowed to extend into the banks or bottom of 
drainage washes.

    No single, contiguous area can be less than 1,200 s.f. of any 
non−enclosed area.

    Minimum dimension of turf in any direction is twelve (12) 
feet wide.

    All turf must be a hybrid Bermuda grass species, in sod 
form, and overseeded with perennial Ryegrass.

    Turf must be irrigated by a permanent, automatic system.

    To avoid staining from irrigation overspray, turf areas shall 
not terminate on the low side of any vertical hardscape 
element. At−grade planters separating turf from walls are 
required.

    All site retaining walls must be properly waterproofed 
where turf irrigation occurs on the high side.

    Planting turf on sloped terrain should be avoided 
where possible. Turf on level to slightly sloped grades 
is encouraged. Turf on slopes steeper than 8:1 is not 
acceptable unless confi ned to small areas or screened from 
view by adjacent Lots.

     Use brick, stone, or concrete headers to delineate turf areas.

    No turf will be allowed in the right−of−way. Along Sunrise 
Lane and Regent Street, turf may extend to the sidewalk.

WITHIN TOWN LOTS ONLY

    Turf will be permitted in front and rear yards, and may be 
Visible from neighboring Lots, and/or streets. Along Sunrise 
Lane and Regent Street, the use of turf is encouraged for the 
front yard, and will provide areas of high contrast against 
the backdrop of the native landscape.

4.3.7 Minimum Tree and Shrub Requirements

Within all landscape areas there are minimum amounts of 
trees and shrubs required. On graded Lots, the Homeowner is 
required to provide complete landscape Improvements on the 
entire Lot. For all Lots, the required minimum amount includes:

    One (1) tree per every 1,500 square feet of landscape area. 
Minimum tree size allowed is twenty−four (24) inch box. 
Fifty (50) percent or more of all trees provided shall be 
thirty−six (36) inch box or larger.

    One − one (1) gallon minimum size shrub per every 
twenty−fi ve (25) square feet of landscape area.

For all Lots with Alleys, the required minimum amount to be 
planted in the alley zone includes: 

    One (1) tree per every fi fty (50) lineal feet of landscape 
area. Minimum tree size allowed is twenty−four (24) inch 
box.

    Trees should be selected for their vertical and upright 
growth habits in the alley zone.

For the required quantity of plants, distribution of plants by 
location on the Lot must be considered. Placing a majority of 
required plants in the Lot interior and not providing enough 
plants at the outside edges of the Lot is not acceptable.
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4.3.8 Paving and Hardscape Design

The appearance of the ground plane in sloping topography is a 
greater issue of concern than it is in areas with less slope. There 
is potential for a full or partial view of the hardscape from any 
Lot or public areas at a higher elevation.

Walkways, Patios, and Terraces
All exterior paving shall be sensitively selected to complement 
the exterior materials and Style of the Home. Terrace areas shall 
include adequate areas for planting, and in general, paving shall 
not terminate at the exterior walls, but shall be offset to allow 
for properly sized planting areas.

Consideration shall be given to screening views of the 
furnishings on the terrace from adjacent properties or the Golf 
Course. The following design requirements shall be considered 
when designing the hardscape:

    All fl at work should be “keyed” into the grade with 
turndowns in lieu of forming and pouring on top of fi nished 
grade.

    Top of hardscape should not extend more than one (1) inch 
above adjacent fi nished grade.

    All steps shall terminate into an abutting mass designed as 
an extension of the adjoining mass.

Hardscape materials and layout relate to the Style of Home character
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4.3.9 Ground Plane Treatments

All landscape areas not covered by buildings, pavement, or turf 
shall be covered with inert materials organic in character. The 
intent of the ground plane cover is to provide a topdress that is 
visually appealing and supports the general horticultural health 
of the surrounding plants. 

    In Semi−Private and Private Zones, decomposed granite is 
allowed. Decomposed granite used as a landscape material 
shall be one−half (1/2) inch minus in size and shall match 
the color of the existing native granite specifi c to the Lot. 
Rounded pea gravel and larger washed granite may not be 
used for landscape or driveway treatments.

    In the Native Zone on each Lot, desert cobble topdress must 
be installed to return the disturbed or graded areas to a 
natural appearance. Desert cobble is material salvaged from 
onsite including the top one−half (1/2) inch of native soil 
and rock. Decomposed granite is not allowed. The intent 
of this requirement is to re−create the natural desert cobble 
fl oor. 

    Ground plane treatments that are composed of materials 
high in color or textural contrast to the natural landscape are 
not allowed.

    Washed river rock or crushed rock are not allowed as a 
ground plane treatment. Native granite indigenous to the 
site is allowed.

4.3.10 Landscape Boulders

The use of additional boulders as part of the site and landscape 
design requires special attention to the scale, proportions, and 
arrangements of the boulders. Some of the sites within Verrado 
have native boulders and rock outcroppings. These existing 
boulders are typically very large and of a scale and proportion 
that is diffi cult to reproduce. Therefore, the addition of boulder 
elements into the landscape and site design needs to consider the 
scale of the existing elements. 

    Boulder placement should appear natural, and approximately 
one−third (1/3) of the boulder should be buried.

    Boulders should be placed horizontally, not vertically.

    Boulders appear natural and clustered, not lined in 
geometric alignments, or in evenly scattered arrangements. 
Boulder sizes must vary in clusters and throughout the Lot.

    Boulders may not be placed “on top” of walls or pool edges.

    Only surface select boulders may be used. Broken, crushed, 
or marred surface boulders may not be Visible on any 
portion of a Lot.

4.3.11 Landscape Drainage

A well−designed landscape drainage system ensures that water 
can easily fl ow from landscaped areas to natural drainage 
systems, without compromising the aesthetic quality of 
the Yard or natural environment. Methods of soil and bank 
stabilization will be considered only when designed to appear 
natural in character, and are subject to approval by the Design 
Review Committee. Drainage solutions should utilize one or a 
combination of the following systems:

    Drainage fl ows interrupted by Home placement must be 
redirected to original wash fl ows, along historical fl ow 
patterns, within the Building Envelope.

    Exposed rip−rap, river rock, and/or other non−native stones 
used as a drainage swale is not allowed.

    Grading must have a natural appearance.

    Drainage swales cannot be straight, or engineered, in 
appearance.  

4.3.12 Landscape Completion at Residence 
Occupancy

All landscape areas, unless approved with written permission 
from the Design Review Committee, must be fully installed 
before resident occupancy is approved.
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4.4 NATIVE PLANT RELOCATION 
AND REVEGETATION

For non−graded Lots, with native vegetation remaining on site, 
the following guidelines will apply.

4.4.1 Native Plant Inventory and Relocation

For the purpose of safeguarding existing desert trees during 
construction activities, all grading, wall foundations, utility 
work, and non−essential irrigation trenching shall be prohibited 
within the drip line of existing trees. Chemicals, oil, gasoline, or 
other construction materials shall not be stored beneath any tree. 
The removal of trees on any portion of a Lot is prohibited unless 
written approval is granted from the Design Review Committee. 
A Native Plant Inventory is required to be submitted for each 
Lot at the Concept Design phase. The following guidelines shall 
apply for the protection, relocation, and/or removal of existing 
trees and large cacti. The following measures shall apply to all 
trees and large cacti, other than trees for which a removal permit 
has been issued:

    Prior to commencement of construction activities, a Native 
Plant Inventory showing all trees, saguaros, barrel cactus, 
and ocotillo shall be inventoried on an accurate site map or 
Site Plan noting location, caliper size, height, species, and 
suitability for relocation.

    If tree or cacti removal occurs without obtaining the proper 
permits or by accidental damage, the Builder, or Owner, 
will be required to replace damaged or removed plant 
materials with plant materials of the same size or larger and 
of the same species. 

    Placement of all new landscape material shall be located so 
as to minimize the overspray and/or fl ow of irrigation water 
to the areas within the dripline of existing trees.

    Saguaros and cacti that are relocated must be carefully 
transplanted in the same solar orientation to prevent the 
risk of sunburn and plant death. Consult an experienced 
saguaro devegetation and revegetation Contractor prior to 
transplanting native saguaros and cacti.
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4.4.2 Tree and Cacti Relocation and Removal

The removal of trees on any portion of a Lot is prohibited unless 
written approval is granted from the Design Review Committee. 
A Native Plant Inventory is required to be submitted for each 
Lot at Concept Design phase. The following guidelines shall 
apply for the protection, relocation, and/or removal of existing 
trees:

    Prior to commencement of construction activities, a Native 
Plant Inventory showing all trees, saguaros, barrel cactus, 
and ocotillo shall be completed on an accurate site map or 
site plan noting location, caliper size, height, species, and 
suitability for relocation.

    A plant salvage Contractor with a proven record of 
successful native plant salvage practices must perform all 
native tree and cactus salvage activities.

    If tree removal occurs without obtaining the proper permits 
or by accidental damage, the Owner or Builder will be 
required to replace the damaged or removed trees with trees 
of the same size or larger and of the same species. 

    No removal of existing trees or cacti outside of the Building 
Envelope is allowed. Locate utilities and driveways to avoid 
impact.

4.4.3 Revegetation 

The purpose of revegetation is to restore any areas disturbed 
by construction to a natural appearance in a manner that 
matches the maturity and patterns of the adjacent natural 
desert. Revegetation includes the combination of trees, shrubs, 
cacti, and seeds used to achieve the desired result. Revegetation 
plant material must be planted in a density, species pattern and 
arrangement that is similar to the undisturbed native landscape 
in the immediate area.

    In cases where the Native Zone is disturbed and 
revegetation is required, fi fty (50) percent of the planting 
must be Bursage, twenty (20) percent must be Creosote or 
Jojoba, ten (10) percent must be cactus, and the remaining 
twenty (20) percent can include other shrubs, accents, and 
native grasses.

    Do not place vegetation in geometric massings. Match the 
natural, random patterns and densities of the adjacent native 
desert.

    To aid in the establishment of revegetation plant material, 
an automatic drip irrigation system is required for the 
fi rst year. In addition, supplemental hand watering will 
promote seed germination and growth. Once the plants are 
established, the irrigation system to the revegetation areas 
should be abandoned.

4.4.4 Potential Interim Revegetation

If construction of the Home has not commenced within eighteen 
(18) months from the original date of purchase (close of 
escrow) of the Lot from the Developer, the Owner may be 
required to revegetate all disturbed portions of the Lot in 
accordance with the following guidelines:

    Revegetation shall be completed in accordance with the 
criteria in the Supplemental Declaration.  Please refer to the 
Supplemental Declaration additional details.

    Property Owners should be aware that the construction 
of infrastructure, including but not limited to, streets, 
drainage, and utilities will result in devegetation, grading 
and disturbance to areas outside of the street right−of−way 
or easement locations but within the Owner’s Lot.  This 
grading and disturbance, which may include areas which 
fall across portions of the Lots, is necessary in order to 
construct the infrastructure.  Some Lots may be completely 
graded while other Lots may be partially graded and others 
may only have disturbance along the streets.
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4.5 LIST OF ACCEPTABLE PLANTS

Each Home landscape design must adhere to the practice of 
utilizing native and adapted, low water use plant materials, 
as identifi ed in the list of acceptable plants provided. The 
plant list is organized by species type: trees, accents, grasses, 
groundcovers, vines and wildfl owers. The use of non−native 
species is restricted to areas enclosed by the Home and courtyard 
walls. All plants proposed for installation, and installed, must 
conform to the List of Acceptable Plants. The Design Review 
Committee may consider approving plants not on the list, 
when an Owner makes a formal submittal of proposed species, 
growing habits, and photos. Plant species listed in this Verrado 
plant list are subject to change. See Appendix at the end of this 
section for List of Acceptable Plants.

4.5.1 Prohibited Plant List

The plant materials set forth in the Prohibited Plant List will 
include species with characteristics, which are undesirable by 
reason of profuse and noxious pollen, excessive height, weed−like 
characteristics of excessive growth and high water demands. 
Under no circumstances is it permissible to plant any Prohibited 
Plant within Verrado.

The following is a list of Prohibited Plants that are not allowed 
in the Custom Home Lots. This list may change over time. 
Obtain a current copy of the Prohibited Plant List from the 
Design Review Committee representative.

List of Prohibited Plants
All Palms (except Sago Palm and Mediterranean Fan Palm)
All Pine species
Cypress (Cupressus)
False Cypress (Chamaecyparis)
Juniper or Cedar (Juniperus)
Fountain Grass (Pennisetum setaceum)
Mexican Blue Palo Verde (Parkinsonia aculeatra)
Desert Broom (Bacchuris sarthroides)

4.5.2 Protected Plants

Protected Plants are those desert plants, which must be 
protected and/or transplanted as defi ned by the State of Arizona, 
including all existing trees with four (4) inch caliper or greater. 
Improvements should be sited to avoid these protected species if 
at all possible; however, they may be carefully transplanted. It 
is recommended that competent professionals be consulted prior 
to transplanting any desert plant materials. The Design Review 
Committee may require replacement of any plant, which dies 
during transplanting with a plant of the same species and size.
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4.6 DESIGN OF THE IRRIGATION 
SYSTEM

Automatic irrigation systems are required for constructed 
landscape areas on all Lots. In addition to automatic irrigation 
systems, water capture systems used to harvest run−off for future 
re−use are an appropriate way to provide water for plants in 
managed amounts. An irrigation design professional should be 
consulted to provide an effi cient watering system that promotes 
healthy plant growth and minimizes water loss due to run−off 
and evapotranspiration. 

4.6.1 General Design Considerations

    All landscape areas, except undisturbed areas in the Native 
Zone, shall be maintained on automatic drip irrigation 
system. 

    Portions of the irrigation system used for revegetation areas 
may be abandoned over time if plants have reached a level 
of sustainability.

    Introduction of irrigation water, by overspray, run−off, or 
other means, to areas within existing driplines under native 
trees shall be avoided.

    Valve or other fl ush mounted boxes shall match the color of 
the ground surface (tan to match soil color or green when 
in turf).

    Locate valve boxes, fl ush caps, wall−mounted or 
above−ground equipment, etc., in inconspicuous areas of 
the site, and set boxes on fl at ground to minimize visibility. 
Avoid locating equipment and boxes in turf areas.

    Paint free−standing or wall−mounted equipment to match the 
exterior color of the house or the walls on which they are 
mounted.

Valves
    Different plant species require varying amounts of 

water and frequency of application. Proper valving can 
signifi cantly reduce maintenance and water costs. Separate 
valves should be considered for: trees, low−water use 
shrubs, ornamental shrubs, turf, pots or fruit/vegetable 
gardens.

    Additional valves should be considered to accommodate 
exposure differences. For example, most plants located in 
shady zones will require less water than the same plant 
placed in an exposure that receives full sun.

Turf Irrigation
    Spray irrigation is limited to turf areas only.

    If rotors and low trajectory type heads are needed to irrigate 
turf areas, provide separate valves for each to maximize 
control and effi ciency of the system.

    Runoff into streets, on sidewalks, onto neighboring 
properties, or into natural areas not previously part of the 
site drainage pattern, is prohibited.

4.6.1 Design for Performance and Reduced 
Consumption

Spray irrigation can create signifi cant runoff after only a few 
minutes of operation. Homeowners must manage their irrigation 
water properly by: 

    Managing the duration of the irrigation cycle to avoid runoff 
conditions. 

    Properly grading and sloping the land to direct or hold 
runoff.

    Preparing the soil prior to planting to ensure good drainage. 

    Refer to Arizona Department of Water Resources Agency 
for the most current ordinances governing effi cient use of 
irrigation water.
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4.7 EXTERIOR LIGHTING DESIGN

The lighting philosophy for Verrado is to achieve overall 
reduced light levels throughout the Community by strategically 
illuminating landscape and outdoor spaces. The objective 
is to preserve the night sky ambiance, yet permit lighting as 
required for safety and aesthetics. These Guidelines outline 
general lighting criteria that will provide proper aesthetics and 
functionality for the residential exterior environment for Homes 
in Verrado, and have been developed to assist the Homeowner, 
Builder, and lighting designer in selecting appropriate lighting 
fi xtures. The issues addressed identify specifi c needs that can be 
integrated into a cohesive and pleasing lighting composition. 

The following defi nitions relate to lighting design:

    Function—The activities and uses for the intended area

    Safety—The level of comfort and security

    Aesthetics—The look and feel desired for the landscaped 
Grounds and the Home Style

4.7.1 Shielding and Diff used Light

The most effective way to control uncomfortable brightness is 
to shield light sources so they cannot be seen in your normal 
fi eld of view. Another effective technique is to diffuse the light 
source with translucent glass shades that adequately shield the 
brightness and form of the light source.

    All light fi xtures shall be well shielded to conceal the light 
source and eliminate glare, or have translucent glass shades 
that signifi cantly reduce glare. This reduces light “hot 
spots” and greatly enhances the overall look and feel of the 
nighttime environment.

    Select light fi xtures with good optical controls to enable 
light to be distributed in the most effective and effi cient 
manner. 

    Use of shielded outdoor light fi xtures, with light cut−off 
above ninety (90) degrees from the horizon, is required 
except for decorative wall sconces and wall−mounted or 
ceiling−mounted lights. 

    Fixtures used for decorative wall sconces and wall−mounted 
or ceiling−mounted lights are allowed when translucent glass 
shades and maximum forty (40) watt lamps are provided. 
For fi xtures with three (3) lamps or more, the maximum 
wattage per lamp is twenty−fi ve (25) watts.

4.7.2 Color of Light 

The range of color compositions in light is measured using the 
color temperature scale. The following is a list of lamp types 
that have a range of light colors acceptable for use in Verrado:

    Incandescent—A−lamps, T−lamps, R−lamps, and 
candelabra−based lamps are the warmest in color and have 
a “soft” output, but are not as compact as some halogen 
sources.

    Halogen—These are available in both one−hundred−twenty 
(120) volt and twelve (12) volt confi gurations. An 
example of a one−hundred−twenty (120) volt halogen 
source is a PAR lamp. Some examples of a twelve (12) 
volt halogen source are an MR−11, an MR−16, or a bi−pin, 
which would typically be used for landscape lighting.

    Compact Fluorescent—Only fi xtures in warm color 
temperatures in the 2,700 degree K to 3,000 degree K are 
acceptable, and typically have long life properties.

High−intensity discharge sources like metal halide and high 
pressure sodium are not permitted and do not comply with 
the maximum lumen output. Mercury vapor and unshielded 
fl oodlights are prohibited.

Lighting technology will change rapidly, and new lamp 
products will become available from time to time that could be 
acceptable in Verrado. New technology submittals made to the 
Design Review Committee for approval will be reviewed for 
light color, effi ciency, and application. 
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4.7.3 Lighting Design Objectives

Exterior lighting design must meet the following objectives after 
identifying areas to be illuminated. The following objectives 
apply to normal daily lighting expectations.

General:
    The maximum wattage of any lamp used in an exterior 

condition is seventy−fi ve (75) watts. 

Using the lowest wattage possible to achieve the desired 
illumination effect is encouraged.

Yards and Landscaped Areas: 
    Integrate lighting hardware with hardscape and landscape 

features. Lighted accentuation of tree layouts along guest 
arrival areas will be considered.

    Utilize moonlighting effects by placing fi xtures in the tree 
canopy in addition to ground mounted fi xtures.

    Locate light fi xtures only where needed for general−purpose 
or security lighting.

    Select lighting hardware that blends with the landscape 
and architectural character of the Home.

    Conserve energy.

Exterior Facades:

    Limit the use of ground−mounted uplights or soffi t−mounted 
downlights located in eaves to illuminate architectural 
facades.

    Wall−hung or ceiling−hung ornamental coach lights with 
translucent glass and bulbs at a maximum wattage of 
forty (40) watts are acceptable at primary and secondary 
entrances.

    Decorative ceiling−hung lights with opaque shades that cast 
light downward are acceptable in arcades.
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4.7.4 Energy Conservation

Lighting manufacturers now offer lamps that have higher 
effi ciencies, excellent color rendering properties, and longer 
life. Most lamp resources are available in an energy−saving 
confi guration. New lighting techniques, fi xtures, lamps, and 
equipment provide the opportunity to meet the requirements for 
illumination of outdoor environments while decreasing energy 
consumption. 

4.7.5 Fixtures and Applications

Lighting hardware should be selected for its light quality 
and functionality, aesthetic quality, ease of maintenance, and 
maximum useful life. The following sections include types of 
approved lighting fi xtures with descriptions of each.

Fixtures Related to Architectural Styles
Exterior light fi xtures must relate to the architectural Style of the 
Home. The scale of fi xtures must be considered in relation to the 
wall or architectural feature that it is mounted on or adjacent to.

Interior Lighting
Windows can create a contrast problem at night if interior 
lighting is not properly designed or installed. If clerestory 
windows are combined with soffi t lighting, the lamp must be 
screened from view from outside, including above, and directed 
away from the window. The lamps of interior soffi t lighting 
must not be Visible from Adjacent Lots. Soffi t and interior 
lighting that create “hot spots” when the light refl ects off of 
walls or ceilings should be avoided. Interior lighting may not be 
directed up into any skylights.

Wall Sconces and Lanterns
Wall sconces and lanterns are intended to provide low−level 
general illumination at doorways, gates, and patios. Providing 
comfortable illumination and controlling glare are the most 
important features of this type of luminaire. Shielded and 
diffused light fi xtures with select Styles of lenses are allowed.

Transparent lenses, lightly sandblasted clear glass, and acrylic 
prismatic lenses do not adequately diffuse the lamp image. 
Thick, translucent, integral−colored glass that has a combination 
perforated screen and translucent diffuser is an appropriate 
diffusing technique.

Garden Lights
Garden lights provide illumination for paths, walkways, 
gardens, and patio perimeters. To avoid a contrived appearance, 
lights must not be installed in a row along the edge of a path or 
driveway, unless they support formal tree or hardscape design 
elements.

Step Lights
Step lights provide illumination for stairways and doorways and 
are most effective when the light source is completely shielded. 
Light fi xtures with fl uorescent lamps and louvers typically use 
less energy and require less maintenance.

Trees and Specimen Plants
Ground−mounted twelve (12) volt halogen accent lights are the 
most effective way to uplight trees and specimen plants, and 
simultaneously minimize light spill to the night sky. These light 
fi xtures combine effi cient use of a twelve (12) volt halogen 
lamp in a fi xture package that provides a high degree of glare 
control. Tree−mounted twelve (12) volt halogen downlights, 
called “moonlighting,” can provide a pleasant way to accent 
plant material under trees while providing low−level area 
illumination at the ground level.
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Security Lighting
Installing wall−mounted, unshielded security fl oodlights is not 
allowed. Security lights (including fl ood lights and lights on 
motion detectors, and/or shielded fl oodlights for the purpose 
of security illumination) are strongly discouraged, but may 
be allowed subject to specifi c approval of the Design Review 
Committee, subject to the following criteria:

    Security lights are prohibited on any elevation of a 
Residence that faces a street.

    Security lights not allowed in the Native Zone, Enhanced 
Zone or anywhere outside of the Building Envelope. 

    Security lights may not exceed 75 watts or 1200 lumens per 
location.

    Security lights must still meet the requirements of shielding 
of the light sources, and the light sources should not be 
Visible from Adjacent Lot. The hood or shield on a security 
light must extend at least 1” beyond the face of the lamp.

    Security lights may not be mounted higher than the eave 
line of the house or ten (10) feet from adjacent fi nished 
grade (whichever is the smaller dimension). 

    Security lights must be pointed in a downward direction 
and may not cause excessive glare or light spill onto 
Adjacent Lots. 

    Security lights may be switched or on a motion detector. 
If on a switch, security lights may not be left on past 
midnight. If on a motion detector, security lights will 
only be allowed to stay lit for a maximum of twenty (20) 
continuous minutes. Care must be taken to avoid setting 
off the motion detector by the motion of vegetation and the 
movement of pets or wildlife.

    Security lights will not be allowed to operate for the 
purpose of general illumination.

    If problems with security lights occur, the Design Review 
Committee and the Association reserve the right to demand 
that the fi xtures be disconnected.

    Building−mounted security lighting should be painted to 
match the color of the mounting surface.

    Security lighting can be provided utilizing twelve (12) 
volt MR−16 type spotlights. These spotlights are very 
compact in size and have more narrow directional light 
patterns.

Underwater Lighting
When used discretely in water features, underwater lamps are 
preferred because they incorporate the functionality and energy 
effi ciency of twelve (12) volt halogen lamps. They can be used 
in a wide variety of applications including fountains and custom 
water features. Thoughtful placement of these lamps is important 
to avoid exposing a light source or causing glare.

Sport Court Lighting
Pole−mounted light fi xtures and wall−mounted sport court 
lighting fi xtures for the purpose of approved sport court 
illumination is not allowed. The Design Review Committee can, 
at it’s sole discretion, review and consider the use of sport court 
lighting.

Porch Lighting for Town Lots
For Homes with porches, continuously operating lighting at 
front porches and the front of Homes is a key design principle 
at Verrado. This type of lighting helps to create attractive streets, 
welcoming neighborhoods and a sense of Community vitality. 
Therefore, for those Lots designated as Town Lots, each Home 
shall be required to maintain at least one (1) light which 
operates in the “on” position from dusk to dawn on all days on 
either the front porch or near the front door of the Home. Such 
light shall be on a photocell or other automatic timer to ensure 
consistent and continuous operation.
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Lighting on Garages in Alley
One coach light is required per garage door.  Double doors 
require two coach lights.  These coach lights must be on a 
dusk−to−dawn timer or photometric switch and are required to 
provide the general illumination for the alley.

Driveway Lighting
The lighting of driveways is strongly discouraged because of the 
negative visual impact on the overall Community, especially as 
viewed from below. A series of lights up the foothills as viewed 
from a distance is not attractive, nor desirable to the overall 
Community. If, in the opinion of the Design Review Committee, 

lights along driveways and parking areas do not create visual 
concerns, the Design Review Committee may approve driveway 
lights subject to the following criteria:

    Pole−mounted or wall−mounted light fi xtures may be no 
higher than eighteen (18) inches above the driving surface, 
and the fi xtures must be located on the “downhill” side of 
the drive and aimed toward the “uphill” side of the drive.

    Tree−hung down lights are allowed and may be no higher 
than seven (7) feet above the driving surface. 

    The light source of all fi xtures must be recessed and fully 
shielded, including any light leak from the top of the 
fi xture.
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    In general, driveway and parking area lights must light only 
the driveway surface and not site walls or landscape. Subtle 
uplighting of landscaping or site walls along driveways is 
allowed when appropriate fi xtures, built for low glare and 
directional beams of light, are proposed.

    The maximum foot−candles allowed at any point beyond ten 
(10) feet from the fi xture is 0.25 foot−candles. 

    The spacing of driveway light fi xtures shall generally be 
fi fty (50) feet apart and a minimum of twenty−fi ve (25) 
feet apart, unless otherwise approved by the Design Review 
Committee. 

    All Homeowner−provided lights must be located outside of 
P.U.E. 

    Dark−colored, durable metal fi xtures are appropriate. 

    Cut sheets and photometric charts of any proposed light 
fi xtures for driveways and parking areas must be submitted 
with the Final Design Submittal.

In an effort to minimize unnecessary light pollution, driveway 
lights should generally be turned off by manual or automatic 
methods by midnight, and should generally be turned off 
completely during extended times in which the Home is not 
occupied.

Fixtures to Avoid
Fixtures that are not properly shielded to avoid glare and light 
spill, that are made of low−quality materials, or that are not 
complementary to the character of the Home Style are not 
allowed. Fixtures made of plastic or other nondurable materials 
will not be allowed.
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BOTANICAL NAME                                     COMMON NAME

REGENT HILLS CUSTOM HOME GUIDELINES LIST OF ACCEPTABLE PLANTS
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DESERT THEME TRANSITION

X*    Cannot be used in outer limits of private zone

Note:  Large shrubs pruned as trees are acceptable for use in front yards, 
but cannot be included in the required trees quantity calculations.

TREES

Acacia abyssinica Abyssinian Acacia    X   X

Acacia aneura Mulga   X X  X X

Acacia berlandieri Berlandier Acacia   X X  X X

Acacia constricta Whitethorn Acacia X X X X X X X

Acacia greggii Catclaw Acacia X X X X X X X

Acacia pendula Weeping Acacia    X*   X*

Acacia salicina Willow Acacia   X X*  X X*

Acacia saligna Weeping Wattle   X X*  X X*

Acacia schaffneri Twisted Acacia   X X  X X

Acacia smallii Sweet Acacia   X X  X X

Acacia stenophylla Shoestring Acacia   X X*  X X*

Acacia willardiana Palo Blanco   X X*  X X*

Albizia julibrissin Silk Tree, Mimosa    X*   X*

Bauhinia species Orchid Tree    X*   X*

Bauhinia variegata  Purple Orchid Tree    X*   X*

Bauhinia variegata ‘Candida’ White Orchid Tree    X*   X

Caesalpinia cacalaco Cascalote   X X  X X

Canotia holacantha Crucifi xion Thorn X X X X X X X

Carya illinoensis Pecan       X*

Celtis reticulata Net−Leaf hackberry   X X  X X

Cercis canadensis v. ‘Mexicana’ Mexican Redbud    X*   X*

Cercis occidentalis Western Redbud    X*   X*

Chilopsis linearis Desert Willow  X X X X X X

Chitalpa tashkinensis hybrid Chitalpa    X*   X

Chorisia speciosa Floss Silk Tree       X*

Citrus species Citrus    X*   X*

Cupressus sempervirens Italian Cypress       X*

Dalbergia sissoo Sissoo       X*

Ebenopsis ebano (Pithecellobium fl exicaule) Texas Ebony   X X  X X

Eucalyptus brockwayi Dundas Mahogany       X*

Eucalyptus campaspe Silver Topped Gimlet       X*

Eucalyptus dumosa White Mallee       X*

Eucalyptus erthrocorys Red Cap Gum       X*

Eucalyptus fl ocktoniae Merritt       X*

Eucalyptus gardneri Blue Mallett       X*

Eucalyptus megacornuta Warty Yate       X*

Eucalyptus microtheca Snow Queen       X*

Eucalyptus nichollii Willow Leafed Peppermint       X*

Eucalyptus torquata Coral Gum       X*
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Eucalyptus woodwardii Lemon Flowered Gum       X*

Eysenhartia orthocarpa Kidneywood   X X  X X

Ficus benjamina Weeping Chinese Banyan       X*

Ficus microcarpa nitida Compact Indian Laurel Fig       X*

Fortunella margarita Kumquat    X*   X*

Fraxinus greggii Littleleaf Ash   X X  X X*

Fraxinus uhdei Shamel Ash       X*

Fraxinus velutina ‘Fantex’ Ash       X*

Gleditsia triacanthos Honey Locust       X*

Havardia mexicanum (Pitecellobium m.) Mexican Ebony   X X  X X

Havardia pallens (Pithecellobium p.) Tenaza   X X  X X

Jacaranda mimosifolia Jacaranda       X*

Leucaena retusa Golden Ball Lead Tree   X X  X X

Lysiloma candida Palo Blanco   X X  X X

Lysiloma microphylla v. thornberi Fern of the Desert   X X  X X

Olea europaea (non−fruiting varieties) Fruitless Olive    X*   X*

Olneya tesota Desert Ironwood (front yard 7’ ht. min.) X X X X X X X

Parkinsonia fl orida (Cercidium f.) Blue Palo Verde X X X X X X X

Parkinsonia hybrid (Cercidium) Hybrid Palo Verde   X X  X X

Parkinsonia microphyllum (Cercidium m.) Foothills Palo Verde X X X X X X X

Parkinsonia praecox (Cercidium p.) Palo Brea   X X  X X

Pistacia atlantica x intergerrima Red Push Pistache       X*

Pittosporum phillyraeoides Willow Pittosporum    X*   X*

Platanus wrightii Arizona Sycamore       X

Populus fremontii ‘Nevada’ Fremont Cottonwood       X

Prosopis alba Argentine Mesquite    X   X

Prosopis glandulosa glandulosa Texas Honey Mesquite  X X X X X X

Prosopis glandulosa torreyana Western Honey Mesquite  X X X X X X

Prosopis hybrids (i.e., ‘Phoenix’) Mesquite  X X X X X X

Prosopis julifl ora (P. velutina) Arizona Native Mesquite X X X X X X X

Prunus cerasifera Purple Leaf Plum    X*   X*

Prunus species Fruit−bearing varieties    X*   X*

Pyrus kawakamii Evergreen Pear    X*   X*

Quercus species Oak       X*

Quercus virginiana ‘Heritage’ Heritage Live Oak or other varieties       X*

Robinia ambigua ‘Idahoensis’ Idaho Locust or other varieties       X*

Robinia neomexicana New Mexico Locust       X*

Salix gooddingii Goodding Willow       X

Schinus molle California Pepper Tree       X

Schinus terebinthefolius Brazilian Pepper Tree       X*
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Note:  Large shrubs pruned as trees are acceptable for use in front yards, 
but cannot be included in the required trees quantity calculations.

Tipuana tipu Tipu Tree    X*   X*

Ulmus parvifolia Evergreen Elm       X*

Vitex agnus−castus Chaste Tree   X X  X X

SHRUBS       

Abutilon palmeri Desert Abutilon   X X  X X

Acacia craspedocarpa Leather−Leaf Acacia   X X  X X

Alyogyne huegelii Blue Hibiscus    X  X X

Alyosia lycioides White Bush   X X  X X

Alyosia wrightii Wright’s Bee Bush  X X X X  X

Anisacanthus andersonii Anderson’s Honeysuckle   X X  X X

Anisacanthus quadrifi dus (all varities) Mountain Flame   X X  X X

Anisacanthus thurberi Desert Honeysuckle   X X  X X

Asclepias linaria Pineleaf Milkweed   X X  X X

Atriplex canescens Four Wing Salt Bush   X X  X X

Aucuba japonica Japanese Aucuba    X   X

Bahinia lunarioides Orchid     X   X

Bebbia juncea Chuckwalla’s Delight  X X X X X X

Berberis haematocarpa Red Barberry   X X  X X

Bougainvillea species Bougainvillea   X X  X X

Buddleia marrubiifolia Woolly Butterfl y Bush   X X  X X

Buxus m. japonica Japanese Boxwood   X X  X X

Caesalpinia gilliesii Yellow Bird of Paradise   X X  X X

Caesalpinia mexicana Mexican Bird of Paradise   X X  X X

Caesalpinia pulcherrima Red Bird of Paradise   X X  X X

Calliandra californica Baja Fairy Duster  X X X X X X

Calliandra eriophylla Pink Fairy Duster X X X X X X X

Carissa grandifl ora Natal Plum     X   X

Caryopteris x clandonensis ‘Dark Knight’ Blue Mist   X X  X X

Celtis pallida Desert Hackberry  X X X X X X

Cordia boissieri Texas Olive    X   X

Cordia parvifolia Little Leaf Cordia   X X  X X

Dalea bicolor v. argyraea Silver Dalea   X X  X X

Dalea frutescens Black Dalea   X X  X X

Dalea pulchra Indigo Bush  X X X X X X

Dalea versicolor var. sessilis Wislizenus Dalea   X X  X X

Dicliptera suberecta Velvet Honeysuckle   X X  X X

Dodonaea viscosa Hopbush   X X  X X

Dodonea viscosa ‘Purpurea’ Purple Hopbush   X X  X X

Duranta erecta Sky Flower    X   X

Elastica decora Rubber Plant    X   X
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Encelia f arinosa Brittlebush X X X X X X X

Ephedra fasciculata Joint Fir X X X X X X X

Ephedra trifurca  Mormon Tea X X X X X X X

Eremophila laanii ‘Pink Beauty’ Emu Bush   X X  X X

Eremophila maculata  Valentine   X X X X X X

Eremophila maculata  Winter Gold   X X  X X

Eremophila racemosa Easter Egg Bush    X   X

Eremophila x Summertime Blue Summertime Blue    X   X

Ericameria laricifolia Turpentine Bush X X X X X X X

Ericameria nauseosus (Chrysothamnus n.) Rabbit Bush   X X  X X

Eriogonum fasculatum v. poliofolium Wild Buckwheat  X X X X X X

Eriogonum wrightii Wright Buckwheat  X X X X X X

Eucalyptus shrub species Eucalyptus    X   X

Euryops pectinatus Golden Euryops    X   X

Feijoa sellowiana Pineapple Guava    X   X

Genista hispanica Spanish Broom   X X  X X

Gutierrezia sarothrae Snakeweed  X X X X X X

Hamelia patens Fire Bush    X   X

Haplopappus gooddingii Goldenweed   X X  X X

Herissantia crispa Indian Mallow   X X  X X

Hibiscus rosa−sinensis Chinese Hibiscus    X   X

Hymenoclea salsola Burrobush  X X X X X X

Hyptis emoryi Desert Lavender X X X X X X X

Jasminum mesnyi Primrose Jasmine    X   X

Juniperus chinesis varieties Juniper    X   X

Justicia californica Chuparosa X X X X X X X

Justicia candicans (ovata) Red Honeysuckle   X X  X X

Justicia spicigera Mexican Honeysuckle   X X  X X

Krameria parvifolia Ratany X X X X X X X

Lagerstroemia indica Crape Myrtle    X*   X*

Lantana species Bush Lantana   X X  X X

Larrea tridentata Creosote Bush X X X X X X X

Leucophyllum species Sage varieties   X X  X X

Ligustrum lucidium Glossy Privet    X*   X*

Lycium andersonii Desert Wolfberry X X X X X X X

Lycium fremontii Fremont Lycium  X X X X X X

Malpighia emarginata ‘mariquita’ Barbados Cherry    X   X

Maytenus phyllanthoides Mangle Dulce    X   X

Melaleuca species Honey Myrtle    X   X

Mimosa dysocarpa Velvet Pot Mimosa   X X  X X
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Myrtus communis (all varieties) True Myrtle    X   X

Nandina domestica  Heavenly Bamboo     X   X

Nerium oleander varieties Oleander    X   X

Perovskia atriplicifolia Russian Sage    X   X

Phlomis fruticosa Jerusalem Sage   X X  X X

Photinia fraseri Fraser’s Photinia    X   X

Pittosporum tobira Japanese Mock Orange    X   X

Plumbago auriculata Cape Plumbago    X   X

Plumbago scandens Summer Snow    X X  X X

Podocarpus macrophyllus Yew Pine    X   X

Poliomintha maderensis Lavender Spice   X X  X X

Prunus carolina Laurel Cherry    X   X

Punica granatum varieties Pomegranate    X  X X

Pyracantha varieties Pyracantha    X   X

Raphiolepis indica Indian Hawthorne    X   X

Rhus ovata Sugarbush   X X  X X

Rhus trilobata Squaw Bush   X X  X X

Rhus virens Evergreen Sumac   X X  X X

Rosa species Rose    X   X

Rosmarinus offi cinalis Rosemary    X   X

Ruellia species Ruellia   X X  X X

Russelia equisetiformis Coral Fountain    X  X X

Salazaria mexicana Paperbag Bush  X X X  X X

Salvia species Sage varieties   X X  X X

Sambucus species Elderberry    X   X

Senna didymobotrya (Cassia d.) Popcorn Cassia    X   X

Senna nemophila (Cassia n.) Desert Cassia   X X  X X

Senna obligata (Cassia o.) Outback Cassia   X X  X X

Senna phyllodinea (Cassia p.) Silver−Leaf Cassia   X X  X X

Senna wislizenii (Cassia w.) Shrubby Senna   X X  X X

Simmondsia chinesis Jojoba X X X X X X X

Simmondsia chinensis ‘Vista’ Vista Jojoba X X X X X X X

Sophora species Texas Mountain Laurel   X X  X X

Sphaeralcea ambigua Desert Globemallow X X X X X X X

Tagetes lemmonii (T. palmeri) Mt. Lemmon Marigold  X X X X X X

Tagetes lucida Mexican Tarragon   X X  X X

Tecoma stans (all varieties & hybrids) Yellow Bells   X X  X X

Tecomaria capensis Cape Honeysuckle    X   X

Teucrium fruticans ‘Azurea’ Shrubby Germander   X X  X X

Thevetia peruviana Yellow Oleander    X   X
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Trixis californica Trixis X X X X X X X

Vauquelinia californica  Arizona Rosewood   X X X X X

Vauquelinia corymbosa spp. Angustifolia Chisos Rosewood   X X X X X

Viguiera parishii (V. deltoidea) Goldeneye  X X X X X X

Wedelia texana (Zexmenia hispida) Devil’s River   X X  X X

Xylosma congestum Xylosma    X   X

Zauschneria californica California Fucshia    X   X

Ziziphus obtusifolia Greythorn  X X X X X X

ACCENTS        

Acanthus mollis Acanthus    X   X

Agapanthus species Lily−of−the−Nile    X   X

Agave americana Century Plant  X X X X X X

Agave attenuata Ghost Agave    X   X

Agave bovicornuta Cowshorn Agave   X X  X X

Agave colorata Mescal Ceniza  X X X X X X

Agave deserti Desert Agave X X X X X X X

Agave desmettiana Agave   X X  X X

Agave geminifl ora Twin Flowered Agave   X X  X X

Agave macroacantha NCN   X X  X X

Agave murpheyi Murphy’s Agave  X X X X X X

Agave ocahui Agave   X X  X X

Agave palmeri Palmer’s Agave X X X X X X X

Agave parryi v. truncata Parry’s Agave   X X  X X

Agave salmiana Pulque Agave   X X  X X

Agave scabra NCN  X X X X X X

Agave tequiliana Tequila Agave   X X  X X

Agave toumeyana Toumey’s Agave  X X X X X X

Agave victoriae−reginae Royal Agave   X X  X X

Agave vilmoriniana Octopus Agave   X X  X X

Agave weberi Smooth−Leaf Agave   X X  X X

Aloe species Aloe varieties   X X  X X

Anigozanthos fl avidus Kangaroo Paw    X   X

Aquilegia chrysantha Golden−Spurred Columbine    X   X

Asclepias subulata Desert Milkweed X X X X X X X

Aspidistra elatior Cast−Iron Plant    X   X

Berlandiera lyrata Chocolate Flower   X X  X X

Canna species Canna    X   X

Carnegiea gigantea Saguaro X X X X X X X

Cereus species Cereus varieties   X X  X X

Cycas revoluta Sago Palm    X   X
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Cyperus alternifolius  Umbrella Plant    X   X

Dasylirion acrotriche Green Desert Spoon   X X  X X

Dasylirion leiophyllum Desert Spoon   X X  X X

Dasylirion longissimum Mexican Tree Grass   X X  X X

Dasylirion wheeleri Desert Spoon  X X X X X X

Datura inoxia Sacred Datura/Jimsonweed   X X  X X

Dietes bicolor Fortnight Lily    X   X

Dietes vegeta Evergreen Iris    X   X

Dioon edule Mexican Sago    X   X

Echinocactus grusonii Golden Barrel Cactus   X X  X X

Echinocereus engelmannii Engelmann’s Hedgehog X X X X X X X

Echinocereus pectinatus v. rigidissimus Rainbow Cactus X X X X X X X

Ensete ventricosum Abyssinian Banana    X   X

Equisetum laevigatum Horsetail    X   X

Euphorbia antisyphilitica Candelilla   X X  X X

Euphorbia myrsinites Euphorbia   X X  X X

Euphorbia rigida Gopher Plant   X X  X X

Euphorbia tirucalli Pencil Bush   X X  X X

Fatsia japonica Japanese Aralia    X   X

Ferocactus acanthodes Compass Barrel Cactus X X X X X X X

Ferocactus wislizenii Fishhook Barrel X X X X X X X

Fouquieria macdougalii Mexican Tree Ocotillo  X X X X X X

Fouquieria splendens Ocotillo X X X X X X X

Gaillardia arizonica Arizona Blanketfl ower  X X X X X X

Gaillardia puchella Indian Blanket  X X X X X X

Gaura lindheimeri Gaura   X X  X X

Hemerocallis species Daylily    X   X

Hesperaloe campanulata Bell Flowering Hesperaloe   X X  X X

Hesperaloe funifera Giant Hesperaloe   X X  X X

Hesperaloe nocturna Night−Blooming Hesperaloe  X X X  X X

Hesperaloe parvifl ora Red or Yellow Yucca  X X X X X X

Krascheninnikovia lanata Winterfat  X X X X X X

Lophocereus schottii Senita Cactus   X X  X X

Lophocereus schottii f a. monstrosus Totem Pole Cactus   X X  X X

Mammillaria species Mammillaria varieties   X X  X X

Manfreda maculosa Manfreda    X   X

Mimulus bigelovii Bigelow’s Monkey Flower   X X  X X

Mimulus cardinalis Monkey Flower   X X  X X

Nolina species Bear Grass   X X  X X

Oenothera speciosa (O. berlandieri) Mexican Evening Primrose  X X X X X X
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Opuntia acanthocarpa Buckhorn Cholla X X X X X X X

Opuntia basilaris Beavertail Prickly Pear  X X X X X X

Opuntia bigelovii Teddybear Cholla X X X X X X X

Opuntia chlorotica Pancake Prickly Pear X X X X X X X

Opuntia engelmannii Engelmann’s Prickly Pear X X X X X X X

Opuntia fi cus−indica Indian Fig Prickly Pear   X X X X X

Opuntia fulgida Chainfruit Cholla X X X X X X X

Opuntia imbricata Tree Cholla  X X X X X X

Opuntia kleiniae Klein Cholla  X X X X X X

Opuntia leptocaulis Christmas Cactus  X X X X X X

Opuntia microdasys Bunny Ears  X X X X X X

Opuntia robusta Silver Dollar Prickly Pear  X X X X X X

Opuntia santa−rita Purple Prickly Pear  X X X X X X

Opuntia spinosior Cane Cholla  X X X X X X

Opuntia violacea Purple Prickly Pear  X X X X X X

Opuntia violacea v. macrocentra Santa Rita Prickly Pear  X X X X X X

Pachycereus marginatus Mexican Organ Pipe   X X X X X

Pedilanthus macrocarpus Lady Slipper   X X  X X

Penstemon species Penstemon  X X X X X X

Philodendron selloum Philodendron    X   X

Phoenix robellini Pigmy Date Palm    X   X

Portulacaria afra Elephant’s Food   X X  X X

Sanseveria species Mother−in−law’s Tongue    X   X

Setcreqasea pallida Purple Heart Plant    X   X

Stachys coccinea Texas Betony   X X  X X

Stenocereus marginatus Mexican Fence Post   X X  X X

Stenocereus thurberi Organ Pipe Cactus  X X X  X X

Strelitzia reginae Tropical Bird of Paradise    X   X

Trichocereus candicans Argentine Trichocereus   X X  X X

Tulbaghia violacea Society Garlic    X   X

Yucca baccata Banana Yucca X X X X X X X

Yucca elata  Soaptree Yucca  X X X X X X

Yucca species Yucca (non−native species)   X X  X X

Zantedeschia species Calla Lily    X   X

GRASSES       

Aristida californica Threeawn Grass       

Aristida purpurea Purple Threeawn X X X X X X X

Muhlenbergia capillaris ‘Regal Mist’ Muhly   X X  X X

Muhlenbergia emersleyi ‘El Toro’ Bull Grass   X X  X X

Muhlenbergia lindheimeri ‘Autumn Glow’ Lindheimeri Muhly   X X  X X
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Muhlenbergia porteri Bush Muhly   X X  X X

Muhlenbergia rigens Deer Grass   X X  X X

Muhlenbergia rigida Purple Muhly   X X  X X

Muhlenbergia rigida ‘Nashville’  Nashville Grass   X X  X X

Nasella tenuissima (Stipa t.) Mexican Feather Grass   X X  X X

Ophiopogon japonicus Mondo Grass   X X  X X

Pennisetum setaceum ‘Rubrum’ (‘Cupreum’)Purple Fountain Grass    X   X

GROUNDCOVERS       

Acacia redolens ‘Desert Carpet’ Desert Carpet   X X  X X

Ambrosia ambrosioides Giant Bursage X X X X X X X

Ambrosia deltoidea Bursage X X X X X X X

Ambrosia dumosa White Bursage X X X X X X X

Aptenia cordiafolia Hearts and Flowers    X   X

Asparagus desifl orus ‘meyers’ Meyer’s Asparagus    X   X

Asparagus desifl orus ‘sprengeri’ Sprenger Asparagus    X   X

Baccharis pilularis ‘Starn’ Thompson  Dwarf Coyote Bush   X X X X X

Bahia absinthifolia Bahia  X X X X X X

Baileya multiradiata Desert Marigold X X X X X X X

Bulbine frutescens Bulbine   X X  X X

Calylophus hartwegii ‘Sierra Sundrop’ Calylophus   X X  X X

Carpobrotus chilensis Ice Plant    X   X

Carpobrotus edule Hottentot Fig    X   X

Cephalophyllum ‘Red Spike’ Red Spike Ice Plant    X   X

Chrysactinia mexicana Damianita   X X  X X

Conoclinium greggii “Boothill” (Eupatorium g.) Eupatoria   X X  X X

Convolvulus cneorum Bush Morning Glory   X X  X X

Convolvulus mauritanicus Ground Morning Glory   X X  X X

Cuphea llavea Bat Faced Cuphea   X X  X X

Dalea capitata ’Sierra Gold’  Sierra Gold Dalea   X X  X X

Dalea greggii Trailing Indigo Bush   X X  X X

Drosanthemum speciosum ‘Rosa’ Ice Plant    X   X

Eremophila prostrata Outback Sunrise   X X  X X

Gazania rigens leucolaena Trailing Gazania   X X  X X

Gazania rigens ‘Sun Gold’ Gazania   X X  X X

Glandularia species (Verbena species) Verbena  X X X X X X

Hedera helix English Ivy    X   X

Juniper chinensis  Prostrate Juniper    X   X

Lantana species Trailing Lantana   X X  X X

Liriope muscari or gigantea Lilyturf    X   X

Marsilea macropoda Clover Fern    X   X
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Melampodium leucanthum Blackfoot Daisy  X X X X X X

Mesembryanthemum spp. Ice Plant    X   X

Myoporum parvifolium Myoporum   X X  X X

Oenothera caespitosa Evening Primrose   X X  X X

Oenothera stubbei Saltillo Primrose   X X  X X

Osteospermum fruticosum Trailing African Daisy    X   X

Rosmarinus offi cinalis ‘Prostratus’ Dwarf Rosemary   X X  X X

Ruellia brittoniana ‘Katie’ Katie Ruellia   X X  X X

Santolina chamaecyparissus Lavender Cotton   X X  X X

Santolina virens Green Santolina   X X  X X

Sphagneticola trilobata (Wedelia t.) Yellow Dot    X   X

Tetraneuris acaulis (Hymenoxys a.) Angelita Daisy  X X X X X X

Teucrium chamaedrys  Germander   X X  X X

Thymophylla pentachaeta (Dyssodia p.) Golden Dyssodia  X X X X X X

Trachelospermum asiaticum Asiatic Jasmine   X X  X X

Verbena species Verbena  X X X X X X

Vinca major Periwinkle    X   X

Zephranthes candida Zephyr Flower/White Rain Lily   X X  X X

Zephranthes citrina Fairy Lily    X   X

Zephranthes grandifl ora Pink Rain Lily    X   X

Zinnia acerosa Desert Zinnia   X X  X X

Zinnia grandifl ora Little Golden Zinnia   X X  X X

VINES       

Antigonon leptopus Queen’s Wreath  X X X X X X

Bougainvillea species Bougainvillea   X X  X X

Callaeum lilacina (Mascagnia l.) Lavender Orchid Vine  X X X X X X

Callaeum macroptera (Mascagnia m.) Yellow Orchid Vine  X X X X X X

Campsis radicans  Common Trumpet Creeper   X X  X X

Cissus trifoliata Native Grape Ivy   X X  X X

Clematis drommondii Old Man’s Beard  X X X X X X

Fatshedera lizei Aralia Ivy    X   X

Ficus pumila Creeping Fig Vine    X   X

Gelsemium sempervirens Carolina Jessamine    X   X

Hardenbergia violacea Lilac Vine   X X  X X

Hedera canariensis Algerian Ivy    X   X

Lonicera japonica ‘Halliana’ Hall’s Honeysuckle    X   X

Lonicera sempervirens Trumpet Honeysuckle    X   X

Macfadyena unguis−cati Cat’s Claw Vine   X X  X X

Maurandya antirrhinifl ora Snapdragon Vine   X X  X X

Merremia aurea Yellow Morning Glory Vine   X X  X X
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Podranea ricasoliana Pink Trumpet Vine   X X  X X

Rosa banksiae  Lady Banks Rose   X X  X X

Solanum jasminoides White Potato Vine   X X  X X

Vigna caracalla Snail Vine   X X  X X

Vitis arizonica Arizona Grape Vine   X X  X X

Vitis species Edible Grape    X  X X

WILDFLOWERS       

Amsinckia intermedia Fiddleneck  X X X  X X

Coreopsis bigelovii Desert Coreopsis   X X  X X

Cosmos species Cosmos varieties    X   X

Dimorphotheca sinuata African Daisy    X   X

Erigeron divergens Spreading Fleabane   X X  X X

Eschscholzia californica California Poppy  X X X X X X

Eschscholzia mexicana Mexican Gold Poppy  X X X X X X

Evolvulus arizonicus Arizona Blue Eyes   X X  X X

Helipterum roseum Pink Everlasting   X X  X X

Hesperocallis undulata Ajo Lily   X X  X X

Hibiscus coulteri Desert Rose Mallow   X X  X X

Ipomopsis longifl ora Pale Blue Trumpets   X X  X X

Linum lewisii Blue Flax   X X  X X

Lupinus arizonicus or L. sparsifl orus Desert Lupine  X X X  X X

Mentzelia involucrata Morning Stars    X   X

Mirabilis multifl ora Desert Four−O−Clock    X   X

Nemophila maculata Five Spot    X   X

Oenothera deltoides Birdcage Evening Primrose   X X  X X

Oenothera primiveris Evening Primrose   X X  X X

Orthocarpus purpurascens Owl−Clover  X X X X X X

Papaver rhoeas Shirley Poppy    X   X

Perityle emoryi Rock Daisy    X   X

Phacelia campanularia Desert Bluebell  X X X  X X

Phacelia crenulata Scalloped Phacelia  X X X  X X

Phacelia distans Wild Heliotrope  X X X  X X

Platystemon californicus Cream Cups    X   X

Psilostrophe cooperi Paperfl ower  X X X  X X

Psilostrophe tagetina Paperfl ower  X X X  X X

Salvia columbariae Chia   X X  X X

Senna covesii Desert Senna X X X X X X X

Solanum xantii Solanum    X   X

Tithonia rotundifolia Mexican Sunfl ower    X   X

Verbesina encelioides Golden Crown Beard   X X  X X
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5.1 DESIGN REVIEW PROCESS 
OVERVIEW

The quality of architectural character and site planning for each 
Home contributes to making the entire Community a more 
attractive and valuable place. The Design Review Process was 
established to provide Homeowners, designers, and Builders the 
tools and information needed to fully achieve the established 
Community goals for Verrado. Prior to starting your Design 
Review submission process, please contact the Design Review 
Representative to verify all current submission forms, required 
quantity of copies of all required drawings, Design Review fee 
information, and the most current copies of Design Guidelines 
and other documents. Submittals and approvals reviewed and 
granted by the Design Review Committee are separate from 
requirements established by the Town. Approvals granted by 
the Design Review Committee do not guarantee approval by the 
Town of Buckeye or other governing agencies.

5.2 DESIGN REVIEW PROCESS

For all Custom Lots in Verrado, the following fi ve−step Design 
Review Process shall apply.

Step 1: Pre−Design Meeting 

This fi rst meeting will include a presentation by a member of the 
Design Review Committee and/or Design Review Committee 
Representative of the design philosophy for the Home and site, 
including the goals and character of the entire Community. The 
Pre−Design Meeting is required for all Homeowners, or design 
and construction professionals representing Homeowners. 
The intent of this meeting is to introduce design goals for the 
Community, review the process for design and submittals, and 
present the key issues each Homeowner and design team will 
need to be aware of. 
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and address prior to commencement of design. The core set of 
topics covered during the Pre−Design Meeting include: 

   The Design Review Process

   The overall Vision of the Community

   Identifi cation of Lot type designation

   Review of approved architectural Styles

   Site planning principles

    Fundamental tenets of architectural composition and design

   Landscape and lighting design

   Architectural Design Team expectations

Step 2: Concept Design Review

After the Homeowner has been introduced to the character 
of the Community, the Architect and Owner will propose an 
architectural and Site concept. The site design shall receive the 
same level of consideration as the design of the structures. The 
Site Plan will set the direction for the design of the Home and 
demonstrate how it relates to the Site and neighborhood. An 
architectural Style must be selected for review and discussion 
with the Design Review Committee. The design team shall 
discuss the Owners’ preferences for architectural Style and the 
compatibility of the selected Style with the Home Site and 
existing neighborhood context. Incomplete submissions will not 
be accept or reviewed.

Concept Design Submittal Requirements
The Concept Design submittal requirements are as follows.

SITE CONCEPT PLAN:

     A bubble diagram drawn to scale on a Lot plan with 
topographic contours depicting the location and orientation 
of house in relation to site features and trees, and of spatial 
relationships of the desired program for interior spaces, 
outdoor living areas, uncovered terrace areas, garages, Site 
walls, and pools (if desired and allowed). This diagram 
must be developed considering the proposed architectural 
style for the Home.

 

      Preliminary landscape concepts showing the transition 
between landscaped spaces and the native landscape 
context (including proposed turf areas, proposed enhanced 
landscape areas, and primary tree placements) 

     Site grading; existing and new grades to show transition to 
natural setting

    Vehicular access, driveways, garage locations, and guest 
parking

    Existing conditions and constraints based on site analysis 
and survey documents.

    Site Photos—Provide one (1) set of 8 1/2”x11” prints 
of site photographs depicting the current site conditions. 
Photos should be taken from adjacent street(s) towards the 
center of the Lot, from the adjacent Golf Course towards the 
center of the Lot (if applicable), and from the center of the 
Building Envelope or Lot in all four directions. Photos must 
be keyed with the location and direction the photo was 
taken, and noted on the site analysis plan.

ARCHITECTURAL CONCEPT PLAN: 

      Conceptual fl oor plan presented on a site plan

      Conceptual roof plan.

      Architectural elevation sketches of at least two (2) sides 
including all street elevations.

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE IMAGERY BOARD:

    Narrative statement explaining which architectural Style 
has been selected.

    A minimum of 12 photographic images in color depicting 
the selected architectural style for the Home. A minimum of 
7 images must show an entire building example, while the 
remaining images can be of details and style elements.

SUBMISSION FEE AND FORMS:

    Provide a check for the required amount with the Lot 
number indicated on the check. Verify amount of required 
submission fee with the Design Review Committee 
representative.

    Application Forms—Supplied by the Design Review 
Committee, with all information completed.
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Design Review Committee Response
The Design Review Committee will review all Concept Design 
Submittals for conformance with these Guidelines, and will 
issue one (1) of three (3) written responses to the applicant:

    Approval

    Approval with Stipulations

    Not Approved/Resubmittal is required.

Step 3: Preliminary Design Review

Step 3 cannot begin until Step 2 has been satisf actorily 
completed in the sole discretion of the Design Review 
Committee. The recommendation of the Design Review 
Committee representative does not constitute approval 
or guarantee approval of a design by the Committee. The 
Preliminary Design Review consists of three (3) parts: 
site design, architectural design, and landscape design. The 
Committee will review submissions, complete with all 
required parts, and respond with comments on site planning, 
grading, architectural massing, Style interpretation, landscape 
design, and other criteria described in the Design Guidelines. 
Functional layout, building massing, fl oor plan, roof plan, and 
exterior elevation development will all serve to increase Design 
Integrity of the selected Style. Incomplete submissions that are 
missing required parts and/or forms will not be reviewed until 
the submission is made complete, and may cause delay for the 
Owner.

Preliminary Design Submi� al Requirements 

PRELIMINARY DESIGN REVIEW SUBMITTAL REQUIREMENTS 

INCLUDE:

    Scale Study Model—Provide a scale model of the proposed 
house at a scale of one−eighth inch equals one foot (1/8” = 
1’−0”), and provide digital or print photographs showing 
an aerial view of each elevation. The model should be 
constructed on a topographic base of one (1) foot contour 
intervals. The topographic base should extend a minimum 
of twenty (20) feet horizontally beyond any area of Cut or 

Fill. The model can be a simple massing model constructed 
from chipboard, solid foam, or foam core and be limited to 
walls, fl oors, roof, and chimneys, with cutouts or appliqués 
for doors, windows, and skylight openings. Supplemental 
digital animation models in 3D are allowed as long as they 
show all sides of the Home integrated properly within the 
site context. These supplemental digital animation models 
do not replace the requirement for a physical study model. 
The purpose of the model is to portray the proportions of the 
structure, how it adapts to the natural site, and all features 
that complete that transition. It is not necessary to provide 
colors or fi ne details that would make a more fi nished or 
pictorial model.

In addition to the above noted items, Preliminary Design 
Submission requirements will include one (1) full size set 
(24”x36” preferred; 30”x42” maximum), and one (1) 
reduction at 11”x17” of the following: 

    Site Analysis Plan—A scaled plan no smaller than one 
inch equals twenty feet (1” = 20’−0”) including the 
property lines, easements, setbacks, Building Envelope and/
or Building Pad, natural drainage patterns, key sight lines, 
and view angles; other natural assets and opportunities; 
summer, winter, spring, and fall sun orientation; morning, 
noon, and evening sun angles; vehicular access options; any 
special features that serve as opportunities or constraints for 
Lot development; and site photo locations and direction. 

    Note: For Natural Foothill Lots only, identify all trees 
within the Building Envelope and signifi cant trees near the 
Building Envelope, with trunk diameter measured one (1) 
foot from Natural Grade, dripline, and notes on the health 
of each tree.

    Site Survey—No smaller than one inch equals twenty 
feet (1” = 20’−0”), including a bar type scale, prepared 
by a land survey or civil engineer registered in the State 
of Arizona, showing Lot boundaries and dimensions, 
easements, setbacks, centerline of adjacent streets, utility 
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tap locations, existing topographic contours at one (1) foot 
intervals, major terrain features, major boulders, and all 
existing trees and cacti.

    Site Plan—One inch equals twenty feet (1” = 20’−0”) 
minimum scale, showing property corners, dimensions, 
setback requirements, Building Envelope (existing 
and proposed if modifi cation is requested), natural site 
topography (with contour intervals of one [1] foot within 
the immediate building area, two [2] feet within one 
hundred [100] feet of the building, and ten [10] feet on 
steep slopes and on the remainder of the property). The 
plan will show existing and proposed fi nish grades with 
contours and the location of structures, with distance to 
property lines. Indicate the total square footage of the Lot, 
Building Envelope, house, garage, and other structures. 
The Site Plan will also show the driveway with parking 
area, turnarounds, fences, storage areas, pools, fences, and 
location of exterior mechanical equipment. Any trees to 
be removed and/or protected shall be indicated on the Site 
Plan.

    Roof Plan—Minimum one−eighth inch equals one foot 
(1/8” = 1’−0”) with one−quarter inch equals one foot 
(1/4” = 1’−0”) preferred, showing roof direction and 
pitch, heights of fl at roofs and sloped roofs, location of 
crickets, and location and heights of all roof−mounted 
equipment (if allowed) and skylights.

    Floor Plans—One−eighth inch equals one foot (1/8” = 
1’−0”) with one−quarter inch equals one foot (1/4” = 
1’−0”) preferred, showing vertical elevations for each fl oor 
level change.

    Exterior Elevations—One−eighth inch equals one foot 
(1/8” = 1’−0”) minimum with one−quarter inch equals one 
foot (1/4” = 1’−0”) preferred. Show all elevations with 
existing and fi nished grades clearly marked across the full 
elevation. Elevations rendered in color and black and white 
are required. All exterior materials, roof slopes, heights 
above Existing Grade, and fi nish grade must be shown. 
Also show retaining walls on elevation and label materials.

    Wall Sections—Include a minimum of one (1) wall section 
at one inch equals one foot (1” = 1’−0”) scale from roof to 
foundation, including window details and other elements to 
show a full profi le. Note all materials.

    Site Building Cross−Sections—Include a minimum of one 
(1) cross−section if grade falls in one direction, at a scale 
that matches the site plan and cuts through the house, 
encompassing the entire Lot from Lot boundary to Lot 
boundary. Site building cross−sections should run parallel to 
the primary slope of Lot. Multiple site sections are required 
if the grade falls in multiple directions.

    Landscape Zone Plan—Show landscape zones over 
architectural site plan.

    Landscape Concept Plan—One inch equals twenty feet 
(1” = 20’−0”) minimum scale, showing existing trees 
and vegetation, site features (pools, patios, terraces, utility 
equipment, walls, and fences), hardscape, grade contours, 
drainage, new major planting areas, and plant groupings.

    Remodeling or Additions—For all remodeling or additions, 
provide color photographs of all sides of the existing 
structure. The location of the addition or remodeled area 
should be delineated and labeled on the photograph. 
In addition, each photograph must be labeled with the 
direction from which the photograph was taken and include 
the name of the project, Homeowner, Applicant, address, 
and Lot number.

Design Review Committee Response
The Design Review Committee will review all Preliminary 
Design Submittals for conformance with these Guidelines, 
and will issue one (1) of three (3) written responses to the 
applicant:

    Approval—With approval of the Preliminary Design 
Submittal, the applicant will be notifi ed that he or she may 
commence with fi nal design and preparation of the Final 
Design Submittal (Step 3). 

    Approval with Stipulations—Preliminary Design 
Submittals that are approved subject to stipulations may 
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proceed with fi nal design, during which time they must 
satisfactorily resolve the stipulations before making the 
Final Design Submittal.

    Not Approved/Resubmittal—Submissions that are not 
approved will be required to be resubmitted to resolve any 
issues outlined by the Design Review Committee.

After receiving a written response from the Design Review 
Committee, the Applicants’ shall:

    Evaluate the comments of the Design Review Committee 
and make changes and modifi cations as necessary.

    Submit a written response to each item in the Final Design 
Review submittal, in the same point−by−point format used 
by the Design Review Committee, identifying any action 
taken to resolve the comment to reach agreement prior to 
proceeding to Final Design Review.

Step 4: Final Design Review

After receiving the Design Review Committee’s approval or 
conditional approval of the Preliminary Design, and after a 
letter has been submitted to the Design Review Committee 
for any issues of conditional approval requiring a response 
from the Applicant, the Applicant may prepare a Final Design 
Submission. The Design Review Committee will review 
complete submissions for resolution of outstanding issues. 

Final Design Submittal Requirements
Design Review Committee Representative will need one (1) 
full size set, and one (1) 11” x 17” set. 

Final Design Submittal requirements will include:

    Submission Forms—Complete all Final Design Review 
forms as required. 

    One (1) Set of Complete Drawings including:

 1.  Final architectural plans, sections, elevations, and 
details

 2.   Final civil grading and drainage plans clearly 
denoting existing and proposed contours and erosion 
control

 3.  Final site layout plan with dimensions of all 
buildings, Building Envelope hardscape, site features, 
applicable setbacks, and boundary lines

 4. Final landscape plans:

  a.   Planting plan with plant list of proposed 
plant materials, using botanical and common 
names. Plant materials shall be drawn at 
mature size.

  b.  Tree inventory plan with indication of trees 
to remain, to be relocated, and/or to be 
removed. 

 5.  Outdoor lighting plan including materials list and 
manufacturer detail sheets of each fi xture

 6.  Structured Wiring Plan

    Final Color and Material Palette—Provide actual samples of 
all primary and secondary exterior materials and colors for 
review of all exterior surfaces including:

 1.  One (1) set of 11”x17” fi nal architectural 
elevation(s) rendered with accurate color and 
material representations. At a minimum, all Home 
elevations that f ace a street are required to be 
submitted with color and material depictions. 

 2.  One (1) sample board of ALL proposed exterior 
color and material samples mounted to a rigid 
board no larger than 24”x24” and no smaller than 
18”x18”. Samples should be composed in the 
relationship in which they occur on the Home. All 
samples need to be labeled with specifi c information 
that includes, but is not limited to, manufacturer, 
type, size, profi le, color, texture, fi nish, lay−up, and 
LRV for color. 

 3.  Photographic representations of materials are 
discouraged. 

    Schedule—Time schedule for construction is required.
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Design Review Committee Response
The Design Review Committee will review all Final Design 
Submittals for conformance with these Guidelines, the approved 
Preliminary Design, and resolution of any stipulations of the 
Preliminary Design, and will issue one (1) of three (3) written 
responses to the applicant:

    Approval—With approval of the Final Design Submittal, 
the applicant will be notifi ed that he or she may commence 
construction in accordance with the approved submittal 
once they have obtained a building permit from the Town 
of Buckeye.

    Approval with Stipulations—Final Design Submittals 
that are approved subject to stipulations may commence 
construction in accordance with the approved submittal 
once they have obtained a building permit from the Town 
of Buckeye, but must comply with any stipulations as 
required in the fi nal approval.

    Not Approved/Resubmittal—Submissions that are not 
approved will be required to be resubmitted to resolve 
any issues outlined by the Design Review Committee. 
Construction may NOT commence until a written approval 
by the Design Review Committee has been issued.

Construction Permit
Obtaining plan check approval from the Town of Buckeye and 
securing a building permit from the Town is the responsibility 
of the Homeowner and/or Builder. Construction shall be in 
accordance with the Final Design Submittal approved by the 
Design Review Committee.

Step �: Construction Reviews 

Construction may begin once Final Design Review approval is 
granted by the Design Review Committee, a construction permit 
from the Town of Buckeye is secured, and the Builder has 
executed a copy of the Builder Agreement which covers various 
obligations including bonds and insurance requirements. Prior to 
the commencement of construction, the following must occur:

    Builder attends a preconstruction meeting with a 
representative of the Design Review Committee to review 
the construction rules and regulations and to discuss other 
Design Review procedures including review procedures for 
potential fi eld changes.

    The Builder attends the required Verrado Safety Seminar.

Work−in−Progress Review
The Design Review Committee may review all work in progress 
and give notice of noncompliance if found. Work−in−progress 
reviews include, but are not limited to, the following during 
construction:

    Framing Review—The builder is required to inform the 
Design Review Committee in writing at least ten (10) 
days prior to completion of rough framing so that a review 
shall be done prior to enclosure of exterior walls and roofs, 
to verify compliance with the approved Final Design 
Submission by the Design Review Committee.

    Structured Wiring Review—The Builder will be required 
to have one (1) review at “pre−wire”, after line voltage has 
been installed. Prior to installation of drywall, a second and 
fi nal review at “trim−out” after all terminations have been 
installed.

    Color and Material Review—This will review the on−site 
color and material of the Home color scheme and all 
materials proposed. The Color and Material Review will 
be conducted when the Builder notifi es the Design Review 
Committee that on−site samples are available for review. 
Samples may be applied to walls or panels of thirty−two 
(32) square feet (s.f.) each.
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Final Compliance Review
This review is required prior to the Certifi cate of Construction 
Compliance. The Owner shall provide the Design Review 
Committee with written notice of completion of construction of 
any Improvement(s) that have been given Final Design Review 
approval by the Design Review Committee. This will review 
fi nal architecture, site, and landscape reviews to verify whether 
construction complies with the fi nal design documents and 
approved color/material schemes. All outstanding issues must 
be resolved prior to issuance of a Certifi cate of Construction 
Compliance.

Certifi cate of Construction Compliance
After the completion of construction, and approval of all 
reviews, the Design Review Committee will issue a Certifi cate 
of Construction Compliance.  An Owner, or any other persons, 
may not occupy a Home until a Certifi cate of Construction 
Compliance is issued by the Design Review Committee.

Certifi cate of Occupancy
A Certifi cate of Occupancy will be issued by the Town of 
Buckeye upon completion of construction and all required 
reviews based on criteria of the Town.

5.3 ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS

5.3.1 Subsequent Changes

Additional construction, landscape Improvements, or other 
changes in the Improvements that differ from the approved Final 
Design Submission must be submitted in writing to the Design 
Review Committee for review and approval prior to making 
changes. A Request for Modifi cation submittal form is available 
from the Design Review Committee.

5.3.2 Resubmi� al of Plans

In the event that the Homeowner withdraws a preliminary or 
fi nal submittal during the Design Review Process and resubmits 
documents to the Design Review Committee, the Homeowner 
shall follow the same procedures as an original submittal. An 
additional Design Review fee shall accompany each resubmission 
required by the Design Review Committee.
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5.3.3 Notice to Comply

When, as a result of a construction compliance review, the 
Design Review Committee fi nds changes and/or alterations that 
have not been approved, the Design Review Committee shall 
notify the Homeowner within fi ve (5) days of the review 
describing the specifi c instances of noncompliance and shall 
require the Homeowner to comply or resolve the discrepancies.

5.3.4 Appeals Procedure

The Owner has the right to appeal decisions made by the 
Design Review Committee as provided in Section 5.3 (c) of the 
Charter. 

5.3.5 Right of Waiver

As provided in Section 5.5 of the Charter, the Design Review 
Committee reserves the right to waive or vary any of the 
procedures or standards set forth in this document provided 
there is good cause shown.

5.3.6 Non−Waiver

The approval by the Design Review Committee of any 
drawings or specifi cations for any work done or proposed, or 
in connection with any other matter requiring such approval 
under the Design Guidelines, including a waiver by the Design 
Review Committee, shall not be deemed to constitute a waiver 
of any right to withhold approval as to any similar drawing or 
specifi cation or matter whenever subsequently or additionally 
submitted for approval, or of a nonconforming design or aspect 
that has not been identifi ed earlier. 

5.3.7 Submission Forms

Design Review submission forms will be available from the 
Design Review Committee. Homeowners and/or Architects 
are required to pick up the most updated forms prior to 
commencement of the design phase.

5.4 VERRADO DESIGN REVIEW 
COMMITTEE

The Design Review Committee, consisting of at least three (3) 
members and no more than seven (7) members, shall be created 
to perform the functions of the Design Review Committee as 
specifi ed by the Charter for Verrado. 

5.4.1 Design Review Commi� ee Purpose 

The purpose of the Design Review Committee is to review Lot 
development and design submittals and verify conformance to 
these Design Guidelines and other governing documents in an 
attempt to ensure a high level of design quality and construction 
is achieved. It shall be the duty of the Committee to consider 
and act upon such proposals or matters as, from time to time, 
are submitted to it pursuant to the Design Guidelines, and to 
perform such other duties as from time to time are delegated to it 
by the Charter, the Developer, or the Association.

5.4.2 Design Guidelines

The Verrado Custom Home Design Guidelines are administered 
and enforced by the Verrado Design Review Committee in 
accordance with the procedures herein set forth. The Verrado 
Design Review Committee has the authority to issue all formal 
approvals and disapprovals of projects. Each Home, and other 
Improvements, must meet the criteria of the Design Guidelines.
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5.4.3 Amendment of Design Guidelines

The Design Review Committee may, from time to time and in 
its sole discretion, adopt, amend, and repeal by unanimous vote, 
rules and regulations to be incorporated into, or amendments of 
these Design Guidelines, which, among other things, interpret, 
supplement, or implement the provisions of these Design 
Guidelines. All such rules and regulations or amendments, 
as they may from time to time be adopted, amended, or 
repealed, shall be appended to and made a part of these Design 
Guidelines. Each Owner is responsible for obtaining from the 
Design Review Committee a copy of the most recently revised 
Design Guidelines.

5.4.4 Design Review Commi� ee Functions 

The Design Review Committee reserves the right to disapprove 
designs that it determines, in its opinion, do not meet the intent 
of these Design Guidelines, or to consider and approve any 
plans, specifi cations, or other material submitted to it for the 
erection, construction, installation, alteration, placement, or 
maintenance of any buildings or other Improvements on Lots, or 
for the alteration or remodeling of, or construction of additions 
to, any then existing structures on Lots or for the landscaping 
and planting of any Lot. The Design Review Committee will 
adopt Design Review Committee rules as provided in these 
Design Guidelines to see that all plans submitted to it for 
approval are in conformity with these Design Guidelines and 
the Charter. The Design Review Committee may determine 
that what was found acceptable in one situation may not be 
acceptable in another.

5.4.5 Standards of Review 

The Design Review Committee shall, in reviewing plans, 
specifi cations, and other materials submitted to it, consider the 
suitability of the proposed building or other Improvements for 
the area in which it will be located, the quality of the materials 
to be used in construction, the effect of the proposed building 
or other Improvements on the character of the Property, and 
the conformity of the roofs and other exterior portions of all 
buildings and other Improvements on the Property to aesthetic 
standards and construction specifi cations contained in its design 
rules.

5.4.6 Accomplishment of Work A� er Approval 

After the Design Review Committee approves any plans, 
specifi cations, or other materials, the construction, alteration, 
or other work described in the plans, specifi cations, or other 
materials shall be performed as promptly and diligently as 
possible and in complete conformity with the approved plans, 
specifi cations, or other materials. Failure to accomplish and 
complete the construction, alteration, or other work within two 
(2) years after the date of approval or to complete the proposed 
work strictly in accordance with the plans, specifi cations, or 
other materials shall operate automatically to revoke the Design 
Review Committee’s approval.

Note: Section 5.3 (b) of the Charter requires that unless 
otherwise provided as part of the approval, work must 
commence within ninety (90) days from the date approval is 
given and must be completed within one hundred eighty (180) 
days of commencement, unless the reviewer grants an extension.

5.4.7 Professional Advice 

The Design Review Committee may employ the services of 
an Architect, Landscape Architect, engineer, or any other 
person to render professional advice, and may pay a reasonable 
compensation for services. 
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5.4.8 Nonliability of Design Review Commi� ee 
Members 

Neither the Design Review Committee nor any member, 
employee, or consultant shall be liable to any party for any 
action or f ailure to act with respect to any matter if such action 
or f ailure to act was in good faith and without malice. Provided 
that Design Review Committee members act in good faith and 
with due diligence, neither the Design Review Committee nor 
any member shall be liable to Verrado, any Owner, or any other 
person for any damage, loss, or prejudice suffered or claimed on 
account of:

     Approving or disapproving any plans, specifi cations, and 
other materials, whether or not defective

     Construction or performing any work, whether or not 
pursuant to approved plans, specifi cations, and other 
materials

     The development or manner of development of any land 
within Verrado

     Executing and recording a form of approval or disapproval 
pursuant to these Design Guidelines, whether or not the 
facts stated therein are correct

     Performing any other function pursuant to the provisions of 
these Design Guidelines

5.5 CONSTRUCTION REGULATIONS

To ensure orderly construction of Improvements within Verrado 
in a safe and timely manner, the following regulations shall be 
enforced during the construction period of all Improvements. 
These guidelines apply to new Home construction, remodeling 
of existing structures, and/or any other construction. 
Construction shall not begin until fi nal plan approvals have 
been issued from the Design Review Committee and a building 
permit has been obtained from the Town of Buckeye Planning 
Department and Building Department.

5.5.1 Preconstruction Conference

Prior to commencing construction, the Builder must meet with 
an authorized representative of the Design Review Committee 
to review the approved fi nal plans, review the construction 
regulations, and coordinate scheduling and construction 
activities with the Design Review Committee. At this meeting, 
the Builder or Homeowner must bring a copy of the building 
permit issued from the Town of Buckeye Building Department.

5.5.2 Builder Agreement

Each Owner, as a part of their initial Purchase Agreement 
from the Developer,  obligated themselves to execute a Builder 
Agreement between themselves and the Builder. This covers 
several contractual obligations including, but not limited to, 
compliance with rules, maintenance of property, insurance 
coverage, construction deposits and soil conditions. Prior to 
starting construction, the Owner or Builder must deliver to 
the Design Review Committee an executed copy of the Builder 
Agreement, including evidence of compliance with these terms.
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5.5.3 Construction Deposit

For the purpose of ensuring compliance with these Design 
Guidelines and the Builder Agreement, Builders are required 
to post a cash bond, of an amount established by the Design 
Review Committee, prior to commencement of work. Subject to 
the terms and conditions in the Builder Agreement, the Builder’s 
bonds will be refunded to the Builder, upon completion of 
construction and issuance of the Certifi cate of Construction 
compliance by the Design Review Committee.

5.5.4 Insurance

Builder shall provide to the Design Review Committee a 
Certifi cate of Liability Insurance in accordance with the Builder 
Agreement. 

5.5.5 Grading Compliance Le� er

Per the executed Builder Agreement, outlined in paragraph 
5.5.2, each Builder must acknowledge receipt of the Grading 
Compliance Letter. If such letter has not been obtain by 
the builder, a copy can be provided by the Design Review 
Committee given two (2) weeks notice. 

5.5.6 Development Fee Reimbursement

Each Owner, as a part of their initial Purchase Agreement 
from the Developer,  obligated themselves to comply with a 
Development Fee Reimbursement. This obligation reimburses 
the Developer for community infrastructure and amenities as 
detailed in the agreement. Prior to starting construction, the 
Owner or Builder must provide to the Design Review Committee 
evidence of compliance with this agreement and must make the 
reimbursement payment as outlined in the agreement. 

5.5.7 Fencing Requirements for Natural Foothill 
Lots

For Home construction in Natural Foothill Lots, all construction 
areas must be fully fenced and screened with a brown mesh 
screen. Fencing must contain all construction activity and 
material storage, and reduce the amount of potential damage 
caused to natural landscape systems outside of the Building 
Envelope. Fencing must be installed prior to excavation of 
footings.

    All approved Building Envelopes must be surrounded by 
a minimum fi ve (5) foot high chain link fence. The fence 
shall not exceed the limits of the Building Envelope.

    All work must occur within the fenced area.

    All salvaged plants, stored materials, portable toilets, and 
dumpsters must be contained within the fenced area.

    A rope or fence barrier must be provided along street 
frontage to prevent damage to natural landscape along the 
street during construction.

    Fencing must remain and be maintained in place until all 
construction is complete.

    Fence shall have a single point of access from the street. 

    On Lots with F.P.N.A. on−site, all fencing must be held 
back from the F.P.N.A. limits by three (3) feet.

5.5.8 Material Deliveries

All building materials, equipment, and machinery required on 
any Lot must be delivered to and remain within the Building 
Envelope of such Lot. This includes all building materials, 
earth−moving equipment, trailers, generators, mixers, cranes, and 
any other equipment or machinery. Material delivery vehicles 
may not drive across Adjacent Lots or Common Areas to access a 
construction site. Materials and equipment may not be stored on 
any public or private street or on any Adjacent Lot or Common 
Area.
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5.5.9 Construction Operation Times

Daily working hours for each construction site shall be from 
thirty (30) minutes before sunrise to thirty (30) minutes 
after sunset, unless other hours are designated in writing by the 
Design Review Committee or to the Association. No exterior 
construction or construction causing noise audible from an 
Adjacent Lot shall be allowed on Sundays. Additional hours 
and restrictions may be determined by the Design Review 
Committee or the Association.

5.5.10 Construction Trailers and Portable Field 
Offi  ces

Any Homeowner or Builder who desires to bring a construction 
trailer or the like to Verrado shall obtain written approval from 
the Design Review Committee. The Design Review Committee 
shall work closely with the Homeowner and/or Builder to site 
the trailer in the best possible location to minimize impacts 
to the site and to Adjacent Lot Owners. Each Homeowner or 
Builder shall submit for Design Review Committee approval a 
Site Plan indicating the proposed location of all such facilities, 
together with related parking and storage areas. The Design 
Review Committee must approve the type, size, exterior 
appearance, and location of the construction trailer or fi eld offi ce. 
The construction trailer or fi eld offi ce shall not have any form of 
signage unless pre−approved by the Design Review Committee. 
The trailer or fi eld offi ce may not be placed on the construction 
site earlier than two (2) weeks prior to the actual onset of 
continuous construction activity. Without written approval of 
the Design Review Committee, the construction trailer may not 
remain on the construction site for a period of time exceeding 
one (1) week following completion of construction on such 
construction site. 

5.5.11 Blasting

If any blasting is to occur, the Design Review Committee 
must be informed at least four (4) weeks in advance to allow 
it to make such investigation as it deems necessary to confi rm 
that all appropriate protective measures will be taken prior 
to the blasting. No blasting or impact digging causing seismic 
vibrations may be undertaken without the notifi cation of 
the Design Review Committee. Applicable governmental 
requirements concerning blasting must be observed.

5.5.12 Restoration or Repair of Other Property 
Damage

Damage and scarring resulting from construction operations 
to property other than the Lot, including, but not limited to, 
open spaces, landscape irrigation, boulders, other Lots, roads, 
driveways, concrete curb and gutter, sidewalks, and/or other 
Improvements, will not be permitted. If any such damage occurs, 
it must be repaired and/or restored promptly at the expense 
of the Builder. In order to avoid disputes after the fact, it is the 
responsibility of the Builder to declare in writing to the Design 
Review Committee any existing damage to the surrounding area 
prior to any construction activity on the Lot. For example, if 
any part of the street in front of the Lot is damaged before any 
construction commences, it is required that the Builder declare 
this damage in writing to the Design Review Committee in order 
to avoid any potential claims of damage at a later time.

5.5.13 Sanitary Facilities

Builders are required to provide sanitary facilities for 
construction personnel on site in a location within the 
construction fence or other location approved by the Design 
Review Committee. The facility shall be screened from view 
from adjacent Homes and the road, and shall be maintained 
regularly.
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5.5.14 Vehicles, Parking Areas, and Speed Limits

Construction crews shall not park on, or otherwise use, 
other Lots, open space, or other nonconstruction site areas. 
Private and construction vehicles shall be parked within 
the construction site, or in areas as designated by the Design 
Review Committee. Parking on the streets, if allowed by the 
Design Review Committee, shall be limited to paved areas on 
one side of the street only. No parking is allowed on shoulders, 
landscaped areas, or desert areas. Each Builder is responsible 
for protecting the vegetation and landscaping along the streets 
and adjacent to the construction site. The Builder shall be 
responsible for immediately restoring any vegetation adjacent 
to the street destroyed by its employees, subcontractors, and 
vendors. Violations may result in work being stopped until 
such a time as the Builder has restored the damaged areas to 
pre−existing condition, and to the satisf action of the Design 
Review Committee. Fines may be imposed on Builders with 
repeated violations. Parking of construction vehicles, trailers, 
and equipment on streets overnight is prohibited. 

Each Builder is responsible for its employees, vendors, and 
subcontractors to obey the Verrado speed limits. Adhering to 
the speed limits shall be a condition included in the contract 
between the Builder and its vendors and subcontractors.

Equipment and machinery shall be stored on site only while 
needed. Builder must protect adjacent landscape.

5.5.15 Debris and Trash Removal

Homeowners and Builders shall clean up all trash and debris 
on the construction site at the end of each day. Trash and debris 
shall be removed from each construction site at least once a week 
to a dumping site located off the project. Lightweight material, 
packaging, and other items shall be covered or weighted 
down to prevent wind from blowing such materials off the 
construction site. Homeowners and Builders are prohibited 
from dumping, burying, or burning trash anywhere on the Lot 
or in Verrado, except in areas, if any, expressly designated by 
the Design Review Committee. During the construction period, 

each construction site shall be kept neat and shall be properly 
policed to prevent it from becoming a public eyesore or affecting 
Adjacent Lots and any open space. Any clean−up costs incurred 
by the Design Review Committee or the Association in enforcing 
these requirements shall be billed to the Homeowner. Dirt, mud, 
or debris resulting from activity on each construction site shall 
be promptly removed from roads, open spaces, and driveways 
or other portions of Verrado.

5.5.16 Excavation, Grading, and Tree Protection

The Builder shall take extreme care during Excavation to ensure 
that trees not authorized for removal are not damaged. All 
trees to be saved shall be properly tagged and protected prior 
to grading operations. Every effort shall be made to reduce 
compaction and/or disturbance within the drip line of trees to 
be protected.

Blowing dust from grading must be watered. During 
construction, erosion shall be minimized on exposed Cut and/
or Fill slopes through proper soil stabilization, water control, 
and revegetation. Grading operations shall be suspended during 
periods of heavy rains or high winds.

5.5.17 Construction Signs

Signs must be specifi cally approved by the Design Review 
Committee. One (1) construction sign may be erected by 
the Builder or Homeowner for each Lot after Final Design 
Submission approval is obtained. The sign shall not exceed 
twenty−four (24) inches by thirty−six (36) inches. This one 
(1) permissible sign shall contain all identifi cation desired 
for Owner, Architect, and Contractor; no other signs will be 
permitted. The sign must be removed within thirty (30) days 
upon fi nal construction approval, unless otherwise approved 
by the Design Review Committee. Contractor shall provide 
full text for the sign to the Design Review Committee prior to 
f abrication. 
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5.5.18 Pets

Construction personnel are prohibited from bringing any pets, 
particularly dogs, into Verrado. In the event of a violation, 
the Design Review Committee shall have the right to contact 
Maricopa County authorities to impound the pet, and to refuse 
to permit the Builder or subcontractor involved from continuing 
to work at Verrado.

5.5.19 Security

Security precautions at the construction site may include 
temporary fencing approved by the Design Review Committee. 
Security lights, audible alarms, and guard animals shall not be 
permitted.

5.5.20 Noise

Radios and other equipment playing music on construction 
sites within Verrado will not be permitted. This restriction 
is intended to protect the existing residents and golfers from 
negative impacts.

5.5.21 Fire Protection

At least one (1) full and operable ABC−rated dry chemical fi re 
extinguisher shall be present and available in a conspicuous 
place on the construction site at all times. Absence of such 
device may result in fi nes against the Builder or the Builder being 
denied access to any construction site in Verrado.

5.5.22 Washout and Cleaning

Washout of concrete trucks, or washout and cleaning of any 
equipment by masons, plasterers, painters, drywallers, and so 
on, must be contained with the Building Envelope or buildable 
area of each Lot. Washout or cleaning residue shall not be 
allowed to fl ow off of the Lot into washes, drainageways, streets, 
or other open space areas. Builders in violation are subject to 
fi nes, and will be responsible for restoring the damaged area to 
its pre−existing condition.

5.5.23 Occupational Safety and Health Act 
(OSHA) Compliance 

All applicable OSHA regulations and guidelines must be strictly 
observed at all times.
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Accessory Buildings
“Accessory Buildings” shall refer to any structure detached from 
the main Home by a minimum of ten (10) feet.

Addition or Improvement
“Addition or Improvement” shall refer to any changes, 
alterations, or additions to a Lot after its Original Construction, 
including any excavation, Cut, Fill, residence, buildings, 
outbuildings, roads, driveways, parking areas, walls, retaining 
walls, stairs, gates, patios, courtyards, pools, spas, landscaping, 
exterior lighting, poles, signs, exterior art or sculpture, and any 
structure or other Improvement of any type or kind.

Adjacent Lot
“Adjacent Lot” shall refer to any Lot that shares a common 
boundary with the subject Lot, as well as any Lot that is located 
directly across a street or across a Common Area open space less 
than fi fty (50) feet wide.

Applicant
“Applicant” shall refer to the specifi c individual person 
identifi ed as the Applicant on the application form submitted 
to the Committee as the Applicant to whom all Design Review 
correspondence shall be addressed.

Architect
“Architect” shall be defi ned as a person appropriately licensed 
to practice architecture in the State of Arizona. 

Association
“Association” shall refer to the Home Owners Association for 
Verrado as defi ned in the Charter.

Builder
“Builder” shall be defi ned as a person or entity engaged by an 
Owner, including the Owner acting as Builder, for the purposes 
of constructing any Improvement on the Owner’s Lot.

Building Envelope
“Building Envelope” shall mean the portion of a Lot in which 
all Improvements are required to be placed. All construction, 
including the Home, Guest House, pools and pool houses, 
Accessory Buildings, garages, patios, site and retaining 

walls, vehicular access, auto courts, grading and landscape 
improvements, must be built within the limits of the Building 
Envelope. The Building Envelope is identifi ed on the approved 
Criteria Map exhibit for each subdivision.

Building Setback
“Building Setback” shall mean the boundary within a Lot, as 
measured from the property line, establishing the maximum 
dimensions of the area in which all building structures, including 
but not limited to the Home, Guest House, pools and pool 
houses, Accessory Buildings, and garages must be constructed 
within.

Charter
“Charter” shall refer to the Community Charter for Verrado.

Common Area
“Common Area” shall refer to Common Area as defi ned in the 
Charter.

Community
“Community” shall be defi ned as the master planned area 
known as Verrado.

Contractor
See “Builder.”

Criteria Map
“Criteria Map” shall be defi ned as the overall plan and an 
individual plan for a Lot indicating the boundaries of a Lot, 
boundaries of the residential unit or structure, driveways, and 
other landscape and walls, and further indicating all drainage, 
grading, setbacks, easements, utility equipment, and yard 
Improvements in accordance with the requirements of the Design 
Guidelines.

Custom Home
See “Home.”

Custom Homebuilder
See “Builder.”
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Custom Lot
“Custom Lot” shall be defi ned as any separately owned unit 
of real property within Verrado that is identifi ed as a Lot on a 
recorded subdivision plat and is intended for sale by Developer 
either directly to a prospective Homeowner, who will engage a 
Custom Homebuilder, or directly to a Custom Homebuilder.

Cut
“Cut” shall be defi ned as the removal of soil, rock, or other 
earthen materials to create a fi nished grade that is lower than the 
existing Natural Grade.

Design Guidelines
“Design Guidelines” shall refer to the contents of this document.

Design Integrity
“Design Integrity” shall refer to integrating into a design the 
twelve (12) Elements of Style Composition, as defi ned within 
the Design Guidelines.

Design Review
“Design Review” shall mean the act of reviewing a design 
submission or any other review required by the Design Review 
Committee pursuant to these Design Guidelines.

Design Review Committee
“Design Review Committee” shall be defi ned as the governing 
body, consisting of at least three (3) members and no more 
than seven (7), created to perform the functions of the Design 
Review Committee including the review and either approval 
or disapproval of design proposals and specifi cations for the 
construction or renovation of a Home and Grounds.

Design Review Committee Representative
“Design Review Committee Representative” shall be defi ned as 
the designated representative of the Design Review Committee.

Design Review Process
“Design Review Process” shall be defi ned as the process and act 
of reviewing by the Design Review Committee.

Developer
“Developer” means the Developer as defi ned in the Charter.

Downhill Lot
“Downhill Lot” shall be defi ned as a Lot that has a slope that 
descends down from the street or access point of the Lot.

Elements of Composition
“Elements of Composition” shall refer to the twelve (12) 
components, as described in Section One, of architectural design 
and their relation to creating a cohesive design compatible with 
its surrounding context.

Enhanced Zone
“Enhanced Zone” shall be defi ned as the area of a Lot that lies 
between the Semi−private Zone and the Native Zone, and is 
Visible from neighboring properties.

Excavation
“Excavation” shall refer to any disturbance of the surface of the 
land, except to the extent reasonably necessary for planting of 
approved vegetation, including trenching or any grading of the 
surface.

Existing Grade
“Existing Grade” shall be defi ned as the grade and elevation of 
the ground surface in an existing condition, in either a disturbed 
state or undisturbed state.

Faux Two−Piece
“Faux Two−Piece” refers to a layup technique that can give the 
appearance of a full two−piece roof tile layup. Faux Two−Piece 
roofs use “S” tile on the fi eld area with a two−piece starter 
course—every top of the starter course receives a booster tile. 
Two (2) to three (3) out of every ten (10) “S” tiles (or at 
least twenty−fi ve [25] percent) of the fi eld “S” tile is randomly 
boosted on the crown of the “S” tile with additional tops in the 
same color blend as the “S” tile. 

Fill
“Fill” shall be defi ned as any addition of soil, rock, or other 
earthen materials to the surface of the land that increases the 
elevation of a surface above its preexisting state.
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Final Design Submission
“Final Design Submission” shall be defi ned as all drawings and 
information required as per these Guidelines to be submitted to 
the Design Review Committee.

Front−Facing Garage
“Front−Facing Garage” shall be defi ned as the part of the Home 
used as a garage that is located in the front portion of the Lot, 
and faces the street.

Front Yard Building Setback
“Front Yard Building Setback” shall be defi ned as the location 
on the Lot, measured from the front yard property line, where 
the limits of buildings and/or structures greater than three (3) 
feet high shall not be any closer to the street.

Golf Course
“Golf Course” shall be defi ned as the area of property within 
Verrado that has been developed for the specifi c purpose of golf 
play.

Grounds
“Grounds” shall be defi ned as the area outside the Home 
including cabanas, terraces, pools, fences, gardens, and 
landscaped areas.

Guest House
“Guest House” shall refer to a free−standing building structure 
separate from the main residence that includes sleeping 
accommodations for one (1) or more guests.

Home
“Home” shall be defi ned as the building(s) constructed on a 
Lot inclusive of any garage(s) or other Accessory Building(s) 
used for residential purposes as well as any Improvements 
constructed in connection therewith.

Home Site
“Home Site” shall be defi ned as the Lot on which a Home is 
located.

Homeowner
“Homeowner” shall be as defi ned in “Owner.” 

Improvement
“Improvement” shall be defi ned as any changes, alterations, or 
additions to a Lot including any Excavation, Cut, Fill, residence 
building, outbuildings, roads, driveways, parking areas, walls, 
retaining walls, stairs, patios, courtyards, hedges, poles, signs, 
and exterior, structural, or other modifi cations of any type or 
kind.

Landscape Architect
“Landscape Architect” shall be defi ned as a person appropriately 
licensed to practice landscape architecture in Arizona.

Light Refl ectance Value (LRV)
“Light Refl ectance Value” shall refer to the specifi c measurement 
of the amount of light refl ected from a painted surface, as 
provided by paint manufacturers.

List of Acceptable Plants
“List of Acceptable Plants” shall be defi ned as the listing of 
the plant material identifi ed by botanical and common name, 
designated by the Design Review Committee as acceptable for 
use on Lots within Verrado, including any amendments that may 
be made.

Lot
“Lot” shall be defi ned as any separately owned unit of real 
property within Verrado that is identifi ed as a Lot on a recorded 
subdivision plat or as a unit on a recorded condominium map.

Lot Owner
See “Owner.”

Major Modifi cation to a Building Envelope
“Major Modifi cation to a Building Envelope” shall be defi ned 
as changes greater than ten (10) feet in any outward direction 
to the Building Envelope as shown on the approved Building 
Envelope and Lot Exhibits, or any modifi cations to a driveway 
location deemed major by the Committee.

Master Developer or Developer
“Master Developer” or “Developer” shall be defi ned as DMB 
White Tank, LLC.
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Maximum Exposed Building Face
“Maximum Exposed Building Face” shall be defi ned as the 
maximum vertical distance of a building’s or multiple buildings’ 
exposure from the highest roof ridge line to the Natural Grade at 
its lowest point adjacent to the building exterior inclusive of site 
retaining walls, patio walls, and pool walls.

Minor Modifi cation to a Building Envelope
“Minor Modifi cation to a Building Envelope” shall refer to 
modifi cations of less than ten (10) feet in any outward direction 
to the Building Envelope shown on the approved Building 
Envelope and Lot Exhibits.

Multiple Lot Join
“Multiple Lot Join” shall be defi ned as the process of purchasing 
two (2) or more Lots, and combining them into one (1) large 
Lot as defi ned in Section Two of this document.

Native Plant Inventory
“Native Plant Inventory” shall be defi ned as described in 
Section Six of this document.

Native Species
“Native Species” shall be defi ned as any species of plant 
determined by this document or the Design Review Committee 
to be indigenous to the Verrado site, whether ground cover, 
shrubbery, or tree. 

Native Zone
“Native Zone” shall be defi ned as any portion of natural or 
revegetated natural landscape designated on a subdivision plat, 
site plan, condominium map, or Improvement plan approved by 
the Design Review Committee as an area to remain undisturbed 
or restored to its natural character by transplanting and/or 
planting native plant materials in densities that replicate natural 
conditions typical to the area. These areas typically include 
perimeter landscape buffers, rear or side yard setbacks (outside 
property walls), and natural washes. 

Natural Drainageways
“Natural Drainageways” shall be defi ned as an existing low area 
in which natural drainage fl ow is conveyed.

Natural Foothill Lot
“Natural Foothill Lot” shall refer to natural appearing, 
nongraded, Custom Home Lots, with native vegetation 
remaining on site.

Natural Grade
“Natural Grade” shall be defi ned as the grade and elevation of 
the ground surface in its natural, undisturbed state.

Original Construction
“Original Construction” shall refer to the materials, colors, 
methods, details, styles, applications, techniques, and appearance 
of the construction of all residences and other Improvements at 
the time of initial completion of the residence by the Developer 
or individual Owner.

Owner
“Owner” shall be defi ned as one or more persons who hold 
record of title to any portion of real property within Verrado, 
but excluding in all cases any party holding an interest merely as 
security for the performance of an obligation as set forth in the 
Community Charter for Verrado. For the purposes of application 
of the Construction Guidelines, all references to “Owner” 
shall additionally be deemed to include such Owner’s agent, 
representative, Builder, Contractors, or subcontractor.

Pre−Design Meeting
“Pre−Design Meeting” shall refer to the meeting, with mandatory 
attendance of the Owner, their Architect, and other professional 
resources responsible for the design of the Home, wherein the 
architectural Styles that are available for selection of a design for 
their Home within Verrado are introduced.

Preliminary Design Review
“Preliminary Design Review” shall be defi ned as the act of 
reviewing the Preliminary Design Submissions by the Design 
Review Committee.
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Preliminary Design Submission
“Preliminary Design Submission” shall refer to all drawings, 
models, and information required by the Guidelines to be 
submitted to the Design Review Committee for the purpose of 
obtaining preliminary design approval.

Private Lot
“Private Lot” shall refer to a Lot having dense native vegetation, 
which will remain undisturbed, between the Building Envelope 
and street, having the effect of screening the Building Envelope 
of views from the street.

Private Zone
“Private Zone” shall be defi ned as the part of the Building 
Envelope that is not Visible from neighboring properties after 
the completion of construction because it is hidden by walls or 
other structures.

Prospective Buyer
“Prospective Buyer” shall refer to any person interested in 
purchasing any Lot or Lots, but who has not yet purchased the 
subject Lot or Lots.

Semi−private Zone
“Semi−private Zone” shall be defi ned as the area of a Lot that lies 
between the Enhanced Zone and the Private Zone and is Visible 
from neighboring properties.

Side−Facing Garage
“Side−Facing Garage” shall be defi ned as the part of the Home 
used as a garage that is located in the back portion of the Lot, 
and does not f ace a street.

Signature Lot
“Signature Lot” shall be defi ned as a designated Lot in a location 
of prominence, high visibility, and/or importance in Verrado.

Streetscape Zone
“Streetscape Zone” shall be defi ned as the area of a Lot that lies 
along any street.

Structured Wiring System
“Structured Wiring System” (SWS), shall be defi ned as the 
minimum, standardized, required, or “structured” method of 
installing all of the telecommunications cabling and distribution 
equipment within all single−f amily homes.

Style
“Style” shall be defi ned as the specifi c architectural character 
as defi ned by this document for the design of individual Homes 
and all walls, structures, landscape, and other Improvements 
related thereto.

Town Lots 
“Town Lots” shall refer to the surface−graded Custom Home 
Lots, cleared of all native vegetation.

Uphill Lot
“Uphill Lot” shall be defi ned as a Lot that has a slope ascending 
up from the street to an access point of the Lot.

Visible
“Visible” shall describe an object or activity on a Lot that is 
or would be visually accessible (without the use of artifi cial 
site−enhancing devices) in any line of sight from any point 
originating six (6) feet above any other property, including 
other Lots.

Yard
“Yard” shall refer to an area within the Building Envelope 
that is outside the building footprint and is composed of an 
arrangement of ornamental planting and furniture and may 
include water features.
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 BUILDING MASSING

Orthogonal  X X X X X X  X X X X

Random / Angular possible   X X possible X

Curvilinear       possible

Courtyard (building frame space in “U” shape confi guration X  possible X X possible  possible

Cross Axis  X     possible    X

 ROOF FORMS

Hip  X X   possible X  possible possible  X

Gable  X  X X X X  X X  possible

Shed  X X X X X X  X X

Modifi ed Hip         X

Flat   X  X   X

Round Turet  X

Hexagonal Roof 

Shed Dormer        X X 

Pitched Dormer          X 

 MAJOR BUILDING ELEMENTS

Towers and Rotundas  X X   X  

Arches / Columns / Pilasters / Posts:

 Wood Post−square possible X X X X   X X X X

 Wood Post−round    X

 Precast Concrete X       

 Cut Stone (Canterra) X       

 Stacked Stone     X  X possible X X

 Masonry    X    possible  possible X

 Stucco Pilaster possible X X  X X

Cornice and Fascia:

 Wood or Wood Composite Fascia X X X X X X  X X X X

 Metal Fascia          X

 Stucco Fascia X     X  

Parapet Caps:

 Precast Concrete X X  possible possible   

 Masonry  X  X    

 Cut Stone (Canterra, Flagstone, etc.) X possible  X X

Wood Beams / Rafter Tails X X X X X X  X  X

Scuplted Coping X X  possible    

Trusses:

 Timber       X possible X

 Timber / Metal       X possible

 Metal

Chimneys:

 Stucco X X X X X X  X  possible

 Stone     X X X X X X

 Brick  possible  X  X  possible  X X

 Siding        X X
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 MAJOR BUILDING ELEMENTS (continued)

 Door (shape):

 Round / Full Arch X     X  

 Flat Arch / Elliptical Arch possible X  X X   

 Rectangular X  X  X X X X X X

 Horseshoe Arch        

Windows (shape):

 Round X X 

 Square X X X X X X X X X X

 Rectangular X X X X X X  X X X X

 Full Arch X  possible   X  

 Segmented Arch  X  X X

 Elliptical Arch X X possible X X   

 Oval X       

 ACCENTS AND DETAILS

Corbels at Post Beam connection X X X X X possible  

Brackets/Kickers       X X X

Window and Door Surrounds (complete sill, headers, and jambs):

 Precast Concrete X X X     

 Masonry  X possible X    

 Cut Stone (Canterra, Flagstone, etc.) X X  X       X

 Wood or Composite   X     X X

 Stucco Recess X X X possible X X  X   X

 Shed Awnings (Metal or Tile)     X  X possible

 Fabric Awning possible

Window Sills or Headers:

 Precast Concrete X X X possible X   

 Sculpted Stucco X X      

 Cut Stone (Canterra, Flagstone, etc.) X X  possible X possible     X

 Wood or Composite   possible  header only header only  X X

 Masonry  X X     possible X X

Window Shutters X  X X X X X X

Vents:

 Round Clay Tile X X X X X X  

 Half Round Clay Tile X X X X X X  

 Stucco Grid / Masonry X X  X  X  

 Metal Louvre       X X X X

Ornamental Details:

 Window Grates X X X X X X  

 Balcony Supports X   X  possible  

 Railings − Metal X X possible X X possible  X   X

 Railings − Wood look (comp. Matl. or Metal in Wood sizes) X X X    X X X
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 ACCENTS AND DETAILS (continued)

 Drainage Features:

 Scuppers for Roof or Terraces:

   Wood    X X X

   Concrete X X X X  X  X

   Metal       X

   Stone X X  X X   X possible

   Stucco        

   Clay (round or half round tile) X X  X X X

 EXTERIOR BUILDING MATERIALS

Roof:

 2−Piece Clay X X X X X X  

 Flat Clay  X X   X

 Flat Concrete   X    X X X X

 Roman Pan      X

 Clay Tile Installation:

   Uniform rows / alignment X X possible possible

   Slightly irregular rows / alignment X X X X X X

   Mud Boost  none or full none or full none, full, full or random

     or random

   Tile Boost none or full none or full full full or random full or random full or random

   Mud Bird Stops X X X X X X

   Tile Coursing uniform irregular irregular irregular irregular irregular

 Metal:

   Standing Seam       X X  X

   Corrugated       X X 

Primary Structure Exterior Walls:

 Stucco Only X X X X X X  X  X

 Stucco with Stone Mass Accents;

   Masses      X

   Wainscot Accent     X  X X X X

 Stucco with Masonry Wainscot (brick, slump, etc.)    X  X brick only  X X

 Stone only:

   Rubble     X X X  X

   Stacked     X X X  X X

   Mortarwashed     X  X  X

   Drystacked      limited

 Masonry:          

   Brick  X  X X X     jumbo

   Slump Block (Plain, sandblasted or mortar washed)

   Adobe MVD possible possible possible X   possible

   Adobe−Sasabe (burnt)    X   possible

   Painted brick X X X X

   Mortar wash X X X X
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 EXTERIOR BUILDING MATERIALS (continued)

 Concrete Block:

   Scored          X

   Fluted          X

   Split−f ace           X

   Standard (4x8x16 horiz. struck joints)          X

 Tile Accents:        

 Grout / Mortar Joints:

   Sponged X X X X X X

   Wash−off X X X X X X

   Grapevine X     X

   Heel

   Raked

   Heavy Mortar      X

   Slightly “oozed” (weeping) X X

   Stick     X X

 Siding:

   Lap Siding        X X

   Shingle Siding          possible

Window Frames:

 White X possible  X X   X X possible

 Brown X X X X X   X X X

 Tan / Beige X X X X X   X X X X

 Custom (green, burgandy, blue) X X X X X   X X  X

 SITE AND LANDSCAPE MATERIALS

Site or Screen Walls / Fences:
 Wall Material:

   Stucco X X X      possible  X

   Stone     X  X X X X

   Brick    X       jumbo

   Slump Block    X
 Composite Siding or Fence (screen wall or courtyard only)
   Concrete Block        possible possible X
 Cap Details:
   Brick X X  X       X
  painted       

  possible       
   Cut Stone (shaped profi le or slab) X X  X X   X  X X
     slab slab    slab slab
   Precast concrete (shaped profi le or slab) X X  X X   X  X X
     slab slab    slab slab
 Wall Opening Details:
   Round Clay Tile X X X X
   Half−Round Clay Tile X X X X
   Flat Clay Tile (vertically spaced/basket weave)    X

   Metal Railing X X X X    
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 SITE AND LANDSCAPE MATERIALS (continued)

 Paving:

 Brick X X X X     possible X X

 Concrete Pavers     X  X
 Concrete:

   Acid Wash X X X X X   X X X X

   Broom X X X X X  X X X X 

   Salt X X X      X X
   Exposed Aggregate (fi ne or medium) X X X X X   X X X X

  fi ne fi ne fi ne medium medium  medium medium medium medium

   Light sandblast X X X X X X  X X X X
 Stone:
   Flagstone X X X X X   X X X X
     random random   cut  cut
   Slate X X X X X   X X X possible
  cut cut cut cut random  random  cut
   Limestone X X X X    
 Tile:

   Saltillo X X X X X   

   Mexican X X X X X   

   Limestone     darker tones darker tones

   Concrete X possible possible X X X X X X X

   Clay        
 Decomposed Granite: X X X X X X  X X X X




